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PREFACE 

Progress in the theory of nonlinear oscillations during the last 
decades was based chiefly on classical methods developed in the late 
19th and early 20th centuries. This is illustrated by developments 
in the method of small parameter in monographs by Andronov, 
Vitt, and Khaikin [5), as well as Bulgakov [31], and Malkin [111a, bl, 
developments in the method of averaging based on the Vander Pol 
method (Bogolyubov and Mitropolskii [22, 127d), Volosov and 
Morgunov [204]), by a new perturbation theory (Arnold [215]) based 
on classical perturbation methods, and by the Kamenkov V-function 
method [83, vol. II] based on fundamental results obtained by 
Lyapunov and Chetaev. 

At the same time, new methods penetrated the theory of nonlinear 
oscillations: asymptotic methods developed by Bogolyubov, Krylov, 
and Mitropolskii [22, 102, 24, 127cl, analytic functions methods 
introduced by Krasnoselskii [97a, b, 297a-d] and his school [98, 99], 
the method of point transformations developed by Andronov and 
Vitt [4, 5), and Neimark [137a, b), the stroboscopic method (Minor
sky [125a, b, c]), the Gantmacher-Krein oscillation method [62J, 
and the method of determining conditionally periodic motions 
introduced by Kolmogorov and Arnold [215, 286]. The idea of 
a new method is relative, of course, if we recall that Euler, Lag
range, and Laplace used averaging long before Van der Pol. This 
remark, however, is meant for future investigators. 

Part One of the book is devoted to the combination of the Lyapu
nov, Poincare, and averaging methods as applied to the analysis 
of oscillations in Lyapunov and nearly Lyapunov systems. A topic 
of interest is the investigation of oscillatory systems represented by 
analytic autonomous differential equations having no small param
eters. The Lyapunov method of finding periodic solutions is known 
for the case of a conservative system (Lyapunov systems). The 
periodic solution obtained by means of the Lyapunov method de
pends, however, only on two constants of integration. Therefore it 
cannot in principle be a general solution for systems with more 
than two degrees of freedom; moreover, cases are known when the 
Lyapunov method fails. Chapter I, Section 1 discusses a transfor-
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.mation, outlined by Lyapunov, of an initial system whereby tlw 
system's order is lowered by two, a parameter equal to tho square 
root of reduced energy is introduced, and tho system becomes nonau
tonomous. If this parameter is sufficiently small, the methods of 
small parameter can be applied to tho transformed quasilinear 
nonantonomous system. 

This modification of the method proved effective in a number of 
problems, in particular, the problem of energy transfer. The l'lrst 
step is to determine the initial periodic mode and find its instability 
regions in the space of the system's parameters using the theory of 
parametric resonance [111b, 80]. The second step consists in deter
mining the periodic modes that appear at critical values of the param
eters and are, of course, distinct from the initial mode. This step 
uses the above-mentioned transformations and the Poincare method 
of finding periodic solutions for nonautonomous systems. Other 
methods of small parameter can also be used with the transformed 
system, for instance, the method of averaging; in this case it becomes 
possible to carry out the third step of analysis, namely, investigation 
of the transient process, often referred to as energy transfer. All 
three steps are illustrated in Chapter II I for tho spring-loaded 
pendulum, pendulum subject to elastic suspension, and betatron 
oscillations of particles in cyclic accelerators with weak focusing. 
Note that the energy transfer problem is based on the general theory 
of oscillatory chains presented in Chapter II. 

The next point is the application of perturbation theory (Chap
ter IV. Section 1). \Ve assume that an unperturbed Lyapunov-type 
nonlinear autonomous system of order 2k + 2 is perturbed by an 
analytic, and sufftciently small in norm, damping. A transformation 
of tho perturbed system is carried out in which the 1mporturbed 
system is converted into a quasilinear nonautonomous system of 
order 2k. Its solution is assumerl known for a sufficiently small 
(compared to unity) square root of the initial value of the reduced 
energy of the system. In order to fmd the first- and higher-order 
coneclions of the corresponding solution (i.e. with the same initial 
conditions) of the perturbed system, we must write a complete 
set of variational equations. that is, a sequence of nonhomogeneous 
systems of linear differential equations of order 2k + 1 with variable 
coefftcients. The complete system is given in operator form for the 
general fmite-dimensional case of analytic perturbation theory. 
According to Poincare. the integration of the complete system is 
reduced to quadratures provided a general integral of the unperturbed 
system is known. 

The last section of the ftrst part of the book treats oscillations in 
Lyapunov-type systems. We present here some of the results obtained 
by Nustrov [33Ga, b]; the table of contents gives a fair idea of the 
subjects discussed. 
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The second part of the book is also based on the results achieved 
in one of the classical methods developed in the years spanning the 
late 19th and early 20th centnries, the theory of normal forms (Poin
care, Lyapunov, Dulac, Siegel, Moser, Arnold, Pliss, and 
others). 

Drjuno [238a-v] obtained general results in the theory of normal 
forms of nonlinear analytic an tonomous systems of ordinary eli ffer
ential equations. The method was ftrst introduced by Poincare 
[149aJ. The theory is applied in the second part of the book to analyze 
oscillations described by snch equations. 

Chapter V gives the element" of the theory of normal forms required 
to understand the material. 

In Chapter VI we single out the class of problems in which the 
normal form has the simplest form as given by the Poincare theorem 
and in which the general solution of the Cauchy problem can be 
obtained at each step of the approximation efficiently. This class 
covers clam peel oscillatory systems (asymptotically stable in linear 
approximation) with analytic nonlinearities of the general type. 
The results are illustrated by two examples of mechanical systems 
with one and two degrees of freedom. 

In the next chapter we consider third-order systems with two pure 
imaginary and one negative (Chapter VII, Section 1) or vanishing 
(Chapter VII, Section 2) eigenvalues of the linear part. Chapter VII, 
Section 1 concludes with an investigation of oscillations in 
electromechanical systems with "one and a half" degrees of 
freedom. 

Finally, normal forms and resonances are st ucl iecl in analytic 
fourth-order (Chapter VIII, Section 1) and sixth-order (Chapter VIII, 
Section 'f) autonomons systems with two and three pairs, respectively, 
of various pure imaginary (in general, nonconservative) eigenvalues 
of the matrix of the linear part. The Cauchy problem is solYed in 
the general case with quadratic terms included. The results derived 
from the :\Iolchanov and Bibikov-Pliss stability criteria are discussed 
for third-power normal formi'i. Two metlwds are suggei':ted for con
structing the Lyapunov function for the case of conservative systems: 
a direct method, and one based on Chetaev's linear combination of 
integrals obtained by means of third-power normal forms. The 
results are applied to tlte Isldinskii problem concerning the motion 
of the gyroscopic frame of a sensor element of a gyroscopic compass 
(Chapter VI II, Section 2). 

In the first approximation, the two parts of the book are inde
pendent. 

The book is aimed at engineers with a strong matltematical back
ground, scientists working in mechanics and applied mathematics, 
and unc!ergradnate and postgraduate students of Applied Physics 
and Physics and JVIathematics departments. 
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The book is based on a course of lectures presented by the author 
to engineering students at the Mechanics and Mathematics Depart
ment of Moscow University in 1956-1976. 

If the author has been successful in giving the reader an insight 
into the theory of oscillations and stability, he owes this primarily 
to the late Boris V. Bulgakov and Nikolai G. Chetaev. 

The formulas within each subsection of the text are numbered 
without citing the section number. If a formula of another section 
is cited, the number of this section is added to the formula number; 
if the formula cited belongs to a different chapter, the number of 
this chapter is written in front of the section number and is sepa
rated by a comma. The same rule holds when sections and subsections 
are cited. 

V. Starzhinskii 
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PART ONE 

OSCILLATIONS 
IN L YAPUNOV SYSTEMS 

* * * 

CHAPTER I 

11\TRODUCTION 

§ 1. Transformation of Lyapunov Systems 

The order of Lyapunov systems ([108a], §§ 33-4S; [111a], Ch. IV; 
[111b], Ch. VII) can be reduced by two by using the energy integral 
and choosing, following Lyapunov, the polar angle in the plane of 
critical Yariables as the independent variable. The transformed 
system [371e-g, j, n, s, t] is nonautonomous and includes a parameter 
equal to the square root of the reduced constant energy. If this 
parameter is sufficiently small compared to unity, the Poincare 
method ([ 188a], vol. I, Ch. l II) of determining periodic solutions 
of nonantonomous systems (see Section 2 and Chapter li I vf this 
book) can be applied to the transformed ~yslem. The application 
of the Poincare method is of special interest when the Lyapunov 
method ([108a], §§ 34-45; [111al, §§ 26-29; [111b], Clt. VII, §§ 1-<'1) 
cannot be applied to finding periodic solutions of the initial system. 

In general, however, other methods of small parameter, for exam
ple, the method of averaging [1.50, 22, 127d, 204, fi6a], can be applied 
to a transformed system. Since this allows us to not only determine 
periodic solutions but examine a broader range of problems, such 
as transient processes and so on, the usefulness of transforming 
Lyapunov systems becomes apparent. This aspect of the problem 
is discussed in Chapter III. 

1.1. General case [371 e-g, j, sl. We consider a system of L~·apunov 
differential equations 

dx 
dt= -l,y+X (x, y, x1 , .•. , Xn), 

dy ) dt=lvx+ Y (x, y, x1 , ... , Xn, 

dx8 X ( ) ----a:t=Pslxl+ ·· · +PsnXn+ • X, y, X1, · · ., Xn (1.1) 

(s = 1, ... , n). 
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Here A, Psr are real constants, and X, Y, X 1 , .•• , Xn are real 
analytic functions of x·, y, x 1 , ••• , xn whose expansions begin 
with terms of order not lower than two. Lyapunov proyed the 
following theorem ([108a], § 42): if 

(a) the equation det II Psr - 08 rX II = 0 has no roots of the type 
mlci (m == 0, +1, +2, ... , i = V -1), and 

(b) it is possiule to find power series in an aruitrary constant c satisfy
ing system ( 1. 1) 

x = cx<l' -f- c2x<21 + ... ' 
y = cyil' + c2y<2J + ... , 
X8 cc=CX~u+c2x~21 + ... (sec= 1, .. . , n), (1.2) 

where xU<l, yU<l, .xf'l, ... , xi['l (k = 1, 2, ... ) are periodic func
tions of t with the same period, and xCh) (t0) = yCh) (t0 ) = 0 for k > 1, 
then the series found are absolutely convergent if c remains beloZL· a cer
tain limit and for these values of c tlze series are a periodic solution 
of the initial system ( 1.1). 

Let us analyze the cases in which at least one of these coll<litions 
is violated and the Lyapunov theorem consequently does not hold. 
If condition (a) is Yiolated, we haye the "rc,onant" case discussed 
by HyaboY [3S5a]. Condition (b) is violated if the expansions of 
X, Y, X1 , ... , Xn do not contain the lPrms xv and yv (v = 

= 2, 3, ... ). In the latter case eaclt coefJicient of each of series (1.2) 
will be identically zero at each step of the calculation. 

In Chapter III we demonstrate, however, that even in these cases 
it is possible to fmd periodic solutions of system (1.1) provided they 
exist. With a view to the remarks made in the introduction to this 
section, we shall consider a transformation of a Lyapunov system 
not bound, in general, by conditions (a) and (b). \Ye assume in what 
follows that system (1.1) possesses a ftrst integral,* which is ineYi
tably an analytic function of x, y, x1 , •.. , Xn ([108a], § 38; [111a], 
§ 25; [111b], Ch. VII, § 1) of the type 

H = x2 + y2 + w (xl, ... , Xn) + s3 (x, y, xl, ••• , Xn) = ~L 2 

where W is a quadratic form. The Lyapnnov substitution 

X = p COS{}, 

y = p sin 1'1, 

X 8 =pz8 (s=1, ... , n) 

* This is included in the definition of a Lyapunov system. 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 
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transforms system (1.1) and the fu·st integral (1.3) to the form 

~~ = p2R (p, \t, z), 

dtJ 
dt = "-+ p8 (p, \t, z), 

15 

d;; =Ps1z1+ · · ·+PsnZn+PZs(p, \t, z) (1..5) 

(s=-~1, ... ,n), 

p2 [1+TV(z)+pS(p, \t, z)]=-=~t2 • (l.G) 

Here R, 8, Z1 • ••• , Z 11 , and S are analytic functions of thr nui
ables p, z1 , ... , Zn in some neighbourhood of zero yalues whoso 
expansions in powers of p, in general, begin with zero-po\V£'1' terms; 
the coefficients of power series in p, z1 , .•. , Z 11 are periodic fnnctions 
of \t with period 2:n: that are polynomials with respect to cos{} anrl 
sin \t 

R = p-2 [X (p cos 'l't, p sin fr, pz) cos{} 

+ Y (p cos{}, p sin \t, pz) sin \t], 

E> = p-2 [-X sin{}+ Y cos 0], 

Z 8 = p-2X 8 (p cos{}, p sin 'l't, pz) - z8 R (p, 'l't, z) 

(s = 1, ... , n), 

S = p-3S 3 (p cos \t, p sin 'l't, pz) 

and z is a Yector with the components z1 , ..• , z,. 

( 1.7) 

We assume now that 1 + W > 0 in (1.6). This holds true for all 
values of z1 , ••. , Zn if W is a posi ti ve-defmi te quadratic form (this 
is true for the energy integral) and for sufftciently small Yalnes of 
z1, ••• , Zn in the general case. We solve equation (1.6) with respect 
top for one selected branch of the analytic function; specifically, we 
presume only the arithmetic value of the root: 

P=(1+TV)- 112 ~t{1- ~ (1+W)- 312 S(O, \t, z)~ 

+ [ ~ (1 + Wt3 32 (0, 'l't, z) -+ (1 + Wt2 S~ (0, 'l't, z) -] ~2} 
+0(~~). (1.8) 

Assuming ~ to be sufficiently small, we introduce phase time {}, 
by dividing the last n equations (1.5) by the second 

dzs PstZt+···+PsnZn+PZs(P, {}, z) 
d{} = A.+p8 (p, {}, z) 

(s=1, ... , n). 
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Substitution of expansion (1.8) into the above system yields 

/.. ~; =Pstzt+···+Psnzn+f1+W(z)r 112 [Zs(O, 'fr, z) 

- ~ (PstZt+"·+PsnZn)8(0, 'fr, z)]!L+[1+W(z)t 1 

x { az. (~,Pit, z) ~ [1 + W (z)r1 S (0, 'fr, z) Z 8 (0, -&, z) 

1 - T e (0, -&, z) Zs (0, -&, z) 

, f ( + L ) [ f ez (O .n ) 88 (tl, {t, z) --r-T PstZt ... -, PsnZn T ' u, z - ap 

+ ~ (1+Wt 1 S(O, -&, z)8(0, -&, z)]}!Lz+O(f.L3) (1.9) 

(s=1, ... , n). 

System (1.9) was first derived by Malkin ([111a], § 26), who gave 
an explicit expression only for its constant part. Malkin's proof is 
restricted to the existence of a periodic solution in some neighbom
hood of a vanishing generating solution. In this book (Chapter III) 
we wish to find periodic ~>olutions in some neighbourhood of non
vanishing generating solutions as well as to analyze transient pro
cesses. The order of system (1.9) is by two units lower than that of 
the initial system (1.1), and the coefficients of its nonlinear part 
aJ'e periodic function;; of {} with period 2n analytically dependent 
on z1 , ••• , Zn and on the small parameter ~l. 

1.2. Systems of second-order equations [371j, n, s, tl. We con
sider a class of Lyapunov systems represented by k + 1 second-order 
equations 

d2u • • • dt2+J..2u==U(u, u, v1 , ... , 1:k, v1, ... , vh), 

d2v • • • 
dt2., + a:nV1 + ... + axkVk = V., (u, u, v 1, ... , vh, v 17 ... , vk) (2.1) 

(x= 1, ... , k). 

Here A.> 0; aix = a.,i (x, j = 1, ... , k) are real constants, 

and u, vl, ... , vh ale real analytic functions of u, ~. vl, ... , vh, . . 
v1 , ••. , vk whose power expansions begin with terms of not lower 
than second order. We assume that system (2.1) allows a first integral, 

which inevitably is an analytic function of u, u, v1 , ••• , v11 , . . 
v1, ••• , v" ([108a], § 38; [111a], § 25) of the type 

H=~2 +A.2u2 +W(vu ... , vk, ~1• ... , ;k) 

+Sa(u, ~. V17 ••• , vk, ; 1 , ... , ~k)=f.L2 (!-1>0), (2.2) 
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where W is a quadratic form and S 3 stands for all terms of not lower 
than third order. The Lyapunov substitution ([108al, § 33) 

1 0 ·"' u = T p Sln u, u = pcos it, 

transforms system (2.1) and the first integral (2.2) to the form 

~~ = p2R (p, it, z), 

~~ =A+ p8 (p, it, z), 

d;; =Zk+x+PZx(P, it, z), (x=1, ... , k), 

dzk+x + z ( ·"- ) -d-1-=- axlzl- · · · -axkZk p k+x p, u, Z, 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.3) 

As in Subsection 1.1, here R, 8, Z1 , .•. , Z 21, and S are analytic 
functions of p, z1, •.. , Ztk in some neighbourhood of zero values 
whose power expansions begin, in general, with zero-order terms; 
the coefficients of power series in the variables p, z1 , .•• , z2 ,, are 
periodic functions of {} with period 2n 

R = p-2 U (A-1p sin 'fr, p cos t't, pz) cos t't, 

8 = -p-2 U (A-1p sin 'fr, p cos 'fr, pz) sin{), 

Zx = -zxR (p, t't, z), (x = 1, ... , k), 

Zh+x = p-2 V x (A-lp sin it, p cos t't, pz)- zli+r.R (p, t't, z), 

S = p-3S 3 (A-1p sin it, p cos it, pz) (2.ti) 

and z is a vector with components z1 , •.. , z2". Assuming 1 + 
+ W (z) > 0 in equation (2.5) (see Subsection 1.1), we solve (2.5) 
with respect to p 

p=[1+W(z)]- 112 ft{1- ~ [1+W(z)]- 312 S(O, it, z)ft}+O(ft3). 

(2.7) 

We assume ft to be so small that the right-hand side of the second 
equation of system (2.4) is positive, that is, 

'}., + p (-&, z; ft) e (p (t't, z; ft), {}, z) > 0, 

2-0559 
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and introduce phase time {} by dividing the last two groups of 
equations (2.4) by the second equation 

dz" Zk+x+P (tt, z; It) Zx (p (tt, z; It), tt, z) 
dt't A.+ p (it, z; It) e (p (tt, z; It), tt, z) 

dzk+x -ax1z1 - ••• -axkzk+P(tt, z; ~t)Zk+x(p(tt, z; ~1), t}, z) 
~ A.+p (tt, z; It) e (p (it, z; /l), tt, z) 

(x= 1, ... , k). 

The result of substituting expansion (2. 7) into the above system is 

A~; =Zk+x+f!f1+W(z)]- 112 [Z,<(O, {}, z)-A.-1zk+x8(0, {}, z)] 

+O(f!2), (x=1, ... , k), (2.8) 

A. d~~" = -ax1Z1 - ••• -a><kzk+f!f1+ W(z)]- 112 

X [Zk+x (0, {}, z) + A.-1 (ax1Z1 + ... -t- axkzk) 8 (0, {}, z)] -T- 0!(f!2). 

Eliminating Zk+t• ... , z~k from this system, we arrive at 

A2 ~~: +axlzl+ .. ·+axhzk=f![1+W(z)r 112 

X [ Zk+x+ A ~~" + 2A -1 (ax1Z1 + .. · -t- axkzk) 8 

k k k 
-A.z' ae +A.~ az" z~-J..z' ~ ae z'·+ "'l (z' ~- az" \ 

X at't LJ azj ) X LJ azj ) LJ " azk+i azk+i I 
i=1 i=1 i=1 

x(aj1zl+···+ajkzk)]-t-0(f!2) (x=1, ... , k). (2.9) 

All functions and partial derivatives in (2.9) are evaluated at 
p = 0, and the components zk+l• ... , z2h of the vector z are re
placed by A.z~, ... , A.z!t (primes denote deri va ti ves with respect 
to -fr). We also took into account that the derivative of W (z) is zero 

k h 
~ aw . 1 ~ aw 
LJ -a. Zj---;;- LJ -a--. (ailz1 + ... +aihzh)=O, 

z1 11. Zk+J 
i=1 i=1 

because integral (2.2) implies that W (z) is the integral of the unper
turbed (for f! = 0) system (2.8). 

Note that if U, V1 , ••• , Vk are independent of ;,1 , •.• , ~h 
(this is the case in a number of applications), the last sum in brackets 
in (2.9) is zero. 

The case of an initial Lyapunov system of second order, in partic
ular, a mechanical system with one degree of freedom, will not be 
considered here. The existence of the first integral makes it possible 
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to reduce the integration of the system to quadratures. The periodic 
solution for a conservative holonomic system with one degree of 
freedom depends on two constants of integration (for example, the 
initial value of the basic coordinate and that of its derivative) and 
therefore is the general solution. This was discussed extensively 
in the literature. We only note here that Lyapunov's substitution 
(1.4) (or (2.3)), series (1.8), and the second equation of (1.5) can 
yield the most suitable form of the periodic solution. The reader 
is advised to refer to Malkin's monograph ([111b), Ch. VII, § 4). 

§ 2. On the Poincare Method 
of Finding Periodic Solutions 

of Nonautonomous Quasilinear Systems 

The method of small parameter is widely used in the theory of 
nonlinear oscillations. Originating from the theory of small per
turbations in celestial mechanics, the method was first described 
in Poincare's classical treatise ([188a], vol. 1, Ch. III). Further devel
opments were connected for the most part with Russian schools of 
research. Foremost among Russian authors are Andronov and Vitt 
[4, 5), Bulgakov [31), and Malkin l111a, b]. 

2.1. Differential equations of the generating solution and first 
corrections. With no pretensions to giving new results, we wish 
to show that for systems with many degrees of freedom it is very 
helpful to use the apparatus of matrix theory and some elementary 
formulatiom of operator theory. We consider a nonlinear system 
of k second-order differential equations expressed as a vector equation 

~v ~ • 
Mdt2+QoTt+P0v=f(t)+~-tg(t, v, v, ~-t), (1.1) 

where M, Q0 , and P 0 are constant real k X k matrices (M and P 0 

are symmetric, and Q0 is skew-symmetric), f (t) is an integrable 

piecewise-continuous vector-function of period T = 2n/ro, g (t, v, v, ~-t) 
is an analytic vector-function of 1-l for 1-l = 0, and T is periodic in t 

and has sufficiently many derivatives with respect to v and v in 
the relevant range of variables. 

We wish to find T-periodic solutions of equation (1.1) that are 
analytic in ~t for 1-l = 0 

V (t, ~-t) = v(O) (t) + !-tV(!) (t) + ~-t 2v(2) (t) + . . . . (1.2) 

Substituting this into (1.1), we see that the generating solution 
v<O) (t) must satisfy the following system of linear differential equa
tions with constant coefficients 

M d2y(OJ + Q .. dv<OJ + P <OJ = f (t) 
dt2 o dt oV ' ~1.3) 

2* 
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and the first and second corrections satisfy the systems 
d2v<l> dv<l> . 

M --+Q --+P v< 1> = g (t v< 0> v< 0> 0) 
dt 2 0 dt 0 ' ' ' ' 

M d2v<2> +Q dv<2> +P y<2> = (~) y<l> + (~) ~<I>+(~) 
dt2 0 dt 0 av o • 811 o ' av 0 ' r 

(1.4) 

where the zero subscript indicates that the partial derivatives in 

question are to be evaluated for f! = 0, v = v<O), ~ = ~(O). The 

symbols 8g/8v and og/8~ denote the matrices of the corresponding 
partial derivatives 

~=II !.li·lr"-av av,_ 1 ' ~=ll~,,k, 
av OVx 1 

The homogeneous system corresponding to (1.3) Is 

M d2v<O> + Q dv<O> + P <O> = 0 (1.5) 
dt2 o dt oV • 

We let A.± 1, ... , A.±k denote the roots of the characteristic equation 

(Lv = fv) 
det (A.2M + A.Q0 + P 0) = 0 

and av the corresponding eigenvectors 

(A.~M + A.vQo + P 0 ) av = 0 (v = +1, ... , +k). 

We shall consider two cases. 

(1.6) 

2.2. Nonresonant case. System ( 1.5) has no T -periodic solutions. 
A necessary and suff1cient condition for this is that 

A.v ~ ipffi (v = +1, ... , +k; p = 0, +1, +2, ... ). (2.1) 

In this so-called nonresonant case system (1.3) (and similarly (1.4) 
and the following) has a unique T-periodic solution (see below). 
According to the Poincare theorem ([ 188a], vol. 1, Ch. l II, see also 
[111a]), series (1.2) converges for ~t = 0, that is, the inilial non
linear system of equations ( 1.1) has a unique T -periodic sol uti on 
that is analytic in fl for f! = 0. 

We now derive an expression for a T-periodic solution of system 
(1.3). We assume for the sake of simplicity that Q0 = 0 and, without 
losing generality, let M0 = Ik· This yields the equation 

(2.2) 

in the form of a first-order vector equation 

~: =Ax+h(t), X=(~<O>), 
y(O) 

( o In) 
A= -Po- o • h= ( n. (2.3) 
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A solution of system (203) with initial conditions is given by the 
formula (see, for example [80}, II, 1.4) 

which yields 

t 

x (t) =etA [ x (0) + ) e-•Ah (s) ds]. 
0 

t t+T 

x (t + T) = eTAetA [ x (0) + J e-sAh (s) ds + ) e-•Ah (s) ds J 
0 t 

t+T 

=eTA ~X (t) + ) e(t-s)Ab (s) ds J o 

t 

Replacing s in the last integral by T = T + t- s, we write the 
necessary and sufficient condition of periodicity, x (t + T) = 
= X (t), 

T 

eTA [X (t) + ) e('f-T)Ah (t- 't) d't J =X (t)o 
0 

The matrix 12h- eTA is nonsingular by virtue of (2o1), and hence 
the unique T-periodic solution of system (2o3) is given by 

From (2o3) we 

T 

x(t)=[l2k-eTAr1 ) e-rAh(t-•)d•o 
0 

obtain for the matrizant e1A 

( 
cos (tV P0 ) 

etA= - VPo sin (tV P0) 

(VPo )- 1 sin {t VPo )) 
cos (t VPo ) ' 

(2o4) 

where the above matrix-functions are given by expressions derived 
in [80], (203), and Chapter I, Subsection 201. For the first multiplier 
of formula (2o4) we find 

[I2k-eTAr1 

(VPo )- 1 cot (~·TV Po )) ' 

Ik 

which can be verified by multiplying by 12, - exp' (TA)o If a mat
rix VPo has a sufficiently small norm, we obtain 

• ( 1 v-) 2 (V- -1 1 -v-cot 2 r P0 =y P 0 ) -6T P0 

1 ( 1 v-)3 -'"32.5 2: T P0 - 0 o 0 o 
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General trigonometric formulas hold true for the trigonometric 
matrix-functions just introduced (see [80], § 1, 2). Therefore, pro
vided (2.1) is satisfied, (2.4) yields the following formulas for the 
unique T-periodic solution of system (2.2) and its derivative 

T 

v<0>(t)=+ J (VP0)- 1 sin(-rVP0)f(t--r)d-r 
0 

T 

+ ~ (VP0 )- 1 cot( ~ TVPo) J cos(-rVP0)f(t--r)d-r, 
0 

T 

~<0> (t) =--}cot { ~ T VP0 ) J sin (-r VP0 ) f (t--r) d-r 
0 

T 

+-} J cos(-rVP0)f(t--r)d-r. (2.5) 
0 

2.3. Resonant case. We suppose that the homogeneous system 
(1.5) has 2d (1 <: d <: k) linearly independent T-periodic solutions. 
Then we have 2d e qualities 

f..1 =ipfiJ (i=+1, ... ,±d; p_1=-p1,ro= 2;), 

and for the other roots of the characteristic equation (1.6) the in
equalities 

f..h .:P ipro (h = ±(d + 1), ... , +k), 

where p1 and p are integers. We write the 2d T-periodic vector
solutions of system (1.5) in complex form 

V<J.±O > -- e±ip J'iltaJ (. 1 d) ]= ' ... , . (3.1) 

Let us establish the necessary and sufficient conditions for the 
existence of T -periodic solutions of system (1.3) in the resonant case. 
Let u (t) and w (t) be vector-functions with integrable piecewise
continuous second derivatives on [0, T], the end conditions of the 
vector-functions and their first derivatives being 

u (T) =u(O), 

w(T)=w(O), 

~(T)=~(O), 

~ (T) =; (0). 
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Then* 
T T 

J (M~·+Qo~+P0u, w)dt= J (u, M~~+Qo~+P0w)dt. (3.2) 
0 0 

Indeed, from (Ax, y) = (x, A *y) we obtain 
T 

J (M~+Q0;•+P0u, w)dt 
0 

T T T 

= i (~·, Mw) dt- J (~, Q0w) dt+ .\ (u, P0w) dt. 
0 0 0 

Integrating by parts, once in the second integral and twice in the 
first, we obtain formula (3.2). Suppose that system (1.1) has a 
periodic solution v (t, ft). Substituting this solution and any one 
of the 2d functions of (3.1) into (3.2), we obtain the following equal
ity which holds identically in fL 

T 

.\ (f(t)+ftg(t, v, ~. ft), v)~l)dt=O (j=1, .. . ,d), (3.3) 
0 

since 

My. "(±l+ Q v"(±l +P v<.±l- 0 
;0 0 ;0 0 ;0 - ' 

Setting fl = 0 in (3.3), we obtain 
T 

(j = 1, ... 'd). 

j" (f(t), v)~l)dt=O (j=1, .. . ,d). 
0 

Assuming that these equalities hold, let us subtract them from iden
tities (3.3). Dividing by ft, we obtain the identities 

T 

\
• • (±) 
• (g(t, V, v, ft), Vjo )dt=O (j=1, ... ,d). (3.4) 
0 

* If 

then (x, y) = £11]1 + ... -t- £41]4 (bars over scalars indicate conjugate complex 
quantities). 
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Setting It = 0 a·nd substituting v)~> from (3.1), we see that in the 
resonant case the generating solution v<O) (t) must satisfy the follow
ing 2d conditions 

T 

'¢J = J' e -ip iwt (g (t, v<OJ, ~<OJ, 0), a 1) dt = 0 (3.5) 

0 

(j= +1, ... , +d). 

We shall look for a generating solution v< 0> (t) in the form 
d 

v<OJ = w<OJ (t) + ~ ~ -eip1wta _ 
i=-d J J 

(~-i = ~i• P-i= -Pi), 

where w<O> (t) is a partial periodic solution of system (1.3). Condi
tions (3.5) now constitute a system of 2d equations* for the complex 
numbers ~-d• ••• , ~d; let us call them equations for "generating 
amplitudes". Let ~~~ •... , ~~o) denote a solution of system (3.5). 
It can be shown that if the Jacobian of system (3.5) does not vanish, 
i.e. 

then solution (1.2) exists and is analytic in It for /t = 0. 
Equating terms in f-t, f-t 2 , ••• in identities (3.4}, we get 

T 

X·= l e-ipiwt((~) v<iJ+(!!) ~(!)+(!!) a1) dt=---0 (:~.6) 
1 J . av o 8; o o~t o ' 

0 

U= +1, ... , +d), 

wher·e the zero subscript means that the partial derivatives are 

evaluated at ~t = 0, v = v<O> (t}, ; = ~(O) (t). 
2.4. Variational equations for periodic unperturbed motion. Let

ting (1.2) denote unperturbed motion, we will write differential 
equations of perturbed motion in the form 

v = v (t, f.A,) + y. 

Dropping second-order terms in y, we obtain the variational equation 

d2y dy . ( ag ) ( ag ) dy 
l\1dt'2+QoaT--t-PoY=~t 7iV Y+~t -. dt' 

av 

* These equations are derived from the general Fredholm theorem in opera
tor theory. 
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where unperturbed motion (1.2), v = v (t, fl), v = v (t, fl), is 
substituted into the partial derivatives after differentiation. We de
note matrix-functions by 

We expand these as power series in fl 

~tP (t, fl) = f.!P1 (t) + f.!2P 2 (t) + ... , 
~tQ (t, fl) = ~tQl (t) + f.!2Q2 (t) + ... , 

where 

(4.1) 

and the zero subscript means that the derivatives are evaluated at 

fl = 0, v = vCOl (t), v = vC 0l (t). We write the vector equation 
corresponding to the variational equation as 

l\1 ~:;. + [Qo + f.!Qt(t) + fl 2Q2 (t) + ... 1 ~; 
+ [P0 + ~tPr(t) + fl 2P2 (t) + ... ] y = 0. (4.2) 

We thus have a system of linear differential equations with T-periodic 
coefficients. 

2.5. Case of distinct multipliers of unperturbed system of varia
tional equations. We consider the variational equation (4.2) for 
f-1=0 

d2y dy 
M dt2 + Qo (lt + P oY = 0 · (5.1) 

Under the conditions M' = M > 0, P~ = P 0 > 0, Q~ = -Q0 , 

all roots of its characteristic equation (1.6) arc pure imaginary 

'Av = iwv (v = +1, ... , +k; W_v = -wv)· (5.2) 

Let us assume that all the multipliers of system (5.1) corresponding 
to period T 

iw T 1 Pv = e v (v = + , ... , +k) 

are distinct, Px =;6 Pv, that is, 

( 2Jt ) mod w = T (x, v=+1, ... , +k). 

In other words, each congruence class of the numbers wv modulo 
2n!T consists of a single number. The characteristic exponents of 
the system of variational equations are ([80], IV, 3.4) 

aj (fl) = iwj- iajj sign j ·fl + 0 (~t 2) (j = +1, ... , +k), 
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where* 

det [- ro~M + iro1Qo+ P0] = 0, 

an= -([P~01 +iro 1Q~01 ]a1 , a1), 

T T 

p~o> = ~ J P1 (t) dt, Q;o> = + J Q1 (t) dt (5.3) 
0 0 

and a1 are normalized eigenvectors 

(-ro'M + iroJQo + P 0) ai = 0, 

([2roJM - iQ0 J ab aJ) = sign j (j = ±1, •.. , ±k). (5.4) 

In the case under consideration, for the real parts of the charac
teristic exponents of the system of variational equations (4.1) we 
obtain 

Re a.1 (f-t) = -sign j-Im ([PiO> + iro 1Q~O>] ah a1) f-t + 0 (f-t2) 

(j = +1, ... , +k). 

Consequently, if 

sign j-Im ([P~O) + iro1QiO>] ah a1) > 0 (j = ±1, ... , +k), 
(5.5) 

that is, for all j, then unperturbed motion (1.2) is asymptotically stable 
[108a], [40al for sufficiently small positive f..t; if, however, 

sign j' ·lm ([PiO> + iroi'QtO>] a1., ar) < 0 (5.6) 

for at least one scalar product (for some j' in the sequence +1, ... 
. . . , +k), then unperturbed motion (1.2) is unstable [108a], [40a] 
for sufficiently small positive !l· 

Remark. We assume that in the case of distinct multipliers under 
consideration 

(Pi0>ah a1) (j = +1, ... , +k) 

are real. This is certainly true for the trivial condition Pt0> = 0 
as well as for Q0 = 0. In the latter case a1 , ••• , ak are real as 
eigenvectors of the symmetric matrix M-1P 0 , and a_1 = a1 (j = 
= 1, ... , k). Since ro1 sign j > 0 (see (5.2)), 

Re a.1 (f-t) = -Re (Q~O>ab a1) f-t + 0 (f-t2) (j = ±1, •.. , ±k). 

* We remind the reader that (x, y) = ~ ~xfix (see the footnote to Subsec
tion 2.3). 
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Hence, if for all j 

il'/=-Re (Q~01a1 , a1) 

T 
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=-}Re ( J ( :~ )0 dt-ai, ai) <0 (j=+1, ... , ±k), (5.5') 
0 

then unperturbed motion (1.2) is asymptotically stable for sufficiently 
small positive 11· and if for at least one of the scalar products, then it 
is unstable for sufficiently small positive 11 

T 

il'r==-}Re (J (:~) 0 dt-ar, ar)>O. (5.6') 
0 

If Q0 = 0, then it is sufficient to test conditions (5.5') and (5.6') only 
for positive subscripts; the sign Re is automatically dropped because 
(QiOlah ai) are real (j = 1, ... , k). 

2.6. Case of multiple multipliers ([80], V, 3.4). We assume that 
system (5.1) has an r-fold multiplier Po corresponding to period T 

P _ eiro<O>r o- . 

Let wi, , ... , wir be the class of roots of equation (5.3) correspond
ing to this multiplier, i.e. 

wi = w<0> (mod w = 2;) (j =it, ... , ir)· 

System (4.2) thus has for 11 = 0 a multiple characteristic exponent 
iw<OJ. We define integers m1 by 

2n 
wi=w<O>+mty (j=jl, ... ,jr)· 

We expand the matrix-functions (see (4.1)) 

in complex Fourier series 
00 

P " ( . 2n ) p(m) 
1 (t) '"""" Li exp zm T 1 , 

rn=-oo 

We define a ih by 

Ql (t) = - ( 87 ) 
av 0 

~ (. 2n) Q(m) Q1 (t) ~ LJ exp zm T 1 • 

m=-oo 

(mh-mj) . (mh-mj) 6 1 
a1,= --(!P1 +zw1Q1 ]a1, ah) (L ) 

(j, h=it, • · ·• ir), 
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where ai are normalized by conditions (5.4), and 
T 

P(mh-mj)- _1_ r -i(roh-roj)tp ( ) d 
1 - T J e 1 t t, 

0 

T 
(mh-m.) 1 r -i(roh-ro.)t 

Q1 1 = T J e 1 Qdt) dt 
0 

We introduce the numbers 

{ 
0 j =I= h, 

"Yih= 1 i=h>O, 
-1 i=h<O 

and build the equation 

(j, h=it, · · ., ir) 

det II aih- iX"?ihlli, h=i1 , .• • , i7 = 0. 

[Ch. I 

(6.2) 
If the real parts of the roots of this equation, Xi1 , ••• , Xir are negative 
and this is true for all the multipliers of system (5.1), then unperturbed 
motion (1.2) is asymptotically stable [108a], [40a] for sufficiently small 
positive 1-1· If the real part of at least one of the roots ofequation (6.2) 
is positive in one of the classes, then unperturbed motion (1.2) is unstable 
[ 108a], [ 40a] for sufficiently small positive ~t. 

The following formula holds for r characteristic exponents of the 
system of variational equations (4.2) transformed to i(f)<O> for 1-1 = 0 

( ) _ · <o> + , + 0 ( 1+11) (.1! > o· · - · · ) ai 1-1 - l(f) Xil-1 1-1 u ' ]- 11, ... , lr' 

where Xi are roots of equation (6.2). 
2.7. Examples. 
Example 1. We consider the scalar Van der Pol equation 

s + a2s = l sin t + 1-1 (1 - s2) s (a > 0, l > 0), 

which was investigated in detail by Andronov and Vitt ([4], 
pp. 70-84). The roots of the characteristic equation (1.6) are ').. = 
= +ia. We shall study the two possible cases. 

(a) Nonresonant case (a is not a natural number). Equation (1.3) 
is written in the form 

"s'<o> + a2£<0> = l sin t 

and it has a unique 2n-periodic (T = 2n) generating solution 

£< 0> = _z_ sin t. 
o2 -1 

U"ing the first equation of (1.4), which in this case is 

"t" <1> + a2'i:.O> = [1- l2 sin2 t J _l_ t 
"' "' (o2-f)2 o2-1 cos ' 
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we determine the firf't correction 

!:(!> - 1 [ 1 12 J t + za 3t "' - (a2-1)2 - 4(a2-1)2 cos 4(a2-1)3 (a2-9) cos · 

All subf'equent terms in series (1.2) are also uniquely determined 
from the second equation of (1.4) and from subsequent equations. 
The required solution of (1.2) is 

lsint ~tl {[ 12 J 
s(t, ~J.)= a2-1 + (cr2-1)2 1-4(a2-1)2 cost 

12 cos 3t } 0 ( 2) + 4(a2-1)_(cr2-9) + 1-l • 

To check for stability, we calculate {)> using formula (5.5') 
2n 

it=~ i {~[(1-G2) ~1} dt 
2n ~ 8~ o 

2n 
1 r [ z2 . .I 1 z2 =zn J _1- (a2-1)2 smzt.Jdt= -2 (a2-1)2, 

0 

and, according to formulas (5.5') and (5.G'), we conclude that for 
sufficiently small 1-l and 

l 2 > 2 (o-2 - 1)2 (7.1) 

the above 2Jt-periodic solution s (t, !J.) is asymptotically stable; 
it is unstable if the sign of the inequality is reversed. 

(b) Resonant case (a = p. where p is a natural number). Equa
tion (1.3) takes the form 

·G·co> + p 2 £COl = l sin t 

and it has a 2:rr-periodic solution for any p > 2; we shall ass11me 
henceforth that p > 2. From Sub~ection 2.3, 

G( 0 ' = P2 :_ 1 sin t + ~1 cos pt + ~2 sin pt. 

After obvious operations, the left-hand sides of equations (3.5) 
are determined and the equations themselves are written as 

1Jl1 = - : P~z [ ~~+ ~~ + (P2Z::. 1)2 4 J = 0, 

1Jl2 = : P~1 [ {;~+ {;~ + (P2Z::.1)2 4] = 0. (7.2) 

For any values of the parameters p and l, the equations have the 
trivial solution 
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and if l < y2 (p2 - 1) they also have the solution 

1" 1"<0> 1" 1"10) - .. /4 2l2 1"10>2 
... 1=..,1 .... 2=..,2 =+v - (p2-i)2 '<>1 • 

where ~~0 > is any real number whose absolute value is not greatH 
than [4 - 2l2/(p2 - 1)2PI2 • For the nontrivial solution, the Jacobian 
of Subsection 2.3 vanishes 

D ('Ill' 'll2) I = 0 
D (~1• ~2) ~t=i.i0 ). 62=~~0l 

and so Subsection 2.3 does not tell us whether there exists a 2n-pe
riodic solution analytic in 1.1. for 1.1. = 0 whose generating solution is 

£< 0> = P2 l 1 sin t + ~~o> cos pt + ~~o> sin pt. 

For further details, we refer the reader to [4]. 
We consider the first solution of equations (7.2), that is, ~1 = ~ 2 =0. 

The Jacobian does not vanish for l =1= V 2 (p2 - 1) 

D ('Ill! 'll2) I - _!_ n2 2 [ l2 - 2]2 ....L. 0 
D (~1• ~2) ~t=62=0- 4 p (p2-1)2 -r 

and, according to Subsection 2.3, there exists a solution analytic 
in 1.1. for 1.1. = 0. The first equation of (1.4) yieldR for the first cor
rection and even p 

[ 1- 4 (p;:_i)2 J cost 

za + -=4-:-(P-=2:---:-:-1)-=-3 .,-(P-::-2 -_....,9~) cos 3t + 111 cos pt + 112 sin pt, 

where 111 and 11 2 are defined by equation (3.6). The stability condition 
is again (7 .1 ). 

Example 2. We consider the system of two differential equations 
([71], p. 117) 

~1 + 111 = 1.1. (1 - 11~ - 11~) ~1 + l.l.q cos t, 

~·2 + W~112 = 1.1. (1 - 11i - 11~) ~2• (7.3) 

where 1.1. > 0, q < 0, w2 > 0 and w2 =I= ~ m (m is a natural number). 

The roots of the characteristic equation (1.6) are 

"'"' 1 = + i, A=t=2 = + w2 i, 

and since w = 2n/T = 1, we have the resonant case: p_ 1 = -1, 
p1 = 1, and "-+2 =I= pi (see the beginning of Subsection 2.3). The 
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generating 2:rt-periodic solution of system (7.3) will be sought in 
the form 'YJ~o) = 0 

'YJ~o) = ~1ei 1 + ~1e-it = 2 Re (~1 ei 1 ) = 2a1 cos t-2~1 sin t, 

where ~1 = a 1 + i~1 • The left-hand sides of system (3.5) are 

'P-1=2:rt[ ~ q-i~(1-~;~l)J, 

'lJ1 = 2:rt l+ q+ i~l (1-~1~) J. 

Adding and subtracting equations (3.5), we obtain 

q1 - 2~ 1 (1 - ai - ~i) = 0, 2ia1 (1 - a~ - ~~) = 0. 

Hence we see that a 1 = 0, while ~1 must be a root of the cubic equa
tion 

(7.4) 

If q <- 4 V3!9, this equation has only one real root ~~0 ) > 
> 2 VJ/3; if -4 V379 < q < 0, it has one positive root ~;o) 
( 1 < ~~ 0 ) < 2 VJ/3) and two negative roots ~i and ~i* (~~ < ~i*). 
Thus the generating solution of system (7.3) is 'Y]~o> = 0, 

'l'l<o> __ r<o)eit + 0o)e-it __ 2A sin t (r<o) _ iA ) (7 .5) 
'11 - '::>! '::>! - t-'1 '::>1 - t-'1 ' 

where ~1 satisfies equation (7.4). We compute the Jacobian of sys
tem (3.5) 

D = D ('ljl_1' 'ljll) = 4:rt2 [ (1- 2r<O)r<o>)2- r<Ol 2 r<Ol 2j = 4n2 (3A4_4A2 _J_ 1). 
D (~\0)' ~~0)) '::>! '::>1 '::>! '::>! t-'1 t-'1 I 

The Jacobian D vanishes only for ~1 = + V3!3 and ~1 = + 1. Since 
~i0 > > 1, it follows that the Jacobian does not vanish at ~ = ~io). 
Further, the case ~ 1 = +1 is impossible, since f (+1) < 0. Thus D 
vanishes if and only if ~ 1 = - V 3!3, i.e. if q = -4 V3!9. This 
case requires further investigation ancl will not be considered here. 
In all other cases solution (1.3) exists and is analytic in fl for ~t = 0. 
The system of equations (1.4) for the first correction takes the form 

whence 

'Y]~v = y1eit + ~e-it ++~~cos 3t, 'Y]~v = 0. 

We can now determine the generating amplitude y1 of the first 
correction, which we shall not do here, but go on to consider the 
stability of solution (1.2). 
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The variational equations (4.2) for system (7 .3) and the generating 
solution (7. 5) are 

d2y dy 
dt2+[~tQ1 (t)+ ... ] Tt+ [P0+ ~PI(t) + ... ) y=O, 

where 

11 1 o II p t = _ (~) = 114~~ sin 2t o II Po= 0 Ol~ ' 1 ( ) ov o 0 0 ' 

Q1 (t)= -( 0~) =(-1+2~~-2~fcos2t)l2 • 
ov 0 

Thus, 

p~2> = Pt2> = ,,- 2i~~ ~ II' 
Q~O> = ( -1 + 2~~) 12, Q?) = Qt2 ) = - ~~12, 12 =-=II~ ~II' 

and all the other Fourier coefficients of matrix-flmctions P 1 (t) 
and Q1 (t) vanish. 

The roots of equations (5.3) are w_1 ~= -1, w1 = 1, w_2 = -co2, 

and w2 • The eigenYectors a1 and a 2 of the matrix P 0 normalized by 
conditions (5.4) are 

1 
at=-/- e1, 

l 2 

There is a clasi' of two roots { w_1 , w1} that are congruent morlulo 

2n/ T = 1. and all the other roots are by a~i'mnpt ion ( w2 =I= ; m) 
congruent neither to these two nor to one another, forming two 
clas:-es each containing one root: { w _2} and { w2}. \V e begin wi lh 
the class of two roots, defining tl1e integers m _1 and m1 from the 
exprr~sions 

(1)_1 = 0 + (-1)·1, (()1 o .. o 0 _!__ '1·1, 

i'O that m_ 1 = -1 and m1 = 1. We compute aj, from (6.1) 

- i (2A2 1) - 1 A2 · a-1-1 = Ou = 2 1"1- , cr_u = a1-1 =-= T P1L 

and set up equation (6.2) 

I 
0 -1-1 + iX 

0 1-1 

Its roots are 
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If ~I = ~~O) > 1, XI and X2 are negative. If fJI =-= ~~ < 0 or ~I = 
= ~~«· < 0 (this is possible only if q > -4V::f!9), XI is positive, 
since by (7.4) 

1 fl. *2 1 q 0 
-pl =2 ~t > ' 

By virtue of the conclusion of Subsection 2.6, the periodic solu
tion (1.2) with the generating amplitudes -2~~ and -2~~* (see (7.5)) 
is unstable. To determine the stability of the periodic solution (1.2) 
with the generating amplitude 2~lOJ, we must refer to tho other two 
clasi'es { w_2} and { w2}. We evaluate ft 2 and {} _2 from (5.5') 

{}2 = - (Q~o>a2, a2) = 1 ; 2~f , {}_2 = ft2. 
(!)2 

If ~I = ~~o) > 1, {} 2 is negative. Thus the periodic solution (1.2) 
with the generating amplitude 2~~0 ) is asymptotically stable. 

Another example is analyzed in the following section. 

§ 3. Forced Vibrations in Centrifuges 
Used for Spinning 

3.1. Statement of the problem and equations of motion. The ma
chinrry ul'ed in manufacturing viscose rayon includes centrifuges 
for pot spinning. The machine is a combination of an electrically 
driven shaft and a centrifugal pot installed on the end of a ve,·tical 
flexible cantilever spindle. The working rotation rate of spindles 
in modern centrifuges used for spinning reaches 9000 rpm. This 
angular velocity is substantially greater than Lhe threshold at 
which the elastic properties of the spindle become signif1cant. At 
a certain rotation rate, the inertial forces and moments of a rotating 
spindle are balanced by the elastic restoring forces and moments 
caused by deformation of the spindle carrying the centrifugal pot. 
In the accepted nomenclature, a shaft is called l'loxiblo if the fnnda
mental frequency of transverse vibrations of the shaft is below its 
rotation rate. An important advantage of flexible-shaft centrifuges 
is their self-centring behaviom·. Both the static and dynamic inl'ta
bilities of the rotor tend to cancel out at the indicatC'd rotation rates. 

Under certain conditions, however. unstable modes of operation 
may appear in machines with flexible shafts. In addition to pure 
forced vibrations caused by rotor imbalance, sPlf-excitod vibrations 
are also possible; the frequencies of these unrlamped oscillations 
are close to the natural frequencies of the linearized system of differ
ential equations describing the motion of the device in question. 

One of the reasons for the instability of pure forced vibrations 
at above-critical frequencies may be intC'rnal friction in the matPrial 
from which the flexible shaft is made ([1041. pp. 108-113). According 
3-0559 
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to a well-known theoretical principle, forces of external resistance 
shift the stability limit toward higher frequencies [50, 51]. Therefore, 
it is of interest to find the relationships between the parameters of 
internal friction and external resistance that result in asymptotic 
stability of forced vibrations of the centrifuge. 

To derive the differential equations describing the centrifuge's 
motion we use the approach suggested by Koritysskii ([96], p. 383). 
The variables introduced for the calculations in the case of the 
8B-3M centrifuge are shown in Fig. 1. 

X 

FIG. 1 
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The figure also shows the coordinates of the centrifugal pot with 
respect to the fixed reference frame xuv. In actual configurations 
the x axis is directed upward. According to the accepted dynamic 
model and with certain natural assumptions made by many authors 
[96, 104], the centrifuge vibrations can be described by a quasilinear 
nonautonomous system of differential equations with constant 
coefficients on the leading terms. In complex form, the system takes 
the form 

- f.l {m [u1 + iev exp (ivt)] (x0 + x1 I u1 12) 

+ hc11 (~1 -ivu1) -hc12 (~2 -ivu2) -hc13 (~3 -ivu3)}, 

K 1u2 - ivK0u2 - c21u1 + c22u2+ c23u3 

= 11- [ ( ~ ivK0~2 + c21u.- c22u2 - c23u3 ) I u2 12 
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- (ivK0u2 - 2K1~2) Re (u2~2) + hc21 (~1 - ivu1) 

-hc22 (~2 - ivu2) -hc2a (~a- ivua) J, 
A~a-C31U1 + C32U2 + (c~3 + f) Ua . . 

= ~ [hc31 (u1 - ivu1)- hc32 (u2 - ivu2) 

. . 
- hck (ua- ivu3)- Ax2u3]. (1.1) 

The meaning of the complex coordinates ui (j = 1, 2, 3) is easily 
seen in Fig. 1: u1 = 11 + i~, where 11 and ~ are the coordinates of 
the centroid of the rotor's rigid element 5 and the centrifugal pot 3; 
u2 = a 1 + i~1 , where a 1 and ~1 are the Resal angles characterizing 
the direction of the tangent to the elastic axis of the vertical flexible 
cantilever shaft 4 at the point where the rigid portion of the rotor 
is mounted; u3 = 'ljJ + ift, where 'ljJ and f} are the deviation angles 
of the axis of the spindle housing with respect to the fixed x 
axis. 

The constant coefficients cik = cki and c~3 (j, k = 1, 2, 3) are 
functions of design parameters of the mechanical system. The stiff
ness of the vibration absorbers 2 relative to angular displacements 
of the spindle housing 1 is given by the coefficient f. The linear 
eccentricity e of the rotor is assumed small in comparison with the 
leading terms of the differential equations. The remaining quantities 
in equations (1.1) are: K 0 and K1 are, respectively, the polar and 
equatorial central moments of inertia of the rotor; A is the equatorial 
moment of inertia of the system with respect to its fixed point; 
m is the rotor mass; x 0 , x1 , and x 2 are the coefficients of external 
dissipative forces; and h is the coefficient of internal friction for 
the material of the flexible shaft [50, 96]. 

Finally, we note that the parameter fL is introduced in the differen
tial equations of motion (1.1) in order to single out the terms small 
in comparison with those in the left-hand sides of these equations. 

3.2. Determination of a periodic solution. Experimental data 
on the functioning of centrifuges have demonstrated that pure forced 
vibrations are caused by rotor imbalance. These vibrations r.orre
spond to a periodic solution of the initial differential equations (1.1), 
which we shall seek by the Poincare method. The initial system of 
three second-order differential equations (1.1) in the complex
variable functions u i (j = 1, 2, 3) is first recast in the form of 
a single real-variable vector equation (2, 1.1): 

d2v dv • 
M""""di2+QoTt+P0v=f(t)+flg(t, v, v). (2.1) 

a• 
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Here we introduce the following notation: the vectors 

( Xl 1 
Xz 

· X3 
V= 

x4 
f (t) = mevz 

x5 

l Xu J 

1 cos vt 1 ( g 1 1 

l 

sin vt gz 

0 
0 
0 
0 J 

f.Lg (t, v, v) = f.L 

whore x1 = '1'], x 2 = G, x3 = a 1 , x4 = ~1 , x5 = 'ljJ, x6 = t'J, and the 
functions f.Lgi (j = 1, ... , G) are found as a result of splitting the 
corresponding complex equations of system (1.1); and the matrices 

M = diag (m, n, K 1 , K 1 , A, A), Qo = II qih II~, 

where q34 = K 0v, q43 = -K0v, and the remaining elements of the 
matrix Q0 are zero. 

Splitting the initial system of complex equations (1.1) yields 
a matrix P 0 , which for the system in question is symmetric and 
positive-definite. The elements of this 6 X 6 matrix are the coeffi
cients cik = c11 i and c~~ + f (j, k = 1, 2, 3). The yector v thus 
giws the coordinates of the mechanism, and the vector-functions 

pg (t, v, ~) are periodic in time t with period T = 2rc/v. 
Let us seek the T-periodic solution of equation (2.1) in the form 

of a f:eries (2, 1.2) in integer powers of the small parameter f.L, keeping 
only the ;ftrst correction to tht> generating solution 

V (t, ~t) = v(O) (t) + f.LV(1) (t) + . . . (2.2) 

By using the standard procedmo (see Subsection 2.1), we arriYe at 
Yector differential eqnations (2. 1.3) for the generating f'olution, 
and (2. 1.4) for the first correction. The characterif'tic equation 
(2, 1.6) for tho homogt>neous f'ystpm (2. 1.5) is 

[del (P0 - Al6 )1 2 + {[(c11 + mf.?) (c~3 + f + AJ.}) 
- c;31 K 0v}2 ').} = 0. 

ObYiouf'ly. tlli-: equation has the pure imaginary roots 'Ai = iffij 

(j ~= +1. ... , +G). Wt> as~ume that no one of thef'e roots is of tho 

form ip\' (p = 0, +1, +2, ... ; i = V-1). In this case both 
tlw equation for the generating f'olution and each f'Ub~t>quent equa
tion as well \Viii haYe a unique T-periodic solution. 'To find these 
solutions it is expedient to return to the complex notation of the 
initial equations. Tho generating ~olution then takes the form 

x2°L 1 -L ix~01i = mev2D-1 (v) D 1k (v) exp (ivt) (k = 1, 2, 3). 

We recall that x~0 > (j =1, ... , G) are the components of the vector 
v<o> of the gem•rating f'Olution, and D 1k (v) are algebraic comple-
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ments of the corresponding elements in the fundamental determinant 

D (v) = det ( -v2M+ ivQ0 +P0). 

Here 

M = diag (rn, K1 , A), 

Q0 = diag (0, - ivK0 , 0), 

Cn -cl2 -eta 

Po= -Ctz C22 Czs 

-eta Czs C~a+ f 
First corrections are found from 

3 

( ct) + · <o)- n-1 ( ) "'' n ( ) fL x2k-t ~x2k - v i"f::t ri ik v (k= 1, 2, 3). 

The following symbols were introduced in the last expression: x)O 
(j = 1, ... , 6) are the components of the vector vOl, . . 

rk = g2k-l (t, y(O), y(O)) + ig.~k (t, y(O), y(O)) (k = 1, 2, 3). 

Therefore, 

_. [ + ( mev2JJ11 (v) )2] ( 1 + mv2D11 (v) ) ex. P (;\>t), rl- ~vrne 'Xo 'Xt D (v) D (v) • 

__ ( mev2JJ12 (v) )3 K 2 ( 1 _ Ko ) . (" ) 
r 2 - D (v) 1v '2K1 exp ~vt , 

. A mev2D13 (v) . ) 
rs = - ~v x2 D (v) exp (~vt . 

The higher-order approximations are found in the same manner. 
3.3. Stability analysis. Physically, as we know, only stable mo

tions are realized. Therefore, the periodic solution found in the 
preceding subsection must be analyzed for stability, which ~hould 
at the same time establish the domains of existence of the periodic 
motions of the centrifuge. For this analysis, we need Yariational 
equations. assuming the periodic motion already obtained to be 
the unperturbed motion. 

We denote by the vector y a small deviation from the unperturbed 
motion; tlw perturbed motion is then 

v = v (t, fL) + y. 

By substituting the perturbed motion into system (2.1), we recast 
the variational equations in vector form (2, 4.2) and drop the terms 
containing fL to the second and higher powers 

d2y dy 
M dt 2 +[Qo+fLQt(t)+ ... ]Tt+[Po+fLPt{t)+ ... ]y=O. (3.1) 
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As was noted above, all the roots of the characteristic equation in 
the case under investigation are pure imaginary, and all the mul
ti pliers of system (3.1) for f.t = 0 corresponding to period T = 2n/v 
are distinct. The characteristic exponents of system (3.1) are found 
from (2, 5.3) 

a 1 (f.t) = iro 1 - icrii sign jf.t + 0 (f.t2 ) (j = +1, ... , +6), 

where crii = -([P~O) + iro 1Q~Ol] ah at) and a1 are normalized 
eigenvectors 

(-ro'M + iroJQo + P0) ai = 0, 
([2ro1M - iQ0 ] ab a1) = sign j (j = +1, ... , +6). 

The following quantities can be taken as components of the eigen
vectors 

Dsdrot) 
D22 (roJ) e J• 

Normalization becomes unimportant if stability is being analyzed 
for the case of distinct multipliers. 

The products (PiOlab a1) being real (j = +1, ... , +6), con
ditions (2.2) for asymptotic stability of the motion take the form 
of (2, 5.5') 

The matrix !!QiOl for system (2.1) is 

M +he11 0 -hetz 0 -he13 0 

0 M +he11 0 -het2 0 -hela 
-hef2 0 he22 Klvf: heza 0 

0 -hetz -Klvt: he22 0 he2a 
-heta 0 he2a 0 he~3 + Ax2 0 

0 -hela 0 heza 0 he~ 3 + Ax2 

where 

M = m (x0 + x1/~), fk = mev2D- 1 ('') Dlk (v) (k=1, 2). 
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In full form, the conditions for asymptotic stability of pure forced 
vibrations of the centrifuge used for spinning are 

m (x 0 + x1fi) D 21 (wi) 2 + Ax 2D 23 (wi) 2 

+ hmw~D 21 (wj) 2 - hwi (K 0v - K 1 wj) D 22 (wj) 2 

- h (f- Aw~) D 23 (wj) 2 >0 (j = 1, ... , 6). 

Here D 2k ( wi) are algebraic complements of the corresponding 
elements of the fundamental determinant of system (2.1). 

An analysis of the conditions for asymptotic stability makes it 
possible to conclude that forces of internal friction in devices similar 
to the centrifuge used for spinning discussed above cannot disrupt 
the asymptotic stability of forced vibrations caused by rotor im
balance. 



CHAPTER II 

OSCILLATORY CHAINS 

In the next two sections we treat plane oscillatory chains. Sec
tion 1 [371d] deals with completely elastic free chains; if we consider 
a mechanical system, this is a system of point masses linked by 
weightless springs. Section 4 [371c] discusses a case when one of 
these conditions is violated, namely, some of the springs are replaced 
by weightless rods, and in one of the examples the motion of some 
of the point masses is constrained by guides; therefore, the oscillatory 
chain is no longer completely elastic and free. 

At first glance, these are special cases of mechanical vibrations. 
Such a view, however, is incorrect. Even in some problemf: of me
chanics a rod can be treated as an oscillatory chain, and it is not 
always easy to decide whether a continuous or a discrete model 
gives a better description of reality. Analogies become eyen more 
profound if one considers electrodynamic systems. \Ve refer the 
reader to Mandelshtam 's monograph [112] (Part I, Lecture 29; 
Part II, Lecture 12). In Section 3 of Part II we discuss the relation
ship between oscillations of particles in cyclic accelerators and those 
of spring-loaded pendulums (mass-spring systems); this is only one 
of numerous possible examples. 

§ 1. Completely Elastic Free Oscillatory Chains 

1.1. Definition of an oscillatory chain. We consider a mechanical 
system with holonomic constraints that do not depend explicitly on 
time. Let q1, ••. , qn be the Lagrangian coordinates of the system . . 
and q1 , ••• , qn be the corresponding generalized velocities. \Ve 
assume that a generalized force corresponding to the coordinate q.., 
can be given in the form . . 

Qv (ql, · · ., qn) - Rv (ql, ... , qn) (v = 1, ... , n). 

Here Qv and Rv are continuous and differentiable functions of their 
arguments in the respective domains of definition. We assume that 
for any virtual displacement (which in this particular case coincides 
with a real displacement) the work of resistance forces is negative 

(1.1) 
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It follows from this inequality and from continuity that 
Rv (0, ... , 0) = 0 (v = 1, ... , n). 

In the simplest nonlinear case, when Rv = f (qv) (v = 1, ... , n), 
condition (1.1) signifies that rx/ (rx) > 0 (rx =;60), and the conti
nuity requirement implies, among other things, that f (0) = 0. In 
the linear case, ( 1.1) signifies complete dissipation. 

The constraints being explicitly independent of time, the kinetic 
energy K of the system is a quadratic form of generalized velocities 
with coefficients dependent only on the Lagrangian coordinates 

i. i=1 

The equations of motion of the second kind in the Lagrange form 
can be written as 

n n 

~ aviq.i--\- ~ (1.2) 
i=l i,j=l 

(v=1, ... , n). 

We wish to analyze! the stability of unperturbed motion in the 
sense of Lyapunov 

qv = qvo (t), qv = qvo (t) (v = 1, ... , n) (1.3) 

with respect to the variables q1 , .•. , q" q1 , ••• , qr (r:::;;; n). 
Coordinates and velocities of the perturbed motion are denoted by . . . 

qv = qvo (t) + Xv, qv = qvo (t) + Xv (v = 1, ... , n). 

Differential equations for the first approximation of the perturbed 
motion (variational equations) can be given as 

n 

'V [ d2xi dx; J L.J (avi)o di2 + bvi (t) ---cit+ Cvi (t) Xi = 0 
i=1 

where 

b . (t) = ~ [- ( iJavi ) + ( fJavi ) 
vt L.J aqi o aqi o 

J=l 

n n 

(v=1, ... , n), 

"" ( ( Oavj I • • ~ ,- ( (}2avk ) 
Cvi (t) = L.J \ , Jlii) o qjo (t) + L.J L (}qi 8qj o 

i=l k=1 

_ _!_( a2aik) Jq··o(t)q.ko(t)}-(~) (v, i=1, ... ,n), 
2 aqvaqi 0 J aqi o 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 
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and the zero subscript on avi and on the partial derivatives indicates 
evaluation at . . 

q10 (t), · · ., qno (t), q10 (t), · · ., qno (t). 

We say that the initial mechanical system is an "oscillatory chain" 
with respect to the unperturbed motion (1.3) if it is possible to choose 
Lagrangian coordinates in which the coefficients (avi) 0 , bvi (t), 
and Cvi (t) are such that for some natural m < n 

(avi)o = 0 (1. 7) 

(v = 1, ... , m, i = m + 1, ... , n; 
v = m + 1, ... , n, i = 1, ... , m); 

hvdt) = ( a~v) 0 (v, i = 1, 
aqi 

( O~v ) = 0 
i)qi 0 

[(v = 1, ... , m, i = m + 1, 
v = m + 1, ... , n, i = 1, 

Cvi (t) = 0 

... ' n), 

... , n; 
... , m); 

1(v = 1, ... , m, i = m + 1, ... , n; 
v = m + 1, ... , n, i = 1, ... , m) 

(1.8) 

('1.9) 

(1.10) 

for any t ~ t 0 • Conditions (1.7)-(1.10) state that the matrix-functions 
.of the coefficients of system (1.4) are of the form 

( 1/ (avi)o 1/T 0 ) (" Cv; (t) 1/T 0 ) 

0 II (av;)o 11~+1 ' 0 1/ Cvdt) 11~+1 ' 

( II ( :~; ) o II~ o ) 

o II ( :~iv ) o 11:+ 1 • 

If conditions (1.7)-(1.10) are satisfied, the variational equations (1.4) 
form two groups of m and n - m equations 

(1.11) 

n 

~ [ ( ) d2x; ( 8Rv ) dxi J L.J avi o "(ft2 + -.- 0 dtl + Cvi (t) Xi = 0 
i=m+ I i)qi ' 

(1.12) 

('\'=m+1, ... , n). 
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1.2. Determination of equilibrium positions. The simplest exam
ple of an "oscillatory chain" is a completely elastic free oscillatory chain 
with respect to vertical vibrations (this means that vertical vi
brations are taken for unperturbed motion). Figure 2 shows a system 
of N point masses m1 , ••• , 

m N connected in series by N 
zero-mass springs with force x 
constants c1 , • • • , c N and of 
unstressed lengths 11, • •• , lN. 
The first spring is fixed at point '~ 
0, and each subsequent spring 
is attached to a weightless 
hinge whose axis is perpendie-
ular to the vertical plane Oxy, 
which determines the motion 
in a plane. Thus, only N triv-
ial constraints are imposed 
on the system: z1 = 0, ... , 
zN = 0; the Cartesian coordi
nates of the point masses 
m1 , ••• , mN are taken for 
the 2N Lagrangian coordi
nates. For this simplest case 
the kinetic energy is 

that is, au = mi6ii (flu is 
the Kronecker delta; i, j=1, !I 
... , N). Let us calculate 
the potential energy II (x1 , • •• , FIG. 2 

xN, y~, ... , YN) of the linear 
elastic forces of the ~prings and of the forces of gravity 

N 

II= 2: { - gmkyk + f ck [ (xk- Xk-t)2 + (y~- Yk-1)2 
k=1 

assuming x 0 = y~ = 0 and taking only the arithmetic value of 
the square root. We start by finding the equilibrium positions of 
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the system and for this consider the system of equations 
arr 
-,- = -ckxk-I + (ck + ck+1) xk- ck+1xk+I 
UXk 

- cklk [(xk- xk-t)2 + (yi.- Yi..-1) 21- 112 (xk- xk-1) 

[Ch. II 

+ ck+Ilk+I [(xk+I- xk)2+ (Yk+1- Yi.)2]- 112 (xk+l- xk) = 0, 

arr , + ( + ) , , oyj. = - mkg- CkYk-1 ck ck+I Yk- ck+tYk+ 1 

- cklk [ (xk- Xk-t)2 + (yi.- Yi..-1) 2]- 112 (yi.- Yi..-1) 

+ ck+llk+I [ (xk+I- xk)2 + (Yi.+ 1-yi.) 2]- 112 (Yi.+ 1 - yi.).= 0 (2.2) 
(k= 1. ... , N), 

in which we assume c x+t = l N+I = 0. A solution of this system 
(for the lower equilibrium position) is 

x" = 0, yi. = (l1 + A. 1) + ... + (l" + A.") (2.3) 
(k = 1, ... , N), 

where A.1 is the static elongation of the jth spring, 

AJ = (m, + mi+1 + ... + mN) g/c1 (j = 1, ... , N). 

Let us prove that this equilibrium position is isolated. Indeed, the 
Jacobian of system (2.2) evaluated at x" and y/, from (2.3) is D = 
= D 1D 2 , where D 1 and D 2 are the determinants of the Jacobian mat
rices of order N 

c1 A.1 + c 2;\.,2 c2A.2 0 0 
ll +"'1 12+"'2 l2 +"'2 

Dt= 
c2A.2 c2A.2 c3A.3 c3A.3 () 

12+ "'2 --+ 13+"'3 l3 + "'3 l2 + "'2 

0 0 0 
c;sA.N 

l x-Lf...;s 

and D 2 is obtained from D 1 when lk = 0, """ = 1 (k = 1, ... , N). 
The formula for the determinant of a Jacobian matrix yields 

N 

D= lJ 
k=1 

which was to be demonstrated. 
Let us introduce new variables Yk defined as the displacements of 

the kth point along the vertical axis from the lower equilibrium 
position 

Yk = yi.- (lt +At) - ... - (i" +A.") (k = 1, ... , N). (2.4) 
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In the lower equilibrium position, x1 = ... = x 1y = y1 = 
... = y 1': = 0. In order to find equilibrium positions not coin
ciding with the lower one, we recast system (2.2) in the form 

-c" (xk - xh -1) 

X {lh [(xk- Xh-1f + (lh + Ak + Yh- Yk-1) 2]-1/ 2 - 1} 
+ ci:+I (xk+I- xh) {! 11 +1 [(x1<+ 1 - x1,)2 

+ (lh+1 + Ak+1 + YH1- y,y]-l/2 - 1} = 0, 

-ell (l" + "-~< + y,, - Yh-1) 

X {l" [(xk- Xh-1) 2 + (lh +A"+ Y~<- Yh-1)2 ]-1/2 - 1} 

+ ck+1 (lh+1 + A.h+l + Yk+I- y,,) {lh+I [(xh+1- x;Y 
+ (lh+1 + "-~~+1 + Y11+1 - y,y]-112 - 1} = m"g. (2.5) 

(k= 1, . .. , N). 

The equations corresponding to k = N are 

c,.,. (xx- x_y_1) {1 - ll'.- [(x_".- x_,-:-1) 2 

+ (ls + A_v + Y:v- Y:v-1)2J-1f2} = U, 

c_"· (lz-, + A_y-+-- y".,.- Yl'.·-1) {1- l:v [(xN- x_.,.-1) 2 

+ U:Y + "-x + Ys- Y:v-1)2]-112} = m_yg. 

The expression in braces is distinct from zero, otherwise the second 
equation would not be true. Therefore, the first equation yields 
x_,, = X_y_1 , and the second equation becomes 

C_v (ls --1-- "--'" + Ys- Y:v-1) 
X {1- z". I Zv + A_y + Y.Y- Yx r-1} = m_yg. 

This last equation always has the solution y s = y \. _1 , and also 
Ys = y_.,._1 - 2ls if A._v < Zy. Let us consider the frequent case 
when the static elongation of each of the springs is less than the 
initial unstre~sed lengths 

(2.G) 

By treating equations (2.5) corresponding to k = N- 1, N - 2, ... 
. , 1 in a similar manner we determine 2-'V equilibrium positions 

of the free oscillatory chain 

x 1 = ... = Xs = 0, 

(2.7) 

Tt should be stipulated that the planes in which each of theN point 
masses moves are distinct and vertical. 
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1.3. Asymptotic stability in the large of the lower equilibrium 
position for distinct resistance forces. The equations of motion (1.2) 
for a completely elastic free oscillatory chain are very simple 

· · arr · · · · 
m~;x~; = --,-- R~; (xb · · ., xN, Yt• · · ., YN), 

uX]; 

(k=1, .. . ,N). 

Let inf fi denote the lowest potential energy of the completely 
elastic free oscillatory chain on the set of 2N - 1 equilibrium positions 
distinct from the lower one. Define a closed domain G in the phase . . . 
space x1, ••• , x.v. y1, ••• , YN, x1 , ••• , x.v. y1, ••• , YN by the 
inequality 

K + fi < inffi. 

Theorem. If there exist resistance forces satisfying (1.1), the lower 
equilibrium position of a completely elastic free oscillatory chain is 
asymptotically stable for the initial displacements 

<O> co> co> co> "co> "co> • co> "co> 
XI ' ... 'XN' Yt ' ... 'YN ' Xt ' ... 'XN ' Yt ' ... 'YN 

belonging to domain G. This means that K<Ol + fiCO) satisfies the in
equality 

K<Ol + fiCO) < inf II, (3.2) 

. . 
where K<OJ and fiCO) are evaluated at x1 = x~O), ... , y II" = yVJ>. 

Proof. We shall employ the total energy of the system 

v = K + n - n (O, ••. , O) (3.3) 

as the function v of Krasovskii's theorem 14.1 [100]. We calculate 
the potential energy n (0, ... ' 0) of the lower equilibrium position 

N 

n (0, ... , 0) =-~ { m~;g [(11 + A1) + ... + (l~; +A~;)] 
k=i 

We wish to prove that fi - ll (0, ... , 0) is a positive-definite 
function, in the sense of Lyapunov, of x1, ••• , xN, y1, ••• , YIV· 
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We transform II - II (0, ... , 0) to 
N 

II- II (0, ... , 0) = + ~ ck [ (xh- Xn-1F + (Yn- Yk-1) 2 

k=1 

+ 2l" (lk +An+ Yh- Yh-1) 

47 

- 2ln V (x" -- xk-1) 2 + (lk + 'Ak + Yn- Yk-1) 21 

and establish the validity of the inequalities 

(xn- xk-1) 2 + (Yn- Yn-1)2 + 2ln ( lk +An+ Yk- Yk-1) 

~ 2l" V (xk- Xn-1) 2 + (Z, + Ak + Yk- Yk-1F UL4) 

(k = 1, ... , N; x0 = y 0 = 0). The left-hand side of these inequali
ties can be written as 

(x, - xh-1)2 + (y, - Yn-1 + Z")2 + l" (lh + 2A"). 
Obviously, it is positive. Raising inequalities (3.4) to the second 
power and transforming them, we arrive at 

[(x" - xh-1)2 + (y" - Yk-1? + 2ln (y" - Yh-1)]2 
+ 4Z"'A" [(xn- xk-1)2 + (Yh- Yh-1)21 ~ 0 (k = 1, ... , N). 

These inequalities are true, and equality holds only when x1 = ... 

. . . = xN = y1 = ... = y 1., = 0. Hence, the total energy (3.3) 
of the system is a positive-definite function, in the sense of Lyapu
nov, of all the Lagrangian coordinates and velocities. According 
to equations (3.1), its derivative is 

N 
d • • 

dt [K +II- II (0, ... , 0)] =-~ (Rnxh + RN+nYn)<.O. 
h=1 

By definition of the resistance forces, the equality sign in the last 
inequality is only possible in the equilibrium position. A motion 
initiated within G cannot leave it, while the equilibrium position 
in G is unique. The conditions of Krasovskii's theorem 14.1 are 
thus satisfied [100], proving the theorem in question. 

Remark. Formulas can be found for the radius of a sphere or edge 
of a cube inscribed into the 4N-dimensional domain G. 

1.4. Variational equations for vertical oscillations of the system. 
In full form, equations (3.1) are 

mkxk = - ck (xk- xk_1) + ck+1 (xk+l- xk) + c"l" (xh- xk_1) 

X [(x"- Xn-1) 2 + (l" +'A"+ Yk- Yk-1) 2r 112 - ck+1lk+1 (xk+I- x") 

X [ (xk+1- Xn) 2 + (lk+i + Ak+l + Yk+t- Yk) 2 ] -i/2 
. . . . 

- Rk (x1, · · ·, xN, Y1, · · ·, YN), 
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mkyh. = - cklk + ck+Ilk+l- ck (Yk- Yk-1) 

+ ck+1 (Yk+t- Yk) + cklk (lh. + 'Ak + Yk- Yk-1) 

X [ ( Xk- Xk-1) 2 + ( lk + Ak + Yk- Yk-1)2]- 112 

- ck+llk+1 (lk+I + 'Ak+I + Yk+1- Yk) 

X l (xk+l- xk) 2 + (lk+1 + 'Ak+l + Yh.+1- Yk)2]- 112 

. . . . 

[Ch. II 

-RN+h.(x1, ... ,xN, y1 , .. . ,yN) (4.1) 

(k= 1, ... , N). 

We assume that the projections of resistance forces onto the x axis 
satisfy the conditions 

R" (0, ... , 0, Jh, ... , Y.v) =0 (k = 1, ... , N). 

System (4.1) has the solution (unperturbed motion (1.3)) 

x" = 0, Yk = Yko (t) (k = 1, ... , N); (4.2) 

at the same time y1, 0 (t) satisfies the system of equations 
• • 1 . • 
YkO+- RN+h. (0, · · ·, 0, Y10• · · ·, YNo) -PkYk-1 o nlll • 

+ (Pk + /-th.+tPk+t) Yko- /-tk+tPk+tYk+I. o = 0 ( 4.3) 
(k = 1, ... , N). 

Here 

Pk= ~:k (k=1, ... ,N; PN+I=O), 

~th.=~ (k=2, ... ,N; ~tN+I=O). 
mk-1 

Now we lest whether conditions (1.7)-(1.10) (n = 2N, m = N) 
are satisfted. Both (1. 7) and (1.8) hold since 

(v=1, ... ,N; i=1, ... ,2N), 

(v=N+1, ... ,2N; i=1, ... ,2.V). 

Condition (1.9) requires that 

(aR_:+") =0 (k, Z=1, ... ,N), 
axz () 

(4.4) 

where the zero subscripts mean that after differentiation the Yalues 
in (4.2) are substituted for the arguments. Conditions (4.4) hold, 

in particular, if R 11 are independent of y 1, and R 1\'+h are independent 

of x 1 (k, l = 1, ... , N). We assume that conditions (4.4) are 
satisfied. 
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For condition (1.10) to hold, it is necessary that 

(j, k = 1, ... , N) 

be satisfied, since the zero subscript indicates, among other things, 
that after differentiation we set x1 = ... = x N = 0. Hence, the 
variational equations (1.11) and (1.12) hold for the perturbed motion 
(xk = 0 + ~k' Yk = Yko (t) + YJk; k = 1, ... , N) 

N 

d2£k 1 ~ [ ( aRk ) a~; ( a2rr ) J 
-----;w- + mk ;::1 a;i 0 dt + ax; axk 0 ~i = O, 

N 

d2T]k +-1 ~ [( BRN+k) dT]; +( 82Il ) ·]=O 
dt 2 mk L.J •. dt By; ayk o YJ, 

i=i ay, o 

(k= 1, ... , N) 

or, in detailed form, 
N 

d2£k 1 ~ ( aRk ) d£; 
~+ mk L.J -.- Tt-Pk 

i=i ax; 0 

X { 1- [ 1 + '\'k + 1~ (Yko (t)- Yk-1, o (t)) r 1} 

X (~k-1- £k) + l!k+IPk+I { 1- [ 1 + '\'k+I + lk~t (Yk+I. o (t) 

- Yko (t)) r1} (£k- £H1) = 0, (4.5) 

-l!k+IPk+Il'Jk+I = 0 (4.6) 
(k = 1, ... , N). 

Note that these equations are considered despite the fact tbat 
the stability in the large of the lower equilibrium position is already 
established by the theorem of Subsection 1.3, provided condition (1.1) 
js satisfied. The reasons are threefold: (1) there may be cases when 
(1.1) is violated (for example, in the case of partial dissipation); 
(2) equations (4.5)-(4.6) may be used to evaluate the stability of 
unperturbed motion (4.2); and (3) resistance forces may vanish. 
This conservative case is the subject of the next subsection. 

1.5. Conservative case. \Vith no resistance forces, a completely 
elastic free oscillatory chain becomes a conservative system. Devia
tions y 1, 0 (t) of its masses from the lower equilibrium position in 
4-0559 
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the course of vertical oscillations (unperturbed motion) satisfy sys
tem (4.3) when R N+k = 0 (k = 1, ... , N) (this system describes 
small-amplitude oscillations of Sturm system [62]). The equation 
of frequencies ffi of this system proves to be the secular equation of 
a Jacobian matrix 

ffi2- (Pt + flzP2) fl2P2 0 
fl2P2 ffi 2 - (p2 + flaPa) fl3P3 

0 0 0 

0 

0 =0. 

When Ri ==0 (j = 1, ... , 2N), the coefficients of equations (4.5) 
from the system of equations for the first approximation of perturbed 
motion will be either periodic if the frequencies ffi1 , ... , ffi .v are 
commensurable, or quasiperiodic if they are not. In both cases the 
investigation of the stability of unperturbed motion is a fairly com
plicated problem. 

The analysis is facilitated by the fact that for the conservative 
system all solutions of ( 4.6) are bounded. This follows from the 
positivity of the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix given above. 
The boundedness of the solutions can also be established in a straight
forward manner: for Rx+t = RN+ 2 = ... = R 2 x ==0 we recast 
system ( 4.6) in the form 

drp, • 
dt=YJh, 

(k= 1, ... , N). 

We consider a positive-defmite quadratic form of the variables 

... , "l.v with constant coefficients 

N 

U = ~ ~ flt · · · flkfph( "lk- "lk-1)2 + 'Y]~] (flt = 1, "lo = 0) · 
h=l 

By virtue of the above equations, its derivative is zero, thus estab
lishing the boundedness of the solutions. 

1.6. Stability of vertical vibrations of a spring-loaded pendulum. 
A single-link completely elastic free oscillatory chain is a pendulum 
formed by mass m suspended by a spring of unstressed length l 
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and with force constant c (Fig. 3). System (4.3) is reduced to a single 
equation 

myo + CYo = 0, 
so that the unperturbed motion is 

x = 0, y =Yo (t) = Y cos wt ( w = V :t ) · 
The variational equations (4.5) and (4.6) become 

''i+w2(1- 1
1 ) ~=0, ~+ w2YJ= 0. 

1+Y+y Y cos wt 
(6.1) 

Note that condition (1.8) is not satisfied as a result of internal 
properties of the mechanical system and the choice of unperturbed 

y 
FIG. 3 

motion; it is also determined by the choice of the Lagrangian coor
dinates. If we change to polar coordinates, we obtain 

1 . • 
K =2m (p2cp2 + p2), 

1 
IT= 2 c (p -l)2- mgp cos cp, 

which transforms the Lagrange equations with no resistance forces to 

p2cp + 2ppcp = - gp sin cp, 
• • • c 
p- pcp2 = -- (p -l) + g cos cp. 

m 

In the notation used earlier, the vertical vibrations of mass m assumed 
to represent unperturbed motion are 

cp = cp 0 = 0, p = Po (t) = l + "A + Y cos wt. 

4.* 
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Formula (1.5) now gives for the coefficient b11 (t) the expression 

b11 (t) = 2mp0p0 =I= 0, 

which states that condition (1.8) is violated. The variational equa
tions for perturbed motion (cp = 0 + cD, p = Po (t) + P) become 
in polar coordinates 

d2CI> 11 sin -r del> y 
--2 -+ <1>=0, 

d-r2 1 + y + !1 cos 't d't 1 + y + !1 cos 't 

~:~ + p = 0 ( .,: = ~ ' ~ = ~ , 't = ffit) • 

We observe that conservative systems may be described by variation
al equations containing a term with the first-order derivative. 

By returning to Cartesian coordinates and introducing dimension
less time -r = ffit, we can present differential equations for perturbed 
motion in the form 

d21; y + !1 cos 't d21'] 
-d 2 + 1 + ~ + (2) - 0, d~2 + fJ + (2) = o. 

T +Y f.LCOS't , 

Here, as before, I' and ~ stand for dimensionless parameters that 
are the ratios of static elongation and amplitude of vertical vibrations 
o unstressed spring length 

and the (2) 's stand for second-order infinitesimals in I' and ~· 
The stability (or instability) of the trivial solution of the first 

equation in (6.1) determines it for the whole system (6.1). In our 
case of a conservative system, however, the stability of the trivial 
solution of (6.1) does not determine the overall stability of unper-. . 
turbed motion with respect to the variables x, y, x, y, because one 
of the critical situations arises. On the other hand, the instability 
of the trivial solution of (6 1) entails the instability (with the pos
sible exception of boundary cases) of unperturbed motion ([40a], 

Sec. 70) with respect to x, y, ~. y. 
This is stipulated by the fact that the first variational equation has 

a periodic function for its coefficient, so that the lowest charac
teristic number, in the sense of Lyapunov, is negative when the triv
ial solution is unstable. 

In order to analyze the instability of the trivial solution of the 
equation 

(6.2) 
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we start with the Zhukovskii criterion [400], which guarantees 
stability if the inequalities 

! k2-<p(t)~! (k+1)2 (k-0, 1, 2, ... ) 

are satisfied. Under the condition that 1..1. < 1 + y, that is, when 
the amplitude of vertical vibrations is smaller than the length of 
a statically strained spring, we obtain 

. f ( ) y- !1 In p 't = 1+ , Y-!1 

The Zhukovskii criterion requires that 

or 

For k > 1 the criterion fails. The hatched area in Fig. 4 shows the 
resultant region of the stability of the trivial solution of (6.2) 
according to the Zhukovskii criterion. This diagram will be useful 
for comparison with the instability region. 

FIG. 4 

In order to find the instability region by means of the method 
of small parameter, we choose Jl. as the small parameter and write 
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equation (6.2) in the form 
d2Y: 
d,;~ +[Po('\')+ !-LPdT, '\') + !-12P2 ("r, y) + ... ] ~ = 0; 

where 

[Ch. II 

In the scalar case, the instability regions in the 1-1'\' plane may be 
contiguous on the axis 1-1 = 0 to those points '\'m that are roots of 
equation 

V-- m2 
2 Po('\'m)=m or '\'m=-4 2 (m=1, 2, ... ) -m (6.3) 

([80], V, 2.5). For '\' > 0, a wide instability region (i.e. one with 
the angle between the tangents distinct from zero) is contiguous only 
to one point y1 = ! (this is the only such point on the half-axis 
'\' > 0). The slope of the tangent in the above example is found by 
means of a formula derived from ([80], V, 2.24) 

(6.4) 

This yields in the first approximation the instability region for 
vertical vibrations of a spring-loaded pendulum 

1 1. <1,1 + 3--y!-1+ .. ·<'\' 3'21-1 ... 

The rays bounding this region are traced in Fig. 4 by dashed lines. 
The general theory ([80], V, 2.3) shows that since 

dpo / :po, 
dy Y=Y, 

the functions describing the boundaries must be analytic in the 
parameter 1-1; therefore, the terms omitted are of order not lower 
than 1-12 • The next expansion coefficients can be found by using the 
fact that an antiperiodic solution (since m is odd) exists at the bound
aries of this instability region. We give only the final result: in 
the second approximation the instability region is determined by 
the inequalities 

1 1 15 2 1 1 15 2 (6 5 3-2 1-L + 128 1-L + ... < '\' < 3 + 2 1-L + 128 1-L +... . . ) 

The boundaries of this region are given in Fig. 4 by dot-dash lines. 
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Experiments have demonstrated [394) that the perturbation of 
vertical vibrations of a spring-loaded pendulum with resistance 

forces occurs for A :::::::; ! l (i.e. for y :::::::; ; ) . In pendulums with dis

sipation, "conservative instability" regions result in the instability 
of vertical vibrations. Despite the asymptotic damping of vibrations, 
which proceeds slowly if dissipation is not too large, resonance in 
a chain may cause substantial changes in the vibrations and become 
essential in evaluating a system's performance. 

§ 2. Partly Elastic Free Oscillatory Chains 

The theory of stability of vertical oscillations is an important 
part of the general theory of oscillatory chains. The analysis of sta
bility is carried out by means of the mathematical theory of para
metric resonance. It should be emphasized that the problems we wish 
to discuss sometimes involve canonical (Hamiltonian) systems of 
linear differential equations with periodic coefficients of a special 
type, namely, where the parameter y, which is equal to the inverse 
frequency of parametric excitation, appears nonlinearly. Expres
sions for the boundaries of the dynamic instability regions in such 
systems were obtained by J akubovich and Pit tel ([339); [80), V, 2.3). 

2.1. Statement of the problem. We consider a mechanical system 
comprising N point masses with mass m" and rectangular Cartesian 
coordinates x,, y1" zk (k = 1, ... , N) with respect to an iriertial 
reference frame. Of 3N - n holonomic constraints that do not 
depend on time explicitly, let N constraints be z1 = 0, ... , z,v = 0 
(this means that the motion takes place in a plane) and 2N - n 
constraints be 

fa (x1 , y1 , .•• , x_'\-, Y.v) = 0 (a= 1, 2, ... , 2N- n). 

We denote the Lagrangian coordinates of the system by q1 , .•. , qn 
and write the generalized force corresponding to a coordinate qv by 

. . 
Qv (q1 , ... , qn) - Rv (q1 , ... , qn) (v = 1, ... , n), (1.1) 

where Qv and Rv are continuous and differentiable functions of their 
respective arguments in the domains of their definition. 

The kinetic energy of the system is 

where 

. . . ' (i, j=1, ... ,n) . 
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The equations of motion of the second kind in the Lagrange form 
become 

n n N 
~ • • ~ ~ ( 82xk {)xk 1 82xk axk 1 82xk axk 
f-J aviqi +. -? LJ mk aqi aq, 8qv- 2 aqi 8qv aq, + 2 8qv8qj aqi 
~=1 t, J=l k=l 

+ a2yk ayk 1 82Yk ayk + 1 82Yk Qyk) ' • _ Q R 
8qiaq,aqv-28qt_8qv8qj 2aqvaq,{)qi, q,q,- v- v (1.2) 

(v=1, ... , n). 

In order to analyze the stability of unperturbed motion 

qv = qvo (t), qv = qvo (t) (v = 1, ... , n) (1.3) 

with respect to the variables 

... , 
we denote the coordinates and velocities of perturbed motion by . . . 

qv = qvo (t) + Xv, qv = qvo (t) + Xv (v = 1, .. •, n). 

The variational equations of perturbed motion can be given in the 
first approximation as 

(v=1, ... ,n). (1.4) 

Here 

n + ~ [ 21 83Xk axk + _!_ {)2xk i)2xk 
LJ 8qv {)qi {)qj {}qz 2 8qv {)qj aqi {}qz 
1=1 

82xk {)2xk {)3xk {)xk- .!. 83Xk axk 
+ 8qv {)qi {)qj {}qz + aq, {)qj 8qz 8qv 2 {)qv {)qi {}qz {)qj 

1 i)2xk i)2xk + J . (t) . (t)} ( aQv) -2 8qv 8qz {)qt {)Qj • • • qjO qzo - 8qi 0 

(v=1, ... ,n). 

The zero subscript on avt and on the partial derivatives denotes 

evaluation at q10 (t), ... , qn 0 (t); q10 (t), ... , qn 0 (t). In the expres-
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sions for bvi (t) and cvi (t), terms obtained by substituting y for x 
are ignored. 

In Subsection 1.1 we introduced the definition that a mechanical 
system is an "oscillatory chain" with respect to unperturbed motion 
(1.3) if it is possible to choose the Lagrangian coordinates for which 
the coefficients (avi) 0 , bvi (t), and Cvi (t) are such that conditions 
(1, 1.7)-(1, 1.10) are satisfied for some m < n (m is a natural number) 
and t :;>- t 0 • 

Conditions (1, 1. 7)-(1, 1.10) mean that the variational equations 
(1.4) fall into two groups (1, 1.11) and (1, 1.12) of m and n- m 
equations. 

The kinetic energy K is positive and therefore equations (1, 1.11) 
and (1, 1.12) are solvable with respect to the derivatives of higher
order. 

2.2. Kinetic and potential energies. We consider a completely 
elastic free oscillatory chain consisting of N masses m1 , ••. , m N 

connected in series by N weightless springs with force constants 
c1 , ..• , eN and of unstressed lengths l1 , ••• , ZN (see Fig. 2). 
The first spring is fixed at point 0, and each subsequent spring is. 
attached to a weightless hinge whose axis determines the motion 
in a plane. Let a group of h springs be replaced by rigid weightless 
rods; let these be the rods connecting the masses m1, mt+l• ..• 
. . . , mf+h· In addition toN trivial constraints z1 = 0, ... , zN = 
= 0, h new constraints are imposed on the system: 

(xt+n -Xf+n-d2 + (Yt+'l- YJ+n-t)2 = lJ+TJ (1'] = 1, ... , h), 

where xv, y~ are the Cartesian coordinates of the vth mass mv (v = 
= 1, ... , N; x 0 = y~ = 0). In this situation the abscissas (or
ordinates) of the masses m 1+1, •.• , m!+h are no longer Lagrangian 
coordinates. Assume for 2N - h coordinates that 

Y1 =y~ -Lu 

y,=yj-(LI + ... +Lt), 

Yt+h+l = Yf+h+t- (LI + · · · + Lt+h+l), 

Here Lk is the length of the kth spring in the strained state (k = 
= 1, ... , f, f + h + 1, ... , N), or that of a rigid rod (k = 
= f + 1, ... , f +h), i.e. Lk = lk + 'Ak, where 'Ak is the static 
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elongation of the kth spring 

'Ak = (mk + mk+1 + ... + mN) g/ck 

(k = 1, ... , f, f + h + 1, ... , N; 'At+ 1 = ... = 'At+h = 0). 

The coordinates y1 , ••• , y1, Yt+h+l' ... , YN are thus equal to 
the displacements of the corresponding masses along the vertical axis 
from the lower equilibrium position. The coordinates cp1+1, ..• , crt+h 
are polar angles measured clockwise from the y axis to the rods 
zt+1' · · ., lt+h· 

The kinetic energy K of the system is 
N h 

1 ' . . 1 { • . 
K = 2 ~ mk (xft+yft)+ 2 ~ mf+fl (x}+ y') 

k=i n=1 

n 
+ ~ lt+a.~t+a. [lf+a.~J+a. + 2 (;1 cos cpf+a.- Yt sin cpf+a.) I 

CX=i 
n 

+ 2 ~ lt+a.lf+f3~j+a~j+f3 cos (cpj+a.- {jJj+f3)}. 
a, (3=1 

a<(3 

(2.1) 

We express the potential energy II of the linear elastic forces of 
the springs and of the forces of gravity as 

f 

II= - g ~ (mf+l + ... + mf+h + ma) Ya 
a=i 

N h 

13=f+h+1 n=1 
N 

+ + ~' ck [(xk- xk-1) 2 + (lk + Ak + Yk- Yk-1) 2] 

k=i 
N 

- ~ cklkV(xk-xk-1) 2 +(lk+'Ak+Yk-Yk-1)2 (2.2) 
k=i 

assuming that xf+h = l!+h sin cpi+"' Yt+h = lf+h (cos cpf+h- 1) 
and always taking the arithmetic value of the square root. The 
sum 2j is primed to indicate that the addends corresponding to 
k = f + 1, ... , f + h must be dropped. It is readily demon
strated, by analogy with Subsection 1.2, that there exist 2N equi
librium positions in a partly elastic free oscillatory chain. The 
theorem of Subsection 1.3 also holds: the lower equilibrium position 
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(corresponding to zero values of the Lagrangian coordinates) is 
asymptotically stable in the large if the work of resistance forces 
is negative for any virtual displacement. 

Now we denote the Lagrangian coordinates in the order in which 
they were introduced by q1 , ••• , q2N-h· This yields for Ov in equal
ities (1.1) 

arr Ov=-8 - (v=1, ... ,n). 
Qy 

We assume for the resistance forces that 

(k = 1, ... , N), 
. . 

RN+j=RN+j(qN+l• .. . , q2N-h) {i=1, ... , N-h), 

Rv (0, ... , 0) = 0 (v= 1, ... , 2N -h). 

One possible solution of equations (1.2) (vertical oscillations 
of a partly elastic free oscillatory chain) is 

qk=qk0(t)=0 (k=1, .. . , N), 

qN+i=qN+j, 0(t) (j=1, ... , N--h), 

where qN+i. 0 (t) is determined by the last equations of (1.2). We 
assume this solution to be the unperturbed motion (1.3). It is readily 
shown that conditions {1, 1.7)-{1, 1.10) are satisfied, and therefore 
the variational equations fall into two groups {1, 1.11) and {1, 1.12) 
of N and N - h equations. The instability of unperturbed motion is 
determined by the instability of the trivial solution of the first 
group (1, 1.11) because the characteristic numbers of the second 
group (1, 1.12) are nonnegative (see Subsection 1.6). 

2.3. Example. We consider a two-link oscillatory chain where the 
first link is absolutely rigid and the second is elastic with force 
constant c. The notation is clear from Fig. 5. The static elongation 
of the spring is 1.2 = m 2g/c. Formulas (2.1) and (2.2) become 

1 • . 1 . 
K = 2 m2 (x: + y:) + 2 m1l 1cp:, 
II= - m1gl1 cos cp1 - m2gy2 

+ ~ c [(x2 -l1 sin cp1)2 + {l2 + 1.2 + y2 + l1 -l1 cos cp1)2] 

- cl2 [ (x2 -ll sin 1P1F + (lz + 1.2 + Y2 + l1 -l1 cos 1Jl1)2J 112 . 

With the natural assumption l 2 + 1.2 + y 2 > 0, the Lagrange 
equations (1.2) have a solution (taking the vertical oscillations of 
mass m2 as the unperturbed motion) 

cp1 = 0, x 2 = 0, y2 = Y cos Qt ( Q = }/ : 2 ) • 
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y 

FIG. 5 

The variational equations (1, 1.11) (for cp1 = 0 + <l>, x 2 = 0 + 
+ x 2 ) can be presented in dimensionless form 

- a 1- =0 V- ( 1 ) 
1 +v + fl cos ,; £ ' (3.1) 

Limiting the analysis to the case m1 = m2 , l1 = l 2 (a = ~ = 1), 
we rewrite system (3.1) in matrix form 

dZy 
d,;2 +[Po(Y)+~Pt(-r, y)+~2P2 (-r, y)+ ... ]y=O, 

where 
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The matrix 

dPo 1 111 + 2 (1 + y)Z -1111 
""liY (1+y)2 -1 

is positive-definite, and the results of J akubovich and Pit tel are 
therefore applicable ([339]; [80], V, 2.3). Let us calculate ro1 (y) 
and ro 2 (y), that is, the natural frequencies of the unperturbed 
system 

ffi1= yy[1+~-V1+ (t~w J. 
(!)2= VY [1 + 1!y +l/1 + (1~y)2]. (3.2) 

Wide instability regions (those where the angle between the tan
gents is distinct from zero) may be contiguous only to those points 
of the half-axis f.l = 0 (y > 0) for which 

ffij (Yo) + roh (y0) = 1 (j, h = 1, 2). (3.3) 

Since in the example under discussion the functions 

2ro1 (y), 2ro 2 (y) and ro1 (y) + ro 2 (y) 

increase with y, wide instability regions can exist for a single value 
of y in each of the following three cases: (1) 2ro1 (y) = 1 and 
(2) 2ro 2 (y) = 1 (principal resonances); and (3) ro1 (y) + ro 2 (y) = 1 
(combination resonance). Since (P1)av = 0, we can use formula 
(V, 2.24) of [80] to calculate x+ (the slopes of the tangents to the 
boundaries of the instability regions) 

Here Yo is the root of the corresponding equation 

ffij (y) + (!)h (y) = 1 (j, h = 1, 2), 

(3.4) 

and ai and ah are the corresponding eigenvectors of the matrix P 0, 
that is, 

and 
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The results of the calculations are given below. The regions of 
the first (1) and second (2) principal resonances (Fig. 6) are deter
mined to the accuracy of 0 (!A 2) from the inequalities 

0.076 - 0.364!-l + ... < 'V < 0.076 + 0.364!-l + ... , 

0.549 - 0.385f.t + ... < 'V < 0.549 + 0.385!-l + ... , 

and the region of the combination resonance (3) is derived from 

0.157- o.oss!A + ... <v <0.157 + o.oss!A + .... 

2.4. Pendulum subject to elastic free suspension. Let a simple 
pendulum of mass m 2 and rod length l2 be suspended from a hinge 
of mass m1 (Fig. 7). A spring of unstressed length l1 and with force 

0 

0.1 0.2 a 

FIG. 6 FIG. 7 

constant c connects the hinge to a fixed point 0; the static elongation 
of the spring is A = (m1 + m2) g!c. Formulas (2.1) and (2.2) yield 

1 . . 1 . . . • 
K = 2 (m1 + m 2) (x2 + y2) + 2 m 2l2rp2 + m 2l2rp (xcos <p- y sin <p), 

n =- (ml + mz) gy- mzglz cos <p 

+ ~ c[x2 + (l1 +A+ y)Z]-cl1 V x2 + (l1 +A+ y) 2• 

Equations (1.2) take the form . . 
(m1 + m 2) x + m 2l2<p cos <p- m 2l2<p2 sin <p 

= -ex+ cl1x [x2 + (l1 +A+ y)2j-1/2, 
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.. . 
(m1 + m2) y- m2l2({) sin fP- m2l2({)2 cos fP 

= -c(l1-j--y)-j--cl1 (l1-j--A.-j--y)[x2-j--(l1 -j--A.-j--y)2]-1/2, 
.. .. 

l 2({) + x cos ({)- y sin ({) = - g sin fP· (4.1} 

Let us introduce dimensionless coordinates ~ = x/l1 and 'I'] = y/l1 

and dimensionless time -r = V c/(m1 + m 2) t; this transforms the 
system of equations of motion to 

~"+a~([)" cos fP = a~([)'2 sin fP- ~ + ~ [~2 + (1 + "Y + '1'])2] -1/2, 

'I']"- a~([)" sin fP 

= a~([)'2 COS([)- (1-'1']) -j-- (1 -j-- "'( -j--'1']) (~2-j-- (1 -j--"'( -j--'1'])2]-1/2, 

~"cos fP- 'I']" sin fP + ~([)" = -"'(sin fP, 

where 

and the derivatives with respect to -rare denoted by primes. Solving 
the last system for higher derivatives, we obtain 

, 1-a sin 2 cp UTJ , 2 • a 1 UTJ • 
~~ =- 1_a .n~+a~({) sm fP+ 1_a ( + "Y+ 'I']) .n sm ([)COS cp. 

1-a cos2 cp '2 
'1'] 11 = "Y - 1 _a .'fl ( 1 + "Y + 'I']) + a~({) cos fP 

+-1 a .'fi~ sin fP cos({). 
-a 

II _ 1 ,,1 !: 1 + Y + 'f) 1)/) • 

({)- ~(1-a) J!<:,COSfP -- ~(1-a) .nSlllfP, 

where 

The equations of motion (4.2) have a solution 

~=fP=O, 'I'J=P cos -r (p>O) 

(4.2) 

(4.3) 

These vertical oscillations of masses m 1 and m 2 are taken as unper
turbed motion. The first group of variational equations (1, 1.11) 
(~ = 0 + u, fP = 0 + 'ljl, 11 = p cos -r + w) may be presented in the 
form 

y" + Q (-r, "'(, p; a, ~) y = 0, (4.4) 
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where 

'= ('I! ) Q = i' + 1.1. cos 't" 
) u ' 1-a 

-a 

and the second group (1, 1.12) consists of the single equation 

w" + w = 0. 

The instability of unperturbed motion (4.2) is determined by the 
instability of the trivial solution of system (4.4), which, if we assume 
11 < 1 + y, can be presented in the form 

y" + [Q0 (y; a, ~) + f.tQ1 (T, y; a, ~) + 0 (~-t2)] y = 0, (4.5) 

where 

1 1 
lf 
-a 

1 

Q = 2Q<l> cos 't Q(ll = - 1-
1 1 • 1 1-a 

-a 

The eigenvalues ro: and ro: of the matrix Q0 are positive and equal to 

2 i' [ 1 1 _ I 1 1 2 (2a-1) J 
rolo 2 = 2(1-a) 11+ 1+1' + J; fi2+(1+y)2+ ~(1+y) · 

Formulas V, 2.3 of [80] cannot be directly applied, however, to 
system (4.5), because the matrix Q in (4.4) (and consequently the 
matrices Q0 and Q~1 l in (4.5)) is not symmetric; systems (4.4) and 
(4.5) are "entangled" by the linear substitution. System (4.5) must 
be preliminarily "disentangled" by the linear transformation 

Y = [So (y; a, ~) + ~-tS1 (y; a, ~) + 0 (~-t 2 )] v 

(det S 0 ~ 0, det S1 =? 0). 

The matrices P0 and P1 1l of the transformed system 

v" + [P 0 (y; a, ~) + f.t ·2Pp> (y; a, ~)cos 't + 0 (f.t2)l v = 0 
(4.6) 

are real and symmetric, for example, 

P0 = S~1Q0S0 =II;~ ~~II· 
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Formulas V, 2.3 of [80] are applicable to the transformed system 
to determine the boundaries of the dynamic instability regions in 
the first approximation with respect to f.t· In the special case discussed 
in Subsection 4.3 (m1 = m2 , l1 = l2 , i.e. a= u 
= ~, ~=1) we arrive at the same expressions 

(3.2) for w1 ('\') and ro 2 ('\'), and hence the same 
critical values of the parameter "(, which are 
contiguous to the two regions of fundamental 
and one region of combination resonance. The 
calculation of the slopes x'f of the tangents 
to these regions will not be discussed 
here. 

2.5. Pendulum subject to elastic guided sus
pension. Let the motion of mass m1 be con
strained by vertical guides (Fig. 8); the 
notation remains the same as in the preced
ing subsection. This oscillatory chain is not 
free (one degree of freedom corresponding to FIG. 8 

xis lost) and partly elastic. The kinetic and potential energies are now 
given by 

1 • 
K = 2 (ml + m2) yz 

1 [2 • 2 l . . . 
+2m2 2cp -mz 2ycpsmcp, 

1 
II= 2 cy2 + m2gl2 (1- cos cp) (5.1) 

and the Lagrange equations of the second kind are 

(m1 + m2) y - m2 l 2 cp sin cp- m2l2cp2 cos cp = - cy, 

- y sincp+l2 cp = -gsincp. 

Solving the last equations with respect to higher derivatives, we 
obtain 

rj" 7 'I'] = (1 - a sin2 cp)-1 (acp' 2 cos cp- av sin2 cp - a'l'] sin2 cp), 

<p" + "(cp = (1 -a sin2 cp)-1 (-'1'] sin cp + acp'2 sin cp cos cp 

- av sin3 cp) + "r' (cp- sin cp), (5.2) 

where the following dimensionless variables and parameters are 
used 

1'- _!!_ T = wt ( W = V m1 ~m 2 ) ' J- l2 ' 
' 

m2 < 1, 
A. (5.3) a= 

mt+m2 v=z-· 2 

5-05 59 
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Let us analyze the stability of unperturbed motion, in this case, 
of vertical oscillations 

qJ :::3 0, 'I"] = ll COS T (1-t > 0). (5.4) 

Assuming that for perturbed motion <p = 0 + 'ljl, 11 = ll cos T + v, 
we obtain for the first group of variational equations (1, 1.11) the 
single equation 

'ljl" + (y + !l COS T) 'ljJ = 0, (5.5) 

and for the second group (1, 1.12) the single equation 

v" + v = 0. 

The instability of unperturbed motion (5.4) is determined by the 
instability of the trivial solution of equation (5.5) (Mathieu's equa
tion). The literature devoted to Mathieu's equation is quite extensive; 
for our purposes it is sufficient to apply equation (3.3) and formula 

(3.4) when the matrices P 0 and Pp> degenerate to the scalars y and ~ , 

respectively. Equation (3.3) yields the critical values of the param
eter 

1 
Yn=Tnz (n=1, 2, ... ), 

and (3.4) gives 

+ - Pjl' I - 1 X =+ dw2 =+ :r 
dy v=v, 

(5.6) 

for the slopes of the tangents to the wide instability region in the 
1-lY plane. This region (i.e. the region with the angle between the 

tangents distinct from zero) is contiguous to a single point y = ! 
and in the first approximation is determined by the inequalities 

1 1 1 1 
4-z-~-t+ .. ·<Y<T+ 2 ~t+... (.5.7) 



CHAPTER Ill 

APPLICATION OF THE METHODS OF SMALL PARAMETER 
TO OSCILLATIONS IN L YAPUNOV SYSTEMS 

This chapter treats several problems in mechanics and physics. 
The methods of small parameter provide suitable mathematical tech
niques for determining periodic motions and describing transient 
procesEes if the periodic motion corresponds to the limit cycle (in 
phaEe space of dimension 2k > 2). Computational aspects of the 
Poincare method [ 188a] are presented in the first two sections; as 
for the method of averaging, only the simplest applications in the 
sen:-e of Vander Pol [130] will be given. More complicated problems 
(some of them are pointed out in Section 4) are likely to require 
application, and possibly modification, of algorithms evolved in the 
fundamental investigations of Bogolyubov [22, 102], Mitropolskii 
[ 127 d], and Samoilenko [24]. 

It is possible to outline a general approach to the problem of 
energy transfer (Sections 1-3). The first step of the solution is based 
on the mathematical theory of parametric resonance, which is used 
to fmd the initial (usually trivial) periodic mode and to determine 
its instability regions in the space of the system's parameters. This 
approach has already been employed in Chapter II, Subsection 1.fi, 
II, 2.3, II, 2.4, and II, 2.5. The second step of the solution consists 
in determining periodic modes that appear at critical values of the 
parameters and are different from the initial mode. This step is 
based on the transformations given in Chapter I, Subsection 1.2 
and consists in determining periodic solutions by means of the 
Poincare method [188a] as applied to the transformed system. Other 
methods of small parameter can also be applied to the transformed 
system, for example, the method of averaging, which enables us to 
realize the third step of the solution, namely, an analysis of the 
transient process, which is often referred to as energy transfer. The 
three steps of the solution are illustrated for mechanical systems 
(Sections 1, 3) and for a physical system (Section 2) with two degrees 
of freedom. 

§ 1. Loss of Stability of Vertical Vibrations 
of a Spring-Loaded Pendulum 

For certain values of the parameters, vertical vibrations of a point 
mass suspended from a spring become unstable as the result of any 
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small transverse perturbations of motion (see, ·for instance [320a] 
and [394)). This section presents a mathematical treatment of this 
process. 

1.1. Step 1. We consider the motion of mass m suspended from 
a weightless spring of unstressed length l and with force constant c 
(see Fig. 3). Hook's law is assumed valid. Let x andy' = l +'A + y 
he the Cartesian coordinates of mass m with respect to the suspension 
point 0, where 'A = mg/c is the static elongation of the spring. We 
choose the arbitrary constant in the potential energy II of the force 
of gravity and the elastic force of the spring such that II vanishes 
at the static equilibrium position x = y = 0, so that 

1 . . 
K =z-m (x2+ yz), 

1 [V --~ 12 1 II= -mgy +z- c x2+ (l+A.+y) 2-l - 2 c'A2. (1.1) 

We denote by w = V elm the cyclic frequency of vertical vibra
tions of the spring-suspended mass and introduce dimensionless time 
T = wt and coordinates s = xi l and lJ = y/ l. The equations of 
motion then become 

d2 11 1+Y+11 1 ( A,) 
d-r2 +lJ= ll£2+(1+"1'+11)2 y=y , 

d2" r 1 1 J 
d-r; +1~ys=L:vs2+(1+Y+1l)2 -1+y £, (1.2) 

where the expansions of the right-hand sides in some neighbourhood 
of s = l] = 0 begin with second-order terms. System (1.2) has no 
small parameters; at the same time condition (b) of the Lyapunov 
theorem (I, 1.1) is violated, so that the Lyapunov method of de
termining periodic solutions is inapplicable. Since the system is 
conservative and the constraints do not depend explicitly on time, 
there exists the energy integral 

:l V2(K+l1)c=fl=Const (1.3) 

By using this equation and the Lyapunov substitution (I, 1, 2.3) 

l] = r sin 'fr, 
d1] 
a:t = p cos 'fr' (1.4) 

we can reduce the order of system (1.2) by two. General formulas 
for transforming systems of second-order equations were given in Chap-
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ter I, Subsection 1.2. Formulas (I, 1, 2.6) reduce system (1.2) to 

W() y 2 + 2 R cos{} 2 +0() z =1+yzl z2, =- 2(1+y)2 zl p, 

e _ sin {t 2 O ( ) z cos {t a + O ( ) 
- 2(1+y)2 z1+ P' 1= 2(1+y)2 zl P' 

sin {t cos {t 
Z 2=- (1+Y) 2 z1 + 2 (i+W z~z2 +0(p). (1.5) 

Equations (I, 1, 2.9) become (s = z1, ~, == d~/d{}) 

:;~ + 1 ~Y ~ =- ~t (1 + yt2 [ ( 1 + 1 ~Y ~2 + ~'2) 112 sin{} 

+ ( 1 + 1~y ~2 + ~~2 r1'2 

X ( ; 1
1 +~Y ~sin{}- : ~' cos{}) s J s + 0 (~2). (1.6) 

The trivial solution of equation (1.6), s =: 0, corresponds to the 
vertical vibrations of mass m on a spring 

y = Y cos ro ( t - t 0) (1. 7) 

with period T vert = 2n/ro. 
In positions of maximum elongation or contraction the potential 

energy II of the mass is equal, according to (1.1), to ; cY2 • Using 

the energy integral (1.3), we obtain for the amplitude of vertical 
vibrations the expression 

y = l~. (1.8) 

The stability of (1.7) was analyzed in Chapter II, Subsection 1.6 
by the methods of the theory of parametric resonance. The only 
instability region in the ~'\' plane is determined by inequality (II, 
1, 6.5). 

1.2. Step 2. We wish to determine the periodic solutions of equa
tion (1.6) (and also of system (1.2) by virtue of substitution (1.4)) 
distinct from the trivial solution. 

To achieve this, let us use the method of small parameter for 
nonautonomous systems with one degree of freedom in the form 
suggested by Poincare ([188a], vol. I, Ch. III). We seek this solution 
in the form of the series (see I, 2.1) 

s ({}) = ~0 ({}) + ~~1 ({}) + ~2 ~2 ({}) + .... 
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Substituting this series into equation (1.6), we obtain the equations 
for ~ 0 and s1 

d2~0 v 
dt'P + 1+v So= O, (2.1) 

d2~1 + y '" 1 [ ( 1 + y )-2 + )-'2) 1/2 . ,4 
d{}2 1+y \ol =- (1+y)2 1+y "'o "'o sm u 

'+(1+ y )-2+)-'2)-1/2( 11-3y)- 0 ,4 3 ,_, ,4))- J)-
1+y"'o "'o 2i+y"'0smu--zr,0 cosu .,0 , 0. (2.2) 

Equation (2.1) possesses a family of T ("?)-periodic solutions 

.. /-v- . ,r-y-
s0=M0cos V i+y ft+N 0sm J! i+y ft (2.3) 

(r("r')=2n]/ 1 ~v). 

Solution (2.3) can also be considered qT ('\')-periodic, where q 
is any natural number. Equation (1.6) is an explicit function of 
independent variable {t, and this function can also be considered 
2pn-periodic (p is any natural number). Therefore, solution (2.3) 
ii' generating for a 2pn-periodic solution of (1.6) if and only if 

1 
qT("()=2pn or "(= 2 , (2.4) 

(:) -1 

where p/q is an arbitrary irreducible improper fraction. 
Therefore, equation (1.6) possesses periodic solutions with mini

mum period 2pn (p = 2, 3, ... ) only for the values of relative 
elongation "r' = 'All given by formula (2.4). Any positive rational 
number is either expressed by (2.4) or can be given by this formula 
to any degree of accuracy. 

Taking into account equations (2.3) and (2.4), we recast equa
tion (2.2) in the form 

.--..:!..+-{; =- M cos-ft+N sin-ft d2' q2 (p2- q2)2 ( q q ) 
'd{}2 p2 1 p4 0 p 0 p 

X {[_1+ ;: (M~+N~)J12 sinft+[ 1+ ;: (M~+N~)r 112 

, [P2 -4q2 ( M§+Na +· M6-N6 .3::!._ ,4 + M N . ~ ,4 ) X 2 2 2 2 cos u 0 0 sm u 
. p p Jl 

• .4 3 q (M 7\T 2q ·"- M~-Nff . 2q "") ""]} X sm u- 2 P 01 v 0 cos P u- 2 sm P u cos u • (2.5) 

This is the equation determining the first correction in 11- of the 
2pn-periodic solution of equation (2.2) (p = 2, 3, ... ). 
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The nonhomogeneous part of equation (2.5) contains trigonometric 
functions of 1't with cyclic frequencies 

(a) p---;q; (b) I p-;3q I ; (c) P+q P+3q • 
p ' p 

Let us fmd out when one of these frequencies coincides with the 
cyclic frequency of the generating solution 

(a) 
p-q q 

p=2, q=1, 1 
y= -· p p 3 ' 

(b) 
p-3q q 

p=4, q=1, 1 
p p ' y=15; 

31-P q 
p=2, q=1, 

1 --=- y=3· p p 

In case (c), equality is impossible. In cases (a) and (b), equation 
(2.5) has 2pn-periodic solutions for the listed values of p, but only 
for those values of M 0 and N 0 for which the terms containing 
sin (qft/p) and cos (qft/p) in equation (2.5) vanish. The equations 

for "generating amplitudes" for y = ~ (p = 2, q = 1) are 

N 0 (4- 2111~ + N~) = 0, 1110 (4 + M~- 2N~) = 0 

and give nonzero solutions: M. = ±2 and N 0 = +2. Formula (2.3) 
then yields 

(2.6) 

that is, a unique generating amplitude equal to 2 V2 for four values 
of the generating initial phase. 

The equations for generating amplitudes become identities for 

y = 1~ . Therefore, for the remaining values of y in (2.4) with the 

exception of y = ~ , formula (2.3) gives a family of generating 

solutions of equation (1.6) involving two parameters. 
Finally, we shall analyze case (a) in which equation (1.6) has 

a periodic solution with minimum period in 1't equal to 4n. Formu
las (I, 1, 2.4), (I, 1, 2.7), (1.5), and (2.6) yield 

p = ;_ It+ 0 (~-t2), 
l 3 

~~ =1+ 3 r3 ~-t(1 +sin1't)sin1't+O(~-t2), 
1'l -t=! j' [1- 3 r3 ~-t(1 +sin1't)sin1't+O(~-t2)jd~t. (2.7) 

1'ln 
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This gives the period of transverse vibrations of a mass suspended 

from a spring with the relative static elongation y = ! 
T = ~ [ 1 + 3 Ys3 J.t + 0 (J.t2) J = 2T vert [ 1 + 3 Ys3 J.t + 0 (J.t2) J , 

and the mass coordinates 

2 "11~- ( 1 :n:) x = + 3 I' 6 lJ.t cos 2 rot + 4 + 0 (!-12), 

1 ... ,-Y=a v 3l~.tsinrot+O(!.t2). (2.8) 

Note that the swing period of a rigid pendulum of length ~ l ( y = ! ) 
and with an amplitude given by the first formula of (2.8) is 

,/Tl 
Trlg=2n V gg[1+0(Jl2)]=2Tverd1+0(!.t2)]. 

It should also be noted that the second formula of (2.8) demonstrates 
that vertical vibrations of a swinging spring-loaded pendulum take 

up ! [1 + 0 (!-12)] of the total energy of motion. 
1.3. Step 3. Next we study the loss of stability of vertical vibra

tions. Since y = ! is the unique value of y for which vertical vi

brations are unstable for any small value of the dimensionless ampli

tude J.t = Y /land since y = ! corresponds: to periodic motion (2.8), 

it is logical to substitute y= ! into equation (1.6) and investigate 

its solutions for sufficiently small initial values of ~ (0) and ~' (0). 
We consider, therefore, the equation 

(3.1) 

The Vander Pol substitution [150] 

~ = a cos ( ; t't + cp ) , :i = - ~ a sin ( ~ t't + cp) (3.2) 

reduces equation (3.1) to an equivalent system with respect to the 
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slowly changing variables a and <p 

da _ 9 [ .. / 1 + 1 2 • .(\, 
dft - 16 ~-ta v 4 a sm v 
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-: a2(1+! a2r 112 sin(t't+2<p)cos.t't]sin(t't+2<p)+O(~-t2), 

dc:p - 9 [ .. /-1 +-1-2 . .(\, 
df} -wl-l V Ta smv 

-: a2( 1 +! a2r 112 sin(t't+2<p)cost't] [1+cos(t't+2<p)J+O(~-t2). 

Averaging over the independent variable t't results in the truncated 
Van der Pol equations 

:~ = :4 ~-talf4+a2.cos2<p+O (~-t2 ), 

(3.3) 

Dividing the first equation of (3.3) by the second and integrating, 
we obtain 

a ~ 

~ i a~~+!2) da= i cot2<pd<p+O(~-t)· 
ao ~o 

Completing the integration, we find the first integral of the truncated 
equations (3.3): 

Unfortunately, the substitution of this integral into the first equa
tion of (3.3) results in unmanageable quadratures. Of course, the 
truncated Van der Pol equations give only the first approximation 
of the solution to (3.1) (higher-order approximations are obtained 
by the Picard method of successive approximations, with the esti
mates of accuracy the method provides). Consequently, we limit our 
analysis to an approximate integration of system (3.3). The second 
equation of (3.3) shows that d<p/dt't < 0 for I a I < 2 V2 and 
l<po I >I <p I > o. By (3.2}, I ~ I < 2 V2 for 1 a I < 2 V2 (we 
recall that 2 V2 is the amplitude of the generating solution (2.li)); 
therefore, we can assume cos 2<p ~ 1 for sufficiently small <p 0 over 
the whole duration of the loss of stability process (transition from 
vertical vibrations to pendulum swinging). The f1rst equation of (3.3} 
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t ben yields for a0 = a (0) > 0 

which after integration gives 

In ( vn::;-2 ao ) 9 .4 =-32 flU. V 4+a5-2 

[Ch. III 

From this we derive an approximate expression for the amplitude 
as a function of fr 

a= 
4b0 exp ( -fz- J.!l'l-) 

1-b6 exp ( 1
9
6 flit) 

(bo= :0 (V4+a~-2J). (3.4) 

Let us calculate the time of transition from vertical vibrations 
( ~ =t 0) to transverse vibrations (2.6). Setting a = 2 V2 in (3.4), 
we obtain the corresponding value of ~ 

~=~ln( V3-1 
9J.! y2 (3.5) 

Note that the transient process covers a time interval of the order 
of 0 (f.!-1), which corresponds to the algorithm of asymptotic inte
gration in the method of averaging ([129], Ch. III, § 4, Subsec. 4). 

Since cp 0 is small, a 0 ;::::: ~ (0) and for small a 0 (3.5) becomes 

~=321 2y2(y3-1) 
91! n ~ (0) (3.6) 

Formulas (1.4) enable us to express ~ (0) in terms of the initial values 
of the variables, namely, 

X (0) / d )2 
(O) = lp (0) ' p = l 1']2 + ( d~ 
~ (0) = x (0) [y (0)2+ w-2y ~vJ 2 ]- 112 

Finally, the last formula of (2.7) gives the sought time of transition 
from vertical vibrations to transverse (swinging) vibrations (2.8) 

t = ~ [ ( 1 + 3 ~3 ll) ~ + 0 (f.!) J 
We recall that ll can be determined by (1- 3) 

ll = -fz V2 (Ko+ l1o) c 

(3.7) 
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or, if the transverse perturbation x (0) is assumed small, by (1.8). 
The two signs in (3.7) are related to the phase of the pendulum 
swings in (2.6). 

§ 2. On Coupling of Radial and Vertical Oscillations 
of Particles in Cyclic Accelerators 

In this section we define pure radial (side-to-side) oscillations and 
analyze their stability. Oscillation equations are then transformed 
and vertical radial (up-and-down) oscillations are found by means 
of the Poincare method of small parameter. There exists a unique 
value of the principal physical parameter for which the reduced 
amplitude of up-and-down oscillations is unique, whereas pure 
side-to-side oscillations of any amplitude, no matter how small, 
are unstable at this value of the parameter. Then we describe the 
transient process and find the time of transition from pure side-to-side 
to up-and-down oscillations and point out an analogy with vibrations 
of a spring-loaded pendulum in transient processes. 

2.1. Step 1. The equations of betatron oscillations of particles 
in cyclic accelerators with weak focusing are given by ([246], (4.6)) 

• • 1 
£+ro2 (1-n)S c-2ki'J2, TJ+ro2nYJ=-k£YJ. (1.1) 

Here £ = (r - r0)/r0 , YJ = z/r0 ; r and z are two of the cylir.drical 
coordinates of a particle; a dot above a symbol denotes differentiation 
with respect to time; and the constants ro, n, and k are 

eH (ro) ro { iJH ) 
ffi ~-= me ' n -, - H (ro) ----a;- o (O<n< 1), 

k ___ ro_{ iJ2H) 
- H (ro) iJr2 o ' 

(1.2) 

where m and e are the mass and charge of a particle; c is the speed 
of light; Hz = 1! (r) is the vertical component of the magnetic 
field intensity vector; and partial derivatives are evaluated at 
r = r0 , that is, at the path radius corresponding to the fixed energy 
of the particles. 

We introduce dimensionless time ,; = ro V-i - n t and recast 
system (1.1) in the form 

d2£ 1 d'l'J 
d't2 +6= -2~1)2, d't2 +t"X.YJ= -~£YJ, (1.3) 

where the positive parameters a. and ~ are 

n k 4 
t"X.= 1-n ~= co2 (1-n) (1. ) 
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Integral (I, 1, 2.2) for system (1.3) is the integral of particle energy 
corresponding to the oscillatory part of the motion 

Qi{=~z+( ~~ ) 2 +W+S3 =~z 

( w = a 112+ ( ~~ ) 2 , s3 = ~~112 ). 
(1.5) 

Before transforming system (1.3), we note that it has a solution 
(pure side-to-side oscillations) 

11 =:3 0, ~ = ~ COS (T - T 0). (1.6) 

As follows from integral (1.5), the constant ~2 is equal to the 
squared amplitude of pure side-to-side oscillations. To analyze the 
stability of these oscillations, we set in (1.3) 

~ = ~cos (T- -r0) + x, 11 = 0 + y, 

which yields the variational equations 
d 2x d2y 
d1:2 +x=O, d1:2 +la+~~cos(T-'t0)]y=0. 

Hence, the instability of side-to-side oscillations (1.6) is determined 
by the instability of the trivial solution of the second equation 
(Mathieu's equation). The principal physical parameter is n (see 
(1.2)). The instability regions in the ~n plane are contiguous to the 
critical points on the n axis given by the equalities (see [80], § VI I, 1) 

2Va(n)=l (l=1, 2, ... ), 
whence 

Z2 
n=n,= 4+Z2 (l=1, 2, ... ). 

A wide instability range (that is, with the angle between the tangents 

distinct from zero) is contiguous only to point n1 = ! , and the slope 
of the tangents is given by (II, 2, 5.6) 

_!_~ 
+ 2 - k (1 ) - 2 k X =+~ =+ 2w2 -nl =+5 (;)2• 

Therefore, in the first approximation the only wide instability 
region (1.6) in the ~n plane is determined by the inequalities 

1 2 k 1 2 k 
5-5(;;2~+ .. · <n< 5+5(02~+ · · · (1.7) 

with the critical value n = n1 = i. 
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2.2. Step 2. In order to transform system (1.3), from formulas 
(II, '1, 2.6) we find 

R (p, {}, zi, z2) = - + ~z~ cos{}, E) (p, {}, Zu Zz) = ~ ~z~ Sin ft, 

zl (p, {}, zl, z2) = ~ ~z~ cos{}, 

z2 (p, {}, zi, z2) = - ~z1 sin {} + ~ Pz~z2 cos {}. (2.1) 

Equation (1, 1, 2.9) now becomes (z1 = ~. ~' = d~/d{}) 
d2~ [ d{}~ +a~= - !-!~~ V 1 + a~2 + ~' 2 sin'{} 

+ (1 + a~2-f- ~'2) -l/2 ( 1 
2
4a ~sin 'l't- ~ ~' cos 'l't) ~ J + 0 (~-t2). (2.2) 

For a = y/(J + y) and ~ = (1 + y}-2 , equation (2.2) becomes 
identical to (1, 1.6) and demonstrates an analogy with Section 1. 
By using this analogy, we can show that equation (2.2) has periodic 
solutions with minimum period 2pn (p = 1, 2, ... ) only for 
values a = q2/p2, or, by virtue of (1.4), for 

(2.3) 

where q and p are any mutually prime numbers. The set of values 
of n given by (2.3) is dense in the interval (0, 1) of variation of n; 
in other words, each n E (0, 1) is either given by (2.3) or can be 
expressed by means of (2.3) to any desired degree of accuracy. 
Formula (1, 2.3) yields a family of generating solutions to equa
tion (2.2) in two parameters for all n in (2.3) with the exception 

1 of n = 5 (q = 1 and p = 2). 

Finally, let us analyze the case of n= ! , that is, of the unique 

valne of n for which a generating solution of equation (2.2) has the 
form (1, 2.6) and for which pure side-to-side oscillations (1.G) 
are unstable for any amplitude 1-l no matter how small (see (1.7)). 
Analogously to (1, 2. 7), we obtain 

p=! V3~-t+O.(~-t2), 

~~ =1+ ~ V3~~-t(1+sin'l't)sin'l't+O(~-t2). 
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This yields for the period of up-and-down oscillations for n = i 
4n 

T = 1 J [ 1 + ~ V3 ~f.l (1 +sin it) sin {t + 0 (f.12) r 1 dit 
w]/1-+ o 

= 2-,l5n [· 1 __ 5_113_!!__ +0( 2)] 
ro + 12 V w2 f-l f-l • (2.4) 

and for the expression of motion, analogously to (1, 2.8), 

£ = ! V 3 f.l sin { ; V 5 rot) + 0 (f.l2), 

1] = p~ = + ~ V 6 f.l cos ( ~5 rot+ ~ ) + 0 (!-t2). (2.5) 

The value of !-t is determined by the initial value of the reduced 
energy (1.5) of the oscillations. 

2.3. Step 3. We wish to describe the process of energy transfer 

for n = ~ , that is, the process of transition from unstable pure side

to-side oscillations (1.6) to up-and-down oscillations (2.5). The 
truncated Van der Pol equations take the form of (1, 3.3), with 

multipliers ~ and 1: 8 replaced by { ~ and ! ~.respectively. The 

expression for the Van der Pol amplitude is found in a manner 
similar to that of Subsection 1.3 

4b0 exp ( + ~llf}) 
a= 1 -b~exp(~~-tflo) (bo=:0 [V4+a~-21). (2.6) 

The duration 7 of the process of transition from pure side-to-side 

oscillations (1.6) to up-and-down oscillations (2.5) for n = ! is 

determined by the formulas 

t= r:5 [(1+ i V3~1-l):fr+O(f.l)]. (2.7) 

where 

~ 5 k :fr=~l 2-,12(-,13-1) 
~ = 4 (;)2 ' if~ n ~ (0) ' 

~ (0) = TJ (0) [ £2 (0) + ! ro-2~2 (0) J-112 , 

and !-t is determined by the initial value of the reduced energy (1.5) 
of the oscillations. 
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§ 3. Loss of Stability of Vertical Oscillations 
of a Pendulum Subject to Elastic Guided Suspension 

Step 1 of the solution was given in Chapter II, Subsection 2.5. 
The initial periodic mode is a vertical oscillation (II, 2, 5.4). 

3.1. Determination of nontrivial periodic modes (Step 2). By 
employing formulas (II, 2, 5.1) and (II, 2, 5.3), we transform the 
energy integral to the form 

( !~ ) 2 +1J2+a ( ~~ r +2ay (1-cos {jJ 

-2asincp!~ ~~=~J-2 • (1.1) 

Expanding the right-hand sides of the system of equations (II, 2, 5.2) 
and the left-hand side of the energy integral in power series, we 
obtain 

d21l \ ( dcp ) 2 r d2~, ' 
d<2 + 1] =a dT: - aycpz + (3), d't2 +yep= - ljqJ + (.3), 

( !~ ) 2 + l]z + aytpz +a ( !~ ) 2 + (.3) = flz. 

Comparing this with (I, 1, 2.1) and (I, 1, 2.2), on the basis of 
formulas (1, 1, 2.6), we find 

R =a ( -yz~ + z;) cos 1't + 0 (p), 

e =a (yz~- z;) sin 1'} + 0 (p), 

zl =a (yz~- zlz~) cos 1'} + 0 (p), 

Z2 = - z1 sin 1't +a (yziz2 - z:) cos 1't + 0 (p). 

In the case under discussion, system (1, 1, 2.9) is reduced to a 
single equation (z1 =::! (;, \;' == d\;/d'l't) 

:;~ + y\; = ~-t{- \;sin 1'} V 1 +a (y\;2 + (;' 2) 

+a [1 +a (y\;2 + (;' 2)]- 112 [2\; sin 1't (y2(;2 + (;'2-3y\;' 2) 

+(;'cos 1't(5y\;2 -(;'2)]}+0(~t2). (1.2) 

By calculations similar to those of Subsections 1.2, 2.2 and by using 
the Poincare method [188a], we arrive at a generating periodic 

solution for the critical value y = ! 
so=+2~/!cos(~1't+!n). (1.3) 

Together with formulas (1, 1, 2.7), (1, 1, 2.3), and (II, 2, 5.3), 
the above equation yields a periodic solution distinct from vertical 
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vibrations, namely, for transverse "pendulum" vibrations 

Y=-3
1 V3l2f.tSin l/ ~ t+0(f.t2), 

ml m2 

[Ch. III 

cp= +~ .. / 6 ncos(_!_ .. / c t=F~) t0(n2). (1.4) 
3 V a r 2 V m1 +m2 4 r 

3.2. Transient process (Step 3). The Van der Pol substitution 
[150] 

(2.1) 

reduces equation (1.2) for y = ! to an equivalent system with re

spect to slowly changing variables a and '¢ 

:; = f.ta{ V 1 + ! a2 sin{} sin ('fr+ 2'¢) 

-( 1+! a2r 112
[ fa2 sin'frsin(1t+2'¢)-! a2 cos1't 

1 3 ]} - 8 az cos{} cos (1't + 2'¢) + 8 az cos{} cos2 ('fr + 2'¢) + 0 (f.t2), 

:~ = fl { V 1 + f a2 sin {} [ 1 + cos ( {} + 2'1')] 

- ( 1 +i- a2 f 112 [! a2 sin{} (1 +cos('fr+2'¢)) 

- ! a2cos 'l't sin (1t+2lJl)- 1
3
6 az cos{} sin (21t+ 4'¢) J} +O (f.t2). (2.2) 

The truncated Van der Pol equations obtained by averaging over 
the independent variable explicitly included in (2.2) are 

da 1 v--"'Clfr= 4 f.ta 4+ a2 cos 2'¢+ 0 (f.t2), 

d\jJ 1 a2 -8 . 
([A=-8 fl 1 sm2'¢+0 (f.t2). 

u l 4+a2 
(2.3) 

An attempt to solve equations (2.3) leads to unmanageable quad
ratures. Of course, the truncated Van der Pol equations (2.3) can 
giYe only the first approximation to the solution of system (2.2). 
Therefore we are satisfied with approximate integration of system 
(2.3). The second equation of (2.3) implies that d'¢/d{} -<. 0 for I a I -<. 
~ 2 j,/2, and hence I '¢0 I > I lJl I;;;;:: 0. By (2.1), I ~ I-<. 2 -v·2!Va 
for I a I -< 2 v 2 (we recall that 2 V2i v a is the amplitude of the 
generating solution (1.3)); therefore, we can assume that cos'¢ ~ 1 
for sufficiently small '¢0 over the whole duration of the transient 
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process (i.e. during the transition from vertical vibrations (II, 2, 5.4) 
to transverse vibrations (1.4)). The first equation of (2.3) then yields 
for a0 = a (0) > 0 

After integration, we obtain 

ln ( Y~-2 ao ) =_!_ 1'J. 
a y 4+afi-2 2 !l 

This gives an approximate expression for the amplitude of the vi
brations 

4b0 exp ( ~ 111't t 1 __ 
a= 1 b2 ( 1't) '(b0 =-[V4+a~-2J). (2.4) 

- 0 exp 11 ao 

We now calculate the time of transition from vertical vibrations 
after perturbation (a= a0 > 0) to transverse vibrations (a= 2V2). 
Assuming a = 2V2 in (2.4), we obtain for the corresponding value 
of :0. 

:fr = ..3._ ln ( -,13-1 a0 ) • 

!l \ -,12 V4+a6-2 

Note that the transition time is of the order of 0 (!l-1). which 
corresponds to the algorithm of asymptotic integration in the 
method of averaging. Since 'i'o is small, a 0 ~ ~ (0). For small a 0 

the preceding formula gives 

A_2_l 2y2(V3-i) 
u- 11 n ~ (O) • 

Now ~ (0) can be expressed in terms of the initial values of the 
initial variables by means of formulas (I, 1, 2.3) 

?' = <:pp , p - , / n2 + ( ~) 2 "' --;-- v .. d,; ' 

~ (0) = cp (0) [ y2 (0) + (!) -2 ( ~; ) ~ r 1' 2 • 

The transition time (time of energy transfer) for the critical value 

y = ! (i.e. for ')., = ! l2 ) becomes 

t =Vml~m2:fr+0(1). 
6-0559 
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Formulas (II, 2, 5.1), (II, 2, 5.3), and (1.1) now yield 
1 . 

11=-l V2(K0 +Il0)c, 
c 2 

or, if the transverse perturbation <p (0) is assumed to be sufficiently 
small, one can use formula (II, 2, 5.4). 

§ 4. Periodic Modes of a Pendulum Subject 
to Elastic Free Suspension 

4.1. Transformation of equations of motion. We expand the right
hand sides of system (II, 2, 4.2) into power series in the respective 
variables and recast (II, 2, 4.2) in the form 

rj" + 1'] = y (1'], ~. <p, <p'), 

~" + (1-a)~1+v) ~- 1~"\'a <p =X (1'], ~' <p, <p'), 

<p"- (1-a)i1+v)~ ~+(1_?a)~<p=C!>(1J, ~. <p, <p'). (1.1) 

The primes denote the derivatives with respect to -r, and the expan
sions of the functions Y, X, and C!> begin with terms of order not 
lower than two. The roots of the characteristic equation of the 
linear part are +iro1 and +iro 2 , where 

(02 - "\' 
1• 2 -2 (1-a) (1+-v) ~ 

X [1+y+P+ V(1+y+P)2-4P(1-a)(1+y)]. 

Since 0 <a < 1, and p > 0, i' > 0, 

0 < (1 + i' + p)2 - 4 (1 - a) (1 + y) p < (1 + i' + p)2 

and, consequently, ro; and ro: are positive. 
The energy integral (I, 1, 2.2) takes the form 

11'2 + 1']2 + ~'2 + 1 ~"\' ~2 + ap2<p'2 + 2ap<p'~' + s3 = 112· (1.2) 

Substitution (I, 1, 2.3) ·now becomes 

1']' = p cos 'fr, TJ = p sin 'fr, 

~ = pzl, <p = pz2, r = pz3, <p' = pz .. , 

so that ( 1. 2) yields 
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System (1, 1, 2.9) is reduced, as a result, to 

d2zl '\' av 
d{}2 +(1-a)(1+v)z1- 1-a 22=0,(!-L), 

d2z2 '\' y 
df}2- ~ (1-a) (1+v) 21 + B (1-a) 22 = 0 (!-!)· (1.4) 

4.2. Periodic solutions. The general solution of the generating 
system (1.4) (i.e. for 1-L = 0) is 

z10 = [ y- ffi~ ( 1- ex) ~] (M 1 sin ffi 1 '1't + M 2 cos ffi 1'1't) 

+ [y- ffi~ (1- a)~] (M3 sin ffi 2 '1't + M 4 cos ffi 2'1't), 

z20 = 1 ~Y (M 1 sin ffi 1'1't + M 2 cos ffi 1 '1't + M 3 sin ffi 2 '1't + M 4cos ffi 2'1't). 

Substituting these values into y = l1p sin 'l't, x = l1pz1 , <p = pz2 , 

and (1.3) and taking into account that {} = 1' + 0 (~t) by virtue 
of the second equation of (I, 1, 2.4), we obtain the following approxi
mation to a periodic solution of system (II, 2, 4.1) 

y = ~-Ll1F (-r) sin -r + 0 (1-!2), 

x = ~-Ll 1 F (-r){[y- ~ffi~ (1- ex)] (M 1 sin ffi 1T + M 2 cos ffi 1't) 

+ [y- ffi;~ (1-cx)] (M 3 sin ffi 21' +M4 cos ffi 2-r)}+ 0 (!-!2), 

<p=!-L i~y F(-r)(M1 sinffi 1-r+M2 cosffi1't 

+ M 3 sin ffi 2't + M 4 cos ffi 2-r) + 0 (!-!2), 

where 

F (-r) = ( 1 + ~ yz (1 + ytz {~ (1-cx) (1+y-~)[ffi~ (M~+M~) 
+ (!); (M; +M!)J-y (1 +y-~ + 2a~) (M~+ M; 

+M;+M!)+a~y (M1 sin ffi 1-r+M2 cos ffi 1't 

Here 't = V c/(m1 + m2) (t - t 0 ), and 1-L is determined from the 
initial value of the reduced energy (1.2). An analysis of the first 
equation in (I, 2, 1.4) (the equation for generating amplitudes) 
yields the critical values of the parameters ex, ~' and y for which the 
generating amplitudes M 1 , M 2 , M 3 , and M 4 are dependent (this 
corresponds to limit cycles). The periodic solution obtained, which 
contains six arbitrary constants M1 , M 2 , A13 , 1114 , · t 0 , and it, is a· 
general solution for all the remaining values of the parameters: 
a, ~. and y for sufficiently small !.1 >·0. l 

6* 



-,.CHAPTER IV 

OSCILLATIONS IN MODIFIED LYAPUNOV SYSTEMS 

§ t. Lyapunov Systems with Damping 

An unperturbed nonlinear autonomous Lyapunov system of order 
2k + 2 is perturbed by an analytic damping of sufficiently small 
norm. The perturbed system is transformed by a method that reduces 
the unperturbed system to a quasilinear nonautonomous system of 
<>rder 2k. A solution of the latter system is assumed known for a 
sufficiently small square root (as compared with unity) of the initial 
reduced energy of the system. The first and all subsequent correc
tions of the corresponding solution of the perturbed system (i.e. with 
the same initial conditions) are found from a complete system of 
variational equations in the Poincare parameter, that is, a non
homogeneous system of linear differential equations of order 2k + 1 
with variable coefficients. According to Poincare's results ([188a], 
vol. I, Ch. II) the integration of a system of variational equations can 
be reduced to quadratures if the general integral of the unperturbed 
system is known. Subsections 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5 are devoted to exam
ples. 

1.1. Transformation of equations of motion. We consider a class of 
Lyapunov systems with damping where each system is represented 
by a second-order equation 

"£l2u • • • • • • 
-d 2 +u-U(u, u, Vu .•• ,vk, v1, ••• , P~t) = -2eF0 (u, vH ••. ,vk), 
. 't 

'd2v • • • 
'd,;: + a,qv1 + ... + axltVk-V x (u, u, v11 ••• , vk, v1 , ••• 1 vlt) 

. . . 
= -2eFx~(u, v1, •• •• vk), {x=1, ..• ,k). (1.1) 

The dots denote the derivatives with respect to 't'; aix = axi 
~x, j = t, . .. , k) are real constants; U, V1 , ••• , V~t, F0 , F 1 , ••• , F~t 
are real analytic functions of the respective variables; the expan
sions of F0 , F 1 , •.• , Fk do not contain terms of zeroth power; the 
expansions of u, vl, ... , vk begin with terms of power not lower 
than two; and, finally, e >0. We assume that the unperturbed sys
tem (1.1) (i.e. system (1.1) for e = 0) possesses the first integral, 
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which is inevitably an analytic function of the variables u, ~. v1 , ••• 

. . . , v", ;1 , ••. , ~" ([108a], § 38; [111b], Ch. VII, § 1) 

H = ~2 + u2 + W (v1, .•. , vk, ;1, ... , ~k) 

+Sa (u, ~. V1 , • •• , vk, ~1 , ..• , ;k) = f1 11 (f.L > 0), (1.2) 

where W is a quadratic form and S 3 denotes the sum of the terms 
of power greater than two. We assume for the specified resistance 
forces F 0 , F1 , ••• , Fk that their work is negative for any virtual 
displacement (which in the case under discussion coincides with one 
of the actual displacements), that is, 

k 

- Fo (~, ~It • • ·, ;") ~- ~ F x (~. ~1 •.•• , ;") ;x <i0. (1.3) 
x=1 

Condition (1.3) signifies that rxF (a) > 0 (a -::1=: 0) in the simplest . . . 
nonlinBar case of Fj = F (vj) (j = 0, 1, ... , k; v0 == u). In the 
linear case condition (1.3) signifies that dissipation is complete. 

The Lyapunov substitution 

u = p sin \1, ~ = p cos \1 (p ;;;?: 0), 
(x = 1, ... , k) (1.4) 

reduces system (1.1) and the first integral (1.2) of the unperturbed 
system to the following form 

dd'l'J> = 1 - J_ U (p sin \1, p cos \1, pz) sin \1 + 2e J_ F0 (P. cos,\1, pz<2>) sin \1, 
"t p p 

:~.=U (psin\1, pcos\1, pz)cos\t-2e ~F0 (pcos'fr, pz<2>fcos\t, 

dzx 1 U ( · 1.« .« ) .« (ft = zk+x- P Zx p Slll1u, p COS v, pz COS u 

1 +2e- Zy,F0 (pcos \1, pz<2>) cos:\1, p 

dzk+x 1 U ( . ·" .« ' )' .'l -d- = - ax1Z1 - • · ·-axkzk-- zk+x p Sill u, p cos u; pz cos u 
"t p 

+.! V x (p sin \1, p cos \1, pz) p 

1 1 + 2e- Zk+xFo (p cos \1, pz<2>) cos 'fr- 2e -Fx (p cos \1, pz<2>) (1.5) p p 

(x = 1, ... , k), 

p2 [1 + W (z) + pS (p, 'fr, z)] = f.L2. (1.6) 
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Here z and z<2l are vectors with the components z1, ... , z211 and 
z11 +1, ... , z211 , respectively, and S = p-3S 3 • We assume henceforth 
that the inequality 

1- ~ [U(psin'l't, pcos'l't, pz)-2sF0 (pcos'l't, pz<2>)]sin'l'l'>0 (1.7) 

holds in a parallelepiped I z I ~ b, 0 -< p -< r 0 and for any 'l't >- 'l't0 

for all B E [0, s 0 ]. Taking (1. 7) into account, we divide the second 
and all the subsequent equations of system (1.5) by the first 

dp U cos 'fr-2r;F0 cos{} 
d{} = 1-p 1 (U -2eF0) sin{} ' 

dzx Zl!+x-p-1zx (U -2r;F0) cos 'fr 
d{} = t1-p 1 (U-2eF0)sin'fr 

d~";>< = [1- p-1 (U- 2sF0) sin 'l'l'r1 (- ax1Z1- ... - axkzk 

-p-1z11+xU cos{}+ p- 1V x + 2sp-1zk+xFo cos 'l't- 2sp-1F11) (1.8) 

(x=1, . .. ,k). 

The unperturbed system (1.8) (for B = 0) was reduced in Chapter I, 
Section 1 to a quasilinear nonautonomous system of order 2k by 
using integral (I, 1, 1.6); it was solved in Chapter III for sufficiently 
small 1.1. > 0 in (1.6) by the methods of small parameter. 

1.2. Cnmplete system of variational equations in the Poincare 
parameter and its solution. Let us represent system (1.8) as a vector 
equation 

dx 
:'d{} =f ('l't, x; s), (2.1) 

where xis a vector with the components p, z1, ... , z211 ; f is a vector
function formed from the right-hand sides of system (1.8), that is, 
analytic with respect to x and B in the domain of definition of (1. 7); 
and the coefficients of power series in p, z1, ... , z211* are 21t-periodic 
functions of 'l't. 

Let us assume that we know a solution x0 ('l't) of the unperturbed 
system (2.1) (i.e. for B = 0) 

~~ = f (l't, x0 ; 0). (2.2) 

On the basis of the Poincare theorem ([188a), vol. I, Ch. II), we seek 
a solution of system (2.1) for sufficiently small positive B in the 
form 

00 

X= ~ BmXm ('l't). 
m=O 

(2.3) 

* We assume henceforth that 2k + 1 = n and n is any natural number. 
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Subtracting identity (2.2) from equation (2.1) and applying the 
Taylor formula for multivariable functions, we obtain 

00 00 00 

~ em d:: = ~ :, ( :x ~ emXm + :8 8 r f (\'t, Xo; 0). 
m=i V=i m=i 

Equating coefficients on terms containing identical powers of s, 
we obtain a sequence of vector differential equations (a complete 
system of variational equations in the Poincare parameter) 

dx1 ( af ) ( af \ 
dit = Tx o x1 + Te i o' 
dx2 ( af ) 1 ( a2 f ) ( a2f ) 1 1 a2f ) 
dtt = Tx o x2 + 2 ax2 o x1x1 + ax a8 o x1 + 2 \ a82 o ' 

dx3 ( af ) 1 ( a2f ) ( a2f ) 
dit = 7iX o Xa + 2 ax2 . o (xlx~ + x2xl) + ax ae o x2 

1 ( iJ3f ) 1 { iJ3f ) 1 ( iJ3f ) 1 . iJ3f ) + 6 axs o xlxlxl + 2 ' iJx2 88 . o xlxl + 2 -ax iJe2 o xl + 6 { aea o ' 

1 ( i}Sf ) ~ 
+ (s-1)1 iJx 8- 1iJ8 o LJ Xat · · · Xas-1 + 

at+· .. +as-t=m-1 

• • . + ( ~)I ll ( asf ) ~ Xat ... Xa; + 
s- . . axs-l iJ8l 0 s-l 

at+ ... +a8 _ 1=m-l 

1 ( asf } 1 ( amf ) • • • + (s-1)! OX a8s-1 0 Xm-s+l + ... + /1if axm 0 X~ 

+ 1 ( amf } m-1 + 1 ( amf ) m-l 
(m-1)! axm-1a8 ox1 ···+ (m-l)!l! axm-za8l ox1 + 

1 ( am f \ 1 (. amf ) ... + (m-1)! ox 08m-1 ) 0 xl + l1if aem 0. (2.4) 

The zero subscript indicates evaluation of partial derivatives for 
x0 = x0 ('l't) and e = 0; cx1 , cx 2 , ••• are natural numbers; and the 
matrix 
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The remaining terms in equations (2.4) must also be understood 
as operators; for example, 

In general, these operators are noncommutative, so that, say, the 
terms with x1x2 and x2x1 are considered distinct. 

If e is a linear element of (2.1}, that is, if 

f (~. x; e) = g (~. x) + eh (~. x}, 

then equations (2.4) become 

m 

dxm ( og ) ~ [ 1 { 0Vg } ~ 
{l;f"" = ox 0 Xm + LJ Vf Oxv 0 LJ Xal •• • Xay 

V=2 cq+ ••. +cty=m 

1 ( av-1 h ) J + (v-1)1 oxv-1 O ~ Xa1 • • • Xav-l (m> 1). (2.5) 
cu+ ••• +av-l""m-1 

Successive integration of equations (2.4) and (2.5) is possible only 
in the scalar case. 

If, however, the general integral of the unperturbed system (2.1) 
(i.e. for e = 0) is known, the integration of system (2.4) or (2.5) of 
any order was shown by Poincare to be reducible to quadratures. 
Indeed, let 

x0 = x0 ('l't; a), 

where a is ann-dimensional vector, be the general integral of equation 
(2.1) for e = 0, that is, 

dxo ({}; a) 
d{} =f (~. x0 ('1't; a); 0). 

Differentiating this identity with respect to a, we obtain 

d I OXo") 
\ oa 

dt} 
( ~of ) iJXo ax o --aa· 

Hence, 8x0/8a is the fundamental matrix of each of the homogeneous 
systems of differential equations (2.4) (or (2.5)). The solution of the 
first system of (2.4) (and likewise of (2.5)) with zero initial con
ditions x1 (~0 } = 0 (because x0 (~0 ; a) = x<0l, Xv (~0) = 0, v = 
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= 1, 2, ... ) can then be written by the Lagrange method of varia~ 
tion of constants in the form 

" x1 = 0:: J ( :a ) -1 
( !! ) 0 dtt, (2.6) 

"· 
where ox0/oa is a nonsingular matrix by virtue of the fact that the 
solution x0 = x0 ({)-; a) is general. In the case of Xm (m > 1) the 
formulas obtained are similar to (2.6), where (of/o8)0 in the integrand 
is replaced by the inhomogeneous term of the corresponding system 
(2.4) or (2.5). 

In order to fi.nd a solution of the initial system (1.1) we need to 
integrate the fi.rst equation of (1.5) with the same accuracy, within 
0 (82), if we wish to determine the fi.rst corrections. 

1.3. Vibrations in mechanical systems with one degree of free
dom and different types of nonlinearity. We consider a mechanical 
system with one degree of freedom that is subject to restoring and 
resistance forces. Both of these functions are assumed to be analytic 
functions of the coordinates and velocity, respectively. We empha
size that only one of these forces, namely the resistance force, is 
assumed to be "8-small", the upper bound for 8 > 0 being deter
mined by the majorant inequality of the Poincare theorem ([188a], 
vol. I, Ch. II), which in general is ineffective. As for the restoring 
force, its nonlinear part determines the upper bound on the param
eter f.t, that is, the square root of the initial value of the reduced 
energy. The general solution suggested in the fi.nal paragraphs of 
Subsection 1.3 is thus valid for sufficiently small 8 > 0 and for effec
tively restricted values of the initial energy of the system. 

With a suitable time scale 'T, the equation of motion of the system 
in question can be written as 

where F (~) and U (u) are analytic functions in the whole range of 
the variables; their expansions begin with terms of power not lower 
than one and two, respectively; furthermore, the work of the resist-

ance force is assumed negative over any displacement: -F (~) ~ < 0, 

which holds, in particular, for the odd function F (u). The unper
turbed equation (3.1) possesses, for 8 = 0, the energy integral 

u 

H == ~z+uz+2V (u)==f.l-2 (v (u) =-J U (u) du f.t>O). (:3.2) 
0 
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The Lyapunov substitution (1.4) transforms equation (3.1) to 
system (1.5) in the form 

dd{} = 1- .!.[U (p sin 'l't) -2eF (p cos 'l't)] sin 'l't, 
1: p 

:~ = U (p sin 'l't):cos 'l't- 2eF (p cos 'l't) cos 'l't. (3.3) 

We assume henceforth that for all e and pin the rectangle 0 ::::;; e -< 8 0 

and 0 -< p -< r0 and for any 'l't the following inequality holds 

1- ! [UHp sin 'l't)- 2eF (p cos;'l't)] sin~,'t't!>:o (3.4) 

Together with the first two formulas of (1.4), inequality (3.4) defines 

the allowed range of variation of u and ~. Under condition (3.4), 
we divide the second equation of (3.3) by the first 

dp ~ U (p sin{}) cos {}-2sF (p cos{}) cos it 

""irfr =, 1- .!_ (U (p sin {})-2sF (p cos{})) sin it 
r. p 

(3.5) 

The integral of equation (3.5) for 8 = 0 is found by substituting 
(1.4) into the energy integral (3.2); this yields 

p2 + 2V (p sin 'l't) = f.t2 ; (3.6) 

note that the expansion of the second addend begins with terms of 
power not lower than three in p. Since p > 0, equation (3.6) has the 
unique solution 

P =Po ('l't; It)= ~t-_!_1 V (It sin 'l't) +~ ( ~v) V (It sin 'l't) sin 'l't 
!l !l up P=J.I. 

-..;.[V (~tsin 'l't)JZ+O(~t") (3.7) 
!l 

for sufficiently small positive It (the radius of convergence of series 
(3. 7) will be found later in the example discussed in Subsection 1.4). 

On the basis of the Poincare theorem ([188a], vol. I, Ch. II), we 
seek a solution of (3.5) for sufficiently small positive 8 in the form 

ooj 

P= ~ Pm ('l't; It) 8m. (3.8) 
m=O, 

A sequence of the differential equations (2.4) for determining 
Pm ('l't; fA.) (m = 1, 2, ... ) (a complete set of variational equations 
in the Poincare parameter) was derived in Subsection 1.2. We are 
now interested in the first correction p1 ('l't; It); an appropriate differen
tial equation for this correction is a variational equation in the 
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Poincare parameter (the first equation of (2.4)). Let us derive it 
directly. Recasting (3.5) into 

p'=/(lt,p;e) ('=:{}) 
and subtracting from it the identity 

P~ = f (lt, Po; 0), 
we obtain 

r' = ( !~ )0 r+ ( !~ )0 +O~(e2) (r= p (lt; It) -p0 (lt; It)), (3.9) 

where the zero subscript indicates that the partial derivatives are 
evaluated at p = Po (lt; fl) and e = 0. Dividing (3.9) bye and then 
setting e = 0, we arrive, by virtue of (3.8), at a variational equation 
in the Poincare parameter 

(3.10) 

In the scalar case we are discussing now, this equation is readily 
integrated, although the resultant form is inconvenient to apply. 
Therefore it is preferable to resort to the Poincare method ([188a], 
vol. I, Ch. II) presented at the end of Subsection 1.2. In our case 
equation (3. 7) is the general integral of the unperturbed-motion 
equation (3.5) (i.e. for e = 0) 

p; = f (lt, Po (lt; fl); 0). 

Differentiating this identity with respect to It• we obtainr 

a(~) 
d{} 

that is, fJp 0/8f1 is a solution of a homogeneous equation corresponding 
to (3.10). Then a solution of (3.10) with the zero initial conditions 

P1 (1t0 ; It) = 0 (since Po (1t0 ; It) = p( 0 ~ Pm (1t0 ; It) = 0, m = 1, 2, ••• ) 

can be written in the form of (2.6) 

,') 

=~ r (~)-i (!L) dlt. 
P 1 aJ.t j all ae o (3.11) 

'l'fo 
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Expressions (3. 7) and (3.5) yield 

~~o = 1- a~ [ ~ V (It sin t't) J +0 (!12), (3.12) 

at ) [ 1 -J-1 ( Te 0 = -2 1-Po U (Po sin t't) sin t't F (p0 cos t't) 

X cos t't { 1 + _!_ U (Po sin t't) sin t't [ 1- -1- U (p0 sin t't) sin tt].- 1 } • 
Po - Po 

(3.13) 

Now we derive from expressions (1.4), (3.7), (3.8), and (3.11) 

u = [p 0 (t't; ~t) + ep1 (t't; ~t) + 0 (e2)] sin t't. (3.14) 

After determining t't = t't (-r; t't 0) from the first equation of (3.3), 
we find the general solution of the initial equation (3.1) (with the 
arbitrary constants 11 and t'l-0) for sufficiently small positive e deter
mined by eondition (3.4) and the Poincare theorem cited above. The 
upper bound for 11 > 0 (square root from the initial value of the 
reduced energy (3.2)) is determined by the radius of convergence of 
series (3.7). 

1.4. The Duffing equation with linear damping. As an example, 
we consider the equation 

u + 2eu + u + au3 = 0 (e > 0, a> 0), (4.1) 

that is (see equations (3.1) and (3.2)), F (u) = u, U (u) = -au3 , 

and V (u) = ! au4 • Condition (3.4) defines the range of allowed 
values of variables p :;;> 0, t't > t't 0 , and parameter e :;;> 0 in a three
dimensional oct ant 

1 + ap2 sin4 t't + e sin 2t't > 0 (4.2) 

and is always satisfied for 0 -< e -< 1. The energy integral (3.2) 
of the unperturbed equation ( 4.1) ( e = 0) becomes 

p2 + ~ ap4 sin4 t't = 112 

so that under the condition 2a~t2 sin4 t't < 1, which is always satis
fied if 

2 1 
11 <za-. (4.3) 

this integral has the unique solution (3. 7) 

Po(t't; ~t)=~t[1-! a~t2 sin't't+O(~t4)J. (4.4) 
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We now compute (3.12) and (3.13) 

!~0 = 1-! a.J..tz sin~{}+ 0 (J..t4), 

( :: )o 

93 

= - 2p0 cosz {} (1 + a.p~ sin4 'frt1 (1- a.p~ sin4 'fr (1 + a.p~ sin~ 'frt1] 

= -2J..tcos2 {} [ 1-! a.,....2sin4 'fr+O (J..t4) J. 
We wish to find a solution that satisfies the initial conditions 

u (0) = 0, and ~ (0) = ~0 > 0; this entails, by virtue of (1.4) and 
(4.4), {}0 = 0 and J..t = ~0 • We also assume (see (4.3)) that u 0 < 
< VO.Sa.-1• Formula (3.11) gives . 

th ('fr; J..t) =- !J. [ 'fr++ sin 2'fr+! a.~-t2 ( -3'fr sin4 {} 

- ~ sin 2'fr sin~{}- ~ {} + 1
36 sin 4'fr + ! sin3 2'fr) + 0 (~-t4) J . 

The first equation of (3.3) yields 
,'} 

<= j (1-a~-t2 sin4 'fr-8sin2'fr+ ... )d'fr 
0 

=il'-8sin2'fr-a~-t2 (;2 sin4'fr-! sin2'fr+: 'fr)+ ... , 

where the terms of power 82 and 8J..t2 are ignored. Inverting the last 
formula, we obtain 

'fr = 1:+:! a.~-t2 ( ~ •-sin 21:+! sin 41:) + 8 sin21:+ ... 

Let us rewrite the solution in the form of (3.14) 

u=[~-t(1-! a.~-t2sin~1:)-8~-t (1:+ ~ sin21:)+0(82)] 

><sin [ •+! a.~-tz ( ~ •-sin2t+! sin41:) +8sin21:+0(82)], (4.5) 

where the range of 1: is assumed to be of the order of 0 ( 8 -l). 
Remark. In the specific case analyzed above, namely that of 

linear damping, we can obtain a solution valid for any 1: > 0. The 
substitution 

u = exp (-81:) v 
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transforms (4.1) to the form 
dx 
d't = g (<, x; a), 

. 
X = (~) ' g = ( V ) • 

v. - (1- 82) v- cu- 2nv3 

We want the general solution of (4.6) in the form 

x = x 0 (<) + ax1 (•) + a 2x 2 (<) + ... 

[Ch. IV 

(4.6) 

The general solution of the unperturbed equation (4.6) (i.e. for 
a = 0) for 0 < 8 < 1 is 

( M cos R•+N sin R• ) ( y-1 -) 
Xo (•) = - M R sin R,;+N R cos R-r: R.== - 82 . 

The first correction is obtained from formula (2.8) 
\' xl = :o ~ ( :o rt ( :! ) 0 a., (4.7) 
0 

where a is a vector with the components M and N, and 
avo a"o 

axo aM aN 
-= . a a avo IJvo 

aM aN 

The zero subscript indicates evaluation at a = 0, x = x0 (1:). The 
general solution of equation (4.1) for 0 < 8 < 1 is 

u = [M cos R-r: + N sin R,; + av1 (,;) + 0 (a2)] e-e'f, (4.8) 

where 

v1 (•) = i:R {2 [e- 28' (- 8 sin 2R-r:- R cos 2R-r:) + R] 

x [M (M2+ 3N2) cos R-r:-N (N2+ ilM2) sin R•] 

+ ( 4- 382t 1 [ e- 28' (- 8 sin 4R-r:- 2R cos 4R-r:) + 2R] 

X [M (M2- 3N2) cos R-r:+N (N2-3M2) sin R-r:] 

+ (4-382t1 [e-2e'f (- 8 cos 4R-r:+ 2R sin 4R<) + 8] 

X [N (N2-3M2) cos R,;-M (M2-3N2) sin R-r:] 

~4 [e-2e,; (- 8 cos 2R-r:+ R sin 2R,;) + 8] 

X (N 3 cos R-r: + M 3 sin R-r:) + 3 (M2+ N2) (1- e-2e•) 

X (N cos R-r:- M sin R-r:)} 
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(obvious computations in formula (4. 7) are omitted). The solution 
for 8 > 1 is readily obtained. Obviously, M = u (0) and N = 

= (1 _ 82)-112; (0). 
1.5. Spring-loaded pendulum with linear damping. We consider 

a plane spring-loaded pendulum of mass m suspended from a weight
less spring of unstressed length l and with force constant c (Fig. \)). 
Hook's law is assumed valid. Let x 
and y' = l + A + y be the Cartesian 
coordinates of the point mass m relative 
to the suspension point 0; where A = 
= mg/c is the static elongation of the 
spring. The additive constant of the 
potential energy II of the force of grav
ity and the elastic force of the spring is 
chosen so that it vanishes at the static 
equilibrium point x = y = 0; conse
quently, 

II= -mgy 

+; c[Vx2+(l+A+y)2-l]2-; cA2, 
c 

K = { m [ ( ~; ) 2 + ( r~; ) 2 J. 

X 

R 

FIG. 9 

' \ 

' .. / 

y 

We assume that a resistance force R proportional to velocity is 
also applied to the point mass: R = -bv. We denote the cyclic 
frequency of vertical vibrations of the spring-suspended mass by 
w = V elm and introduce dimensionless time 1: = wt and coordinates. 
~ = x/l and 'Y) = y/l. The equations of motion then become 

(5.1) 

where 
b 

8= +---===-
2 Vcm 

are dimensionless parameters and the expansions of the expressions 
in brackets in the neighbourhood of £ = 'Y) = 0 begin with terms 
of power two. For 8 = 0 the energy integral is 

1 ·v --;z 2 (K +II) c = ll = const. (.'5 .2) 
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The Lyapunov substitution 

• .ll. df! .ll. 1J = p sm v, (f.t = pcos v, (5.3) 

transforms the perturbed system (5.1) and integral (5.2) of the 
unperturbed system to the form of (1.8) and (1.6) 

dp U cos 1't-2ep coss 1't 
d{)o = 1-p 1Usin1't+esin21't' 

dz1 z11 -z1p-1U cos 1't+2ez1 cos2 1't 
d{)o = 1-p 1U sin 1't+e sin 21't 

dz2 -"? (1+"?)-1 z1 -zsp-1U cos 1't+p-1V -2ez2 sin2 1't (5.4) 
"'iffr = 1-p 1U sin 1't+ e sin 21't 

p2 [1+ 1 ~"?z~+z~+pS(it, p, z1 , z2)]=f.12 , (5.5) 

where 
_ p2zf 3 _ p2z1 sin 1't 3 

U-- 2 <1+W +O(p ), V-- <1+W +O(p) 

and condition (1. 7) is assumed satisfied, that is, 

1+esin2it+ ~ (1+1't2 pz~sinit+O(p2)>0. (5.6) 

The unperturbed system (5.4) (i.e. for e = 0) has a generating 
solution (see III, 1, 2.3) 

Po (it; f-1, M, N) = f.1 [1 + g2 (M2 + N2)]-If2 + 0 (f.lz), 

z~ (it; f-1, M, N) = M cos git + N sin git + 0 {f.l), 

z~ (it; f-1, M, N) = g ( -M sin gtt + N cos git) + 0 (f.l), (5. 7) 

where 

As was demonstrated in Chapter III, Subsection 1.2, this solution 

is general for allj' with the exception of I' = ; ( g = ~ ) . In the 

example above, the vectors a and x0 are 
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The elements of (2.6) are found to be 

Bx0 

aa 
H-1/2 + 0 (!-1) 

cp (fr) + 0 (!-1) 
1V(fr)+O(f1) 

where 

-g2MH-af2~t+O (!-12) 

cos gfr + 0 (!-1) 
- g sin gfr + 0 (~,t) 

-g2NH-af2~,t+0 (!-12) 

sin gfr + 0 (!-1) 
g cos gfr + 0 (!-1) 

H = 1 + g2 (M2 + N 2). 

97 

In calculating the inverse matrix, we take a somewhat rough 
approximation, assuming cp ('fr) = 'V ('fr) == 0; we then obtain 

( ax0 ) -1 

aa ; 
fll/2+ 0 (!l) 

0 (i,t) 
0 (!-1) 

g2fl-1£ (fr) ~t+O (~,t2) 

cos g{t + 0 (!l) 

sing{}+ 0 (~,t) 

where L (fr) = M cos gft + N sin gft. 

H-1L' (fr) ~t+O (f!2) 

- g-1 sin gfr + 0 (~t) 

g-1 cos g{} + 0 (~,t) 

The vector (8f/8s) 0 , where f is a vector of the right-hand sides of 
system (5.4) and the zero subscript indicates evaluation at e = 0 
and the generating solution (5.7), is equal to 

In formula (2.6) we set ft 0 = 0; according to (5.3), this means 
that at the initial moment T = 0 we have 11 (0) = 0. Omitting 
obvious computations in (2.6), we obtain the first two necessary 
components of the vector x1 (ft; f!, Af, N) of the first correction 

p1 (fr; f!, M, N) =- ~,tH-112 ( {} + ~ sin 2{}) + 0 (~,t2), 

z~(ft; ft, M, N)=; singfr+ ~ Msin2frcosgfr+gMsin2 ftsingfr 

- ~ N sin 2ft sin gft- gN sin 2 {}cos gft + 0 (~,t). 

The integration of the first equation of (1.5), again for ft 0 = 0, gives 

{t = {t (1:) = T + e sin2 T + 0 (~,t) + ... , 
7-0559 
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where the second-power terms are ignored in ~L and e. Finally, the 
solution of system (5.1) in the case 1'J (0) = 0 is obtained in the form 

1'J (•) = [p0 ('l't (•); ~. M, N) + ep1 ('l't (•); ~. M, N)l sin 'l't(T) -,- 0 (e2), 

£ (•) = [p0 ('l't (•); ~. M, N) + ep1 ('l't (•); ~. M, N)l 

X [z~ ('l't (•); ~. M, N) + ez~ ('l't (•); ~. M, N)l + 0 (e2). 

The constants ~ (the initial value of ene;gy (5.2)), llf, a?d N 

are determined from the initial conditions 1'J (0), £ (0), and £ (0); 
the range of T is of the order of 0 (e-1). 

§ 2. On Lyapunov-Type Systems 

Definition 1. A nearly Lyapunov system is a real system of the 
type 

(0.1) 

that reduces to a Lyapunov system (1, 1, 1.1) for ~ = 0, that is, 

and in which the vector-function F is continuous, analytic in x and 
in the small parameter ~ in a given domain, and 2:rt-periodic in t. 

Definition 2. A Lyapunov-type system is a real system of the type 

dx 
dt=Ax+X (x), (0.2) 

in which the matrix A of the linear part of the system has l zero 
eigenvalues with simple elementary divisors, two pure imaginary 
eigenvalues +A.i, and no eigenvalues that are multiples of +A.i; 
and X (x) is (as in (0.1)) an analytic vector-function of x whose 
expansion begins with terms of power not lower than two. 

Lyapunov-type systems are shown in this section to be reducible 
to Lyapunov systems. 

2.1. Statement of the problem. We present a Lyapunov-type sys
tem in detailed form, using notation distinct from that of (0.1) 

~ ~ ~ 
dt=u(x, y, z), dt=AJ2y+v(x, y, z), dt=Bz+w(x, y, z), 

(1.1) 
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where 

·~GJ Y= (~:)' ·~GJ 
u~C} V=G:)' w~CJ 

Uz 

J 2 =11 ~-~II· B=llbih1!7', 

and the vector-functions u, v, and w are analytic functions of the 
variables ~1 , ••• , ~ 1 , 1']1 , 1'] 2 , and ~ 1 , ••• , ~min some neighbourhood 
of the origin; power expansions of u, v, and w in these variables 
begin with terms of power not lower than two; the set of roots of 
equation 

det [B - xlml = 0 

includes neither zero elements nor multiples of +A.i. 
We assume that in addition to the Lyapunov scalar integral 

(y, y) + 'ljJ (x, y, z) = Yo (1.2) 

system (1.1) also has l analytic first integrals given in vector form by 

p (x) + f (x, y, z) = c, (1.3) 

whore 

Expansions of 'ljl, cp1 , .•. , cp 1 in (1.2) and (1.3) begin with terms of 
at least the second power with respect to (;1 , ••• , ~ 1 , r]t, 1'] 2 , and 
~1 , •.• , ~m; :rt1 (x), ... , :rt 1 (x) are linear independent forms of 
variables (;1 , ••• , £1 that can be chosen in the form :rti (x) == £1 
(j = 1, ... , l); consequently, 

p (x) == x. (1.4) 

7* 
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2.2. Transformation of Lyapunov-type systems. 
Lemma I. System (1.1)-(1.3) can be transformed in such a way that 

the vector-functions u, v, w, and f vanish for y = z = 0 

u (x, 0, 0) = v (x, 0, 0) = w (x, 0, 0) = f (x, 0, 0) ~ 0. 

The proof of the lemma is based on the Lyapunov transformation 
([108a], Sec. 28) in the critical case of a single zero root. Namely, 
we perform a substitution of variables in (1.1)-(1.3) 

y (t) =y (t) + y (x), z (t) = Z' (t) + z (x), (2.1) 

where y (x) and z (x) are analytic vector-functions of the variables 
£1 , •.• , ~ 1 ; the vector-functions contain no linear terms and satisfy 
the equations 

/..J 2y (x) + v (x, y (x), z (x)) = 0, 

Bz (x) + w (x, y (x), z (x)) = 0. 

Substitution of the new variables yields (new nonlinear terms are 
denoted by u, v, and w) 
dx ~ - ~ ~ -
dt=u(x, y+y(x), z+z(x))==u(x, y, z), 

~f =AJ2y+v(x, y+y(x), Z'+z(x))-v(x, y(x), z(x)) 

ay~_ ~- -~ 
-ax u=/..J2y+v(x, y, z), 

f =Bz+w(x, y+y(x), z+z(x))-w(x, y(x), z(x)) 

az - - ~ - ~ 
-ax-u=Bz+w(x, y, z), (2.2) 

where 

ay II aT]j II ax= a£, , ~=rl~,, ax a£h 

are matrices of order 2 X l and m X l, respectively. We wish to 
prove that 

u (x, 0, 0) = v (x, 0, 0) = w (x, 0, 0) == 0. 

By (1.4) and (2.1), the vector integral (1.3) can be transformed into 

x + f (x, y (t) + y (x), z (t) + z (x)) = c. (2.3) 
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Differentiation of (2.3), by virtue of (2.2), yields 

u(x, y, z)+: u(x, y, Z')+ :! [u2y+v(x, y, z)+ :~ U'(x,y,-;)J 

af [ - - ~ ~ az - ~ -l +az- _Bz+w(x, y, z)+ax-u(x, y, z) ~ =0. 

We assume in these identities that y = 'i = 0 (note that it follows 
~ ay ~ -

from (2.2) that v (x, 0, 0) = -ax- u (x, 0, 0) and w (x, 0, 0) c= 
az-=-ax u (x, 0, 0)) 

[ 11 + ar (x~/' z) J u (x, 0, 0) = 0. 

Hence, 1i (x, 0, 0) ==:! 0 in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of the 
origin (x = y = z = 0). It follows from (2.2) that 

~ (x, 0, 0) = w (x, 0, 0) == 0 

in the same neighbourhood. System (2.2) has the solution x = const, 
y = 'i = 0; substituting this into (2.3), we obtain 

f (x, 0, 0) == 0, 

thereby proving the lemma. 
We assume that system (1.1)-(1.3) is transformed in accordance 

with Lemma I and retain our former notation. We resolve the vector 
integral (1.3) relative to x 

x = c + f* (c, y, z), (2.4) 

where f* is a vector-function analytic inc, y, and z (f* (c, 0, 0) = 0) 
containing no linear terms for c = 0. 

Substitution of (2.4) into (1.1) and (1.2) yields a vector system 
that is a Lyapunov system 

~; = AJ2y+ v* (c, y, z), 

~; =Bz+w*(c, y, z), (2.5) 

and a scalar integral 

(y, y) + 'ljJ* (c, y, z) = y*, (2.G) 

where the functions v*, w*, and 'ljJ* analytically depend on c, y, 
and z and vanish for y = z = 0 (by Lemma I), and the constant 
y* = Yo - 'ljJ (c, 0, 0). The vector-functions v* and w* contain no 
linear terms for c = 0. 

The following lemma holds for the function 'ljJ*: 
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Lemma II. Given a vector c in integral (1.3) of sufficiently small 
norm, the function "\j)* in (2.6) contains no terms of power one in y and z. 

Proof. Let 

tp* = (a, y) + (h, z) + (2), 

where the terms of power higher than one in y and z are omitted, and 
the vectors a and h are analytic functions of c and vanish for c = 0. 
Let us differentiate integral (2.6); by virtue of system (2.5), 

(a, Al 2y) + (h, Bz) + (2) = 0. (2.7) 

The determinant of the homogeneous system (2. 7) with respect to 
the 2 + m components of the vectors a and his a continuous function 
of c and becomes 'A2 det B =? 0 for c = 0. Hence, c = 0 entails 
a = h = 0. Owing to continuity, these equalities must also hold 
for the vector c sufficiently small in norm. 

The lemma is therefore proved. 
The periodic solutions of a Lyapunov system (2.5) can be deter

mined by the method suggested by Lyapunov [ 108a] and elaborated 
by Malkin (see [111a, b]). Other aspects of system (2.5) are discussed 
in Chapter III. 



PART TWO 

APPLICATION OF THE THEORY OF NORMAL FORMS 
TO OSCILLATION PROBLEMS 

* * * 

CHAPTER V 

ELEMENTS OF THE THEORY 
OF NORMAL FORMS OF REAL AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS 

OF ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 

The problem of reducing an autonomous system of ordinary differen
tial equations to its simplest, normal form by means of a change of 
variables was formulated by Poincare [149a] and later developed 
by Lyapunov [108a] and others. The results of the most general 
character were obtained by Brjuno [238j]; the relevant references 
can be found in his publication. Sections 1 and 2 of this chapter 
describe the problem on the basis of Brjuno's results, but adjust the 
presentation to the problems of nonlinear oscillations governed by 
the systems of equations in question, thus avoiding the most general 
approach and the most general situations. Some of the proofs in 
Section 2 are omitted. 

§ 1. Introductory Information 

1.1. Statement of the problem. We consider syslems of the type 

dd~v =Avxv+C!Jv(x) (v=1, .. . ,n), (1.1) 

where x is a vector with the components x1 , ... , xn; cDv (x) are 
analytic, in some neighbourhood of zero, functions whose expansions 
begin with terms of power not lower than two; 'Av are either real or 
complex conjugate quantities; in the latter case "Av' = 1..,,, Xv• = xv"• 
fDv, = C!Jv"· \Ve thus assume that the initial real system is trans
formed in such a manner that its linear part is reduced to the Jordan 
form; it is assumed furthermore that this form is diagonal. By virtue 
of the Weierstrass theorem (see, for example [80], Sec. I, 1.14) this 
last condition holds for oscillations in conservative and quasiconser
vative systems. 
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The problem consists in reducing system (1.1) by means of a 
reversible (though not necessarily single-valued) transformation - -
Xv = Yv + Xv (yl, ... , Yn) (v = 1, ... , n, Xv (0, ... , 0) = 0) (1.2) 

to the simplest normal form (expansions -;;v begin with terms of 
power not lower than two). In particular, Brjuno [238a] introduced 
the following notation for the transformed system 

dt" = AvYv+ Yvgv (y) = AvYv + y,, ~ gvQYQ (1.3) 
QEWiv 

(y = (yl, · · ., Yn)', V = 1, ... , n), 

where Q=(q1, .. . ,qn)-r is a vector with integer components, 

yQ = yj' ... y';n; and gvQ are the coefficients to be found. The set 
m v of Q for the ·vth equation is 

n 

ql, · · ·' qv-1• qv+I• · · ·, qn:;;?O, qv> -1, 2J qj~1 (1.4) 
1 

(the reader should pay special attention to the multiplier Yv in the 
vth equation). We introduce the symbol inl = 'm1 U im 2 U ... 
· · · U ilTin· 

Normal forms are defined in the following theorem, which we for-
mulate in terms of this subsection. 

1.2. The Fundamental Brjuno theorem ([238j], Ch. I, § 1, I). There 
exists a reversible transformation ( 1.2) of system ( 1.1) into system 
(1.3) such that, given this representation of (1.3), the gvQ's can be non
vanishing only for those Q that satisfy the resonant equation 

(A, Q) == 'A1q1 + ... + 'Anqn = 0. (2.1) 

Here A = ('A1 , .•. , An)-r is a vector formed from the diagonal ele
ments of the linear part of system (1.3) (and (1.1)). System (1.3) 
with this property is called a normal form. 

Proof. Following Brjuno, let us prove that there exists a formal 
transformation (normalizing transformation) 

Xv=Yv[l+hv(Y)], hv(Y)= 2J hvQYQ (v=1, ... ,n) (2.2) 
Qt9llv 

of system 

dd~v =A,xv+xvfv(x), fv(x)= ~ /vQXQ (v=1, ... ,n) (2.3) 

into system 

ddt" =AvYv+Yvgv(Y), gv(Y)= ~ gvQYQ (v= 1, ... ,n) (2.4) 
QEWiv 

(A, Q)=O 
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such that gvQ = 0 if (A, Q) ~ 0, and hvQ for (A, Q) = 0 can be 
arbitrary (this is the reason for possible nonuniqueness); the remain
ing hvQ and gvQ are then single-valued. Here Yvhv (y), xvfv (x), 
and Yvgv (y) are power series containing no zero- and first-power 
terms. Transformation (2.2) converts (2.3) into (2.4) if the 5eries 
are formally equal in y1 , •.. , Yn 

n 

1=1 

After obvious transformations we obtain 

The coefficients of YvYQ in the vth equality of (2.5) are 

gvQ +(A, Q) hvQ 
n 

=- L hvPgvR- :2: L hvPP1glR + {(1 + hv) /v}Q (2.6) 
P+R=Q 1=1 P+R=Q 

(Q E ~)1v; V = 1, ... , n), 

where the last term denotes the coefficient of yQ in the series 
(1 + hv) /v (yl (1 + hl), · · ., Yn (1 + hn)). 

The set of n-dimensional real vectors becomes completely ordered 
if the following procedure is employed: the vector P precedes the 
vector Q (P < Q) if the first non vanishing difference in the sequence 

is negative. Obviously, only a finite number of vectors from ~)~ pre
cede Q E mr. Note that only such hiP and giR (j = 1, .... n) enter 
the right-hand side of (2.6) for which P and R precede Q. This is 
true for the first and second terms in the right-hand side of (2.ti) 
because the subscripts there include only those P and R for which 
~ '\~ ~ ~ "'--, ·,' LJ Pi+~ ri = LJ qi and LJ Pi> 0, ""'-' qi > 0, and therefore _ pj < 
< L qi and L ri< L qi. Finally, {(1+hv) fv}Q contain only tho~e 
hiP for which .2: Pi< L qi becau~e the series xvfv (x) has no linear 
terms. Equalities (2.5) are satisfied if 
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(a) gvQ = 0; hvQ = (A, Q)-1 CvQ for (A, Q) ¥= 0, 
(b) gvQ = CvQ; hvQ is arbitrary for (A, Q) = 0, Q E m v (v = 

= 1, ... , n). Here CvQ stands for the right-hand side of (2.6). As 
a result, gvQ and hvQ are determined from Q in the manner described, 
thus proving the theorem. 

Remark. As stipulated by (b), only (2.1) results in nonuniqueness 
of transformation (2.2). If for q1 + ... + qn = m (2.1) holds only 
for a finite number of values of the initial parameters of the system, 
then it is logical that hvQ be based, if possible, on continuity. 

1.3. The Poincare theorem [149a]. If A. 1 , ••• , '),n in system (1.1) 
satisfy the conditions 

(1) 
n 

'Av¥= ~ Pi'AJ (v= 1, ... , n), 
i=1 

(3.1) 

for any nonnegative integer p1 for which p1 + ... + Pn .> 2, and 
(2) on the complex plane 'A there exists a straight line H passing 

through zero such that all the points 'A1 , ••• , 'An lie on one side of H, 
then there exists a unique reversible and analytic in some neighbour

hood of zero transformation (1.2), converting system (1.1) into 

d%tv=AvYv (v=1, ... ,n). (3.2) 

Proof. The existence of a unique formal transformation of (1.2) 
{which can also be written in the form (2.2)) to the normal form 
(3.2) follows from the theorem of Subsection 1.2. We write (A, Q), 
using (1.4), as 

n n 

(A, Q)=~q1'A1 =-'Av+~p1'A1 (v=1, ... ,n), 
1 1 

where Pv = qv + 1, and the remaining Pi = q1. The numbers 
p1 , ••• , Pn are nonnegative and p1 + ... + Pn ~ 2. By condition 
(3.1), (A, Q) ¥= 0, and accordingly the fundamental Brjuno theorem 
states that all gvQ vanish and all hvQ are single-valued (see condition 
(a) at the end of Subsection 1.2). 

This completes the proof; the reader will fmd an analysis of the 
conwrgence of transformation (1.2) in Subsection 2.4 (see also 
{149a]; [139], 1st edition). 

Remark. In the real-variable case discussed above, the spectrum 
J..1 , ... , 'An is symmetric with respect to the real axis. Therefore, 
condition (2) is satisfied not only by H but by a straight line H 
symmetric with respect to the real axis, and thus by the imaginary 
axis of the complex plane 'A as well. Consequently, it is sufficient to 
eheck condition (2) for the imaginary axis. 
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§ 2. Additional Information 

2.1. Some properties of normalizing transformations. At the end 
of the proof of the fundamental Brjuno theorem (Subsection 1.2) 
we mentioned that the coefficients h,.Q of the normalizing transfor
mation (1, 2.2) are single-valued for nonresonant terms, that is, for 
(A, Q) =1= 0, and can be chosen arbitrarily for resonant terms, that is, 
for (A, Q) = 0. At the same time, although the structure of the 
normal form is fixed by the established numbering of the variables, 
its coefficients gvQ depend on the choice of coefficients for the nor
malizing transformation. It is logical to assume that subsequent 
1 ransformations of the variables, if carried out for resonant terms 
only, will transform one normal form into another. This clarifies the 
meaning of the Brjuno theorem ([238j], Ch. J, § 1, II): 

If a transformation 

Yv = Zv [1 + dv (z)l (v = 1, ... , n), (1.1) 

converts a normal form (1, 2.4) into a normal form of the same structure, 
then dvQ = 0 for (A, Q) =1= 0, that is, transformation (1.1) operates 
only on resonant terms (i.e. those for which (A, Q) = 0). 

We define a transformation £~ (y) as 

~~(y)=Yv[1+ ~ hvQYQ] (v=1, ... ,n), (1.2) 
- QE!illv 

(A, Q)=O 

and consider it as the "arbitrary" part of the normalizing transfor
mation (1, 2.2). We also assume that series (1.2) are convergent. 
This can be achieved, for instance, by setting all hvQ = 0 in (1.2), 
that is, by choosing 

£~ (y) = Yv (v = 1, ... , n). (1.3) 

As follows from the third Brjuno theorem (l238jl, Ch. I, § 1, III), 
the convergence (or divergence) of any normalizing transformation 
(1, 2.2) is a corollary of the convergence (or divergence) of one such 
normalizing transformation (1, 2.2), provided series (1.2) are con
vergent. 

2.2. Classification of normal forms; integrable normal forms. We 
consider the case when in (1, 1.1) 

Re 'Ai -< 0 (j = 1, ••. , n); (2 .1) 
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in other words, the complex plane 'A contains no points 'A1, .. , 'An 
to the right of the imaginary axis. We denote 

'Ai= -fli+iv1 (i=V -1; j=1, ... , n) 
and assume that there are l (0 < l < n) pure imaginary adjoint or 
zero eigenvalues of the matrix of the linear part of the initial system. 
We now number the variables so that 

0 = fl1 = · · · = flz < flz+r < · · · < fln- (2.2) 

We introduce the vectors 

then 
A= -M +iN. (2.3) 

Let V = (v1 , ... , vn)'[; be an n-dimensional vector; we denote an 
!-dimensional vector by V' = (v1 , ... , v 1)1: and an n - !-dimen
sional vector by V" = (v l+l• ••• , vn)l:. The inequality V > 0 signi
fies that v1 > 0 .... , Vn :;> 0. For instance, from (2.2) we obtain 
M' = 0 and M" > 0. 

The Brjuno theorem ([238j], Ch. I, § 2, II). Under the previous 
assumptions, a normal form can be written as 

(h=Z+1, ... , n). 

Here '\jlh bhi• and bhq1+1 ••• q,_1 are power series in y1 , .•. , y1; 

bhh = 0. The first sum in (2.5) is taken over those j > l for which 
(2. 7) is satisfied. and the second sum over all the integers q1+1 , ... 

. . . , q,_1 for which (2.8) is satisfied. 
Proof. In the normal form (1, 2.4), gvQ =I= 0 only if Q E ~J(v, 

(A, Q) = 0. This last equation (resonant equation) is equivalent, 
owing to (2.2) and (2.3), to a system of two equations 

(N, Q) = 0, (M, Q) = qz+rflz+l + ... + qnfln = 0. (2.6) 

In order to emphasize the number of the equation of the normal 
form to which Q corresponds, we give Q an appropriate subscript. 
The SP"Ond equation of (2.6) has only such solutions Q E ~nv that 

Q'~ = 0 if v < l. 
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Solutions of the second equation of (2.6) for v > l (if they exist) 
are such that 

or 
m 

Qll '\.1 
v = 

0 
.LJ qieJ-ev 

J=l+i 

(q1 ~0, l+1<m<v, f-1-m<f-tv; ~qJf-1-i=f-1-v). 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Finally, if v <: l, then q1+1 = ... = qn = 0, that is, Yz+t• ... 
. 0 ., Yn in '¢J (see (2.4)) are to the zero power. This means that '¢1 
are independent of y". If v > l, then Q'~ are of the form (2. 7) or 
(2.8). The terms given in (2.5) correspond to these Q, which completes 
the proof of the theorem. 

Let us analyze several special cases of the above theorem. 
(a) Let l = 0 and 0 < f-1- 1 < ... < f-I-no Then subsystem (2.4) 

cancels out, the coefficients of the series in (2.5) are constants, and 
the normal form becomes triangular 

Yv = AvYv + ~ bvq1 •• o qv_1Yi1 • • · Y~ov_:-f 
(·v=1, ... ,n), 

(2.9) 

where the sum is taken over all the nonnegative integers q1, ... , qv_1 

such that 

"Av = ql"Al + • • · + qv-l"Av-1 (2.10) 

(ql + · .. + qv-1 > 2; v = 1, ... , n). 

This normal form was derived by Dulac [253). Equations (2010) 
have a finite number of solutions (and no solutions in the hypothesis 
of the Poincare theorem of Subsection 1.3)0 Therefore the right
hand sides of the normal form (20 9) are polynomials. Equations (2. 9) 
are successively solved in quadratures. 

(b) Let "A1 = ... = "A 1 = 0. The integration of the normal form 
(2.4) or (205) is carried out in two steps: solution of the lth-order 
system (2.4), and successive quadratures, as in case (a). 

(c) The case of m pairs of pure imaginary ( 0 < m <: ~ l) and 

l- 2m vanishing eigenvalues of "A1 (see [238j], Ch. I,§ 2, II, p. 151). 
(d) If l = n, the theorem yields no simplification. 
2.3. Concept of power transformations. We wish to discuss the 

possibility of lowering the order of the normal form (1, 2.4) by 
means of the birational transformations 

- avl yavn ( 1 ) Zv- Yt ... n v = ' ... 'n (3.1) 

(rxv1 are real, A=llrxv1 11~. detA=¥=0). 
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Each coefficient gvQ ==!= 0 in (1, 2.4) has corresponding to it a point Q 
of then-dimensional integer lattice M = ~.m 1 U M 2 U ... U Wen
The set of the~e points is denoted by ~ (GQ), that is, the set~ (GQ) 
in We is defined by 

(A, Q) = 0, Q E Mv, GQ = (giQ• ... , gnQ)r: ==!= 0. 

We denote 

(
In Y1) 

ln )' = : , 

lnyn 

and write system (1, 2.4) and transformation (3.1) in the form 

a ln y =A+ ,1 G (l Q) dt LJ Qexp ny, , 
QE:!)(GQ) 

ln z =A ln y. 

The term yQ is transformed by (3.1) into 

yQ = exp (ln y, Q) = exp (A-1 ln z, Q) = exp (In z. A- 1*Q) =-' zA-!*Q. 

Finally we obtain 

dlnz =A dlny =AA+ "'V AG A-!*Q 
dt dt LJ QZ · 

QE:!)(GQ) 

\Ye denote 
P=A- 1*Q, Gp=AGQ 

and represent this system in the form 

d ln z == AA + "'V GpzP. 
dt LJ 

PE'l)(Gp) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

The set ~ (Gp) of roints P for which Gp ==1= 0 is obtained from 
~ (GQ) by the linear transformation (3.2) 

~ (Gp) =A-1'1> (GQ)· 

System (3.3) is not necessarily of the same type as the initial one 
(we mean analyticity in some neighbourhood of zero). But if it 
is analytic in wme neighbourhood of zero, and the initial :-:ystem is 
a normal form, then (3.3) is also a normal form (for the integer 
matrix A). 

The possibility of lowering the order of the form is established by 
the Brjuno theorem ([238j], Ch. I, § 2, 1): 

Let d be the number of linearly independent Q EM satisfying 
equation (A, Q) = 0. There exists a birational transformation (3.1), 
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with an integer unimodular matrix A (avi are integers, det A = +1) 
that transforms the normal form (1, 2.4) to (3.3). The first d equations 
of this system form a system of order d. the remaining equations being 
reducible to quadratures. 

Methods for efficiently constructing A can be found in [23Hcl. 
2.4. The Brjuno theorem on convergence and divergence of nor

malizing transformations. In the normalizing transformation (1. 2. 2) 
we single out series (1.2) in re~onant terms. Following ([238jl, 
§ 0, II), we formulate conditions w, w, and A. We assume 

Wk =min I (A, Q) I in (A, Q) =I= 0, q1 + ... + q11 < 2k. (ft.1) 

Condition w: 

Condition w: 

00 _ "1 In Wk < oo. 
Li 2k 
k=i 

-1.- lnwk < Im--- 00, 
k-oo 2k 

(4.2) 

For condition A, we recall that inequalities (2.1) were assumed 
satisfied in each case. As in Subsection 2.1, we denote those elements 
of Av that lie on the imaginary axis by "A1, ••• , "A 1 (0 ~ l-<. n). 

Condition A': There exists a pou·er series a (y1 , ••• , y 1) such that 
in (2.4) 

In the case of condition A", we distinguish two situations: 
(1*) the numbers /..1 , •.. , "A 1 are pairwif'e commensurable. 
(1 **) /,1 , ••. , /..1 include at least one pair of incommem:urable 

elements. 
Condition A": If A is covered by case (1 *). then series bhi (h, j = 

= l + 1, ... , n) in (2.5) are arbitrary, and if A is covered by case 
(1**), then there exist pozrer series a 1+1, ... , an in y1 , .•. , y 1 such 
that 

(a) If Q E fie, (M, Q) = 0, then q z+ta l+l + ... + q11 an = 0. 
(b) The (n - l) X (n - l) matrix 

B = II bhi- f!hi ("Aha + a,) 1!?+1 

(fJ,i is the Kronecker delta) is nilpotent, that is, B"- 1 = 0. 
Condition A (in the case considered above when inequalities (2.1) 

a_re satisfied) is the simultaneous fulfillment of conditions A' and A". 
The Brjuno theorem on convergence and divergence of normaliz

ing transformations ([238jl, Ch. II, III). 
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(1) If for a convergent system (1, 1.1) A satisfies condition w, and 
a normal form (1, 2.4) satisfies condition A, then the transformation 
(1, 2.2) converting (1, 1.1) to (1, 2.4) is convergent if and only if all 
series (1.2) are convergent in some neighbourhood of zero. 

(2) If one or both conditions w and A are violated for the normal 
form (1, 2.4), then thereexistsaconvergentsystem (1, 1.1) for which system 
(1, 2.4) is a normal form and for which each transformation to normal 
form is divergent. 

To illustrate this, we return to the Poincare theorem (Subsec
tion 1.3) for real systems, that is, when H is the imaginary axis. 
Obviously, in this case condition A is trivial (automatically satis
fied) and 

Wk = min I q1'A1 + ... + qn"-n I >min I Re "-v I = const > 0 

(see (4.1)); as a result, the left-hand side of inequality (4.2) is also 
a constant, and condition w is thus satisfied. Moreover, in the hypoth
esis of the Poincare theorem, a normalizing transformation is also 
single-valued, so that according to statement (1) of the above theorem 
this transformation is convergent in fome neighbourhood of its 
zero values. 

§ 3. Practical Calculation of Coefficients 
of Normalizing Transformation and Normal Form 

3.1. Fundamental identities. We assume that an oscillatory sys
tem is described by a real autonomous system of nth-order differen
tial equations. We also assume that this system is reduced to diago
nal form and that its right-hand side has complex coefficients and is 
analytic in some neighbourhood of its zero values 

(v = 1, ... , n). (1.1) 

Here and henceforth a repeated subscript indicates summation 
and takes on the values 1, ... , n; the coefficients are symmetrized, 
that is, 

v v v . 1 ahi=aih• b{ihk}=Id. (v, j, h, k= , ... , n) 

and braces in {a~ ... w} denote any permutation of the elements 
a, ~ •... , w. 

According to the fundamental Brjuno theorem (see Subsection 1.2), 
there exists a reversible (though not necessarily single-valued, and 
in some cases divergent) normalizing transformation with, in general, 
complex coefficients 

Xj = Yi+ ~ a{mYtYm + ~ ~fmpYIYmYp +... (1.2) 

~{Imp} = id.; j,l,m,p=1, ... ,n) 
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that reduces system (1.1) to the normal form 

dfftv = AvYv + Yv ~ gvQY'l.' · •• Y'if (v = 1, •.. , n). (1.3) 
(A, Q)=O 

Here A and Q are vectors with the components A1 , .•• , An and 
q1 , ••• , qn, respectively, the latter being integers 

and gvQ is a general notation for coefficients of a normal form. Sum
mation in (1.3) involYes only resonant terms satisfying the resonant 
equation (see (1, 2.1)) 

(1.5) 

Let us symmetrize the coefficients of the normal form (1.3) and 
express them in the form 

d%; = Av~v + ~ ~rmYzYm + ~ XYmpYlYmYp + · · · 
(~~~ = ~fm• X{zmp} = id.; v, l, m, p = 1, ... , n). 

(1.3a) 

The nonvanishing coefficients ~lm• xrmp• ... in (1.3a) are of 00Urse 
defined by representation (1.3). Substitution of (1.2) transforms 
(1.1) to a normal form. By dropping the terms with powers above 
three, we obtain the formal identities (the derivatives with respect 
to 't' are primed) 

Y~ + 2J arm (yi Ym + YzY~) + 2J ~Ymp (y/ YmYp + YzY~Yp + YzYmY;) + · · · 
= AvYv + Av 2J aimYzYm + Av 2J ~YmpYzYmYp 
+ 2J a}h (y i + 2J a{mYlYm) (yh + 2J a~mYlYm) 

+:Lb}hkYtYhYk+··· (v=1, ... ,n), 

where dots stand for terms of powers not lower than four. By virtue 
of (1.3a), we obtain 

2J ~fmYlYm + 2J "llmpYIYmYp + L aYm [(Az +Am) YzYm + Ym 2J ~}PYJYp 
+ Yz 2J ~};,yjyp] + L Mmp (Az +Am+ Ap) YzYmYp + · · · 
~v ~'\-,AY '\.1V ~vh = Av L.J azmYIYm + "'v- PlmpYlYmYp+ L ajhYtYh + L.J ajhalmYJYlYm 

+ '-' v j + " bv + ( 1 ) LJ ajhalmYI>YZYm ...; jl>RY tYhYk · · · v = , · · ·, n • 
8-0559 
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By changing the summation indices and symmetrizing the coeffi
cients in the sums, we derive the fundamental identities 

~ fPTmYzYm + ~ Y]mpYzYmYp 

+ 2 "< v j + v j + v j) 3 LJ GtjzfPmp ctimcpPI GtjpfPzm YZYmYp 

= ~ aTmYzYm + ~ bTmpYtYmYp 

+ ~ ~ (aj1ct~P+a}mctbz+ajPctlm)YzYmYp+ (1.6) 

(v=1, ... ,n). 

3.2. Computational alternative. We introduce the symbols 

{ 0
1 if 'Av = 'Az +'Am, 

Mm= 
if 'Av * Az +'Am; 

~Tmp= { ~ if 'Av = Az +Am+ Ap, 

if Av*Az+Am+Ap 
(v, l, m, p= 1, ... , n). 

The following alternative is true: 

(2.1) 

(1) Suppose that the values taken on by v, l, m, and p (and by 
the real parameters of the initial oscillatory system on which Av, A 1, 

'Am, and 'Ap depend) are such that the expressions in parentheses in 
the fourth and fifth sums in the left-hand side of (1.6) are distinct 
from zero (~Ym = 0 and ~YmP = 0). Comparing the terms containing 
YzYm in the left- and right-hand sides of the fundamental identities 
(1.6) and repeating this process for YzYmYp. we notice that the cor
responding term in the first and second sums on the left definitely 
vanish. Indeed, (1.3) yields the term containing YzYm in the first 
sum 

Yv{[!rmYtYmYv1• 

Under the assumption made at the beginning of (1), for this term 
we have (A, Q) = 'A 1·1 + Am·1 + 'Av·(-1) * 0, and the first 
sum on the left-hand side of (1.6), according to (1.3), includes only 
the terms for which (A, Q) = 0. The absence of the term containing 
YzYmYp in the second sum of (1.6) is established in a similar manner. 
Equating the coefficients of the quadratic terms in (1.6), we obtain 

(2.2) 
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and repeating this operation for the cubic terms, we have 
n 

Av - 1 {bv +2 'V [avai +av a) +av ai Plmp- 1..1 +Am+ A.p- A.v lmP 3 L.J jl mp jm pl jp lm 
i=1 

- (aj1cp~P +ajmcrb1 +ajpcp{m)l}. (2.3) 

We wish to emphasize that expressions (2.2) and (2.3), as we have 
already stated, are valid for those values of v, l, m, and p from 
1, ... , n for which the denominators of the formulas do not vanish. 

(2) Suppose that v, l, m, and p (and the real parameters of the 
initial oscillatory system) are such that the expressions in paren
theses in the fourth and fifth sums in (1.6) vanish (~im = 1 and 
~tmp = 1). First, this means that the corresponding aym and ~1";,P 
can be chosen arbitrarily (set to zero, for example) or determined 
by continuity from the values of the real parameters. This has been 
already mentioned (see condition (b)) at the end of the proof of the 
fundamental Brjuno theorem (Subsections 1.2 and 2.1). Second, the 
assumption made yields (A, Q) = 0. Comparison of the terms con
taining YzYm and YzYmYp in the left- and right-hand sides of the 
fundamental identities (1.6) now yields the symmetrized coefficients 
of the normal form (1.3a), namely, crYm and Xtmp· We obtain 

(2.4) 
n 

Xv --~v {bv +2 'V [avai +av ai +av ai lmp- lmp Imp 3 L:. il mp jm pl jp lm 
i=1 

-(aj1cp~P+a}mcp~1 +aj'Pcp{m)l} (v,l,m,p=1, •.• ,n). (2.5) 

It should Le emphasized that formulas (2.4) and (2.5), although 
derived for case (2), are valid for all values of the subscripts, namely, 
in case (1) by virtue of the notation of (2.1), these formulas yield 
zeros for the corresponding values of v, l, m, and p. 

Let us demonstrate now that if in case (2) aym = 0 (Av = A 1 + 
+ Am)*, then all the terms in parentheses in (2.5) vanish. We shall 
show, for instance, that aj1 cp~P = 0 (j = 1, ... , n). We first assume 
that ~~P = 0; it then follows from (2.4) that cp~P = 0, so tha~ our 
assertion is true. We now have to analyze only the case when ~?r.P = 

= 1, that is, 
Aj =Am+ Aw 

In case (2) ~imp = 1' that is, 

Av = A z + Am + Aw 

* Obviously, this choice results in 8rmaJm = 0 (v, l, m = 1, ... , n). 

8* 

(a) 

(b) 
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Subtracting (a) from (b), we obtain 'Av = 'A1 + 'A 1, that is, d"f1 = 1; 
our assumption stipulates that rxj1 = 0, so that again rx~/P~p = 0 
(j = 1, ... , n). The proofs for the remaining terms in parentheses 
are similar because these terms are obtained from the first terms 
by circular permutation of the subscript~. 

Summarizing, if all arbitrary quadratic coefficients of the normalizing 
transformation are chosen to be zero, that is, 

av =0 for dv =1 
lm lm ' 

or if the normal form contains no quadratic terms, formula (2.5) is 
simplified to 

n 

Xv _ dv {bv +~ ~ [avai +av r:x) +av r:x) 1} 
Imp- Imp Imp 3 LJ jl mp im pi jp lm (2.6) 

i=1 

(v,l,m,p=1, ... ,n). 

A general procedure for determining the coefficients of a normal
izing transformation and a normal form is contained in the proof 
of the fundamental Brjuno theorem (Subsection 1.2). The method 
we have outlined above seems to us better suited for applications 
to oscillation problems; hence, the term "practical" in the section 
title. 

3.3. Fundamental identities in general form and their transfor
mation. Unification of notation in the initial diagonal system (1.1), 
the normalizing transformation (1.2), and the normal form (1.3a) 
yields 

ddxt.., = AvXv + ~ a1"? 1. Xj,Xj, + ... + ~ a'? . Xj, ... Xj + . . . (3.1) .LJ 1 I LJ lt· · .JX X 

(v=1, ... ,n), 

x ... = Yv + LfX1"?, 1·.Yi,Yi, + ... +La'? · Yi, ... Yi +... (3.2) J, ... .)" )( 

(v=1, ... ,n), 

~~v = 'AvYv + ~ 'll},J,Yi,Yi, + ... + ~ 'll}, ... J}i• · · · Yi" + · · · (3.3) 

(v=1, ... , n). 

We recall that all the coefficients are symmetrized, that is, they 
remain unaltered by arbitrary permutations of subscripts 

v - "d v - "d a{ . . } - 1 . , rx{ . . } - 1 . , 
J, • •. J)( J, ... J)( 

~:pv. . = id. 
{J, .• -.1) (3.4) 

(v = 1, ... , n, X=2, 3, ... ). 
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The subscripts repeated twice denote summation from 1 to n, sum
mation being independent of other subscripts. 

We also use the concise notation 

(v=1, ... ,n), (3.1a) 

00 

X -- '\1 '\.1 ,..,v y· y· 
v-..:....JLJ'-"'J· J·J,···J 

X=1 l" • • X X 
(v= 1, ... , n), (3.2a) 

00 

(v=1, ... ,n), (3.3a) 

where 

(3.5) 

and 6vi is the Kronecker delta; 6vv = 1, 6vJ = 0 (j =I= v). Substi
tution of (3.2) into (3.1), taking into account (3.3), yields the follow
ing formal identities (fundamental identities in general form) 

• • 
· · · +Yi, · · · YJ11 -1Yi11Yi 11+1 · · · Yix+ · · · +Yi, · · · Ytx-1YJ)+ 

... = AvYv+ Av ~ a},i,Yi,Yj, + ... + Av 2j a}, ... ixYi • ... Yix + 

... + 2j a},i, (Zj a1lYi1 + · .. + 2J ak. flYi1 · · · Y1·1.. + 
11 1 ·tt 1 tt 

... + 2J a~l .1 Y.1 •. • Y.1 + ... )(Zj a~1Yi2+ 
11· .. )k-1 11 J~t-1 1 1 

... +2Ja~L.i~Yi2 ... Y·2+···+2Ja\ -2 Y·2 ··· Y-2 )+ 
1 1 J'(} J1"'Jk-1 1 1 1 k-1 

... + 2j a}, .. . jx (Zj ahYii+ ·. · + LJ a1i .. . j~Yil . ·. Yj~ + 

... +l:a~\ .1 Y·1 .. ·Y·1 + ... )x 
11· · -1k-x+1 11 1k-x+1 

... X (Zj a~~Y·x+ ... + 2j a~~ .xy.x .. · y.x+ 
J, Jl 11' . • )'(] 11 J'(J 

~ ~ + )' ... + ..::::.J a1·x 1-x Y1·x · · · Y ·x · · • : · · • 
1' · · k-x+1 1 1k-x+l 

(v=1, ... ,n). 
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where f!1, ... , f!k-t are natural numbers. 
We now compare the coefficients of Yi1 • •• Yik' where h, ... , h 

represent any sequence of natural numbers not greater than n. Non
symmetric coefficients generated in the course of the calculations 
must be symmetrized since the coefficients in question are subject 
to conditions (3.4). We replace the summation indices in each addend 
of the sum over fL in the second term in the left-hand side of (3.6) 
in the following manner: h, ... , j!J.-l> jiJ.+t' .. . , jx by i1 , ... , ix_1 , 

respectively; j!J.by i, and j~, .. . , jLx+t by ix, ix+t> ... , ik, respec-
tively. It becomes obvious that all the addends of the sum over fL 
are identical, so it can be expressed as one addend times x. For a 
symmetrization of the addend, we consider all combinations p1 , ••. 

. . . , Px _1 of natural numbers from 1, ... , k taken x - 1 at a time 
(the number of combinations is denoted by C (k, x - 1)). Finally, 
we denote the summation indices ip1, ••. , iPx- 1 by jp1, •.. , jpx_ 1, 

and the remaining indices i 1, ... , ik by j~, j~+ 1, ... , jh_. 
Thus we have completed the transformations 

Xyj ···YjY.iJ.···Y.iJ. 
IJ.+l x J 1 Jk-x+ 1 

n 

=X~ 

(3.7) 
(v = 1, ... , n). 
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Here S~~·.:::·tx- 1 denotes summation over all combinations p 1 , 

... , Px-l of natural numbers from 1, ... , k taken 'X- 1 at a time. 
Note that the numbers jp1, .•• , iPx- 1 (and possibly all jp) can be 
identical since all of them (as well as j~, i~+ 1 , • •• , ji) independently 
cover the same set 1, ... , n in the course of summation. As for the 
subscripts of i or j, all of them are distinct; this is why combinations 
are relevant in this analysis. 

We now take up the transformation of the second term in the 
right-hand side of (3.6). We replace the summation indices i!, ... 

·1 ,)( ,)('( + + k)b. . · · ., lJJ.t• · • ., ]1, • · ., lJ.I.'X f.l1 • · · f.lx = Y h· • • ., lk· 
In order to symmetrize the coefficient of y11 ••• Yik• we consider 
all combinations p1, .•• , PJJ.1 of natural numbers from 1, ... , k 
taken Ill at a time (the number of combinations is denoted by 
C (k, f.LI)), then all combinations PJJ.,+ 1, ••• , p11 ,+JJ.s of natural 
numbers of the remaining k - f.L1 natural numbers from 
1, ... , k"- Pu ... , PJJ., taken f.l2 at a time (the number of combi
nations is denoted by C (k- J.11 , f.L2)), and so on, until we come 
to the combinations Pk-JJ. -JJ. +l• ... , Pk-" of natural numbers 

X 'X-1 '"X 

of the remaining f..l~<-1 + J.lx natural numbers from 1, ... , k' 
"'-..P1• ... , PJJ.•• PJJ.,+it . · ·, Pk-JJ.x-JJ.x_ 1 taken J.lx-1 at a time (the 
number of combinations is denoted by C (J.lx-l + J.111 , J.lx-1)). 

Thus we have completed the transformations 

Here sf~·.:·.: .kvll, stands for summation over all combinations 
p1, ... , PJJ., of natural numbers from 1, ... , k taken J.11 at a time; 
s~;~:~: k~~·~~~~:;;.JJ.J denotes summation over all combinations 
PJJ.,+ 1, .•• , Pll,+JJ.. of natural numbers of the remaining •k- J.11 
natural numbers from 1, ... , k'-.p1, ••• , PJJ.• taken f.L2 at a time, 
and so on. 
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The symmetrized form of (3.6) is now obtained by using (3.7) 
and (3.8) 

n n 

X~ ~ 
i=1 j1' ...• ik=1 

a.'Y . .mi, ,y· y· 
3p .• . Jp t'l']. J.k 31 • • • Jk 

X-1 X"' 

k-1 n 

= "V a~ 3• Yi · ·. Yik+ "V "V a~ .. i~ LJ J1 .•• k 1 LJ LJ 1 ~ 
x=2 i 1, ... , ix=1 

n 

X 
C (k, !lt) C (k- l-11• l-12) .. • C (f.lx-1 + !lx• flx-1) 

111+ .. ·+11x=k jl' ... , jk=1 

1 

X SPk-J.tx- .... x-1+1• ...• Pk-llx sP~-t,+io ... , PJ.t,+J.t. 
1, ..• , k"pl' .• • , Pk-J.tx-l1x-l • · • 1, ... , k'-.pl' .• . , P11 , 

3.4. Computational .alternative in general case. We introduce 
the symbol 

(4.1) 

The following alternative is valid: 
(1) Suppose that v, it, ... , ik (and the real parameters of the 

initial oscillatory system on which 'A,., 'A11 , ••• , 'A1k depend) are 
such that the expression in parentheses in the last sum in each left
hand side of identitie~ (3.9) is distinct from zero, that is, S'j1 ... 1k = 

= 0. A comparison of the terms containing y i 1 ••• y 1k in the left
and right-hand sides of identities (3. 9) shows that the corresponding 
term in the first sum in the left-hand side definitely vanishes. Indeed, 
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by using representation (1.3) we write the term containing Yi1 • • Yin 
as 

For this term, (A, Q) = "Ai1 ·1 + ... + "Aih·1 + Av·(-1) ::f'O, so 
that according to (1.3) only those terms remain in the first sum in 
the left-hand side of (3. 9) for which (A, Q) = 0. 

Equating coefficients of y i1 ••• yin in (3. 9), we obtain the expres
sion for the coefficients of the normalizing transformation (3.2) 

1-A" · 
a'? · - 11 .•. 1n B'? · 4 

11 · · • 1k- 'Aj + ... + 'Aj - Av 11 • • · 1k ( .2) 
1 k 

(Ai1 +···+"'in-Av::F0; v, h, ... , jn=1, ... ,n), 

where 

n 

x ~ a} i tcpi, ·' ·' ) 
L.J P1 · · · Px-1 1xlx+ 1 · · • Jk 

(4.3) 
i=i 

(v, j 1 , .•• , h = 1, ... , n). 

(2) Suppose that v, h, ... , jk (and the real parameters of the 
initial oscillatory system on which """' Aj1 , •.• , A.ik depend) are 
such that the expression in parentheses in the last sum in the left
hand side of the identities is zero, that is, Llj1 ... ik = 1. This means, 
first, that a}'1 ... ik can be chosen arbitrarily, for example, set to zero, 
or can be determined by continuity from the values of the real 
parameters. Second, a comparison of the terms containing y i 1 •.• y i,. 
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in the left- and right-hand sides of identities (3.8) yields the expres
sion for the symmetrized c.oefficients of the normal form 

(v, jl, .• •' fk = 1, ... ' n). (4.4) 

Summary. In both formulas, f1]1 • , ik plays the-part of a 'guard". 

Indeed, (4.4) yields that f!j1 ••• Jk = 0 results in q>}, ... ik = 0 (case (1)). 

And if f1}1 ••• ik = 1 (A.11 + ... + AJk- A.v = 0), then the quotient in 
(4.2) becomes meaningless (indefinite); we wish to remind the 
reader that in this case a.j1 ••• ik may [be assigned an arbitrary 
value. 

Let us clarify the notation used in (4.3) once again. The 
quantities a1Y 1·k (and. a~ • ), a.1i· 1 1· , and mi.. 1.• are the 

1'" • '1"''x p'" q "'J:~~: ... k 

symmetrized coefficients of the initial diagonal system (3.1), the 
normalizing transformation (3.2), and the normal form (3.3), and 
in addition a.~= {jih and q>~ = A./)Jh ({jJh is the Kronecker delta). 
Formulas (4.2) and (4.4) are recurrent, and the quantities a. and q> 
in them are coefficients of powers up to k-1 inclusive. The 
numbers ILl• ... , ILk-l are natural numbers; C (m, l) is the number 

ofcombinations of m elements taken lata time; S~~·.·.·.:~P 11t stands 
for summation over all combinations p1, •.. , PJJ. of natural num-

1 

hers from 1, . , , , k taken J.tt at a time; s:~-t1 + 1 '~~ . , P~-t1 + 1-ts denotes 
' ... , ...,pl' •.• , PJ.l.l 

summation over all combinations p 111 +1t ••• , p!11 +1ls of the remain
ing k-ILl natural numbers from 1, ... , k "'. p1, ... , p111 taken ~L2 
at a time, and so on. l<'inally, f:~~:, j~+ 1, ••• , jh. denote the subscripts 
that remain in the set ft, ... , jk after removing the subset 
/p' ... ' jp • 1 X-1 

3.5. Remark on the transition from symmetrized coefficients to 
ordinary ones. Let the subscripts j 1, ••• , jk (which, in general, take 
on values from 1, ... , n independently of each other) be distributed 
in such a manner that the first x of them (1 <: x ~ k) are distinct, 
and let j 1 be so distributed that j 1 is found m1 times, ... , ix is 

1 

found mix times (m11 + ... +mix = k). The number N of distinct 
permutations of these subscripts is 

k! N=-...,...----:
m1 I ... m1 ! • 

1 X 
This means that the sum 

n 

. ~ aj1 •• ·ikxh ... XJk 
11, ... 'Jk=i 

(5.1) 
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includes N similar terms containing xi1 ... xik· Therefore N is the 
multiplier in the transition from symmetrized to ordinary coeffi
cients, that is, when all the single terms in the sum are distinct 

3.6. Formulas for coefficients of fourth-power variables. For k = 4, 
formula (4.3) yields 

n 

B': ... =a': ... +..!.._2 )1, (Sa'! .a~ .. -Sa'! .<:pi .. + Sav . . a~ . 
J1J2J3J4 J1J2J3J4 ....._. Jll J2J3J4 )ll J2J3J4 J1J2t 1314 

i=i 
n 

- Sajli2i<l'Jaj,) + { ~ Sajha}d2aJai4 
i,h=i 

(v, it, jz, j3, h = 1, . ·., n). 

Here S denotes the sum over all combinations (from numbers 1, 2, 
3, 4) of subscripts of j in the first cofactor. For the first two sums 
this means a circular permutation of the subscripts j 1 , j 2 , j 3 , j 4 , 

and for the remaining sums the subscripts iij2 in the first cofactors 
are replaced successively by M 3 , j 1h, j 2j 3 , j 2j 4, j 3j 4• For the symme
trized coefficients of the normalizing transformation (1.2) we obtain 
from (4.1) 

... ' n), 

where L1j1i 2iaj, are defined by (4.1). If 'Ai1 + 'Ai2 + 'Ai3 + 'Ai4 -

- 'Av = 0, the corresponding av . . . may be arbitrary. Finally, 
)1)2)3)4 

(4.4) yields the symmetrized coefficients of the normal form (3.3a) 

3. 7. Case of composite elementary divisors of the matrix of the 
linear part. Let the linear part of an arbitrary autonomous ana
lytic system of ordinary differential equations be transformed to the 
Jordan form 

00 

d; = ~-vXv + 6vXv+l + ~ ~ aJr· •• jx Xjt •.• X he (7 .1) 
X=2 

(v=1, ... , n; 6n=0). 

The vector A = ('A1 , ••. , 'An) is assumed to have at least one non
vanishing component; 61, ••• , 6n-l equal either zero (no composite 
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elementary divisors) or unity (composite elementary divisors exist). 
All coefficients of power series (as well as A.1 , ..• , .An) are assumed 
complex, and the series themselves are assumed convergent in some 
neighbourhood of the origin. The coefficients of terms that include 
variables to a power greater than one are assumed symmetrized 
(see Subsection 3.3). We represent the normalizing transformation 
in the symmetrized form (3.2). Jt transforms system (7.1) to the 
Brjuno normal form ([238j], § 0, II and Ch. I, § 1, I*) 

ditv = AvYv + ~vYv+l + Yv ~ gvQY11 • • • y';,_n (7 .2) 
(A, Q)=O 

(v=1, .. . ,n; ~n=O) 

or, in symmetrized form (the notation is given in Subsection 3.3), 

00 

d:; =AvYv+~vYv+l+ ~ ~ cp}, ... i,.Yi, · · · Yi,. (7.3) 
x=2 

(v=1, .. . ,n; ~n=O). 

Similarly to the initial steps traced in Subsection 3.4, substitution 
of (3.2) into (7.1) yields, by virtue of (7.3), 

00 

= A.v ~ . ~ . a}, ... J,.Yi, · · · YJ,. + ~v 
:K=2 J,, ...• J:K 

00 'X 00 • 

+ ~ ~ aJ. .. i [l ( "'' " a~~ ., g., ... y ., ) LJ2 . ...._. . 1 X 1 LJi LJ J'" .•. J.- J"" J,.. 
:K= 31 , ••• , JY. J.t= :KJ.t= .J.t .J.t 1 :KJ.l 1 XJ.t 

}}, ••• , JxJ.L 

(v=1, ... ,n; 6n=0). 

* In Brjuno's notation, unities in a Jordan elementary matrix are below the 
principal diagonal, while in our notation they are above it. 
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We select in these identities the terms with variables to the kth 
power; in view of (7.3), we obtain, as in (4.1), 

k-1 X 

. 2J . cp}, ... ikYi, · · · Yik + 2J . 2J . 2J r:x}, ... jx Yi, · · · Yi 11_ 1 
Jt, ... , Jk X=2 J 1 , ... , JxJ..l=1 

k-1 

+ . 2J . a}, ... jkYj, · · · Yik + 2J 
J,, ... , Jx x=2 

XY.1 .. ·Y.1 ... yx ... Yx (7.4) 
Jt JJ..l! lt Jllx 

(v = 1, ... , n; {)n ~~ 0), 

where f-t 1 , ... , Ilk _1 are natural numbers. Symmetrization of non
symmetric coefficients prior to comparing the coefficients of y j ••• 

1 

... y jk is carried out in a manner similar to that of Subsection 3.4. 
As a result, identities (7.4) take on a symmetrized form similar to 
(3.9) 

oo n 

- 6v . 2J. r:x},~.1.jkYj, ... yjk = . 2J. B}, ... jkYj, .•. yjk (7 .5) 
J,' ... , Jk=1 J,' .. . ,Jk=1 

(v = 1, ... , n; {)n = 0), 

where B), ... ik are given by (4.3). We have already emphasized that 
all coefficients of interest are symmetrized. From the set of equal 
coefficients corresponding to distinct permutations of subscripts 
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we wish to determine the one in which the subscripts are ar
ranged in nondecreasing order. We assume, therefore, that j 1 ~j2~ 
~ ... ~j,1 and that all a~. 1-• (j~ ~j2' ~ ••• ~ji) for which j 1' ~ 31··· k 

~h •... ,jit~jk and j~+ ... +ji<j1 + ... +jk are determined 
(v = 1, ... , n). Equating the coefficients of Yit ... Yik in identities 
(7 .5}, we arrive at a system of n algebraic equations for determin
ing af, ... ill. and cp}1 .•• ik (v = 1, ... , n) 

cpJ, ... ik + (A it+ · · · +A .ill.- At) aj1···ik 

+[<'>·a~ 1· ·+···+<'>·a~ · · 11-<'>a~ · =B~ · )J 31- 12···111. 111. Jl .. . 3k-11k- 1 11···311. 11··-Jk. 

cpj1-..\ + (AiJ + ... + Ajk- An-t) aj1-_·~Jk 
[ ~: n-1 ~: n-t I ~: n sn-1 + uhah-1h. .. jk + · · · + Ujkait ... ik_1ik-1 -un-lah ... ik = it ... ik' 

cpj1·· .jk +(A it+ ... + Ajk- An) a"ft_ .. ;k 

+ [<'>haj1_1h. .. ik + ... + <'>;ka}J ... ik-1ik-d = B}, ... ik· (7.6) 

The quantities 

a}1 ... i~Hi~t-1. .. ik (!1=1, .. . ,k; v=1, .. . ,n) 

vanish if one of the subscripts j~t - 1 does. 
System (7.6) is solved stepwise, beginning with the last equation*. 

The following computational alternative holds at each step: 
(1) Suppof'e that 'Ai1 , ••• , Ajk and n are such that the expression 

in parenthef'es in the last equation of (7.6) is nonvanishing. Note 
that this assumption means cpj1 ... ik = 0. Indeed, owing to repre
sentation (7 .3), the corresponding term in identities (7 .5) is 

For this term, (A, Q.) = Aj1 ·1 + ... + Ajk ·1 + An· ( -1) =I= 0, but 
(7.2) stipulates that the normal form (7.3) includes only terms with 
(A, Q) = 0. The last equation of (7.6) thus gives 

an · = 1 {B"! · - [<'> · a 1f 1 · + 11 · · · 1 k 'A i + ... + 'A j -'An 11 · · · 1 k 11 11 - 12 • ' · 3 k 
"1 k 

* This corresponds to beginning with the first equation in Brjuno's notation 
(see footnote to p. 124). 
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(2) Suppose that Aj1 , ••• , 'Ah~. and 'An are such that the expression 
in parentheses in the last equation of (7.6) is zero. This means, first, 
that a!j1 ... ik can be chosen arbitrarily, for example, set to zero, or 
can be determined by continuity from the values of the real param
eters. Second, the last equation of (3.6) now yields a formula for 
m'l . 
"1'}1 .•• 1k 

q>j1· · · ik = Bjt · · · h~.- [l3ilaj~- 1 i2 · · · ik + · · · +l3ikajt · · · ik-1ik-d· (7.8) 

In treating the last-but-one equation of (7.6), we have the ~arne 
alternative 

n-1 1 {Bn-1 .1: n a· ·- · · +u a· · 11 · · · 1k- 'Aj + ... +'Aj -An_1 Jl · · · 1k n-l 11 · · · 1k 
1 k 

-[l3· a':'-11. . + +l3· a":l-1 . . ]} (m":l-1 . =0) 
}1 }1- 12 ... 1k . . . 1k 1t ... 1k-t1k- 1 "''ll ... 1k (7.9) 

if Aj1 + ... + Ajk- 'An-I =F 0 and 

(a·r.1 .. jk is arbitrary) 

(7 .10) 
if 'Aj1 + ... + 'Aik- 'An-1 = 0. 

Solutions of the subsequent equations of (7.6) from the (n - 2)nd 
to the first are derived from (7.9) and (7.10) by successive substitu
tion of n - 1. n - 2, ... , 2 for n. 



CHAPTER VI 

NORMAL FORMS OF ARBITRARY-ORDER SYSTEMS IN THE CASE 
OF ASYMPTOTIC STABILITY IN LINEAR APPROXIMATION 

We begin by specifying a class of problems for which the Poincare 
theorem (V, 1.3) yields the simplest expression of the normal form, 
and a statement of the Cauchy problem in generalform can be realized 
efficiently at each step of the approximation. This covers damped 
oscillatory systems (asymptotically stable in linear approxima
tion) with analytic nonlinearities of a general type. The results are 
illustrated in Section 2 for mechanical systems with one and two 
degrees of freedom. 

§ 1. Damped Oscillatory Systems 

1.1. Reduction to diagonal form. We consider a mechanical sys
tem with k degrees of freedom that is described by the differential 
equations* .. . 
Ux + 2exux + ro~Ux 

= fx (ul, · · ., uk) + (jlx (ul, 

(x = 1, ... , k). 

(1.1) 

Here / 1 , ••• , fk and cp1, ••• , cpk are real analytic functions of the 
corresponding variables in some neighbourhood of zero, and their 
expansions begin with terms of power two for / 1 ••.•• fk and not less 
than two for cp1 , ..• , cpk 

rox>ex>O (x=1, ... ,k). 

The case when for some x' we have Bx• ;?:: rox• > 0 can be analyzed 
separately. 

We reduce the linear part of system (1.1) to diagonal form by intro
ducing new variables 

i sign j 
xi= (L;u,;,-ulil) U=+1, . .. , +k), (1.2) 

'Iii 

* Instead of fx + IPx in (1.1), we could write F x (u1, ••• , uk, ,;1 , ••• , ~k). 
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where i= V -1, 

'}.,i= -EiJi+irlil sign j U=+1, ... , +k), 

r~= + V ro~-E~ (x=1, ... , k). 

Obviously, '}.,_,_ = 1,_ and x_,_ = -:i:,_ (negative subscripts are intro
duced to facilitate further manipulations), and 

1 
u,_ = 2 (x-~ + x~) =Rex," 

. 1 
u,_ = 2 ('}.,_~x-~ + '}.,,_x,_) = Re ('}.,xxx) (1.3) 

(x=1, ... , k). 

With these variables, system ( 1.1) becomes diagonal 

(1.4) 

1.2. Calculation of coefficients of normalizing transformation. 
Since all '}.,+1, ... , "-n lie in the left half-plane, condition (2), Chap
ter V, Subsection 1.3 is satisfied and we have only to consider con
dition (1) of the Poincare theorem 

k 

L Pn?':-2) (2.1) 
-k 

for any nonnegative integer Pn- This condition is obviously satisfied 
for e1 = ... = ek = E > 0; we consider (2.1) satisfied in the case 
of distinct positive e1 , ... , ek· 

Then, by the Poincare theorem (V, 1.3), there exists a unique 
reversible normalizing transformation analytic in some neighbour
hood of zero 

k k 

Xi=Yi+ " a~1YhYl+ '\; P~zmYhYlYm+ 
h, 1=-k h, l, m=-k 

(2.2) 

(j = +1, ... , +k) 

that transforms system (1.4) to 

Yi = '}.,iYi (j = +1, ... , =Fk). e.3) 

9-0550 
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We limit ourselves to computing the quadratic terms of the nor
malizing transformation, substituting (2.2) into (1.4) 

k k 

ih+ ~ aL (YhYz+YhYz)+ · · · =AiYi+Ai V a~zYhYz 
h, l=-k h, l=-k 

i sign j r ( 1 ) 1 ( ) ) 
- rul LfJjJ 2(Y-1+Y1' · · ., 2 Y-k+Yk 

1 1 ) J + fJlUI ( 2 (A-1Y-1 + A1Y1), · · ·, 2 (A-kY-k + AkYk) 

(j = +1, ... ' +k). 

By (2.3), this yields the identities 
k 

~ (Ah+Az-Ai)a~zYhYz+ ·· · 
h,l=-k 

k 

_ 1 i sign j "' [ 1 ( iJ2 ffil ) - -2 -r -.- LJ 4 iJuh ouz 0 (Y-h + Yh) (Y-z + Yz) 
J;J h,/=1 

1 ( iJ2lJlJjJ ) J + 4 -.-.- (A-hY-h + AzYz) (A-zY-z + 'Azyz) + ..• 
. iJuh iJuz o 

(j = =F1, ... ' +k), 

where the zero subscript indicates that all arguments are evaluated 
at zero, and the terms of power higher than two are ignored. For 
coefficients of the quadratic terms of expansion (2.2) we obtain 

j _ i sign j 1 [ ( 02 flil ) +A A ( 02<JlJil ) J (2 4) 
ahz-- s;:;JI A.h+l..z-A.i iJulhl iJulll o h z iJ~Jhl iJ~Ill o • 

(j, h, l=+i, ... , +k). 

Obviously, aih=a~1 and a:.:d_ 1 =a~1 (j, h, l=+1, ... , +k), so 
that we need to write explicitly only one of the four quantities 
rx~z, a{h, a:.:d_ 1, and a:.:lh (or one pair of the quantities a~h and 
a:.:f{_h). The denominators Ah + Az- Aj are distinct from zero by 
virtue of (2.1). We shall also need the inverse transformation of 
(2.2); obviously, 

k 

Y1=xi- ~ a~ 1xhxz+ 
h,L=-k 

U= +1, ... , +k) (2. 5) 

(Y-x=Yx. x=1, ... , Jc). 

1.3. General solution of the initial system. (general solution of 
the Cauchy proble'm). Let us find an approximation of the general 
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solution of system (1.1) that corresponds to the approximation ·itll· 
troduced in expansion (2.2). We introduce real variables 

1 
Vx=T(Y-x+Yx)=Re~y><·_:(x=1, ... , k). (3.1) 

By virtue of (2.3), we have 

0 1 
Vx = 2 (A-Y-x + AxYx) = Re (AxYx) (x = 1, · ·., k), (3. 2) 

~:+2ex~x+w~Vx=0 (x=1, ... , k). (3.3) 

The inverse transformation is 

U=+1, ... , +k). 

The general solution of (3.3) can be written as 

Vx = +- e-ext [(rx COS rxt + Bx sin rxt) V~ +sin rxt .;~], 
X 

(3.4) 

0 1 -e t 2 • o · 0 0 Vx=r e x (- ffix Slll r,.t·Vx+ (rx COS rxt- Bx Slll rxt) Vx] 
X 

(3.5) 

(x = 1, ... , k), 

where v~ = Vx (0) and ;~ = ~" (0). We express v~ and~~~ in terms 

of the initial variables u~ and u~ by resorting to formulas (3.1), 
(3.2), (2.5), and (1.2) 

k 

v~ = Re ( x~- ~ CX.~zx~xY) 
h, 1=-k 

k 

0 + ~ sign (hl) R [ X (~ r 0 0 ) (~ 0 ° 0 )J 
= Ux Li r r e CX.hz "'-hu h ,_ ul hI "'-lullJ- ulll ' 

h, l=-k I hI Ill 

k 

~~ = Re r Ax ( x~- ~ 

k 

. (X= i, .::,k ). 
. ; ' .) ' l} <~ 

9* 
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Now we use formulas (1.3), (2.2), and (3.4) 

UK= Re ( Yx+ 2: a.~lYhYl) 
k 

(x=1, ... ,k). 

[Ch. VI 

Formulas (3.7), (3.5), (3.6), and (2.4) give a solution of the Cauchy 
problem in general form for the initial system (1.1) with condition 
(2.1) in the case when expansions (2. 2) and (2. 5) are restricted to 
linear and quadratic terms. 

§ 2. Examples 

2.1. A system with one degree of freedom. For k = 1, system ( 1.1) 
reduces to the single equation* 

. . 
u + 2w + w2u = f (u) + cp (u) (w > £ >0) (1.1) 

under the assumptions of Subsection 1.1 concerning the functions f 
and cp. Formulas (1, 2.4) yield 

1 _ 3r+ie [/"(0)+(2 2 2 2··) "(0)] 
a.-1-1 - 8r (9w2-8e2) £ - w + ~cr cp , 

1 - 1 - r+ ie [/" (0) + 2 "(0)] 
a._ll - a.1-1- 8rw2 W cp ' 

a.~1 = -8~; ie [f" (0) + (2£2- w2- 2ier) cp" (0)] 

(i= V -1, r= + l/ w2-c,2). 

The solution of the Cauchy problem for equation (1.1) is obtained 
in general form by means of formulas (1, 3.7) 

U=V- 8(w2~e2) ( { 9w2-=-8e2 [3f"(0)+(4c,2-3w~)cp"(O)] 

- : 2 [f' (0)- w2cp" (0)]} [ (2£2- w2) v2 + 2w~ + v'2] 

+2£ { 9w2-=-8e2 [f"(0)+(5w2-4c,2)cp"(O)] 

- ~2 [f"(O)+w2cp"(O)J}v(cv+;) 

2 • • ) 
- (;)2 [/" (0) + w2cp" (0)) ( w2v2 + 2wv + v2) . 

* Instead off and <p, we could introduce F (u, ~)and treat the case e ~ w > 
::> 0 separately. 
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Here (see formulas (1, 3.5)) 

v =.!. e-et [(r cos rt+ e sin rt) v (0) +sin rt.; (0)1, r 
• 1 • 

v =- e-et [- w2 sin rt. v (0) + (r cos rt- £sin rt) v (0) 1 r 

and, finally, v (0) and v (0) are given in terms of the primary initial 
values by formulas derived from (1, 3.6) 

v(O)=u(O)+ 8~2 ({ 9(1)2 ~ 882 [3f"(0)-(3w2-4e,2)ql"(O)] 

- ~2 [f" (0)- w2qJ" (0) 1} [ (2e2- w2) u (0)2 + 2eu (0) ~ (0) + ~ (0)21 

+2e { 9w2~8B2 [f"(0)+(5w2-4e,2)qJ"(0)1 

- ~2 (/" (0) + w2qJ" (0) I} u (0) [ eu (0) + ~ (0)] 

- ~11 [f" (0) + w2qJ" (0) I ( w2u (0)2 + 2eu (0) ~ (0) + ~ (0)2]) , 

;(0)=~(0)+ 8; 2 ( 9(1) 2 ~ 882 {[3f"(0)+(4e2-3w2)qJ" (0)] 

X (e (3w 2-4e2) u (0)2+ 2 (w2-2e,2) u (0) ~ (0)-e~ (0)2] 

-£ (f" (0)+ (5w2-4e,2) qJ" (0)] [(4£2- w2) u (0)2 

+ 4e,u (0) ~ (0) + ~ (0)2]} + 4~- ff" (0) + w2qJ" (0)] 
(!) 

. . 
x ( w2u (0)2 + 2eu (0) u (0) + u (0)2] 

+ 2 {/" (0) ( eu (0) + ~ (0) 1 u (0)- qJ" (0) ( w2u (0) + £~ (0)] ~ (0)}) . 

2.2. Oscillations of a spring-suspended mass with linear damping. 
Equations (IV, 1, 5.1), with variables changed to 

'11 = ul, ~ = u2, 

can be expressed in the form 

u~ + 2eu:f+ u1 = (1 + -v+u1) [(1 + -v+ u1 ) 2 +u~l- 112 -1, 

u;+2w;+ i~y u2 =u2 [(1 +-v+u1)2+u:1- 112 - i!y u2 , (2.1) 

where 
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are positive dimensionless parameters, and the primes indicate the 
derivatives with respect to 't'. The cases V '\'/(1 + ,)"-< 8-< 1 and 
8 > 1 need special analysis. 

We calculate the quantities a~1 by means of (1, 2.4) and list 
only the nonzero ones (taking into account the remark following 
formula (1, 2.4)) 

a~2-2 = 
1 

8r1 (1 +Y)2 2L2-A1 ' 
a,1- 1 

22- 8r1 (1+y)11 2/.,2-A1 • 

a;_2= 
i 1 

8r1 (1+y)2 /.,2+"-2-/.,1 • 
a,2 1 

-1-2 8r2 (1+y)2 "-1+"-·-"· ' 

a~-2= 
1 

8r2 (1 +y)2 A1 +"-2-/.,2 
, 

a~12= 
1 

8r2 (1 + y)2 ~"-1 ' 

a,2 ·- i 1 
u- 8r2(1+y)B ~· 

where 

i=V -1, r 1 = + V1-82, r = +, /_y __ e2 
2 v 1+y • 

Formulas (1, 3. 7) yield the solution of the Cauchy problem for 
(2.1) in general form 

1 ( 1 u2 =v- - {(r +2r2) 
2 4r1r~ (1 + y) 11 8 2 + (r1 + 2r2) 11 1 

X [(8v1 + v~) (ev2 + v;)- r1r2v1v2] + 8 [r1v1 (ev2 + v;) + r2v2 (ev1 + v~)]} 

+2rt(ev2 +v;)(2ev1 +v~)- 2 +( 1 
2 )2 {(r1 -2r2 ) 

8 r 1 - r 2 

X (r1r2v1v2 +(ev1 +v~) (ev2 +v;)J+8 [r1vt(8v2 +v~) 

- r 2v2 (ev1 + v~)]}). 
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Here v1, v2 , v~, and v~ are found from (1, 3.5), with T substituted for 
t and for s1 = s 2 = s. At the same time, v~, v~, v~0 , and v;0 are given 
by (1, 3.6), which now have the form 

o _ o + 1 ( 1 ({ 2 ) [( o 'o) 2 _ o2] Vl-ul 8rlr~(1+y)2 -e2+(rt+2r2)2 rt+ r2 su2+u2 r2u2 

+ 2er2u~ ( eu~ + u~0)} + 2r 1 [ ( eu~ + u~0)2 + r:u~2 ] 

+ 2+( 1 2 )2 {2sr2u~ ( eu~ + u~0)- {r1 - 2r2) [(eu~ + u~0)2 - r:u~2l}), e r1 - r 2 

•o •o 1 ( 1 { ( ) ( o + '0) 2 2 o2] vl = ul + 4rlr~ (1+y)2 e2+ (rl +2r2)2 B rl + rz [ BU2 u2 - r2u2 

-r2 [r1 (r1 + 2r2)- s 2] u~ (eu~+- u;0)}-2sr1 [(eu~ + u;0) 2 + r~u~2 ] 

+ 1 {s(r1 -r2)[(eu~+u~0) 2 -r~u~2 ] e2 + (r1 - 2r2) 2 

- r2 [rt(2r2- r1) + s2] u~ (eu~ + u;0)}) , 

vo- uo+ 1 ( 1 
2 - 2 4r1r~ (1+y) 2 - e2 +(r1 +2r2)2 

X { (r1 + 2r2) [(eu~ + u~0) (eu~ + u;0)- r1r 2u~u~] 
+ s [r1u~ (eu~ + u;0) + r2u~ (eu~ + u;0)]} 

+2r1 (eu~+u;0) (2su~+u~0)- 2 +( 1 2 )2 {(r1 -2r2)[r1r2u~u~ e r1 - r2 

+ ( eu~ + u~0) ( eu~ + u;0)] + B [r1u~ ( eu~ + u~0)- r2u~ ( eu~ + u~0) l}) , 
'0 '0 + 1 ( 1 v -u 
2 - 2 4r1r~ (1+y)2 e2+(r1 +2r2)2 

X {e (r1 +3r2) [(eu~+u~0) (eu~+u~0)-r1r2u~u~] 
- [r2 (r1 + 2r2)- s2] [r1u~ (eu~ +- u~0) + r2u~ (eu~ + u~0)]} 

- 2r1 { B [(eu~ + u~0) (eu~ + u~0) + r:u~u~] 

2 0 ( 0 + '0) 2 0 ( 0 + '0)} 1 +s ul BU2 u2 +r2u2 sul ul - e2+(rt-2r2)2 

X {e (3r2- r1) [(eu~ + u~0) (eu~ + u;0) + r1r2u~u~] 
+ [r2 (r1 - 2r2) + s2] [r2u~ (eu~ +- u~0)- r1u~ (eu~ + u;0)]}) • 



CHAPTER VII 

NORMAL FORMS OF THIRD-ORDER SYSTEMS 

The location of the eigenvalues of the matrix representing the 
linear part of a third-order system in the closed left half-plane of 
the complex variable ')., is of considerable interest in the theory of 
oscillations. Typical patterns are illustrated in Fig. 10. A case 
similar to a1 was discussed in Chapter VI, Section 1. Case a2 and its 

0 
0 

0 
0 

h c d 

FIG. 10 

limit cases when two or three eigenvalues coincide (for example, 
vanish) would require special analysis. Cases b and c are discussed 
in Sections 1 and 2; they are of predominant importance. Case d 
is treated in Section 3. Section 1 concludes with an example from 
electromechanics. The results of this chapter can also be applied to 
electromagnetic oscillations of two coupled oscillators when the 
free oscillations of one of them are described by a nonlinear first
order equation. 

§ 1. Case of Two Pure Imaginary Eigenvalues 
of the Matrix of the Linear Part 

1.1. Reduction to normal form. We assume that the initial sys
tem is reduced to diagonal form and the independent variable is 
replaced by 't' = rot, where +roi denote pure imaginary eigenvalues 
of the matrix of the linear part 

dxv ~ ""' "' "'\\ b"' I a:r="'vxv+ .i...l a;hxixh+ LJ jhkXJxhxk+ ·•· (1.1) 

(v=O, +1). 
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Twice repeated subscripts equal to 0, ±1 always signify summation; 
/., 0 = -6 < 0, /.,1 = i, /.,_1 = -i. In general, the coefficients ajh, 
bjhk, ... are complex and we emphasize that they are symmetrized, 
that is, 

(v, j, h, k=O, +1), (1.2) 

where {jhk} denotes any permutation of j, h, and k. 
By the fundamental Brjuno theorem (V, 1.2), there exists a revers

ible complex change of variables (normalizing transformation) 

Xj = Yt+ LJ afmYlYm + LJ ~fmnYlYmYn + LJ YfmnpY!YmYnYp 

+ LJ 6imnpqYlYmYnYpYq + . . . (j = 0, +1), (1.3) 

j, l, m, n, p, q=O, +1) 

that reduces system (1.1) to the normal form 

dyv ~ + ~ """'([t = ~~,vYv Y'll LJ gvQY&·y~·Y~i' (v= 0, +1). (1.4) 
(A, Q)=O 

Here A and Q are vectors with the components A0 , A1 , /.,_1 and q0 , q1 , 

q_1 , respectively; the latter numbers are either zero or integers, and 
qv ~ -1, while the remaining q1 are nonnegative and 

qo + ql + q_l ~ 1. (1.5) 

Summation in (1.4) is only over resonant terms with exponents satis
fying the resonant equation 

(A, Q) = qoAo + q1A1 + q_lA,-1 =- 6qo + i (ql - q_l) = 0. (1.6) 

In this case the solution is obviously 

qo = 0, q_l = qp (1. 7) 

Consequently, q0 + q1 + q_1 = 2q1 in (1.4), and in the case under 
consideration even-power terms vanish, while for the odd (2r + 1)st
power terms we have q_1 = q1 = r (r = 1, 2, ... ). The normal 
form (1.4) is therefore given by 

00 

dyo 6 + ~ o r r 
[d't = - Yo Yo LJ grY1Y-1· (1.8) 

r=l 
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The initial system being real, we have y _1 = y1 and g~1 = ~ 
(r = 1, 2, ... ); the first equation of (1.8) is a complex conjugate of 
the second. 

1.2. Calculation of coefficients of normalizing transformation and 
normal form. It was demonstrated in Subsection 1.1 that for the 
case in question normal forms have no second-power terms. This 
can also be verified from formulas (V, 3, 2.4), since for all values 
of the subscripts (V, 3, 2.1) yields d~m = 0 (in other words, Av =I= 
¥= Az +Am) and cprm = 0 (v, l, m = 0, ±1). Consequently, formula 
(V, 3, 2.2) holds for all values of the subscripts 

arm arm= (v, l, m=O, +1). (2.1) l..z+l..m-Av 

Now we wish to calculate the coefficients of third-power terms. 
Obviously, the subscripts for which Av = Az + Am + Ap are l, m, p = 
= {v, 1, -1}, where braces denote, as before, any permutation of 
the subscripts. In other words, 

Ll{vi-1} = 1, Mmp = 0 (2.2) 
(v, l, m, p=O, +1; l, m, p=/={v, 1. -1}). 

Consequently, ~{vt-i} can be chosen arbitrarily; we set them to 
zero 

Mv1-1}=0 (v=O, +1). (2.3) 

For the remammg values of ~YmP• formula (V, 3, 2.3) is valid. 
By (2.2}, only the symmetrized coefficients of the normal form 
X{v1 - 1} are distinct from zero in formulas (V, 3, 2.6). These are 
obviously related to the coefficients g~ of the normal form in repre
sentation (1.8) 

0 6 0 1 3 1 -1 3 -1 
g1 = Xo-1-1' g1 = Xn-1• g1 = X-n-1 

(the multiplier is equal to the number of distinct permutations of 
the subscripts of x). From formulas (V, 3, 2.6) we have 

g~ = 6b~1_ 1 + 4 . LJ ( a8;a{_ 1 + aYia~ 10 +a~ iia~ 1), 
J=O, ±1 

(2.4) 

1 -=I' 3b1 + 2 ~ (2 1 j + 1 j ) gl = g1 = u-1 LJ a1ia1-1 a_1ia11 • 
i=O, ±1 

(2.5) 

It follows from the proof of the fundamental Brjuno theorem 
(V, 1.2) that transformation (1.3) is nonunique when equation (1.6) 
has at least one solution Q (nonzero by condition (1.5)). This is 
discussed in more detail in V, 2.1. Before we discuss the convergence 
of (1.3), let us consider a specific "branch" of the transformation. 
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We assume henceforth that if the coefficients of y{'m'n'p' and M"m"n"p"q" 
(see (1.3)) and so on vanish in identities (V, 3, 1.6), which are written 
O':It to the fourth-, fifth-, etc., powers, then y{'m'n'p' = 0 and 
6f"m"n"p"q" = 0, and so on. 

This means that in series (V, 2, 1.2) all hvQ = 0 (v = 0, +1; 
Q E mlv, (A, Q) = 0); that is, series (V, 2, 1.2) are reduced to 
(V, 2, 1.3) and converge trivially. 

We now take up the conditions of convergence of the normalizing 
transformation (1.3). Equation (1.6) demonstrates that 

I{A, Q)l = + V q~62 + (qJ -q-1)2• 

By definition (V, 2, 4.1), we have 

wk = 11 = inf {6, 1) (6 > 0). 

The left-hand side of condition w (V, 2.4) becomes 
00 

~ lni\ 
- --= -ln/1 

21t ' 
k=t 

(2.6) 

and condition w is obviously satisfied. Note that the case 6 = 0 
cannot be regarded as a limit case (suffice it to note that (2.6) goes 
to + oo). The case 6 = 0 is analyzed in the next section. 

If condition A' (V, 2.4) is satisfied, then 

g;1 =g;= -g~ (r=1, 2, ... ), (2.7) 

which is equivalent to the condition that the coefficients g; (r = 
= 1, 2, ... ) are pure imaginary. This follows from the form of the 
first and second equations of (1.8). Since in the problem under con
sideration there is only one pair of conjugate pure imaginary eigen
values of the matrix of the linear part of the initial system, we in 
fact have case (1 *) of Chapter V, Subsection 2.4, when condition A 
degenerates to condition A'. Hence, conditions w and A hold if 
(2.7) hold, and by the Brjuno theorem (V, 2.4), the normalizing 
transformation (1.3) with the appropriately calculated coefficients 
is convergent (provided conditions (2. 7) are satisfied in some neigh
bourhood of zero). 

What if not all of gi, g;, ... are pure imaginary? In this general 
case the normalizing transformation is, by Brjuno's hypothesis 1 
[238i], smooth (infinitely differentiable). 

When conditions (2. 7) are satisfied, system (1.8) possesses the 
first integral 

Y1Y -1 == I Y1 12 = C1 (c1 = I Y1 {0) 12 ~ 0), (2.8) 
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obtained by multiplying the first and second equations of (1.8) by 
y_1 = y1 and y1 , respectively, and adding them. Substitution of this 
integral into the third equation of (1.8) yields 

00 

i; = (c2- 6) Yo ( c2 = ~ g~cr). (2.9) 
1 

The neighbourhood of the ongm decomposes into cylinders c2 = 
= const, each with an equator (limit cycle). This limit cycle is 
stable for c2 < 6 (see (2.9)), although, strictly speaking, it has not 
been shown that it lies within the domain of convergence of series 
(2.9), which converges by virtue of the Brjuno theorem (V, 2.4). 
The limit cycle becomes unstable for c2 > 6. 

1.3. Application of power transformation. The number of linearly 
independent solutions of equation (1.6), as follows from (1.7), is 
d = 1. Consequently, by the Brjuno theorem (V, 2.3), system (1.8) 
is integrable in quadratures. The last two equations of (1.8) are inde
pendent. The matrix A of the power transformation for these equa
tions is 

([238c], § 2), and the power transformation itself is written as 

Zt = YtY-1 = I Yt 12 , z_l = Y-1 

(y1 = z1z::~, Y-1 = Z-1). 

Applied to the first two equations of (1.8), it yields 

From the above equation we obtain 

+ r 
/y,(0)/2 z1 2J Re g~z~ 

00 

r=i 

Inversion of this integral gives 

(3.1) 
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Now in a straightforward manner we derive from the first and third 
equations of (1.8) 

't 00 

Y1 (T) = y1 (0} ei't exp [ J ~ g~z1 (sr ds J , (3.2) 
0 r=i 

't 00 

Yo ('t) =Yo (0) e-ll't exp [ J ~ g~z1 (s? ds J . (3.3) 
0 r=i 

The integration in (3.1)-(3.3) is justified since we chose a smooth 
normalizing transformation (see Subsection 1.2). 

Remark. The same conclusion concerning system (1.8) can be 
obtained by multiplying the second equation of (1.8) by y1 and the 
first by y1 and adding them. Our purpose was to illustrate Subsecti'On 
2.3 of Chapter V. 

Finally, we shall analyze the case when, as in Subsection 1.2, 
terms of the first, second, and third powers are calculated, that is, 
when only one coefficient, g~, is known among all g~. Then (3.1) 
yields 

1 

whence 
1 

z1 ('t} = jy1 (d) I 2 - 2 Re gl-r ' 

The constant 2 Re g~ is equivalent to the Lyapunov constant G 
used for analyzing the critical case of the stability of steady motions 
with a single pair of pure imaginary roots of the linear approximation 
([108a], § 40). Namely, a trivial solution is unstable if Reg~ is 
positive. If, however, 

Reg! <0, (3.4) 

a trivial solution is asymptotically stable. 
Within the framework of our approximation (with condition (3.4)) 

we obtain 
't 't 

J zds)ds= J lyt(O)I 2d~2Regls 
0 0 

1 

ln [1- 2 Re g~Jy1 (0) 12 't]- 2 Re gl 

Formulas (3.2) and (3.3) now yield 
gy 

Yo ('t) =Yo (0) e-ll• [1-2 Re g~IY1 (0)1 2 't]- 2 Regl, (3.5) 
gl 

yt('t) = yt(O) ei't [1- 2 Re g~lydO) 12 't]- 2 Re gl. (3.6) 
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1.4. Free oscillations of an electric servodrive. A schematic of 
an electric servodrive is shown in Fig. 11. The controlled element 
(shaft) is rotated by a servomotor coupled to a reducing gearbox. 
To be specific, the servomotor is a separately excited de electric 
motor. The current in the motor armature is controlled by an ampli
fier with input voltage V, which is a function of the displacement 

FIG. 11 

angle it - cp of the rotors of the control selsyn and the driven selsyn 
(both selsyns in the schematic are replaced by potentiometers), 
that is, 

v = f (it - cp), 

where cp is the output rotor rotation angle, and it is that of the control 
rotor with respect to the output rotor rotation angle. 

If we neglect the signal delay, the play in each pair of engaged 
gear wheels, and friction, the equations of motion of the system can 
be written as 

(4.1) 

Here J 1 is the reduced moment of inertia of the servodrive armature 
and of the rotating parts of the gearbox with respect to the axis of 
the leading wheel; J 2 is the moment of inertia of the driven rotor 
with respect to its axis; i is the armature current; L is the self-in
ductance of the armature circuit; R is the ohmic resistance of the 
armature circuit; c1 (dcp/dt) is the counter-emf generated by the 
rotating armature; ki3 is the moment of ponderomotive forces reduced 
to the axis of the leading wheel; and ccp is the moment of resistance 
forces with respect to the a*is of the driven rotor. 
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We assume that the linear dependence of the input voltage (across 
the armature circuit) on the displacement angle 

t (tt - cp) = v ·(t't - cp). 

If we wish to analyze the oscillations of the output rotor (and of the 
servodrive) around a preset position, we must assume that t't = 0. 
We introduce the dimensionless variables 

I R . 
=-L 

v 

The equations of motion ( 4.1) can then be rewritten 

_!:!_ = -6I -6rn-xrn' dcp ' dcp' = -rn+ ~,[3 
d't 't' 't' ' d. = cp ' d't 't' I ' 

(4.2) 

where the following dimensionless positive parameters are used 

(4.3) 

If we introduce a vector u = (I, cp, cp')'t, the system becomes 

( 
0 ) -6 -6 -'X 

;; = Cu + 0 , C = 0 0 1 • 
yi3 0 -1 0 

Obviously, the eigenvalues of the matrix Care -6, i, -i (i = V -1). 
We reduce the matrix C to the Jordan form; this will give C = 
= s diag (-6, i, -i) s-1, where 

1 -6-i-x -6+i-x 
S= 0 6+i 6-i 

0 - 1 + i6 - 1- i6 

The matrix S defines the transformation of system (4.2), u = Sx. 
x = (x0 , x1 , x_1)'t or, in detailed form, 

I = x 0 - (6 + ix) x1 - (6- ix) x_1 = x 0 - 2 Re [(6 + ix) x1 ], 

cp = (6 + i) x1 + (6- i) x_1 = 2 Re [(6 + i) x1], 

cp' = - (1 - i6) x1 - (1 + i6) x_1 = -2 Re [(1 - i6) x1 1. (4.4) 

The transformed system becomes 

~~ = dip.g (- 6, i, - i) x + s-1 ( ~ ) • 

yi3 
(4.5) 
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Calculations result in the following expression for s-1 

2 (1 + 62) 2 (x+ 62) 26 (x-1) 
0 6- i -1-i6 • 
0 6+i -1+i6 

[Ch. VII 

In order to recast system (4.5) in the form of (1.1), it only remains 
to use the first formula of (4.4) (aYm = 0; v, l, m = 0, +1) 

dxv ~ + bv 3 b 3 bv 3 --cr:t = l'vvXv oooXo + 111X1 + -1-1-1X-1 

+ 3b~01x~x1 + 3b~0 _ 1x~x_1 + 3b~11x0x~ + 3b~_ 1_ 1x0x:1 
+ 3b~·1 _ 1 x~x_1 + 3b~_1_1 x1x:1 + 6b~1_ 1x0x1x_1 (v = 0, + 1). 

Here 
b~ 00 = 11 (x -1) 6, 

b~ 11 =b~1 _ 1_ 1 = -11 (x-1) 6 (6-J-ix)3 , 

b~ 01 = b~0_ 1 = -11 (x-1) 6 (6+ ix), 

b~ 11 = b~_ 1 _ 1 = 11 (x-1) 6 (6 + ix)2, 

b~1_ 1 =b~-1-1 = -11 (x-1) 6 (62+x2) (6+ ix), 

b~1_ 1 =11 (x-1) 6 (62+x2), 

b~ 00 =-; 11(1+i6), 

b~11 = ~ 11 (1 + i6) (6 + ix) 3 , 

b~ 01 =; 11 (1 + i6) (6+ ix), 

b~11 = -} 11 (1 + i6) (6 + ix)2, 

b~ 1 _ 1 = - ; 11 (62 + x2) (1 + i6), 

b~ 1 _1 = ~ 11 (62 + x2) (1 + i6) (6 + ix), 

b~ 1_1 _ 1 =; 11(1+i6)(6-ix)3 , 

b~0 _ 1 =; 11 (1 + i6) (6- ix), 

b~_ 1 _ 1 =-; 11 (1 + i6) (6- ix)2, 

b~_1_1 =; 11(62+x2)(1+i6)(6-ix), (4.6) 
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where 11 = 'V ( 1 + 62) -I. Since in this problem a~'m = 0, we obtain 
from (2.1) a~m = 0 (v, l, m = 0, +1), so that formulas (2.4) and 
(2.5) yield 

g~ = 6/1 (x-1) 6 (62+xz), 

g~= ~ /1(62+x2)[(1-x)6+i(x+62)]. 

Condition (3.4) of asymptotic stability becomes (see also (4.3)) 

x > 1 (Lv < c1R). (4. 7) 

Assuming that this condition is satisfied, we denote 

a2 = -2 Reg~= 3/1 (x-1) 6 (62+ x2), 

l·2- _ _!_ lmgl _ _!_ x+62 (4.8) 
- 2 Reg} - 2 (x-1) 6 · 

In this notation, formulas (3.5) and (3.6) become 

Yo (-r) = Yo (0) e-ll't (1 + a 2 I Y1 (0) 12 -r)2, 

Y1 (-r) = Y1 (0) (1 + a 2 I Y1 (0) 12 -r)-112 

X exp i [-r + b2 ln (1 + a2 I y1 (0) 12 -r)l. (4.9) 

Using formulas (V, 3, 2.3), (2.3), and (4.6), we can rewrite the 
normalizing transformation (1.3) 

+ y(x-1)1\ {--1 3 _ 2 R [ (6+ix)3 3 ] 
Xo=Yo 1+112 26Yo e- 6+3i yl 

+ 6y~ He ( 66~~ y1)- 3y0 He [i (6 + ix)2 y~J 

-6 (62 + x2) y1y_1 He ( ~t ~x Y1)} + (4), 

1 '\' (1 +ill) { 1 3 1 . (6 . )3 3 
xi=YI+ 2 1+62 36+i Yo-z~ +~x Yl 

+ 1 . (~ . )3 3 3 (~ + . ) 2 3 6- ix 2 T ~ u- ~x Y-1 -26 u ~x YoYI-26+'i YoY-1 

(ll+ix)2 2 (6-ix)2 2 
+3 6-i YoY1+3 11+3i YoY-1 

+ ~ (62+x2)(x+i6)y1y:1 +6 4S~t~2 y0y1y_1}+(4). (4.10) 

In order to express the initial values Yo (0) and y1 (0) in terms of 
x 0 (0) and x1 (0), we must invert formulas (4.10); apparently, the 
inversion is simply the reversal of the sign in front of the braces. 
It is now possible, by using formulas (4.4) and (4.9), to derive 
expressions giving the solution of the Cauchy problem in general 

10-0559 
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form up to the accuracy of third-power terms. We shall not do that 
here, however, but shall single out the principal part of the solution. 

The principal part of a solution is defined, within the approxima
tion made, as the solution of a normal form up to the accuracy of 
third-power terms that has been transformed by a normalizing trans
formation up to the accuracy of second-power terms. Formulas (4.4), 
(4.9), and (4.10) give for the principal part of the rotation angle cp 
of the output rotor 

cp (T) = 2 Re [ (6 + i) x1 (T)] ~ 2 Re [ (6 + i) y1 (T)] 

~ 2 He { (6+ i) xt(O) exp i [T+b2 ln (1 +a2 / xi(O) /2 T)]} Y 1 + a2 I :r 1 (0) 12 't 

-[1 2 cp(0)2+cp'(0)2 J-1/2 -- +a 4(1+82) T 

X { qJ (0) COS [ T + b2 ln ( 1 + a 2 cp (~);i~q;~ 2i0)2 T) J 
+cp'(O)sin[T+b2ln(1+a2 cp(~):1~cp;2;0)2 T)J}· (4.11) 

Conclusions. (1) The stability boundary of self-excited vibrations 
(see (4.7)) is 

x = 1 (Lv = c1R). 

(2) The actual accuracy of the principal part of the solution is 
found by comparing (4.11) with the solution of the Cauchy problem. 
The latter is given by formulas (4.4), (4.9), and (4.10). 

§ 2. Case of Neutral Linear Approximation 

2.1. Normal form. Let us return to Subsection 1.1 al!Cl analyze 
the case 6 = 0, retracing all the steps up to the resonant equation 
(1, 1.u), which now is written as 

q_l- ql = 0. (1.1) 

As before, q0 and q1 are "arbitrary", and q_1 = q1 • Of course (hence 
the quotation marks) Q E m, that is, 

q v? -1 , q j? 0 (j * v) ( v =~ 0, + 1), 

go+ ql + fJ-1 =go+ 2gl::;d. 

The following set of exponents is possible for the 2rth-power terms 
of the normal form (g 0 + 2g1 = 2r - 1; the subscripts on Q mark 
the number of the corresponding equation) 

Q0 = (-1, r, r), (1, r- 1, r- 1), ... , (2r- 1, 0, 0), 
Q±t = (1, r- 1, r- 1), ... , (2r- 1, 0, 0). 
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The values of the vector Q for the (2r + 1)st-power terms of the 
normal form (q0 + 2q1 = 2r; r = 1, 2, ... ) are 

Q = (0, r, r), (2, r- 1, r- 1), ... , (2r, 0, 0), 

regardless of the number of the equation of the normal form. 
When all solutions of the resonant equation (1.1) are found, we 

repre~ent the normal form (V, 1, 2.4) as 

dyv 
([t=Yv 

s;;;.o (if v'l"O) 
s;;;.- 1 (if V=O) 
a;;;.o 

or, in detailed form, 
r 

(v=O, +1), 

dyv . [) . + "l ~ [ 1 """'itt = ~Yv 1v11 Sign " Yv LJ LJ g'2(r-p)-1, pYo 
r=1 p=O 

+ gv ] y2(r-p)yPyP 
~(r-p),p 0 1 -1 (v=O, +1), 

where 

g~A = 0 (r = 1, 2, ... ), 

(1.2) 

(1.2a) 

(1.3) 

because calculation of Qv shows that the last two equations (v = +1) 
have no terms containing y~1 • 

Note that the normal form is now more complicated than (1, 1.8). 
This is not only a complication of notation. First, the number l 
of eigenvalues of the linear part of the system on the imaginary axis 
is now equal to the system's order (l = 3), so that the Brjuno theorem 
(V, 2.2) gives no simplifications. Second, all the solutions of the 
resonant equation (1.1) can be written as 

Q = q0 (1, 0, 0) + q1 (0, 1, 1) 

(q0 = -1, 0, 1, 2, ... ; q1 = 0, 1, 2, ... ), 

where q0 and q1 do not vanish simultaneously. This means that the 
number d of linearly independent solutions of the resonant equation 
is two. By the Brjuno theorem of Chapter V, Subsection 2.3, there 
exists a birational transformation reducing the normal form to system 
(V, 2, 3.3) (not a normal form), in which the first two equations form 
a second-order system and the third equation is reducible to quadra
tures. Actually, this ~econd-order system can be obtained directly 
by multiplying the second and third equations of (1.2) by y_1 = y1 

and y1 , respectively, and adding them 
dz 2 (h""= z (1.4) 

10* 
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(z = Y-1Y1 = I y1 12). Starting with (1.2a), we obtain, in detailed 
form, 

oo r 

i: =Yo~ ~ [g~(r-p)-t,vYii 1 + g~(r-p), p] yij"-P'zP, 
r=t p=O 

oo r 

dz 2 "' ~ [R 1 -1 + R I ] 2<r-p> P (h = z LJ LJ e gz(r-p)-1 ,pYO e g2(r-p),p Yo z . 
r=t p=O 

(1.4a) 

2.2. Calculation of coefficients of normalizing transformation and 
normal form. Let us follow the alternative of Chapter V, Subsection 
3.2 and single out all of the subscripts v, l, and m for which 'Av = 
= 'Al +'Am. By virtue of the notation of (V, 3, 2.1), 

.::\So= L1tt-t} =.::\lot}= .::\{A-t}= 1, L\(m = 0 

(v, l, m=O, ±1; v, l, m=foO, 0, 0; 0, {1, -1}; 1, 
-1, {0, -1}). 

(2 .1) 

{0, 1}; 

·we assume zero values for aYm as defined by case (2) of the alterna
tive 

(2.2) 

For the same values of v, l, and m, formulas (V, 3, 2.4) yield 

g~o =IPSo= aSo. 

glo = 2<pfi1 = 2abt, 

g~11 = 2<p~-t = 2a~-t. 
gt:b = 2<pii~t = 2aii~t (2.3) 

as the quadratic coefficients of the normal form. For the remaining 
quadratic coefficients of the normalizing transformation we obtain 
from formula (V, 3, 2.2) 

(2.4) 

(v, l, m=O, +1; '\', l, m=foO, 0, 0; 0, {1, -1}; 1, {0, 1}; 

-1, {0, -1}). 

In order to find the cubic terms, we first of all single out those sub
scripts v, l, m, and p for which 'Av = 'A 1 + 'Am + 'Ap and assume that 

AO AO Al Al A-1 A-1 0 
t-'000 = t'{Ot-1} = p{OOt} = 1-'{11-t} = t'{OO-t} = t'{t-t-1} = ' (2 .5) 

where, as before, {l, m, p} denotes any perm.utation of the numbers 
l, m, and p. Formulas .(V, 3, 2.6), togethe-r with (2.2), yield the 
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following expressions for the corresponding cubic coefficients of 
the normal form 

o o bo +2 '\' o i g2o = Xooo = ooo .o::..J aoP·oo, 
i=O,±i 

g~1 = 6x~1-1 = 6h~1-1 + 4 2J (a~iaL1 + aLai__to + a~t3a6t), 
j 

gh =c 3xbo1 = 3bbot + 2 2J (2abia~t + aLa~o), 
j 

gbt = 3xlt-1 = 3bl1-t + 2 2J (2aLaL1 + a~tia{t), 
j 

-1 3 -1 3b-l + 2 ~ (2 -1 j + -1 j ) g2o = Xoo-1 = oo-t .o::..J aoiao-1 a-1iaoo , 
j 

giil = 3xi~t-1 = 3bi~1-1 + 2 .L (a1}ai__1-1 + 2a:..\iaL1)· 
j 

(2 .6) 

From formula (V, 3, 2.3) we obtain the expressions for the remaining 
cubic terms of the normalizing transformation 

Av _ ....,...-...,.....,..--:-1-;;-----.-
t'!mp- l..z+l..m+l..p-Av 

X [ btmp + ~ ~ (ajja~P + a~p~1 + a;pfm) J (2. 7) 
i=0,±1 

(v, l, m, p = 0, +1; v, l, m, p =I= 0, 0, 0, o; 0, '{0, 1, -1}; 
1, {0, 0, 1}; 1, {1, 1, -1}; -1, {0, 0, -1}; -1, {1, -1, -1}). 

Taking into account (2.2) and the fact that the initial system is real, 
the normalizing transformation (1, 1.3) becomes, up to the accuracy 
of second-power terms, 

x0 =Yo+ 2 Re (a~1Y,) + 4 Re (a~1YoY1) + (3), 

X1 = x-1 = Y1 + aboY~ + a\1Yl + a~ 1-1Y2_ 1 

+ 2ab-1YoY-I + 2a1-1 I Yt 12 + (3). (2 · 8) 

The coefficients here are given by formulas (2.4) in terms of the 
coefficients of the diagonal-type system (1, 1.1) (6 = 0) 

a~ 1 = --} ia~ t. a~1 = - ia~1, abo= iabo, 

1 "1 1 1.1 1 1.1 1 •1 
a11=-za11, a-1-1=3za-1-1o ao-1=2zao-1o a1-1=za1-1· 

The third-power terms of (2.8) can be written by resorting to formulas 
(2.5) and (2. 7). 
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2.3. Remark on convergence. Following the Brjuno theorem 
(V, 2.4), we begin with condition w. Obviously, 

I (A, Q) I = I ql - q_l I, 
and by definition (V, 2, 4.1) we obtain 

(J)k = 1 (k = 1, 2, ... ). 

Condition w is satisfied (see (V, 2, 4.2)) since its left-hand side is 
zero. 

In the case under discussion, all eigenvalues of the matrix of the 
linear part of the initial system are on the imaginary axis and are 
pairwise commensurable; hence, we have case (1 *) of Chapter V, 
Subsection 2.4, when condition A reduces to condition A' 

(3.1) 

where 'i'i denote the right-hand sides of equations (1.2a). Conditions 
(3.1) are satisfied only if the right-hand side of the first equation 
of (1.2a) is identically zero and all coefficients of the right-hand 
sides of the second equation of (1.2a) are pure imaginary or equal 
to zero. 

With these conditions satisfied, the normalizing transformation in 
question is convergent in some neighbourhood of zero if all its arbi
trarily chosen coefficients are set to zero. 

2.4. Conclusions on stability. Taking into account (2.3),we write 
the terms of (1.2) of up to the second power as 

dyo o 2 + 2 o - + (3) --;rt = aooYo a1-1Y1Y1 • 

ict = iyJ + 2a~tYoY1 + (3), 

iih .- 1 -
(J;T = - ~Y1 + 2ao1YoY1 + (3). ( 4.1) 

Multiplying the second equation by y1 and the third by y1 and adding, 
we obtain the truncated system of equations 

dyo = ao y2 + 2ao p2 dp 2 R 1 
d't uo o 1-1 ([t = e ao1YoP (4.2) 

with real coefficients and a nonnegative variable p = I y1 I (in con
trast to (1.4a), where z = p2). Note that system (4.2) is homogeneous 
and therefore integrable. This property is typical of all truncated 
second-order systems because, in the nomenclature ([238c), § 2), 
they have "dimension 1". 
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In order to reveal the instability of the trivial solution of system 
(4.2), it is sufficient (see [40a], Sec. 13) to find a single trajectory 
outside the fixed domain 

'L~'Lo, y~ + p2-<.R2 

for any arbitrarily small initial perturbations y~ = Yo (1:0 ) and 
Po = P (To)· 

We consider some possible situations. 
(1) Suppose that a~ 0 =#= 0. We consider those solutions of system 

(4.2) that start at the Yo axis, that is, those for which Po = 0. The 
second equation of (4.2) yields (dp/d1:) 0 = 0; consequently, for these 
solutions p (•) = 0. We impose the condition 

sign y~ = sign ago 

on the arbitrarily small initial value yg. As follows from the first 
equation of (4.2), for these solutions 

I Yo (1:) I> I ago I Y~2't, 
which means instability of the trivial solution of system (4.2) for 
a~0 =#= 0. 

(2) Suppose that a~0 = 0, but aL =#= 0, Re a~ 1 =#= 0. Dividing the 
first equation of (4.2) by the second, we obtain 

dyo a~-1 p 
dP Re aJ1 .Yo ' 

which yields the first integral of system (4.2) for a~0 = 0 

Obviously, the triYial solution of system (4.2) is stable (the origin 
is a central point) if 

and unstable (the origin is a saddle point) if 

a~0 = 0, a~-1 Re a~1 > 0. 

(4.3) 

(3) Suppose that a~0 = a~_ 1 = 0, Re a~ 1 ;/=> 0. The first equation 
of (4.2) yields y 0 (•) == yg. Choosing y~ on the basis of the condition 
sign y~ = sign Re a~1 , we obtain, by the second equation of ( 4.2), 
that for such solutions p --+ oo as • --+ oo and Po > 0; hence, the 
trivial solution of system (4.2) is unstable. 

(4) Finally, suppose that a~0 = Re a~1 = 0, a~-1 =#= 0. The second 
equation of (4.2) now gives p (•) == p0 • The trajectory for which 
sign y~ = sign aL 1 , p0 > 0 tends to infinity; this again indicates 
instability. 
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Recapitulating, the trivial solution of system (4.2) (and conse
quently, of the truncated system (4.1)) is stable only if conditions 
(4.3) are satisfied. The case a~ 0 = aL1 = Re a~1 = 0 requires that 
the analysis be expanded to terms of at least third power. 

Remark. The critical case of one vanishing and two pure imaginary 
roots is discussed for steady motions by Kamenkov ([83], vol. I) 
and Malkin ([111c], § 96). It should be emphasized that system (4.2) 
has only three coefficients; this fact, together with the condition of 
nonnegative p*, determined the specifics of this investigation in 
comparison to the general case ([111c], §§ 94, 96). It cannot be stated, 
however, that a normalizing transformation (and hence, a normal 
form) can be chosen analytic in some neighbourhood of zero. This 
consideration precludes the generalizing of conclusions on the stabili
ty of the trivial solution of system (4.2) to that of unperturbed motion 
(of the trivial sol uti on of the initial system ( 1, L 1) for {j = 0). Note 
that a stationary point is unstable for ag0 =!= 0 not only in the trun
cated but also in the complete system (4.2). This corresponds to 
hypothesis 2 [238i], which has not yet been proved. This hypothesis 
must be applied to the solution p = 0. If, however, conditions (4.3) 
are satisfied, the truncated system is characterized by a stability of 
a neutral type that can be replaced by instability as a result of 
neglected terms of higher powers. 

2.5. Integration of normal form in quadratic approximation. Return
ing to the truncated system ( 4.2) again, we first consider "everal 
special cases, always assuming the arithmetic value of the square 
root. 

(1) Suppose that Re a~ 1 = 0, ag0 =!=0, and a~_ 1 =/=0. The second 
equation of (4.2) yields p == p0 , and the first becomes 

dyo o 2 + 2 o 2 
(IT= aooYo a~_1Po· 

After integration, this equation gives 

(a) if a= ag0 !(2a~_ 1 ) > 0, then 

Yo+ __£Q___ tan a8oPo ' 
o Va Va 

Yo= •fayO aOp 
1- _v __ o tan~ -r 

Po Va 
(b) if a< 0, then 

Po 1+kecr: (k = y=a Y8 -Po 
Yo = V- a 1- kecr: Y- a Y& +Po ' 

(here and below T 0 = 0, yg = Yo (0)). 

_ 2a&oPo ) 
C- ,;-

V -a 

* Chetaev's theorem on instability can only be applied if there is a domain 
containing a segment of the y 0 axis (see [ 111c], p. 414), which is impoosible for 
p ;:;? 0. 
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(2) Suppose that Re a~1 = a~ 0 = 0 and a~-1 =I= 0. The solution of 
system (4.2) is obvious 

P = Po• Yo= 2a~_1 P~'t + y~. 
(3) Suppose that Re a~ 1 = a~-1 = 0 and a~0 :=/= 0. The solution of 

system (4.2) is again obvious 

P=Po• Yo=(Y\-a~o't)- 1 • 
(4) Suppose that ag0 = 0, a~-1 =F 0, and Re a~ 1 =I= 0. Dividing the 

first equation of (4.2) by the second and then integrating, we obtain 
the first integral of system ( 4.2) 

2 o2 _ a~-1 2 2 
Yo-Yo -Real (p -po). 

01 

Substitution of this integral into the first equation of (4.2) yields 

dyo I o2 a~-1 2) 
a;;=2Rea~ 1 (y~-R) \ R=Yo -ReaJ1 Po · 

In a manner similar to ( 1), we consider the following cases: 
(a) if R < 0 (this is possible only if a~_ 1/Re a~1 > 0), then 

YR + V- R tan (2 l/- R Re ab1't) 
Yo= o _ ' 

1- Yo tan (2 V -RReah-r) 
y-R 

2 = - R Re aJI ( 1- y~2 ) sec 2 (2 v=R Re aJl't) 
P o R [ o J~· a1-1 1- Yo tan (2 ·Jl- R Re a~ 1 1:) 

- y-R 

(b) if R = 0 (again, this is possible only if a~_tfRe a~1 > 0), then 

Yo= ( :g -2Rea~1't r1
, 

(c) if R > 0, then 

2 - Re afit ( 1 2 R 1 ) - 2 P --o- -o- eaot't · 
al-l Yo 

- (yR-y8) eH'-(yR+y8) e-H• ( v- ) 
Yo= - V R H H H = 2 R Re a~1 , 

( V R- Y8) e '+ ( V R + yg) e- ' 

p2 = -4 ReaJt R (R -yo2) [(V R -y~) eH•+ (V R + y~) e-H•]-2. 
af-t 

(5.1) 

Obviously, p ( oo) = 0 and y 0 ( oo) = - V R for Re a~ 1 > 0 and 
Yo ( oo) = V R for Re a~ 1 < 0. Each solution of system (4.2) traces 
an arc of the ellipse (5.1) in the py 0 plane along one of the two paths 
shown in Fig. 12 (the choice of path is determined by sign Re a~ 1 ). 
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Note that whatever the initial values of Po and yg (p 0 + y~2 > 0), 
case (c) is possible only if (4.3) is satisfied. 

(5) Suppose that a~-1 = 0, a~0 =1= 0, and Re a~1 =1= 0. In this case 
integration of system (4.2) yields 

!lo 

1/1? 
'];"=DO 

p 

( 1 ) -1 
Yo= Y8 - a~o,; ' 

2 Re a/i1 

p = Po ( 1 - a~oY~'t) a8o 

We consider now the general case (when all 
three coefficients in system (4.2) are distinct 
from zero). Dividing the first equation of (4.2) 
by the second, we obtain 

FIG. 12 

The substitution y 0 = pu (p) transforms this equation to 

pu!!:!!:._=(...2:_-1) u2+!_ (5.2) 
dp 'V 'V • 

(6) Suppose that a~0 = 2 Re a~ 1 =I= 0 (a= y) and a~_ 1 =I= 0. Inte
gration of equation (5.2) yields 

---,,-------

Yo=+ P V yg2 + 2 l1n _£_. 
- Pa Y Po 

Substitution of y 0 into the second equation of (4.2) leads to the 
integral 

p 

+ _1_ r dp = -r. 
- 'V J / o2 A 

Po 2 l ..!t.L +2 ~In_£_ 
p P8 'V Po 

Inversion of this integral yields p = p (T; p0, y~). 
(7) Finally, suppose that a~0 =1= 0, a~_ 1 -=1= 0, Re a~ 1 =I= 0, and 

a~0 =!=- 2 Re a~ 1 (a =1= y). The first integral of system (4.2) is found 
from (5.2) 

whence 
2_::_ 

2 I ( o2 + [~ 2) ( P ) Y !~ 21 Yo= Yo a-y Po Po -- a-y P • 
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The second equation of ( 4.2) leads to the integral 

p 2~ 

+_!_ l 0-1j(yo2+-~-p2). (..£...) y --~-p2~-l/2 dp=T, 
"'? J ' o a-"'? o Po a-"'? 

Po 

which gives p = p (-r; (J 0 , yg). 
An analysis of cases (1)-(7) shows that only in case (4) are all the 

solutions of system (4.2) bounded for any T ~ 0 under conditions 
(4.3). This coincides with the conclusions of Subsection 2.4. The 
normalizing transformation (2.8) makes it possible to write out the 
general solution of the initial system (1, 1.1) for 6 = 0, up to second
power terms. It is also possible to determine conditional stability 
regions in the space of initial values in cases when the trivial solution 
of system (4.2) is unstable. 

2.6. Example. We consider the equation . . . . 
u+b2u=cu3 (b>O, c=/=0), 

or, if dimensionless time T = bt is introduced, the equation 

u"' + u' = ~,u3 ( ' d c ) 
I =dT;. Y=[;3 ' (6.1) 

which can be written as the system of equations 

0 1 0 

A= 0 0 1 

0 -1 0 )· (6.2) 

The eigennlues of the matrix A are 0, i, -i. The matrix S (and its 
inYerse) that reduces A to diagonal form Is 

1 0 1 
1 1 1 1 0 1 

S= 0 -i s-1 =" 0 -~~ 2 • (6.3) 

0 -1 -1 0 1 1 
2i --z 

The substitution 

u=Sx, x~ ( ::) 
x .. l 

(6.4) 

reduces system (6.2) to diagonal form 

' 0 ' 

~: = diag (0, i, - i) + s-t ' 0 ) ' 

\ y (x0 + x1 + x_1) 3 
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or, in detailed form, 

~0 = y (x0+ X1 + X-1) 3 , 

dx1 • 1 ( + + )3 1Ft = ~xi- 2 y Xo xi x_l ' 

dx_1 • 1 ( + + )3 1Ft= - ~x-1-2 y Xo xi x_I . 

[Ch. VII 

(6.5) 

Since there are no quadratic terms in system (6.5). no such terms 
will be present in normal form (1.2a), which becomes, within cubic 
terms, 

(6.6) 

The coefficients of the normal form (6.6) are found by means of 
formulas (2.6), in which the values of brmn are given by (6.5) 

Multiplying the second equation of (6.6) by y_1 = jj1 and the third 
by y1 and then adding them, we obtain the system 

dyo _ ( 2 + 6 2) dp _ 3 ( 2 + 2 
"""([(-'?Yo Yo P ' td•- --zYP Yo P) (6.7) 

(P2 = YtY-t =I Yt 12)· 

System (6. 7) is integrable. Integration, however, is not necessary 
in this particular case, since it is immediately apparent that the 
trivial solution of (6. 7) is unstable for any y 4= 0. 

§ 3. Case of a Zero Eigenvalue of the Matrix 
of the Linear Part 

3.1. Normal form and normalizing transformation. Let us return 
again to system (1, 1.1), with t for an independent variable and 
1.0 = 0, 1.1 = -y + iro, and 1._1 = -y - iro (y > 0, ro > 0). The 
resonant equation (1, 1.6) now becomes 

(A, Q) = 0 ·q0 - y (q1 + q_1) + iro (q1 - q_1) = 0, (1.1) 

and its solutions under condition (1, 1.5) are 

q1 = q_1 = 0, q0 = 1, 2, 3, .... (1.2) 
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The normal form (V, 1, 2.4) now takes the form 

00 

dyo ~ o 
dt = Yo L.J g sY~, 

s=! 

00 

dy1 - ( + . ) + ~ 1 s lit"""- -y Hu Y1 Y1 L.J gsYo• 
s=l 

00 

dy_l - ( . ) + ~ -1 s 
(It- - Y- Hu Y-1 Y-1 L.J gs Yo• (1.3) 

s=l 

h - d -1 1 were y_1 =y1 an gs =gs. 
Following the alternative of Chapter V, Subsection 3.2, we single 

out all the values of the subscripts v, l, and m for which 'Av = 'A 1 + 'Am 
and set 

a~0 = a~o 1} = a.{3-t} = 0. (1.4) 

The corresponding quadratic coefficients of the normal form are, by 
formulas (V, 3, 2.4), 

g~=<pg0 =a~0 , g!=2<p~1 =2a~1 , g~1 =2<po:.1=2aa:.t, (1.5) 

while the remaining quadratic coefficients of the normalizing trans
formation are given by formulas (V, 3, 2.2) 

(1.6) 

(v, l, m=O, +1; v, l, m=¥=0,0, 0; 1, {0, 1}; -1, {0, -1}). 

Repeating this procedure for cubic terms, we set 

~~oo =~loot}= ~{Bo-1} = 0 (1.7) 

and then by means of formulas (V, 3, 2.6) and (V, 3, 2.3) we fmd 

g~ = X~oo = b~oo + 2 .2J a~p~o' 
i=O, ±1 

g! = g;1 = 3X~01 = 3b~01 + 2 2J (2a~p~1 + a~p~0), 
j 

(v, l, m, p=O, +1; v, l, m, p=¥=0, 0, 0, 0; 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 

1, {0, 0, 1}; -1, {0, 0. ·-1}). 
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Within the second-power terms, the normalizing transformation 
(1, 1.3) is 

Xo = Yo + 2 Re (cx.~ 1 Y~) + 2cx.~- 1 I Y1 12 + 4 He (cx.g1YoYt) + (3), 
- + 1 2 ' 1 2 + 1 -2 X1 ~~ x_I = Yt CX.ooYo --r CX.uY1 cx.-1-1Y1 

+ 2cx.~-1YoY1 + 2cx.~-t I Y1 12 + (3) · (1.10) 

The coefftcients here are given by formulas (1.6) in terms of the 
coefftcients of the initial system (1, 1.1) (A.0 = 0, A.±1 = -y + iffi) 

1 abo ex.=---
00 y-iw ' 

0 cx.o = _ al-1 
1-1 2'\' ' 

1 a}l ex. = ---'-'---:--
11 -y+iw' 

1 a}_l ex. -----
1-1- l'+iw . 

a1 -1-1 
y+3iw' 

Using formulas (1.7) and (1.9), we can extend transformation (1.'10) 
to include third-power terms. 

3.2. Integration of normal form. The first equation of (1.3) gives 
the integral 

Yo 

(' dy = t 
J y ,, gOys · 

yO LJ s 
0 

(2.1) 

The second (and third) equations of (1.3) are also solved in quadra
tures after inverting integral (2.1). 

If g~ = a~0 =1= 0, the second approximation becomes 
llo j. dy 
----t 
a8oY2 - ' 

z,g 

{1 0 )-1 
Yo = \ yg - aoot (y~ =I= 0)' 

which immediately demonstrates the instability of the trivial solu
tion of system (1.3) and therefore that of the initial system. 

If g~ = 0, but ~ =1= 0 (see (1.8)), the third approximation yields 

Yo== sign y~ (y~- 2 - 2g~tt 1 ' 2 • 

If g~ < 0, then Yo (t) ~ 0 for t ~ oo and, as follows from the 
second- equation of (1.3), y1 (t) ~ 0 for t ~ oo. The trivial solution 
of system (1.3), and therefore, of the initial system, is thus asymp
totically stable for g~ < 0, and unstable for g~ > 0. 

The above analysis corresponds to the critical case of a single 
zero root as investigated by Lyapunov ([108aJ, §§ 28-32). It is also 
based on the Lyapunov theorem proving stability in the mth approx
imation in the first critical case ([108a], § 32). 
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Results on the sensitivity of stability and instability characteris
tics can be found in Krasovskii's monograph ([100], § 19); there the 
reader will also find the theorem on stability in the mth approxima
tion (§ 22) and additional results on the critical case of a single zero 
root(§ 26). 

3.3. Remark on convergence. Let us consider the sufficient con
ditions for convergence of a normalizing transformation (and normal 
form) stated in the Brjuno theorem (V, 2.4). Equation (1.1) sl10ws 
that 

I (A, Q) I=+ V '\' 2 (ql + q_,)2+ ffi 2 (q1-q-1?· 

By defmition (V, 2, 4.1), 

ffik = i1=inf (y, ffi) (k = 1, 2, ... ). 

The left-hand side of condition ffi (V, 2.4) becomes 

L In~ 
- --=-lni1 

'Jk ' 
k=! -

and condition ffi is obviously satisfied. Condition A' (V, 2.4) becomes 

'\jl 0 =:=0, (3.1) 

where '\jl 0 is the right-hand side of the f1rst equation of (1.3). Since 
in the case under discussion only one eigenvalue (A, 0 = 0) o£ the 
matrix of Lhe linear part of the initial system lies on the imaginary 
axis, we see thaL ca~e (1 *) of Chapter V, Subsection 2.4 holds, when 
conctition A is reduced to condition A'. Conditions ffi and A are 
therefore satisfied if (3.1) is satisfied or, in detailed form, if 

g~ = 0 (s = 1, 2, ... ). (3.2) 

Conseqnently, the normalizing transformation discussed in this 
snbsection is convergent in some neighbourhood of zero, provided 
that all its arbitrary coefficients are set to zero and conditions (3.2) 
are sa tisfiect. 

Under the conditions of this ~ection and of Sections 1 and 2. the 
sufficient conditions for divergence of Chapter V, Subsection 2.4 
fail. 

3.4. Free oscillations in a tracking system with a TV sensor. Let 
us consider a system comprising a gyroscope with two degrees of 
freedom, to whose inner frame an optical TV device is rigidly f1xed 
[59]. The image of an object tracked in the optical system is pro
jected onto a CRT screen covered by a rectangular raster of light
sensitive point elements. An illuminated spot appears on the raster 
when the object is within the field of view of the optical system. The 
object is tracked by means of a special TV sensor [59] with a rec-
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tangular window that constantly covers the image of the object 
(Fig. 13). The TV system superimposes the centre of the window on 
the centroid of the image on the raster. The tracking system must 
achieve this with minimum error. 

Let us consider the case when the object's image is larger than the 
tracking window. This situation arises when the distance from the 

Window 

ObjectS image 

FIG. 13 

.s 
N N 

object is small. Moreover, if the spot covers the window completely, 
the output of the TV sensor is zero. ln this mode the TV tracking 
system is, therefore, a nonlinear element of the zero-sensitivity-zone 
type, which will be approximated here by a cubic parabola. The 

Ztn e tfL r-JL- k z 
v p(Tp2+2t7p+t) 

FIG, 14 

amplitude-frequency characteristics of the gyrostabilizer, which 
were recorded on a test unit, will be approximated by an oscillation 
link with integration. Figure 14 gives the structural diagram of the 
tracking system in question for the situation described above. 

For Zin = 0, this diagram corresponds to the equation 
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where 

Case of Zero Eigenvalue 

1 a=-c T _, 

(0< G< 1, k> 0, T>O). 
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Replacement of the independent variable by • = bt transforms it to 

z"'+2sz"+z'=-vz3 ('=ad", v=kT), (4.1) 

which can be represented by the system 

~: = Az + ( ~ ) , z = ( :, ) , 

-vza z" 

0 1 0 
. (4.2) A= 0 0 1 

0 -1 -2£ 

The eigenvalues of the matrix A are 

0, ei<P, e-icp (rp=arccos(-s)). 

The matrix S, which reduces A to diagonal form, has the eigenvectors 
of A as its elements. This matrix and its inverse are 

1 1 1 1 2£ 
S= 0 ei<P e-icp' s-t= 0 ~-te-z;q; 

0 e2icp e-2icp 0 -~-te2icp 

where ~ = det S = - 2i V 1-£2 . The substitution 

1 
- ~ -le-i<P ' ( 4.3) 
~ -leicp 

z~Sx, x~ ( ::) (4.4) 
,x_1 

reduces system (4.2) to diagonal form 
I 0 \ 

~~=diag(O,ei<P,e-icp)x+S-1 ( 0 )· (4.5) 

\ -v (xo+ x1 +x-1)3 

Using (4.3), we recast (4.5) into 

dxo ( + )3 d:r = - '\' Xo x1 + x_l ' 

~~1 =(-s+iV1-s2)x1+ ~ '\' (1-i yi~~2 ) (xo+x~+x-1) 3 , 

d;;1 =(-s-iV1-s2)x_1 + ~ '\' (1+i ¥1~~2 )(xc+x1+x-1)3 • 

(4.6) 
11-0559 
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Since there are no quadratic terms in (4.6), none appear in normal 
form (1.2), so that within cubic terms (1.2) is of the form 

~~0 = g~y~ + (4), 

~~1 =(-~+iV1-~2)Y1 +g!y~y1+(4), (4.7) 

where g~ and g; are given by formulas (1.8) 

The third equation of (4.7) is omitted because Y-1 = y1 (x_1 = ~). 
In order to integrate the truncated normal form, we find from the 

first equation of ( 4. 7) 

Yo= y~ (1 + 2yy~2'tt1 12 (y~ =Yo (0), y~ = y1 (0)). (4.8) 

The second equation of (4.7) then yields 

y 1 = y~e-~' (1 + 2yy~2-r) 314 (cos V 1- ~2 -r+ i sin V 1- ~2 1) 

X {cos [! V i~£2 ln (1 + 2yy~\) J 
-isin[! , £ ln(1+2yy~\)]}. (4.9) v 1-£2 

Within cubic terms, the normalizing transformation (1, 1.3) is 

Xv= Yv+ ~~ooY~+ ~~11Yf + ~:'..1-1-1Y~1 +3~~o1Y6Y1 + 3~~o-1Y6Y-1 
+ 3N11YoYI + 3~~-1-1YoY~ 1 + 3~~ 1-1YIY-1 + 3~L 1-1Y1Y~ 1 

+6~~1-tYoY1Y-1+(4) (v=O, + 1). 

By (4.4) x_1 = x1, so that the choice Y-1 = Y1 was justified; the nor
malizing transformation can therefore be written (see also (1. 7)) as 

xo =Yo+ 2 Re (~~ 11Y¥) + 6y~ Re (~go 1Y1) + 6yo Re (~~ 11YI) 

+ 6 J Y1l 2 Re (~~1-tY1) + 6~81-tYo I Y1 12 + (4), 

X1 = Y1 + ~6ooY~ + ~i 11Yf + ~~ 1-1-tY~ 1 + 3~6o-tY5Y-1 + 3~611YoYI 
+ 3~6-t-tYoY~t + 3~L-tl Y1l 2 Y1 + 3~L1-1I Y1l 2 Y-1 

+6~6t-1YoiYd2 +(4). (4.10) 
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The coefficients here are given by (1.9), and the values of b~mn are 
taken from (4.6); therefore we have 

Ro . 
poo1 =-ye-t'~', 

R1 Y -2· 
p111 ~~ Z,A.. e ''~', 

~~1-1= -y(2ei'~'+e-i'~'tt, 

~6oo = - ~ e- 2i'~', 

~~1-1-1 =- ~ (e 2i'~'-3t 1 , 

~60-1 = - ~ (e~i'~'-1t 1 , 

~L1-1=- ~ (e 2i'~'-2t 1 , 

R1 y 
p1-1-1 = 2,A..' 

where, as before, 

R1 y 2" 
po11 = Te- ''~', 

y=kT, ei'~'=-s+iV1-s2 , ~=-2iV1-£2 • 

(4.11) 

Obviously, the inversion of formulas (4.10) reduces to a change in 
sign of all addends on the right-hand side, beginning with the second. 
This inversion is required in order to express the initial values y~ 
andy~ in terms of xg and x~, and by (4.3) and (4.4), also in terms of 
z0 , z~, and z~. 

Formulas (4.3) and (4.4) yield 

z = x 0 + 2 Re x1 • (4.12) 

This completes the solution of the Cauchy problem in general form 
for equation (4.1) within cubic terms. The solution is given as the 
sequence of formulas (4.12), (4.10), (4.9), and (4.8). 

According to the definition given in Subsection 1.4, let us single 
out the principal part of the solution. By ( 4.10), 

Xo = Yo + (3), xl = x_l = Yl + (3), 

therefore (4.12) yields 

z = Yo + 2 Re y1 + (3), 

and the principal part of the solution is, by (4.8) and (4.9), 

z ~ y~ ( 1 + 2yyg 2 •r 112 + 2e-£'t ( 1 + 2yy~ 2 1:) 314 z (1:), 
where 

Z (1:) =cos [V 1- £? 1:- 8 (1:)] Re y~- sin [V 1-s2 1:-8 (1:)] lm y~ 
11* 
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and e (-r) denotes 

6 (T) = ! ( ~ ln (1 + 2ry~ 2-r). 
l 1-~2 

[Ch. VII 

By virtue of the definition of the principal part of a solution and by 
formulas (4.3) and (4.4), we have 

0 0 ...L 2!: '+ " Y0 ~ X 0 =Zo, szo zo, 

Q 0 A 1 2" ' A 1 . " Y1 ~ X1 = u- e- t<Pzo-u- e-t<Pz 0 

that is, 



CHAPTER VIII 

NORMAL FORMS OF FOURTH- AND SIXTH-ORDER SYSTEMS 
IN NEUTRAL LINEAR APPROXIMATION 

§ 1. Fourth-Order Systems 

The first subsection treats systems of arbitrary order. The second 
and third subsections, based on the results of Chapter V, analyze 
resonances and normal forms of real analytic autonomous (in general, 
nonconservative) fourth-order systems with two pairs of distinct 
pure imaginary eigenvalues of the matrix of the linear part. Stability 
of the trivial solution is analyzed in Subsection 1.4 on the basis 
of either the Molchanov criterion [329b] or, if it fails, the Bibikov
Pliss criterion [2271. 

1.1. Remark on coefficients of systems of diagonal form. We con
sider the oscillations in a system with k degrees of freedom that is 
described by the vector equation 

v + Pv = f ( v, v), (1.1) 

where v = (v1 , ••• , vh)', P is a real symmetric k X k matrix, and 
f is a vector-function analytic in some neighbourhood of the zeros 
of its arguments. We assume that the eigenvalues of the matrix P. 
which are real, are positive, and denote them by w~ (wx >0; 
x = 1, ... , k). Let S be a nonsingular matrix (it can be chosen 
orthogonal) that reduces P to diagonal form, that is, 

p = s diag (w~, ... , wl) s-1. 

The linear transformation v = Su reduces system ( 1.1) to 

where the terms with fourth and higher powers of the variables . . 
u1, •.• , uho u1 , •.. , uk are denoted by (4). Let us rewrite (1.2) as 
a system of 2k fust-order equations and reduce the linear part of 
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the system to diagonal form by the linear substitution (see (VI, 1, 1. 2) 
and (VI, 1, 1.3)) 

(1.3) 

1 
Ux=T(x-x+xx) =Rex11 , 

. 1 . 
Ux=2lrox(X11 -X-x)= -ro11 Imxx (x=1, ... , k), (1.4) 

where ro_11 = -ro11 (x=1, ... , k). Obviously, 

X_11 =Xx (x=1, ... , k). (1.5) 

Manipulations yield 
k k 

dxv . + ~ v + ~ bv (It= l(l)vXv LJ ajhXjXh LJ jhlXjXhXl + ... (1.6) 
-k -k 

(v=+1, ... , +k). 

Let us distinguish between the following cases: 
(a) If the right-hand side of (1.2) contains only expansions in 

u1 , ... , uk (i.e. for the second- and third-power terms it consists 
only of the first and second sums), then the coefficients a}h, b}11 z, . 
in (1.6) are pure imaginary [2271. 

(b) If the right-hand side of (1.2) contains only expansions in . . 
u1 , ••• , uk (i.e. for the second- and third-power terms it includes 
only the third and fourth sums), then the coefficients of even-power 
terms in (1.6) (for example, a}h) are pure imaginary, and those of 
odd-power terms (for example, bjhl) are real. 

(c) The presence of only cross terms (the last three sums in (1.2)) 
results in real coefficients for the quadratic terms in (1.G); the sixth 
sum in (1.2) also results in real coefficients for third-power terms 
in (1.6), while the last sum in (1.2) gives pure imaginary coefficients 
for third-power terms in (1.6). 

1.2. Reduction to normal form. We consider a real autonomous 
fourth-order system under the assumption that the linear part of 
the system, which has two pairs of distinct pure imaginary conju
gate eigenvalues, is reduced to diagonal form 

(2.1) 

(v= +1, +2). 

The values assumed by summation indices are always +1, +2; 
A-v = 1.v; without limiting the general character of the analysis, 
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we assume that 1._1 = -i, 1.1 = i, 1._2 = -!vi, and 1.2 = !vi 
(0 <I.< 1); the coefficients a}',, b},t. ... are, in general, complex 
(see Subsection 1.1) and (we emphasize) symmetrized 

(2.2) 

where, as before, {aB ... ro} stands for any permutation of a, B, ... 
• • • ' (J). 

By the fundamental Brjuno theorem (see V, 1.2), there exists a 
reversible complex substitution of variables (normalizing transfor
mation) 

Xj = Yi+ ~ a{mYtYm + 2J ~fmnYlYmYn +... (2.3) 

1 2 j j p) "d ) (j = + , + ; CXml = CX{m, l"{lmn) = 1 • 

that reduces system (2.1) to normal form 

dy, - t. y + y ~ g yq-1yq1yq-2yq2 
(fC- " " " LJ 'IIQ -1 1 -2 2 

(A, Q)=O 

(v = + 1, +2). 
Here 

Q = (q -1' ql, q -2• q2)"', 

(A, Q) = lv_Iq-I + lvlql + lv_2q-2 + A2q2 

(2.4) 

= i [(ql - q_l) +A (qz - q_2)], 

q_1 , q1 , q_2, and q2 are integers or zeros, and q, ~ -1, while the 
remaining qi are nonnegative (q_1 + q1 + q_2 + q2 ~ 1). Hence, 
the normal form includes only the resonant terms whose exponents 
satisfy the resonant equation 

(A, Q) = 0, that is, q1 - q_1 +I. (q 2 - q_2) = 0. (2.5) 

We wish to determine whether (2.4) contains resonant terms of 
degree r for which 

q_I + qi + q_z + q2 = r- 1 (r :> 2). (2.6) 

For any I. E (0, 1) equation (2.5) has the trivial solution 

q_l = ql, q_2 = q2 

and ~the nontrivial solution 

lv= q_1-ql 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

Owing to conditions 0 <I.< 1 and (2.6), relationship (2.8) entails 
the restrictions 

(2.9) 
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The trivial solution is impossible for quadratic terms (r = 2) (as 
well as for all even-power terms), since by virtue of (2.6) and (2. 7) 
the sum of two even numbers cannot equal an odd number. The non-
trivial solution is only possible for A = ~ , which gives for the 
resonant terms of equations (2.4) 

Q-1 = (-1, 0, 2, 0), Q1 = (0, -1, 0, 2), 
Q-2 = (1, 0, -1, 1), Q2 = (0, 1, 1, -1). 

For cubic terms (r = 3) the trivial solution (2. 7) yields 

Qv = (1, 1, 0, 0) and Qv = (0, 0, 1, 1) (v = +1, +2). 

The nontrivial solution is possible only for A = ~ , which gives 
for the resonant terms, in addition to the trivial solution, 

Q-1 = (-1, 0, 3, 0), Q1 = (0, -1, 0, 3), 
Q-2 = (1, 0, -1, 2), Q2 = (0, 1, 2, -1). 

Conclusion. If equations (2.4) are truncated within the third-power 
terms, then the fundamental Brjuno theorem (V, 1.2) yields the 
following normal forms: 

(a) With no principal resonances, that is, for A =F ~ , ! , (i.e. 
the general case) 

(v= +1, +2). (2.10) 

(b) For the first principal resonance ( A = ~) each equation of 
(2.10) must be supplemented on the right by one quadratic term, 
namely, 

(2.11) 

respectively. 

(c) For the second principal resonance ( A = ! ) each equation of 
(2.10) must be supplemented on the right by one cubic term, namely, 

(2.12) 

respectively. 
1.3. Calculation of coefficients of normalizing transformation and 

normal forms. The normalizing transformation (2.3) reduces sys
tem (2.1) to normal form (see (2.10)-(2.12)), which, after symmetri
zation (see (V, 3, 1.3a)), yields the fundamental identities (V, 3, 1.6). 
Next we follow the alternative of Chapter V, Subsection 3.2. 
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1 Suppose first that A=/=: 2 . Then Av =/=: Az +Am {v, l, and m = 
= +1, +2), and formula (V, 3, 2.2) holds for quadratic coefficients 
of the normalizing transformation 

(3.1) 

with no additional restrictions (A E ( 0, ~ ) , ( ~ , 1 ) ) . 

For A=+ we obtain that Av = Az +Am if and only if v, l, 

m= -1, -2, -2; 1, 2, 2; -2, { -1, 2}; 2, {1, -2}. We choose 

-1 1 -2 2 
a-2-2, a22, a{-12b a{1-2J 

arbitrarily (it is preferable to determine them from continuity by 

means of (3.1) for A-+ ~ , if this is possible, or set them to zero). 

Formula (3.1) holds for the remaining a~'r,.. The coefficient( of the 

quadratic terms appearing in (2.11) for A= ~ are determined 

from formulas (V, 3, 2.4) 

II= cp;2 = a~2• 

/2 = 2cp~-2 = 2a~-2" (3.2) 

Now we consider cubic terms. We assume first that A=/=: ~ . We 

select those values of v, l, m, and p for which Av = Az +Am + Ap; 
these are 

v, l, m, p = v, {l, -l, v} (v, l = =t=1, +2). (3.3) 

We set 

~{z, -z, vJ =" 0 (v, l = +1, +2). (3.4) 

Formula (V, 3, 2.3) holds for the remaining values of v, l, m, and p 

~~mp = l.z+l.m~Ap-l.v [ b~mp 
2 "' ( v j v j v j >] + 3 Ll ajzCtmp + aimCtpz + ajpCtzm (3.5) 

i==F1, =F2 

(v, l, m, p = =t=1, =t=2; l, m, p =/=: {l, -l, v}). 

Since in general l = + v, =t=(3- I v 1), the coefficients of the third
power terms in (2.10) that correspond to the indicated values of the 
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subscripts and to "A=I= ~ are given by formulas (V, 3, 2.6) 

gv=3X~v-v=3b~v-v+2. L (2a~jCX~-v+a~vjCX~v), 
J=+1, +2 

hv=6x~. 3 -lv/, lvl- 3 =6b~. 3-Jv/,Jvl-3 

[Cit. VIII 

+4 h (a~jC'XLJvJ,Jvl-3+aLJvJ,jCX{vl-3,\'+al~l-3,jC'X~, 3-JvJ) (3.6) 
i=+1. +2 

1 Formulas (V, 3, 2.5) must be used for "A = 2 . 

Finally, we consider case (c) of Subsection 1.2, that is, "A= ~ . In 

addition to (3.3), "Av = "A 1 +"Am + Ap when v, l, m, p = -1, -2, 
-2, -2; 1, 2, 2, 2; -2, { -1, 2, 2}; 2, {1, -2, -2}. We choose 

A-1 A1 A-2 A2 1"-2-2-2, p222, l"{-122}t 1'{1-2-2} 

arbitrarily (it is preferable to determine them from continuity by 

means of (3.5) for "A-+ ~ , ifthis is possible, or set them to zero). The 

~oefficients of the cubic terms appearing in (2.12) for "A= ~ are de

termined from formulas (V, 3, 2.6) 

- -1 -b-1 +2 '\,' -1. j e-1- X_ 2_2_2- -2-2-2 . .L.. a-2;a-2-2, 
J=+1. +2 

e1 = x~22 = b§22 + 2 ~ aLa~2. 
j 

e_2 = 3x:i22 = 3b:r22+ 2 r (a:La~2+ 2a2ia~12), 
J 

e2 = 3xi_ 2_ 2 = 3bL2-2 + 2 ~ (aLai_2-2 + 2a~2iaL2). 
J 

(3.7) 

For any "A E (0, 1), the calculations start with formulas (3.6) (but 

'Yilh (3.7) if "A= ~ and then (3.6)) and are completed with formulas 

(3.5). 
1.4. The Molchanov criterion of oscillation stability. Kamenkov 

[83) and Malkin [111c) investigated stability in the critical case of 
two pairs of pure imaginary roots. In this chapter it is more conven
ient to use the Molchanov criterion [329b), as it reflects the specifics 
of normal forms and the accompanying resonances. 
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Now* we assume, as in Subsection 4.1, that the variables are pair
wise conjugate 

X_j = Xj, Y-i = ih (j = 1, 2). 

We consider the general case ( /..,=I= ; , ~ ) • Multiplying equa

tions (2.10) by the corresponding Yv and adding them pairwise, we 
obtain 

d IYJI 2 

d't 

d 1Yzl 2 

d't 

2 Re g1IY1I~o+2 Reh1 IY1I 2 IY2I 2 , 

2 Reh2IY1I 2 IY2I 2+ 2 Re g2IY2I 4• (4.1) 

By definition, instability is established if we find one unstable tra
jectory. Assuming y 2 = 0 and then y1 = 0, we obtain that when 
either of the two inequalities 

Re g1 >0 or Re g2 >0 (4.2) 

is satisfied, the trivial solution of system (4.1) is unstable. 
We assume henceforth that 

Re g1 < 0, Re g2 < 0. 

The case Re g1 = Re g2 = 0 will be considered in the next sub
section. With the new variables of fixed sign (nonnegative) 

V1 = -2 Re gl I Y1 12, V2 = -2 Re g2 I Y2 12 

system (4.1) is rewritten in the form 

where 
Re h1 a=-
Reg2 ' 

(we recall that g1, g2, h1, and h2 are given by (3.6)). 

(4.3) 

The Molchanov criterion [329b]. Unstable systems (4.3) lie below 
the negative branch of the hyperbola ab = 1. The region of monotonic 
stability lies above the straight line a + b = -2. 

Proof. Summing equations (4.3), we obtain 

where 

d (v1 + v2) _(A 
d't - v, v), 

-1 

1 
-y(a+b) 

1 
- 2 (a+b) 

-1 

* This assumption is unnecessary in Subsections 1.2 and 1.3. 
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We recall that v1 and v2 are nonnegative variables. Therefore the 
conditions for the negative definiteness of the matrix A are sufficient 
conditions for asymptotic stability of the trivial solution of system 
(4.3). These last conditions result in the inequalities 

-2 <a + b and a + b < 2. (4.4) 

Let us demonstrate that the second condition of (4.4) can be dropped. 
We consider the function 

V=f(v1 +v2) 2 , 

which is positive-definite for the nonnegative variables v1 and v2• 

By (4.3), its derivative is equal to 

~~ = -v~-(a+b+1)v1v2 (v1 +v2)-v! 
and is negative-definite if 

a+ b + 1 >0. (4.5) 

By the Lyapunov theorem on asymptotic stability under condition 
(4.5), the trivial solution of system (4.3) is asymptotically stable. 
Conditions (4.4) and (4.5) reduce to a single inequality 

a+ b >-2, 

which proves the second half of the criterion. 
Let us prove the first half. We seek solutions of system (4.3) in 

the form 

Vx = v~v (•) (v~ > 0, 'X = 1, 2). 

Substitution of these expressions into (4.3) yields 

whence 

dv _ 2 """iFt- av , v (0) = 1, 

-v~-av~ =a, -bv~ -v~ =a, 

a (a-1) 
1-ab 

0 (J (b-1) 
v2 = 1-ab · 

(4.6) 

If a > 0, solution (4.6) tends to infinity when 't-+ oo. Since v~ > 0 
and v~ > 0, the condition a > 0 holds if 

ab > 1, a < 1, b < 1, 

which completes the proof of the first statement of the criterion. 
Comment. Molchanov also asserts that the region between the 

negative branch of the hyperbola ab = 1 and the straight line 
a + b = -2 contains formally stable systems (4.3) whose solutions 
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may, however, increase before damping out [329bl. The degree of 
"amplification" in such systems can be roughly evaluated by I a I + 
+ I b 1. Clearly, these systems may prove practically unstable in 
cases of great "amplification". 

1.5. The Bihikov-Piiss criterion. The coefficients gv and hv (v = 
= +1, +2) of system (2.10) in case (a) of Subsection 1.1 are pure 
imaginary, that is, the Molchanov criterion definitely fails. Let us 

rewrite the second and fourth equations of system (2.10) (A, E (0, 1); 

A, =1= ~ , ~ ) in the form 

~~1 ·= iy1 + i ( + Y1 IY1I 2 -I-~ Y1 /Yzl 2 ) + (4), 

~~2 = i'A,y2+ i ( --4-- YziYtl 2 -1- gt YziY2I 2 ) -1- (4). (5.1) 

System (5.1) is a special case of system (1.2). 
Applied to system (5.1), the Bibikov-Pliss theorem [227] leads 

to the following criterion: If A, is an irrational number and (see (3.6)) 
1 1 
igl jhl 

J = 1 1 = - (glgz -hth2 ) =I= 0, (5.2) 
ih2 Tgz 

then "almost all" of an e-neighbourhood of the origin of the reference 
frame is filled with almost periodic motions, that is, the position of 
equilibrium is "practically" stable in the sense of Lyapunov. 

§ 2. The Ishlinskii Problem 

The presentation in Subsections 2.4-2.6 is independent of that 
in 2.2 and 2.3. 

2.1. Reduction of equations of motion to the Lyapunov form. 
Ishlinskii ([79a], Appendix 2) derived exact (in terms of precession 
theory) equations of motion (40)* for the sensor frame of a gyrohorizon 
compass with respect to Darboux's trihedron. Under assumptions (17), 
(41), and (47), and an additional assumption concerning the uni
form motion of the suspension point on a sphere, these equations are 

da mlvw 
(It 2B cos 8 cos a cos v 

dB 
dt 

mlvw 
2B cos 8 

mf(l v + 2B cos 8 tan ~ cos v + R cos a tan ~ - ffi, 

R • + mf(l • R • v . cos a cos p Sin v 2B cos 8 Sill p sill v -· R Sill a, 

* Formulas cited by single ·numbers refer to [79a]. 
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dv 2B cos e 
dt mlR 

mlvw 
28 cos e cos a sin ~ cos 'V 

mgl sin2 ~ v cos a 
cosv----

2B cos e cos ~ R cos ~ ' 

(sinacosv+cosasin~sinv)+ 2;~l cos~sinv. s1n e 
de mlvw 
dt-- 2Bsine 

(1.1) 

Note that system (1.1) is reversible (t-in variant), that is, it is not 
altered by the replacement of a by -a, 'V by -v, and t by -t. As in 
expressions (45), (19), and (20), we set in (1.1) 

e =eo+ mlv L\ (cos eo= m2Blv < 1) (1.2) 
2B sin e0 

and, truncating equations (1.1) within the third-power terms, we 
recast system ( 1.1) to 

~~ = NB + (J)L\ - ~ (J)a2 + (J) ( 1 ++H) f.\2 + NB<'l 

- ~ (J)tx2il+(J) ( 1 +~H) L\3+N ( 1 +-}H) B.-l2, 

~~ = -Na+ffif+NBf+ffif<'l 

+ ! Na3-+ ffia2f + ffi ( 1 ++H) f.'l2 + NBf.-l, 

dr 1 1 
-=- ffiB-NA+-Na2-NB2--NHA 2- ffiBA dt Ll 2 2 Ll Ll 

1 1 ' 1 
+ 6 NH<'l 3 +z-(J)tx2B-ffi (1 +z-H) B.-l2-NB2L\, 

d~ V2 
dl= -(J)a+Nf+ffiHafl-(J) N 2 Bf-NHfil 

-(J) ( ~ H+H2 ) ail2 + ~ (J)tx3 +NH (-}+H) f.-l2. (1.3) 

The parameters introduced here are 

(1.4) 

and the variables are 
N N 

a, B= V ~. f= v'V• fl. (1.5) 

Furthermore, here and henceforth we neglect V2 as compared to N 2 

(1.6) 
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This means that for velocities of the suspension point below 100 m/s 
we neglect values smaller than 1.5 X 10-4 as compared to unity. 
The eigenvalues of the matrix A of the linear part of system (1.3) are 

+(N+ro)i, +IN-roli (i=V -1). (1.7) 

The matrix S1 of the linear transformation that reduces the linear 
part of system (1.3) to diagonal form has the eigenvectors of A as 
its elements and is equal to 

1 1 1 1 

-i -i 
Sl= -1 -1 1 1 

(1.8) 

-i -i 

We can readily obtain the matrix S 2 of the linear transformation 
that reduces the diagonal system to the Lyapunov skew-symmetric 
form 

1 -i 0 0 

1 1 0 0 
S2=2 0 0 1 -i 0 

0 0 1 

The matrix S of the resultant transformation is then 

1 0 1 0 

0 -1 0 -1 
S= S1S2 = 

-1 0 1 0 
0 

0 -1 0 1 

Now we can make a linear change of variables in system (1o3) 
(the inverse transformation is given in parentheses) 

a = ~ + ~. B = -rJ - x, 

(~=; (a-r), 

1 
~= 2 (a+f), 

r = ~ - ~. Ll = x - , 
1 

rJ= - 2 (B+Ll), 

x=-}(Ll-B) )o 

(1.9) 
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Under assumption (1.6), equation of motion (1.1), in which we retain 
only second-power terms, can be rewritten in new (again dimension
less) variables as the system 

~~ = -11-+(£+ ~)2 + ( 1 +i-H) 112 + ! Hx2+ ( 1- -+H) 11X• 

~~ =£+ ~ [(H-1)£11-(H+AHX+(1-1-H)11~+1-(1+HHxJ, 
d~ 1 'f" 1 ( 1 ) ~= -AX+4 A(£+,.,)2-4}.H11L-/, 1 +TH y_2 

+ ( ; AH -1) llZ· 

dx 1 1ft= A~ + "2 [- ( 1 +H) £11 + ( H- A) £x + ( 1 + AH) 11~ 

+'-(1-H)~xJ. (1.10) 

Here we have introduced dimensionless time 

1: = (N + w) t 

and two dimensionless parameters: H (see (1.4)) and 

A= N-w (0<A<1) 
N+w 

(1.11) 

(1.12) 

the case w > N can be analyzed if we introduce 1-' = -A.). Note 
that system (1.10) is reversible (t-invariant), that is, it remains un
altered if we replace £ by -£, ~ by - ~. and 1: by -1:. 

2.2. Transformation of systems similar to Lyapunov. System ('1.10) is 
a Lyapunov system ([108a], §§ 33-45) provided it possesses a first 
integral, which is analytic and of fixed sign in some neighbourhood 
of the zeros of its variables. It is easy to check that for 1- E (0, 1) the 
first integral of system (1.10) is of fixed sign, in the approximation 
stated, 

G = £2--:-- 112+ ~2+ xz+ ; H (Xa_ 11a) 

+i-11(£2+~2-3Hy_2)-; x(£2+~2-3H112) 

+£~(11-X)+(4)=f.t2 (~-t>O). (2.1) 

Since, however, the convergence of (2.1) was not established, system 
(1.10) is said to be similar to Lyapunov. 

Using integral (2.1) and Lyapunov's substitution 

6 = p cos -fr, 11 = p sin -fr, ~ = pz1 , x = pz 2 , (2.2) 

a Lyapunov system may be reduced to a nonautonomous quasilinear 
system with order lowered by two (see the transformation given 
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in Chapter I, Subsection 1.1). We denote quadratic terms (and those 
of higher power in equations (1.10)) by 

2 (s, YJ, ~. x), H (6. YJ, ~. x), z (s, YJ, ~. x), x (s, YJ, ~. x) 
and compute the functions 

We obtain 

P (p, -&, z1 , z2) = p-2 (3 cos -6- + H sin-&), 

e (p, -6-, z1 , z2) = p-2 (- 8 sin -6- + H cos-&), 

Z1 (p, -&, z1 , z2) = p-2Z - z1P, 

Z 2 (p, -&, z1 , z2) = p-2X- z2P. 

P = ! (2 + 3H) sin -6- sin 2-6- +-} (1- "AH) z1 sin2 -& 

+-}(A- 2H) z2 sin 2-fr- ! (cos-&+ z1) 2 cos-& 

+-}"A (1 +H) z1z2 sin -fr+ -}Hz~ cos -6- + 0 (p), 

8=-(1+! H)sin3 -fr+! (H-1)cos-frsin2-fr 

+! (1-"AH)z1 sin2-&+(; H-"A)z2 sin2-fr 

+-} "A (1 +H) z1z2 cos -&--}Hz; sin-& 

--} (H +"A) z2 cos2 -6- + ! (cos -6- + z1 ) 2 sin -6- + 0 (p), 

Z1 = - + HA sin2 -& + ( ~ 'J.H -1 ) z2 sin -& 

+!A (cos-fr+z1) 2 --}(1-AH)z~sin21'}. 

- {- (2 + 3H) z1 sin -6- sin 21'} + ! (2H- "A) z1z2 sin 2-6-

-A (1+-}H)z:+! (cos-&+z1) 2z1 cosofr 

- ~ "A(1+H)z~z2 sin-fr-! Hz1z:cos 'I'T+O(p), 

Z2 =-! (1+H)sin2-&+; (1+"AH)z1 sin'I'J 

12-l•55\1 

+; (H-"A)z2 cos'I'J--fr(2+3H)z2 sinofrsin21't 

+ ~ A (1-H) z1z2 - ; (1-"AH) z1z2 sin2 tt 
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+ 1 (2H-A.)z~sin2tt+! (costt+z1)2_z2 costt 

- ~ A. (1 +H) z1z: sin tt- 1 Hz~ cos tt+ 0 (p). (2.3) 

The transformation ultimately yields a nonautonomous quasilinear 
system of the type (I, 1, 1. 9) 

~~ =-A.z2 +fl(1+z~+z:)- 112 [Z1 (0, tt, z17 z2) 

+ A.z28 (0, tt, zu z2)] + 0 (f.t2), 

~~ =A.z1 +fl(1+z~+zD- 112 [Z2 (0, '1't1 Zu z2) 

-A.z18 (0, tt, zu z2)] + 0 (f.t2). (2.4) 

Various methods of small parameter may be applied to system (2.4). 
The one we select in this chapter is the Poincare method of deter
mining periodic solutions ([188al, vol. I, Ch. III), 

2.3. Determination of periodic solutions. We shall seek periodic 
solutions of system (2.4) in the form 

z1 (it)= z~ (it)+ !J.Z~ (tt) + fl2Z~ (it)+ .•. , 

z2 (fr) = z~ (fr) + flZ~ (fr) + fl2Z~ (it)+... . (3.1) 

Substitution of these series into (2.4) yields systems of equations 
for z~, z~, and z~, z! 

dz~ 0 
dtt = -A.z2, 

dz0 
_2 =AZo. 
dt} 1' 

(3.2) 

~~ = -l,z~ + (1 +zf + z~ 2)- 1 12 [Zt(O, tt, zr, z~) + l.z~e (0, tt, zr, zm, 

d4 = ~zt + (1 + zo2 + z02)-1/2 [Z (0 .Q. o o) ~ oe (0 .Q. o o)] dtt "' 1 1 2 2 ' u·, z1' z2 - "'zt ~ ' v, z1' z2 . 

The genera] solution of system (3.2) is T (/.)-periodic 

z: = C cos A.tt + D sin A.tt, 

z~ = -D cos A.tt + C sin A.tt. 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

Solution (3.4) may also be regarded as qT (A.)-periodic, where q is 
any natural number. The right-hand sides of equations (2.4) and 
(3.3) are explicit functions of the independent variable, and this 
dependence may be regarded as 2p:rt-periodic for any natural p. There-
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fore solution (3.4) is generating for a 2pn-periodic solution of system 
(2.4) if and only if 

qT (A)= 2pn or A= ; , (3 .5) 

where q/p is .any positive irreducible proper fraction. Let us reduce 
the system o'f differential equations (3.3) for the first corrections to 
a single equation in z~; taking into account (3.4), we obtain 

~~~+!hi= (1 + C2 + D2)-t/2 [ d~ ZdO, {}, z~ ('fr), z~ ('fr)) 

+Az~d~ 8(0, {}, z1(1't), z~(&))-AZ2 (0, {}, z1('fr), z~('fr)) 

+ 2/>.2z18 (0, {}, z1 (l't), z~ (&)) J. (3.6) 

The right-hand side of this nonhomogeneous equation is found to be 
primes denote the total derivative with respect to 'fr) 

Z! + l>.z~8'- AZ2 + 2A2z~ 8 

= - 1
1
6 (2/>. 2H + 26/>.2 + 32A- 3H + 1) z~ sin l} 

+ 1
1
6 (6), 2H + 6/>.2- 9H- 9) z1 sin 3& 

1 3 
+ 16 (5AH -15/>. -16) z~ cos & + i6 A (1 +H) z~ cos 3\t 

+-} (- 2/>.3H + 3A2+ 4/,H -4) z~ sin 2{} 

+i- ),.2 (AH- 2) z~ 2 sin 20 -+ />. 2 (91>.+ 3H + 12) z~z~ 
1 +T (3/,3 - 5/,ZH- 41>.+ 4H) z1z~ cos 2& 

--} (2A2H + 1) z~ 3 sin {J +-} /, (6), 2H + 6/, 2 -4H- 5) 

2 1 2 x z0 z0 cos & +- (2'A2 .J__H) z0z0 sin{} 1 2 4 I 1 2 

-+ /, (2"A. 2H + 2/>. 2 - H) z~8 cos 'fr. (3. 7) 

The nonhomogeneous part of (3.6) involves trigonometric func
tions of lt with cyclic frequencies 

(a) p-;q, (b) 2 (pp-q)' (c) I p-;3q I, 

--
p 

2, 
2q 
r . --

p (d) ptq' 
3p-q 

12* 
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Let us determine when one of these frequencies coincides with the 
cyclic frequency q/p of the generating solution 

(a) 
p-q q q=1, p =--= 2, 1 "A--· 

p =[)· - 2 ' 

(b) 2 (p-q) = .!L q=2, p=3, 2 
p p' A=3; 

(c) 
p-3q ..!L q=1, p=4, 1 

p p ' A=T; 

3q-p .!f._ q=1, p=2, 1 
p p ' A=T· 

Such a coincidence is impossible in case (d). In cases (a), (b), and 
(c), equation (3.6) has 2pn-periodic solutions for q and p given above 
only for those values of C and D for which the terms with sin (qfJ/p) 
and cos (qfJ/p) in equation (3.6) vanish. The equations for "generat-

ing amplitudes" when A = ! , ; , ~ , however, yield only zero 

solutions: C = D = 0. This means that no periodic solution exists 
for these values of A. For all other values of A given by formula (3.5), 
periodic solutions exist for any C and D. This means that for all 

rational "A E (0, 1) except the resonances "A = ! , ; , ~ the periodic 

solution is general with four arbitrary constants C, D, 11-· and t0 • 

By virtue of (2.1), (2.2), (3.4), and (3.5), the indicated solution can 
be written as (see also Chapter III, Subsection 1.2) 

6= V1+~2+D2 cosfJ+O (!1-2), 

TJ= ,_., sinfJ+O(!l-2), 
V1+C2+D2 

~ = 1 ,_., ( C cos .!L f} +D sin ..!L fJ) + 0 (!1-2), 
l 1 + C2 + fl2 ' P P 

X=1f 1 +~2 +n2 (-Dcos; tt+Csin; fJ)+O(!l-2), 

fJ=(N+w)(t-t 0)+0(!1-); ; ::Ff,f,;. (3.8) 

We recall that the t1·ansition to the initial variables is carried out by 
means of formulas (1.9), (1.5), and (1.2). 

The quantitatiYe description of motion is more easily realized, 
however, if the equations of motion are first reduced to normal form; 
this is the subject of the next subsection. 

2.4. Reduction of equations of motion to diagonal form and trans
formation to normal form. Let us apply to system (1.3) the linear 
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transformation defined by matrix (1.8) (the inverse transformation 
is also given below) 

a= x_1 + x1 + x_2 + x2 = 2 Re (x1 + x2), 

B= i ( -x_1 +x1 -x_2 +x2) = -2 Im (x1 +x2), 

f= -x_1-x1 + x_2+ x2 = 2 Re (x2-x1), 

~ = i (- x_1 + x1 + x_2 - x2) = 2 Im (x2-x1); (4 .1) 

Xv =+[a+ ( -1)" f-iB sign v+ i ( -1)"~ Sign Vj (4.2) 

~(v= +1, +2). 

Introduction of dimensionless time 't (see (1.11)) yields a system 
of equations of the type (1, 1.6) 

~~~ = ix1 - : (1 + H) x:._t + ~ (H- 7) xi 

- ~ (1+H)(2A+1)x:_2 + ~ (1+H)(2A-1)x~ 

+! (3+H)x_1x1 +i-(H-1)(2+A)x_1x_2 

1 1 
- 4 (1 +H) (2- A) x_1x2 + 4 A (3-H) x1x_2 

1 1 -4 A (3+ H) x1x2 +4 (H -1) x_2x2 + (3), 

dx . 1 1 2 
d1:2 = ~AX2 +--s (1 +H) (2+ A) X=-t-8 (1 +H) (2-A) Xt 

+:A (1+H)x:._2+ ~ f...(7-H)x~++A(1-H)x-1x1 
1 1 + 4 (1-H) (2/...+ 1) x_1x_2 + 4 (H- 3) x_1x2 

+ ! (H + 1) (2"--1) x1x-2 +i- (3+H) x1x2 

--}A.(3+H)x_2x2 +(3). (4.3) 

Here the third-power terms are not given explicitly because not all 
of them will be required later; the first and third equations are not 
given either since x_l = xl and x_2 = x2 (see (4.2)). 

We define a~m by formulas (1, 3. 2). Obviously a.=-1-:m = ar,. 
(v, Z, m = +1, +2); only one of the tetrad aym, a~z, a:::-1~m• and 
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a::;:_ (or of the pair a/'1 and a::1"_ 1) is given below 

-1 - ---2 - - 1 . (H 7) a-t-1-a-2-2-sl - ' 

-1 -1 -1 -1 --2- --=2 --=2 ---=2 1 . au= a-2-2 = a22 = a1-2 = a-1-1 =au= a22=a-12=s l (1 +H), 

-1 -1 ---2- --2- 1 · (3 +H) a_u = a-1-2 = a-1-2 = a-22 = -8 l , 

1 -2- 1 . (H 3) a:.1z=ai-2=sl - , 

-1 -1 ----=2 ----=2 1 · (1 H' a12=a-2z=a-u=a1z=--sl - J· (4.4) 

1 For A.= 2 , we select the same values for a:.12-2 and a:.212. 

Formulas (1, 3.3) yield 

t -1 = /1 = t -2 = t 2 = 0. 

This means (see the end of Subsection 1.2) that resonant terms are 
1 eliminated when A. = 2 , and that, within second-power terms, 

the normal form 

dy.., A --a:t= ..,y.., (4. 5) 

is valid for the case in question for 'A = ~ as well, that is, for all 

A. E (0, 1) without even this single possible exception. 
2.5. General solution of the Cauchy problem. The general solution 

of system (4.5) 

urnishes the general solution of the Cauchy problem for the initial 
system (1.1) within the assumed degree of approximation, this is 
achieved by means of substitutions (1, 2.3), (4.1), and (1.5). For 
instance, we have for a 

a= 2 Re (x1 + Xz) = 2 Re [yl + Y2+ :J (a[m + azmY) lYm1 

= 2 Re [ei'y1 '(0) + ei'-"ry2 (0) + :S (a[m +arm) e<"'!+'lcml'yl (0) Ym (0)] , 
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whence 

; a= Re y1 (0) cos,;- Im y1 (0) sin,;+ Re y2 (0) cos/.,; 

- Im y2 (0) sin/.,;-
l, m=+1, +2 

X { [Re Yl (0) Im Ym (0) + Re Ym (0) Im Yl (0)] cos+ (/.1 + l.m),; 

+ [Re:y! (0) Re Ym (0)- Im Yl (0) Im Ym (0)] sin ~ (/.1 + l.m) T}. (5.1) 

The constants y, (0) now have to be expressed in terms of the initial 
values of the variables, i.e. a 0 , B0 , )' 0 , and 11 0 • Inversion of (1, 2.3) 
yields 

Yv (0) = Xv (0)- lJ ahxi (0) xh (0) + (3) (v = =F 1, +2), 

after which (4.2) and (1.5) give 

Yv (0)=±-{ao+(-1)" ~ l'o+isignv[- ~ Bo+(-1)"11o]} 

- ; 6 ~ ajh{ao+(-1)} ~ l'o+isignj [- ~ Bo+(-1)J 110 ]} 

X {ao+(-1)h ~ l'o+isignh [- ~ ~o+(-1)h11o]}. 
It then follows that 

1 [ N J Reyv(O)=t; a 0 +(-1)"y'\'o 

+ 1
1
6 ~ : ajh {signh [ a 0 +(-1)J ~ '\'o] 

,h=+1,+2 

X [- ~ ~0 +(-1)hl1oJ+signj[ a 0 +(-1)h ~ '\'oj 

X [ - ~ ~0 + (- 1 )J 110 J} . 
Im Yv (0) = i [ - ~ ~0 + (- 1 f 110 J 

- 1
1
6 ~ +ajh {[ a 0 +(-1)J ~ '\'o] [ a0 +(-1)h ~ '\'o] 

j, h=+1, +2 

-sign(jh)[ ~ B0 -(-1/ 110][ ~ B0 -(-1)h11o]} (5.2\ 

(v= +1, +2). 

Summation indices take on the values +1, +2. Formulas for ~, "(, 
and 11 (and e; see (1.2)) can be written similarly to (5.1). Note that 
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~andy, as compared to a and~. are of the order of VIN (a quantity 
whose square is negligible in comparison to unity); in fact, this result 
can be obtained from the linear approximation. 

Formulas (5.1), (5.2), and (4.4) thus represent the solution of 
system (1.1) as almost periodic (for irrational /,) or periodic (for 
rational /,). 

2.6. Preliminary conclusions on stability. Until this subsection 
the terms considered in normal forms were of power not higher than 
two; as follows from the general theory and as was demonstrated in 
Subsection 2.5, in case of two pairs of pure imaginary roots these terms 
do not violate the neutrality of the approximation. Now we shall 
analyze the effect of third-power terms. The coefficients g1 , g2 , h1 , 

and h 2 of system (1, 2.10) are found from formulas (1, 3.5) 

The coefficients a!m are given by formulas (4.4); aYh are the coeffi
cients of the corresponding quadratic terms in equations (4.3); and 
b'jhk are the coefficients of the corresponding third-power terms writ
ten as (3) in equations (4.3). These last coefficients can be derived 
from system (1.3) by means of transformations (4.1), (4.2), and 
( 1.11). We emphasize that, prior to the com pu ta tion, equations 
(4.3) must be reduced to the form of (1, 2.1), that is, (1, 2.2) must be 
satisfied. Therefore, 

~ b~ 1 _ 1 = ~~ + ~~ H + 1~ (5-5H +4Hz), 

~ b~ 2_ 2 = 1
5
6 - 1~ H + 1~ (21 + 13H + 4H2), 

6 1 3 3 A 
yb1z-2 = -s-+s H +s-( -11-5H + 4H2), 

6 2 11 7 A 
7b21-r = -8-8 H +s (-3+5H +4HZ), 
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g1 = ~ iH(1+2H)('A-1), g2 =0, 

h1 =! iH(1+2H)('A-1), h2 =0. 

185-

Since the quantities g1 and g 2 are pure imaginary, the Molchanov 
criterion (Subsection 1.4) fails. Note that, by equations (1, 4.1), 
in this case the expressions 

I Y1 12 = C1 and I Yz 12 = C2 

are the first integrals of system (1, 2.10) and can be used to construct 
the Lyapunov function of this system. 

The determinant J (see (1, 5.2)) vanishes, so that the Bibikov-Pliss 
criterion (Subsection 1.5) fails as well. 

2.7. Construction of the Lyapunov function. By using (1.11) to 
substitute the independent variable T into system (1.3), we obtain 

da 1 1 1 ry --err = 2" ( 1 + "A) B + T ( 1 - A) ~ - 7; ( 1 - A) a~ 

+ ~ (1-A) ( 1 + ~H)~2 + ~ (1+A)B~-! (1-1.) a2~ 

++(1-A) (1+ ~H) ~3 + ~ (1+A) ( 1 +~H) 8~2, 

~~ = -{(1+A)a+}(1--A) r+{(1 +A)Bf 

+ ~ (1-"A) f~+ 112 (1+"A)a3-! (1--A)a2f 

+ ~ (1-'A) (1+~H) f~2 +f(1+A)8f~, 

~~ =-~ (1-A)B-~ (1+"A)~+! (1+A)a2 

- ~ (1+A) 82-! (1+"A)H~2 - ~ (1-/..)8~ 

+ 1~ (1+f.)H~3 +! (1-A)a2B 

- ~ (1-"A) ( 1 +~H) 8~2 - ~ (1+A) 8211~ 
d!':. 1 1 1 CiT = - 2 ( 1 -A) a+ T ( 1 + A) r + 2 ( 1 -A) H a~ 

1 1 p 1 
- 2 (1+J,)Hf~--y(1-A) X28r+12 (1-A)a3 

- ~ (1-A)H ( f+H) al12+ ~ (1+"A) H ( ~ +El) 1'112 (7.0 
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within the third-power terms. The derivative of the function 

W = a2 ( 1 - ~- ! a2) + B2 + rz 

+~z(1+H~-! Hfl2)+! (a2-fl~2)2, (7.2) 

-derived in accordance with equations (7 .1), is zero. If 
1 

~<1-3 a2 , ~1 <~<~2 , (7.3) 

where ~1 and ~ 2 are the roots of the quadratic equation, 

H ~ 2 - 3H ~ - 3 = 0, 
that is, 

3(_,/ 41) 
~1.2=2 1 + v 1+3 1l • 

then the function W is positive-defmite in the sense of Lyapunov. 
Note that 

1 
-If <~1<0, 3<~2' 

The trivial solution of system (7 .1) is therefore stable in the sense 
of Lyapunov, and domain (7 .3) in the a-. P-. y-, and ~-space is the 
domain of the allowed initial conditions. 

Both systems (7.1) and (1.3) are. however. approximations of 
system (1.1), although the order of this approximation is quite high: 
within the third-power terms. NeYertheless, we are justified in stat
ing only the formal stability [238e] of the equilibrium position 
a = p = y = 0, e = e0 of system (1.1) until we establish conver
gence of the first integral of system (1.1); this integral must be repre
sented in expansion (7 .2) within the fourth-power terms. 

§ 3. The Trajectory Described by the Centre 
of a Shaft's Cross Section in One Revolution 

3.1. Statement of the problem and equations of motion. A large 
number of studies have been published on both the theoretical and 
experimental aspects of oscillations in rotor systems. Many scien
tists share the opinion that most of the important problems in this 
field are completely solved. Nevertheless, a number of the phenomena 
observed in rotor systems have received little attention. For instance, 
no explanation has been suggested for fatigue failure in rotors work
ing in a steady-state mode (EVA-type spindles). Indeed, in terms 
of accepted notions. any cross section along the shaft length, given 
steady-state rotation in eqnirigid or absolutely rigid supports, de-
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scribes a circular trajectory. Hence, the [shaft undergoes only static 
stresses (with the exception of its own weight), which cannot lead 
to fatigue failure. Experience demonstrates, however, that a circular 
trajectory is a very rare phenomenon in rotors. N oncircular trajec
tories are generated as a result of noncircular orifices in the outer 
races of the bearings. This imperfection exists in all supports of the 
bearings and its origin lies in the puls
ing of borers and reamers. It is thus 
clear that an analysis of the shape of 
trajectories described by the centre of 
a shaft's cross section in one revolution 
should be of both practical and theoret
ical interest. To the knowledge of 
tho author, no such analysis was car
ried out until Popov's publications 
appeared [345, 346a, b]. 

The choice of a simplifwd model 
that simulates the qualitative behav
iour of the system with snfftcient 
accmacy is an especially complicated 
problem. Lot us choose as the simplest 
model a weightless vertical shaft 
(Fig. '15) with mass m mounted on this 
shaft with eccentricity e. The mass 
is sot equal to tho reduced mass cal
culated by the standard method [50]. 
[5'1]. We assume that the shaft, being 
absolutely rigid for torsion, is mount
ed in absolutely rigid bearings and 
driven at a constant angular speed w0 

by a driving member rigidly coupled 
to the shaft. Let ,the mass devia to 
from the equilibrium trajectory at a 
chosen moment in time. Then the 
speL'fl of motion along the trajectory 

0 

m 

m 

X 

FIG. 15 

is not constant. The inertial force applied to the mass becomes 
noncentral and generates. in addition to tho radial force, a 
tangential clastic force. Indeed. were it not for lateral bending 
of tho shaft, it would he impossible for tho mass to move along 
the trajectory in the directioa of rotation during the acceleration 
perio(L Tho system's potential energy can therefore be expressed 
as tlw sum of the works of inertial forces owr the paths of radial 
and tangoatial strains. that is. 

('1. '1) 
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where a is the deviation of the radius-vector r of the point where the 

mass is fixed to the shaft from the position calculated for cp = w0 = 
= const. 

We now calculate the kinetic energy of the system, shifting to 
polar coordinates according to the formulas 

X 8 = r cos (w 0t- a)+ e cos w0 t, 

Ys = r sin (w0t- a)+ e sin w0t, 

K = ~ m { ( ~: ) 2 + r 2 ( w0 - ~~ ) 
2 

+ w0e sign C [ - 2 ~: sin a+ 2r ( Wo- ~~ r COS a+ Wo J}, ( 1.2) 

where k is the shaft stiffness at the junctnre of the shaft and the 
mass, c = p 2 - w~, and p is the natural cyclic frequency of flexural 
vibrations of the shaft. 

The equations of motion of the mass-carrying point of the shaft 
are 

d2r ( da ) 2 . dt2- r w0- dt - w~e cos a srgn c+ p2r (1 + a2) = 0, 

d2a ( da ) dr r 2 -- - 2r w0-- - + w2e sin a sign c -f.- p2r2a = 0 dt 2 dt dt 0 . • 
( 1.3) 

Assuming angle a sufficiently small and replacing cos a by the first 
two terms of its expansion, we obtain 

d2r --1- 2 da ( da ) 2 + 2 2 dt2+ cr , w0r dt- r dt p ra 

1 ., 2 • 2 • 0 + 2 w~ea srgn c- w0e srgn c = , 

d2a + 2 1 dr da 2 1 dr + 2 + 2 Ct.. • 0 1 4 
(jj2 7TtTt- W 0 7Tt p a C•Vr srgn c = . ( . ) 

The first equation includes a free term w~e; it would be desirable to 
eliminate this term in order to obtain a circular path for the zero 
solution. Note that the unpertmbed motion with 

-I w~e I ro- -c-

is obtained from (1.3) for a = 0. Introduction of new variables 

(1..5) 
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transforms the equations of perturbed motion to 

~/ + cz_1 + 2ffi0r 0z2 = r0z; + z_1z~- 2ffi0z_1z2 
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( 2 +1 2 . ) 2 2 2 - p r0 2 ffi 0e sign c z_2- p z_1Z_2, 

dz2 +2 1 2 1 -.,--- z1z2- ffio z1 
dt ro+z_1 ro+z-1 

+ 2 +2 1 . 0 p z_2 ffi 0e + z_2 sign c = . 
ro z_1 

(1.6) 

Assuming that the amplitude of the perturbed motion is smaller 
than that of the unperturbed motion, that is, I z_1 I< r0 , we express 
the fraction 

1 
ro+L1 

as a convergent binomial series and truncate it to the first three terms 
of the expansion 

r-1 (t+~)- 1 =ro1 (t-~+ z~ 1 ) 
0 ~ ~ ~ • 

Substituting this expansion into (1.6) and taking into account (1.5), 
we arrive at the autonomous fourth-order system 

dz_1 
~=Z1, 

d;: = - cz_1 - 2ffi0r 0z2 + / 1 (z_1, z1, z_2, z2), 

dz_2 
~=Z2, 

~; =2 ~: z1 -(2p2 -ffi~)z_2 +/2 (z_1 , z1, z_2, z2), (1.7) 

where 

f 2 ( 2 +1 2 • ) 2 2 2 2 + 2 1 = - ffi0z_1z2- p r0 2 ffi 0e sign c z_ 2 + r0z2 - p z_1z_2 z_1z_2 , 

~ w~ 2 
/2 = -2-2 z_1z1+-2- z_1Z-2-- ZtZ2 

ru ru ro 

, 2 Wo 2 mae 2 2 
-r ----:1 z_rzt- -a z_Iz-2 +2z-tzlz2. 

ru ru ro 
(1.8) 

In Yector notation, we obtain 
dz 
dt =Az+ f (z), (1.7 a) 

where z = (z_1 , z1 • z_ 2 , z2)\ A is a square matrix composed of coef
ficients of the linear part of system (1.7). and f (z) = (0, /1 • 0. / 2)'. 
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3.2. Reduction to diagonal form. The eigenvalues of the matrix 
A in (1. 7) are + w1 i and + w2i, where 

ffil, 2 = + ~2 -v 3p2 + ~(!)~ + p v p2 + 24w~. (2.1) 

These eigenvalues are pure imaginary and distinct (0 < w1 < w2) 

if either of the following two inequalities is satisfied 

W 0 < p, V2 p < (1) 0 • (2.2) 
This is in agreement with the recommendation for f'electing the range 
of effective angular velocities in the out-of-resonant region 

Weff > 1.4Wcrit• 
which resulted from many years of experience with rotor systems. 
vVe assume henceforth that one of the conditions in (2.2) is satisfied. 

We introrluce dimensionless time 
-r = w2t 

and rewrite the vector equation (1. 7) as 
dz 1 1 -=-Az +-f(z). 
d1: ffi2 ffi2 

(2.3) 

the matrix - 1- A are 
(t)2 

The eigenvalues of 

A-_1 =-i, A1 =i, A-_2 =-A.i, A2 =Ai (A-=::<1). (2.4) 

The linear change of variables 
z = Sx, (2.5) 

where S is a matrix comprising eigenvectors of the matrix ro1
2 

A, 

reduces system (2.3) to diagonal form 

~~ = diag (- i, i,- Ai' A.i) X+ ~2 s-1f (Sx). (2.6) 

We compute S and s- 1 

1 1 1 1 

- iw1 iw 1 

idl - idl 

d2w2 d2w2 diwi dl(ul 
-D iDI iD2 

-D -iDI -iD2 

s-1 = .!:Ln 
dr'A 

. d2 D 
-~ -- 1 

dr 
- ~ D 2 -D3 

.!:Ln 
dr'A 

. d2 D 
~- 1 

dr ~ D 2 -D3 
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where the notation is 

Transformation (2.5) and its inverse are, in detailed form, 

z_1 =x_1 -t-x1 + x_2 + x2 , 

z1 = - iw 2x_1 + iw 2x1 - iw1x_2 + iw 1x 2 , 

z_2 = id2x_1 - id2x 1 + id1x_2 - id1x 2 , 

z2 = d2 w2x_1 + d2 w2x1 + d1 w1 x_2 + d1 w1x2 ; 

x_1 = -Dz_1 + iD1z1 + iD2z_2 + D3z2 , 

x1 = - Dz_1 - iD1z1 - iD2z_2 + D3z2 , 

dz D . d2 D i 1) D 
X-2 = a1'A 3Z-1- ~a:;_ 1Z1- T 2Z-2- JZz, 

In a more compact form, (2.9) can be written as 
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(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

Obviously, "diagonal" variables are complex conjugate: x_1 = ;:1 

and x_ 2 = .:C2 ; consequently, transformation (2.8) can be represent
ed by 

z_2 = 2 Im (d 2x1 + d1x2), z2 = 2 Re (d 2w2x1 + d1 w1x2). 

It is now possible to calculate components of the vector 

h (x) = - 1 s-1£ (Sx) 
Wz 

of the nonlinear part of system (2.6) 

h_1 (x) = -1 [iDd1 (Sx) + D3/ 2 (Sx)], 
Wz 

(2.11) 

h-2= ~2 [ -i ~~ D11J-Dd11 J, J 1 f . dz D I D f J 
12 = ~ L ~a:; 1 1- 3. 2 • 

(2.12) 
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According to (1.8) and (2.8) 

j 1 (Sx) = ro 2 {a (x_1 + x1) 2 + b (x_ 2 + x 2) 2 

+ g (x_1 + x1) (x_2 + x 2) + [h (x_1 - x1) + j (x_2 - x 2)J2}, 
j 2 (Sx) = iro 2 [l (x.:1 - x~) + n (x.:2 - x:) 

where 
+ q (x_1 - x1) (x_2 + x 2) + s (x_1 + x1) (x_ 2 - x 2)l, (2.13) 

a = d 2 (d2ro 2r 0 - 2ro 0), b = 'Ad1 (d1 ro1r 0 - 2ro0), 

g = d2 (d1ro1r 0 - 2ro 0) + 'Ad1 (d2ro 2r 0 - 2ro 0), 

h = + :~2 y ( p2 + ~ c) r 0 , j = + :~2 J./ -(-pz_+___,~,...c--,),--r-0 , 

l =-;. ( d2r 0 ....:._ + 2d2ro 2r 0 + 2ro0 ) , 
ro W2 

n= _;. ( d1r 0 ....:._ + 2'A d1 ro 1r 0 + 2'Aro0 ), 
ro 00 2 

q = -4 ( d2r 0 ....:._ + 2d1ro 1r 0 + 2ro0 ), 
ro 002 

s = -4 ( d1r0 _c_ + 2d2 ro 1r 0 + 2'Aro 0 ) • (2.14) 
ro W2 

System reduced to diagonal form (2.6), in the symmetrized form 
used in this book, is 

(v= -t-1, +2) (2.15) 

(a~i=ajh; v, j, h=-t-1, -t-2). 

By formulas (2.12) and (2.13), the coefficients of the quadratic 
terms are 

a:::~_ 1 = - a~1 = i (a+ h2) D1 + ilD3 , 

a:1_ 1 = -a;: = - i (a+ h2) D1 + ilD3 , 

-2 -~ 2 -- 0 a2 ( -1 ' 2) D ozn a_1 _1 - - a 11 - - ~ a; a - l 1 - z ~. 

2 -2 0 d2 ( +I 2) D olD a-1-1= -au =ld a ' ~-z 3• 
1 

a~~-2 = - a~2 = i (b + j2) D1 + inD3 , 

a:H = -a;~ o .. , - i (b + j2) D1 + inD3 , 

a=~- 2 ~ - a~ 2 =- - i ~2 (IJ --!- j2) D 1 - inD3 , 
1 

a:2 _ 2 - -a;;~ i ~: (b + j2) D1 - inD;;, 
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a=:1 = -a~11 =i(a+h2)D1 , 

-2 _ _ 2 ___ · d2 ( + 1 2) D a_11 - a_ 11 - L d a z 1 , 
1 

2a=:_ 2 = - 2a:2 = i (g + 2hj) D1 + i (q + s) D3 , 

2a~ 1 _ 2 = - 2a~~ =- i (g+ 2hj) D1 + i (q+ s) D3 , 

2a=~_2 = -2ai2 = -i ~: (g+2hj)D1 -i(q+s)D3 , 

2a~1 _ 2 = - 2a~; = i ~2 (g + 2hj) D1 - i (q+ s) D3 , 
1 

2a=:2 = - 2a:_2 = i (g- 2hj) D1 + i (q- s) D3 , 

2a~12 = - 2a~~2 = - i (g- 2hj) D1 + i (q-- s) D3 , 

2a=i2 = - 2a~_2 =' - i ~2 (g- 2hj) D1 - i (q- s) D3 , 
1 

2a~12 = -2a;~2 =i ~: (g-2hj)D 1 -i(q-s)D3 , 

a=! 2 = - a~~ 2 = i (b- j2) D1 , 
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-2 - - 2 - • d2 (b + '2) D 'l 16) a-~2- a-22- -La; J I· (,;.. 

Consequently, all the coefficients of the quadratic terms (as well as the 

linear ones) are found to be pure imaginary a=i-h = a}h = -a'jh 
(v, j, h = +1, +2). 

3.3 Reduction to normal form. We assume (see the beginning 
of Subsection ~.2) that 

(3.1) 

that is, we exclude the case A = ~ from the analysis. We have 

already demonstrated in Subsection 1.2 that, in this situation, nor
mal form becomes, within the second-power terms, 

:v =AvYv+(3) (v=+1, +2). (3.2) 

The normalizing transformation then becomes 

Xv=Yv+ ~' a~mYIYm+(3) (\'=+1, +2), (3.3) 
I, m=+1, +2 

where the coefficients are given by formulas (1, 3.1) 
I" 

v aim 4 
azm = l..z+l..m-Av (v, l, m = +1, +2). (3. ) 

We recall that AH and A.:;: 2 are found by means of (2.4), and aYm 
from (2.16) of the end of the preceding subsection. a~~ are real. 

13-0559 
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3.4. General solution of the Cauchy problem. The general solu
tion of system (3.2) 

Yv=e1'v'yv(O) (V=+1, +2) 

enables us to solve this problem for the initial system within the 
assumed approximation. By (3.3), 

xi(T)=e"i'yi(O) 

+ ~ r:x/myz(O)ym(O)e<'Az+i.m)'-l--(3) U=+1, +2). (4.1) 
l, m=+1, +2 

Substitution of the expressions obtained into formulas (2.11) 
yields the following general solntion for the initial variables 

~ z_1 = Re y1 (0) cosT- Im y1 (0) sin T 

-+- Re y2 (0) cos AT- lm y2 (0) sin AT 

+ ~ (r:xlm+r:xfm) [ RlmCOS+(Az--/,m)T-ftmf'in+(/-.L+Am)TJ, 
l, 1n 

~ z1 = - ffi 2 Re y1 (0) sin T- u) 2 Im y1 (0) cosT 

- u)1 Re y2 (0) sin AT- u) 1 lm y2 (0) cos AT 

- ~ (ffizr:xlm + (J)lr:x?m) [_ Rlm sin+ (Al-;- Am) T + hn cos+ (1\f+Am) T J' 
l,m 

-} z_2 = d2 Re y1 (0) sin T + d2 lm y1 (0) cosT 

+ d1 Re y2 (0) sin AT+ d1 Im y2 (0) cos AT 

+ ~ (dzr:xlm + dlr:xfm) [ Rzm sin+ (J.z /.,,) T+llm COS+ (AL+Am) T J, 
l,m + z2 = ffi 2d2 Re y1 (0) co:s T- ffi 2d2 lm y1 (0) sin T 

+ ffi 1d1 Re y2 (0) cos AT- u) 1d1 lm y2 (0) sin AT 

+ ~ ( ffizdzr:xlm + (J)l dl r:x(m) [ Rlm COS+ ( ).z + P.m) T 

l,m 

where for the sake of breYity 

R 1m= Re [yz (0) Ym (O)l=Re Yz (0) Re Ym (0)- lm Yz (0) lm Ym (0), 

lzm = Im [yz (0) Ym (O)l =Re Yt (0) Im Ym (0) + Im Yz (0) Re Ym (0). 
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It remains to express the initial values Yv (0) in terms of the initial 
values of t)1e variables zi (0) (v, j = +1, +2). Inverting the nor
malizing transformation (3.3), we arrive at 

and, substituting Xv from (2.10), we obtain 

(0)-(-1)v(.!!L) 1'" 1- 1 D (0) Yv - dlf.. z_1 

v ( d . IVJ-1 
--i-- sign v (- 1) i a: ) D1zt(O) 

. v-(1 JvJ-1 v +sign v (- 1) l T ) D2z_2 (0)- ( - 1) D3z2 (0) 

~ y [( 1)if d 2 \lil-1 D (O)+ . "( l)1 . ( d2 )lil-t D (O) - LJ r:x1h - \a1t..J z_1 sign] - l , II; 1z1 

j,h 

+sign j ( -1 )i i ( +) lil- 1 D2z_2 (0)- (- 1 )i D3z2 (0) J 
r h ( d )Jhl-1 1 (d. 'Jh\-1 x [_(-1) d 1~ Dz_1 (0)+signh(-1)'i d~) D1zt(O) 

+sign h ( -1)" i ( ~ ) lhJ- 1 D2z_2 (0)- ( -1)" D3z2 (0) J 
(v=+1, +2). 

Summation indices are +L +2 everywhere and are independent of 
one another. 

As an example, the formulas derived in [346b] were used to 
calculate trajectories in a model with parameters 

k = 5.926 kgf/cm, m = 0.2635 x 10-4 kgf·cm-1s2 , 

l = 2 X 10-3 em, p2 = 22.51 X 101 s-1, ffio = 800 s-1 . 

These values give r 0 = 3.085 X 10-3 em. 
The following initial conditions were chosen: the initial deviation 

from the equilibrium trajectory z_1 = 0.3r0 = 0.9255 X 10-3 em; 

the initial angular velocity ~ = 432 s-1 was obtained from the 
equality of mass momenta for r = r 0 and r1 = 1.3r0 , whence Zz = 
= 800 - 432 = 368 s-1• The initial values of the remaining vari
ables were set to zero (z1 and L 2). 

Substituting the numerical values of the parameters into (2. 7) 
and (2.14), we obtain the coefficients a)~ (v. j, h = +1, +2) from 
(2.16) and r:x}11 (v, j, h = +1, +2) from (3.4). Then we calculate the 

13* 
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initial values Yv (0) (v = +1, +2) and finally z_1 (t) and z_ 2 (t), 
which, if constant terms are neglected, become 

z_1 (t) = 0.752 X 10-3 cos ro1t + 0.175 X 10-3 cos ro 2t 

- [0.336 cos 2ro 2t + 0.094 cos 1.15ro 2t 

+ 0.038 cos 0.85ro 2t - 0.006 cos 2ro1 t] X 10-3 em, 

z_ 2 (t) = 0.257 sin ro1 t + 0.082 sin ro 2t 

-2 X 0.017 sin 2ro 2t- 2 X 0.002 sin 1.15ro 2t 

--!- 2 X 0.013 sin 0.85ro~t + 2 X 0.001 sin 2ro1t em. 

The above expressions demonstrate that the method of normal 
forms furnishes a more exact solution and enables us to derive tra-

y 

FIG. 16 

jectories of the centre of the 
shaft's cross section close to those 
realized in practice. while the 
linear approximation yields only 
elliptic trajectories rarely encoun
tered in actual systems. The more 
exact solution involves high-fre
quency components; within the 

x framework of the given model this 
indicates that stresses generated 
in the shaft material oscillate at fre
quencies exceeding the frequency 
of rotation. This may result in fa
tigue failure of a vertical flexible 
shaft operating in stable modes, 
which was mentioned in Subsection 
3.1. 

The path traced by the point where the mass is elastically fixed 
on the shaft was calculated for the parameters of the model as given 
above. The time and, consequently. the period were found at the 
lowest frequency 

ti=j 4~2 (j=O, 1, 2, ... , 96), 

which corresponded to a rotation through ro 0ti = 15°. For compari
son. a circular trajectory of radius r0 at "perturbation" z_ 2 = 0 is 
dashed in Fig. 16. 

§ 4. Sixth-Order Systems 

In this section we analyze resonances and normal forms of analytic 
autonomous (not necessarily conservative) sixth-order systems with 
three pairs of distinct pure imaginary eigenvalues of the matrix of 
the linear part. The section ends with an analysis of stability. 
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4. 1. Solutions of the resonant equation. We consider the system 
defined above under the a:-sumption that the linear part of the system 
is rerluced to diagonal form (see Subsection 1.1) 

(1.1) 

(v= +1, +2, +3). 

Summation inrlices in this section always take on the values +1, +2, 
+3; A_v = Xv; without restricting the general character of the 
analysis, we assume that 

'A_1 = -i, 'A1 =i, 'A_2 = -f.li, lc2 =f.li, 

'A_a=-'Ai, A3=t,i (i=V-1, 0<'A<~-t<1). (1.2) 

In general, the coefficients a'jh, b}hk, . . . are complex and symme
trized 

aXj = a'j,, b'(jhk} = id. (v, j, h, k = +1, +2, +3). (1.3) 

By the fundamental Brjuno theorem (see Chapter V, Subsection 1.2), 
there exists a reYersible complex substitution of variables (a norma
lizing transformation) 

xi= Yi+ ~ a{mYlYm + ~ ~{mnYzYmYn + · · · (1.4) 

U=+1, +2, +3) 

j, l, m, n= +1, +2, +3) 

that reduces system (1.1) to normal form 

dyv ~ ~ - = 1\.vYv + Yv gvQYq_,yq,yq_,Yq'Yq_,y?• d"C - 1 1 -2 2 -3 3 
(1.5) 

(A, Q)=O 

('\' = +1, +2, +3), 

where q_1 , ••• , q3 are either integers or zeros; in addition, qv;?: -1, 
while the remaining qi are nonnegative, LJqh ;?: 1. A normal form 
includes only those resonant terms whose exponents satisfy the 
resonant equation (A, Q) = 0; in detailed form, 

ql - q_l + ~t (q2 - q_2) + A (qa - q_a) = 0. (1.6) 

We consider the possibility of having in (1.5) rth-degree resonant 
terms for which 

q_t + ql + q_2 + q2 + q_a + qa = r - 1 (r :;;> 2). (1. 7) 

For any A and ll from (1.2) and any odd r ;?: 3, the resonant equation 
(1.6) has the trivial solution 

(1.8) 
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Now we consider three semitrivial solutions, when one of the expres
sions in (1.6) in parentheses vanishes 

q_l = qll /, =q-2-q2 (1.9) 
!1 q3-q-3 

q_2 = q2, A= 
q_l-ql 

; (1.10) 
qs-q-3 

q_a = qa, 11 = q_l-ql. 
q2-q-2 (1.11) 

When two expressions in (1.6) in parentheses vanish, the third 
vanishes as well, which corresponds to the trivial solution. Thus it 
remains to find the nontrivial solution. when all three are distinct 
from zero 

(1.12) 

The trivial solution is impossible for quadratic terms (r = 2). 
Semitrivial solutions are possible only for specific values of A and 
11- and they give for the resonant terms of equations (1.5), respec
tively, 

~ = ~: Q-1=Q1=0, Q_2 =(0, 0, -1, 0, 2, 0), 

Q2 =(0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 2), Q_3 =(0, 0, 1, 0, -1, 1), 
Q3 =(0, 0, 0, 1, 1, -1); 

1.=-}: Q-1=(-1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0), Q1=(0, -1, 0, 0, 0, 2), 

Q-2=Q2=0, Q_3 =(1, 0, 0, 0, -1, 1), 
Q3 = (0, 1, 0, 0, 1, -1); 

1 
~t =z-: Q_1=(-1, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0), Q1 =(0, -1, 0, 2, 0, 0), 

Q-2=(1, 0, -1, 1, 0, 0), Q2=(0, 1, 1, -1, 0, 0), 

Q_s=Qa=O. 

For the nontrivial solution we obtain 

f, + ~L = 1: Q-1 = (-1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0), Q1 = (0, -1, 0, 1, 0, 1), 

Q-2 = (1, 0. -1, 0, 0, 1), Q2 = (0, 1, 0, -1, 1, 0), 

Q_3 = (1. 0, 0, 1, -1. 0), Q3 = (0, 1, 1. 0, 0, -1). 
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In the case of third-pou·er terms (r = 3), the trivial solution (1.8) 
yields 

Q,, = (1, 1, 0. 0. 0, 0), Q,. = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0), 
Q" = (0, 0, 0, 0. 1, 1) (v = +1. +2, +3) 

for any "A and 1-l from (1.2). 
All the remaining solutions are possible only for specific values of 
')., and ~t from (1.2). They are given below, together with the expo
nents Qv found in accordance with equations (1.5). The semitrivial 
solutions 

A, 1 
It= 3 : Q-1 = Q1 = 0, 

Q2=(0, 0, 0, -1, 0, 3), 
Q3=(0, 0, 0, 1, 2, -1); 

1 A=3: Q_1=(-1, 0, 0, 0, 3, 0), 

Q-2=Q2=0, 
Q3= (0, 1, 0, 0, 2, -1); 

1:1 = ! : Q-1 = ( -1, 0, 3, 0, 0, 0), 

Q_2 = (0, 0, -1, 0, 3, 0), 

Q-3=(0, 0, 1, 0, -1, 2), 

Q1 = (0, -1' 0, 0, 0, 3), 
Q-3=(1, 0, 0, 0, -1, 2), 

Q1 =(0, -1, 0, 3, 0, 0), 

Q-2=(1, 0, -1, 2, 0, 0), Q2=(0, 1, 2, -1, 0, 0), 
Q-3=Q3=0. 

And, finally. the nontrivial solutions yield 

2').. + 1-l = 1: Q-1 = (-'1, 0, 1, 0, 2, 0), Q1 = (0, -1, 0, 1, 0, 2), 
Q-2 = (1, 0, -1, 0, 0, 2), Q2 = (0, 1, 0, -1, 2, 0), 
Q-3 = (1, 0, 0, 1, -1, 1), Q3 = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, -1); 

A.+ 2f.t = 1: Q_1 = (-1, 0, 2, 0, 1. 0), Q1 = (0. -1, 0, 2, 0, 1), 
Q-2 = (1, 0, -1, 1, 0. 1), Q2 = (0. 1, 1, -1. 1, 0), 
Q-3 = (1. 0, 0, 2, -1, 0), Q3 = (0, 1, 2, 0, 0, -1); 

21-l- ')., = 1: Q-1 = (-1. 0, 2, 0, 0, 1). Q1 = (0, -1, 0, 2, 1, 0), 
Q-2 = (1. 0, -1, 1. 1, 0), Q2 = (0, 1, 1. -1, 0, 1), 
Q_3 = (0. 1, 2, 0, -1, 0), Q3 = (1, 0, 0, 2, 0, -1). 

The resonances are given below in Fig. 17 for r = 2 and in Fig. 18 
for r = 3. 
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4.2. Normal forms. If equations (1.5) are truncated to terms of 
power not higher than three, the fnndamental Brjuno theorem 
(V, 1.2) yields the following normal forms: 

2.il+ji=J 

i1+2p=1 

FIG. 17 FIG. 18 

(a) With no resonances, that is, for 
1 1 1 1 

'A=/=:T, 3; 11=1=-y. 3; 

"- + !1 =/=:. 1' 2'A + !1 =/=:. 1 , 
(the general case, when 'A and ~t from (1.2) do not lie on the straight 
lines of Figs. 17 and 18), 

dyv 1 + v + v + v Cit= AvYv g1YvY-1Y1 g2YvY-2Y2 gaYvY-aYa (2.1) 

(v=+1, +2, +3). 

(b) For the resonances appearing in semitrivial solutions (1.9)
(1.11) of equation (1.6), one term has to be added to each equation 
of (2.1), respectively, 

A '1 ll-2: 0, 0, f-2Y~:P f2Y~• f-aY-2Ya• /aY2Y-a; 

1 
lv=z-: e_1y~ 3 , e1y~, 0, 0, e-aY-1Ya. eaYtY-a; 

1 
!1 = 2 : d-1Y~ 2 , dly~, d-2Y-1Y2• d2Y1Y-2• 0, 0; 

A 1 fl =3: 0, 0, c-2Y~ 3 , c2y~, C-aY-2Y~· CaYzY~ 8 ; 
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(c) For the resonances appearing in nontrivial solutions (1.12} 
of equation (1.6), each equation of (2.1) must be snpplemented by 
one term, respectively, 

~-+~t=c1; 

2A+ ~l = 1: 

A+ 2~= 1: 

2~ -/, = 1: 

. ') . ') . 2 . ') . . 
LtY-zY':__ 3 , 1tYzY3, LzY-tY 3 , lzYtY':__ 3 , L3Y-tYzY3• l2Y1Y-zY-3; 
. 2 . ~ . . . •) . 2 
l-tY_ 2Y-~, hY'jY3, l-zY-tlhY3· hYtY-zY-3• l-3Y-tY2, J?YtY_ 2 ; 

k ') 7 •) 7 k l •) k ~ 
·-1Y:_ 2y3, ti'tY2_Y-3, 1'-zY-tYzY-3, zYtY-2Y3, '-3YtY':__ 2 , :'Y-tY2.· 

Remark. For the values of A and ~belonging to t\vo or more reso
nances (this corresponds to intersections of the sets of ~traight lines 
in Figs. 17 and 18), superposition of two or more additional terms 
occurs in equations (2.1). 

In the real ca~e. y -v = Yv (v = +L +2, +3), it would be suffi
cient to write the normal forms only for v = 1. 2, 3 (or only for 
v = -1. -2. -3). Here. however. we also cover the case in which 
the variables in tho initial system (1.1) are not complex conjugate. 

4.3. Calculation of coefficients of normalizing transformation and' 
normal forms. In the general ca:-e (a) of Subsection 4.2, the normal
izing tran:-formation (1.4) reduces :-ystem (1.1) to the normal form 
(2.1), and additional terms appear in (2.1) in the resonant cases (b) 
and (c). Reducing the normal form to symmetrized representation 
(V, 3, 1.3a), we arrive at the fundamental identities (V, 3, 1.6). and 
then follow the alternative of Chapter V, Subsection 3.2. 

Let us eliminate the resonances appearing in the quadratic terms. 
(see Subsection 4.1), that is, assnme that 

A 1 1 !:t*2; /,, ~=r'=z-; A+~=i=1 (3.1} 

(see also (1.2)). Then Av =r'= "A 1 +Am (v, l, m = +L +2. +3) and 
formula (V, 3, 2.2) is valid for the quadratic coefficients of the 
normalizing transformation 

v 
alm 

a"1 =. , A 'A (v, l, m=+1, +2, +3) (3.2), 
m Azl m- v 

(with the restrictions imposed in (3.1)). 

When ~ = + (see case (b) of Subsection 4.2), then Av = 'A1 +'Am 
if and only if ·v, l, m = -2, -3, - 3; 2, 3, 3; -3, { -2, 3};. 
3, {2, - 3}. We choose 

a-2 
-3-3' 

3 
CX(-23}' 

arbitrarily (it is preferable to determine them from (3.2) on the

basis of continuity when A -* 2
1 , if this is possible. or set them to 

!-1 
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zero otherwise). The remaining cx~m are given by (3.2). The coeffi

<Cients of the quadratic terms appearing when ~ = ~ (see case (b) 

{If Subsection 4.2) are given by formulas (V, 3, 2.4) 

f -2 -2 
-2 =If -3-3 = a-3-3, 

2 2 
f2 = q:>33 = a33, 

f 2 -3 2 -3 
-3 = q:>-23 = a-2a, f 2 3 2 3 a= q:Jz-3= a2-3· 

1 
Similarly, when 'A= 2 , we choose 

,.-1 
""-3-3' 

:arbitrarily and determine 

1 
when 1-1 = 2 , we choose 

,.-3 ,.3 
""-13' ""1-3 

2 -3 
e_3 = a-13, 

-1 "'212, -2 2 a-2-2, "" a{-12}1 a{1-2l 

.arbitrarily and determine 

a_l = a=L2, al = a12, a_2 = 2a=r2 • 

.and when 'A + 1-1 = 1. we choose 
-1 1 -2 2 -3 3 

a{-2-3}1 a{23b a{-13}1 a{1-3h a{-12}> a{1-2} 

arbitrarily and determine 

h_1 = 2a=L3, h1 = 2a~3, 

h2 = 2aLa, h_3 = 2a:~2, 

h_2 =2a=L 
h3 =2aL2· 

In order to determine the cubic terms, we must first eliminate the 
resonances that appear. that is, assume that 

(3.3) 

The values of v, l. m, and p for which 'Av = 'A 1 + Am + Ap are 

v, l, m. p = v, {l. -l, v} (v, l = +1, +2, +3). (3.4) 

We also set 

(3.5) 
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Formula (V, 3, 2.3) holds for the remaining values of v, l, m, and 
p, that is. 

v 1 [ \' 
~Imp=~ ..LA, +"- -A blmp 'l, m p v-

+_!_ 
3 

(3.6) 

(v. l, m, p = +1. +2, +3; l, m, p =I= {l, -l, v}) 

with the restrictions given in (3.3). Formulas (V, 3, 2.6) under 
conditions (3.1) yield the coefficients of the cubic terms in (2.1) 
corresponding to the subscripts selected in (3.4) 

(v = +1. +2, +3; h = 1, 2, 3; h =I= I v 1). 

A 1 1 
When Tt = 2 , A, ~· = 2 , A + ~ = 1. formulas (V, 3. 2.5) 

must be applied. 
A. 1 

It remains to analyze the cases omitted in (3.3). When It = 3, 
then the equality Av = Az + Am + Ap holds, in addition to the sub
scripts given in (3.4), for 

v, l, m, p = -2, -3, -3, -3; 2, 3. 3, 3; 

-3, { -2, 3, 3}; 3, {2, -3, -3}, 

and we choose 
A_-3 A_3 
P{-233), 1-'{2-3-3} 

arbitrarily (it is preferable to determine them on the basis of con

tinuity by means of (3.6) when ~ ~ ! , if this is possible, or set 

them to zero otherwise). The coefficients of the cubic terms appearing 

when !:.. = 3
1 (see case (b) of Subsection 4.2) will be determined in 

~l 

general from formulas (V, 3, 2.5) (or from (V, 3, 2.6) when ~ = 

= ~ , ~ , since (3.1) holds and the normal form contains no quadrat

ic terms). Namely, 

C -'X.-2 c-x2 
-2- -3-3-3' 2- 333' 
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1 
Similarly, when A= 3 , we choose 

~=L3-3, ~:L:J, 
arbitrarily and determine 

R-3 R3 
1-'{-133}> 1-'{1-:J-3) 

[Ch. VIII 

b-1 = x:::L3-3' bl = xL3' b_3 = 3x:::t33' ba = 3xL3-3 

from formulas (V, 3, 2.6) when 

(V, 3, 2.5) when ~t=-}, ~. 
1 ·when !l = 3 , we choose 

R-1 R1 -2 
1-'-2-2-2, 1-'222, ~-122, 

arbitrarily and determine 

or from formulas 

1 1 3 9 3 ., 
a-1 = X:::2-2-2' al = X222• a-2 = X:::i22' a2 = X!-2-2 

1 
from formulas (V, 3, 2.6) when A =1= 6 or from formulas (V, 3, 2.5) 

1 
when 'A= lf. 

When 2A + !l = 1, we choose 

R-1 Rl R-2 
1-'{-2-3-3), 1-'{233}> 1-'{-1.13}> 

2 R- 3 
~{1-3-31• 1-'{-123}> M1-2-3} 

arbitrarily and determine 

i_1=3x:::L3-3' i1=3xL3' 

. 3 2 
L2=•X1-3-3' 

from formulas (V, 3, 2.6) 
1 

(V, 3, 2.5) when A= T. 
'± 

L3=6x:::i23' ia=6xL2-3 

when A =1= ~ or from 

When 'A+ 211 = 1, we choose 

formulas 

R- 1 R 1 R- 0 

1-'{- 2- 2- 3}> 1-'{223}> IJ{ _:123}> 
R-3 
1-'{-122)• 

3 
~{1-2-2} 

arbitrarily and determine 

]. --3x- 1 ,. -3x1 ,. 6x- 2 
-1 -- -2-2-3' 1- 223' --2 = -123' 

j2 = 6xL2-3' j_3 =~ 3x:::r22' ja = 3xL2-2 

from formulas (V, 3, 2.6) when A =1= {- or from foJ mulas 

1 
(V, 3, 2.5) when A= 4 . 
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Finally, when 2~.t-A= 1, we choose 
A_-1 A_1 
P{-2-23}7 1-'{22-3}7 

arbitrarily and determine 

k_t =3x=L2a' 

k2= 6xL2a• 

A_-2 
P{-12-3}7 

A_-3 
P{i-2-2}7 

k -3x1 k 2-6x- 2 
1- 22-3' - - -12-3' 

k_a=3xj~ 2 _ 2 , ka=3x~ 122 
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M-122} 

from formulas (V, 3, 2.6) when 
1 1 

"·*T• 2 or from formulas 
1 1 

(V, 3, 2.5) when A.= 3 , 2 . 

When ~~~P have to be chosen, it is preferable to determine them 
on the basis of continuity from (3.6) (when possible) or set them 
to zero. 

4.4. Stability in the third approximation. The Molchanov criterion. 
\Ve consider the general case (a) of Subsection 4.2, assuming the 
initial system (1.1) to be real. This means that in (2.1) not only 
A._k = ~k· but also that 

Y-k = Yk, g;k = g~ (k, r = 1, 2, 3). 

Multiplying equations (2.1) by y -v and adding them pairwise, we 
arrive at a system of real equations 

3 

dllk "'\' """iFt = -1']k £.... Ekcx1lcx (k= 1, 2, 3), (4.1) 
a=1 

where 

1'Jk = I Y~< 12 > 0, Eka = -2 Reg~ (k, a = 1, 2, 3). (4.2) 

System (4.1) was analyzed by Molchanov [329b] for arbitrary k~ 2. 
The case k = 2 was presented in Subsection 1.4. Let us take up the 
case k = 3, following [329b]. 

If all variables 1la in (4.1), except one, are set to zero, we obtain 
the necessary conditions for stability of the trivial solution of the 
real system ( 1.1) in the general case 

En~< >0 (k = 1, 2, 3). 

A sufficient condition for stability is the positive definiteness of 
the matrix 

This is readily seen if all the equations of ( 4.1) are added. 
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Now we wish to consider the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for stability of the trivial solution of system (4.1). Since the ·variables 
11 1 , 'llz, and 'lla are nonnegative, we must analyze stability only within 
a cone 'Ilk;;;;: 0 (k = 1, 2, 3). Solutions of the type 'Ilk = 11~11 (t) are 
said to be the invariant rays of system (4.1). Substitution into (4.1) 
yields 

~--E z 
de- '11' 

0 -

'11~ l "; Eka'll~-E] =0 (k=-1, 2, ~1). 
'X=1 

(4.3) 

(4.4} 

Here Eisa parameter similar to the eigenvalne in the linear systems; 
by (4.4) stability is shown to be determined by the sign of E. 

In order to find the invariant rays of system (4.1), we retain only 
the second mnltiplier in each equation of (4.4); this yields the funda
mental system of linear equations 

3 

~ Eka'll~=E (k=1,2,3). ( 4 .. 5) 
a=l 

If the matrix 

(4.6) 

is nonsingular, then system (4.5) has a unique solution for any E. 
These solutions fill an invariant line formed by one stable (E > 0) 
and one unstable (E < 0) rays. If matrix (4.6) is singular. then a 
solution exists, within the proportionality factor, only for E = 0 
(the neutral invariant line). All solutions of the nonlinear algebraic 
system (4.4) can be obtained by retaining in each of the equations 
either the first or the second multiplier. The total number of solu
tions is eight, including the identity solution 11 1 = 11 2 = 11 3 = 0 
analyzed above. This procedure corresponds to an independent inves
tigation of system (4.1) on each of the three faces of the cone llk;;;;: 0 
(k = 1, 2. 3). 

The Molchanov criterion [329b]. For the trivial solution oj system 
(4.1) to be stable, it is necessary and sufficient that no neutral or un
stable ray be located within or on the faces of the cone 'Ilk ;;;;: 0 (k = 
= 1, 2, 3). 

:\"ecessity was proved above. A proof of sufficiency is outlined in 
[329b]. 
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Remark. In a number of problems (see Subsections 1.1 and 2.6) 
all g~ (k, r = 1, 2, 3) are pure imaginary. Then, by equations (4.1), 

I Yk l2 = ck (k = 1, 2, 3) 

are the first integrals of system (2.1) and can be used to construct 
the Lyapunov function by the Chetaev method ([40al, Ch. II, Sec. 10) 
of linear combination of integrals. The Lyapunov function construct
ed in this manner, however, is determined within third-power terms 
and can only furnish conclusions on the formal stability [238e] of 
the trivial solution of system (1.1). 



CHAPTER IX 

OSCILLATIONS OF A HEAVY SOLID BODY 
WITH A FIXED POINT ABOUT 

THE LOWER EQUILIBRIUM POSITION 

§ 1. Case of Centroid Located in a Principal Plane 
of the Ellipsoid of Inertia with Respect to a Fixed Point 

The differential equations of o~cillations of a heavy solid body 
with one fixed point about the lower equilibrium position are trans
formed in Subsections 1.1, 1.2, and 1.5 for the case specified in the 
heading of this section. It is preferable to apply known methods to 
the transformed equations; this is demonstrated by an example in 
which the method of successive approximations is used. 

1.1. Reduction to diagonal form. We consider a nonsymmetric 
heavy solid body in which the centroid (centre of gravity) G lies 
in one of the principal planes of inertia for the f1xed point 0. Without 
restricting the general character of the analysis, we orient the prin
cipal axes Oxyz of the ellipsoid of inertia in such a manner that 
x 0 ~ 0. Ya = 0. and z 0 ~ 0 (OG2 =x'b + Zb >0). Euler's equa
tions are 

~~ = 1-:-c qr- ~;z ~v', ~i =(c-a) rp+ M:Z (~v-sv"), 
dr -· a-1 pq+ Mgl ~~,' (a _ __:!__ c = Be , ~ =~ r = zla), dt- -c- CB""- 1 - B ' - l ' "' 

where l = OG and the fixed axis Oz* is directed downward. and v, v', 
and v'' are its direction cosines. We wish to analyze oscillations 
.about the lower equilibrium position (v = £, v' = 0, and v" = ~) 
.and therefore assume that at every moment during the motion 

v = s + r, v' = r', v" = ~ + r". 

Let us introduce dimensionless variables and dimensionless time 

P __ _E_ 
--' 

\" 
R= ~ ' T:=Vt 

v 
(- v Mgl) \'= --

B 

(note that v stands for the frequency of pendulum oscillations about 
the axis Oy if it is horizontal). The Euler-Poisson equations can be 
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written as 

dP = _ ~ r' + 1-c QR 
d-r a a ' ~~ = -~Q+Rr' -Qr", 

df' =tP-£R+Pf"-Rr 
d't ~ ' ~~ = ~r- £f" + (c-a) RP, 

dR =j_f' + a-1 PQ 
d't c c ' 

d~~~ =£Q+Qr-Pr'. (1.1) 

The eigenvalues of the matrix of the linear part of system (1.1) 
are 0, 0, -i, +i, -/..i, +t..i, and 

( 1.1 a) 

where the zero eigenvalue corresponds to simple elementary divisors. 
The matrix S having for its elements the correspondingly arranged 
eigenvectors of the matrix of the linear part of system (1.1) and its 
inverse matrix s-l are 

0 £ 0 0 . ~ . ~ 
-l a1: l-

a f.. 

0 0 1 1 0 0 

0 ~ 0 0 . ~ . ~ 
S= £- -l-cf.. cf.. 

£ 0 -i~ i~ 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 1 

~ 0 i£ -i£ 0 0 

I 0 0 0 £ 0 0 
l: ~ .. 0 0 0 0 c/,2 a'A2 

0 1 0 . ~ 0 . ~ 
T '2 -l2 

s-t= 
0 1 0 . ~ 0 . ~ . (1.2) 

2 -l2 zT 
. t 0 . ~ 0 1 0 l 2~ -l 2~ T 
. t 0 . ~ 0 1 0 -l 2~ l2f; 2 

We denote by u a vector with the components P, Q, R, r, r', 
and r", and by x a vector with the components x1, ••• , x6 • System 
H-05~9 
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(1.1) can be presented in the form 

where g (u) is a vector-function composed of the nonlinear terms of 
system (1.1). The substitution u = Sx reduces system (1.1) to diago
nal form 

~~ = s-1ASx+ s-1g (Sx), (1.3) 

where S-1AS is a diagonal matrix having for its elements the eigen
values of the matrix A arranged in the order given above. There is 
no need to give equations for x 3 and x5 becau:-e these variables are 
complex conjugates of x~ and x6 : x3 = X. and x5 = I;,. Hence, system 
(1.3) becomes 

dx 4 _ . + J... ( _ ) tr 2 + (1-A.) (c-a) ~~ 2 dT - tx, 2 c a .,,x2 2acf..2 x5 

+ (1+A.) (c-al£~ 2 + 1 . ( + ) 
2acf..2 x6 2 zxl x3 x, 

-- l 1 - -- - t 2-- T2 X X· 1 . [ c-a ( 1 1 )j 
2 A. c- a"', 2o 

The three kno\vn first integrals, namely, the trivial integral, that 
of the kinetic momentum relative to the vertical axis Oz*, and the 
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energy integral, are expressed in terms of diagonal variables as fol
lows 

2x1 + x~ - (x 3 - x,) 2 + (xs + x6 )2 = 0, (1.5) 

acf. . .Zx2 + acA.2x1x 2 + i (c- a) G~X2 (xa - X~o) 

A.-1 A.+1 + -~..- (x3xs+x,x6 ) +-A.- (xax6 + x 4x 5 ) = k (1.6) 

( k = koz* ) 
s:v · 

1.2. Reduction to the Lyapunov form ([ 108a], §§ 33-45). The ma
trix T of the linear transformation of the diagonal system (1.4) to 
the Lyapunov skew-symmetric form is easily constructed 

T=lz+T2+T2, l2=ll~ ~~~' Tz=+ll ~ -:II· 
The matrix L of the resultant transformation of the initial system 

(1.1) to a system similar to Lyapunov is given by 

L = ST, 

where S is given by (1.2). The matrix and its inverse are 

0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ -ar-
0 0 1 0 0 0 

0 ~ 0 0 0 ~ 
L= cr-

~ 0 0 -~ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

~ 0 0 ~ 0 0 

0 0 0 ~ 0 ~ 
~ 0 ~ 0 0 0 c/...2 a/...2 

0 1 0 0 0 0 
L-t= 

0 0 0 -s 0 £ (2.1) 

0 0 0 0 1 0 

~ 0 ~ 0 0 0 -T T 
14* 
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In the Lyapunov variables, the first three integrals in the same 
order are 

2z1 + z~+ z!+ z~ = 0, (2.3) 
1 

aclh2+ acf..h1z2 + (c-a) £{;z2z~+r z4za+ zsz5 = k, (2.4) 

- 2z1 + aclh~ + z: + z: = fl 2• (2.5) 

The simplest Chetaev linear combination of integrals ([38b], 
pp. 430-431) here reduces to the sum of the trivial integral (2.3) 
and the energy integral (2.5), and yields a positive-definite form V 
in all variables 

V = z~ + acf..h~ + z! + z! + z: + z: = fl2 • 

This expression bears upon the stability of the lower equilibrium 
position and enables us to determine the stability region in the large 
in the variables p, q, r, y, y', and y". 

1.3. Resonances. Formula (1.1a) is the ratio of the frequencies 
of the linear part of system (1.1). Equating this ratio to p = min, 
where m and n are mutually prime natural numbers, we obtain 

(3.1) 

or 
(3.1a) 

In the first octant of space {a, c, ~2} equation (3.1) describes a por
tion of a second-order surface 

(a - c) s1 == c (p2a - 1) (3.1b) 
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with the natural constraints 

0-<£2 ::::;1, a+c~1. c-a-<1, a-c-<1. (3.2) 

The last three inequalities represent a well-known relationship, 
namely, that the sum of any two principal moments of inertia is 
not smaller than the third. When p = 1, equation (3.1) becomes 

A (C -B) s2 + C (A -B) s2 = 0. (3.3) 

Zelman [398b) noted that those are the conditions imposed on the 
parameters in the Gess-Appelrot case [213). Equation (3.3) is evi
dently satisfied in the Lagrange-Poisson case as well (s = 0, A = B). 

When p = 2, equation (3.1) becomes 

A (4C -B) s2 + C (4A -B) s2 = 0. 

If A = B, s = 0, then A = 4C, and this, as Zelman remarked 
[398b), characterizes the parameters of a solid body in the Goryachev
Chaplygin case [65b, 88). 

However, equation (3.1) (or (3.1a), (3.1b)), which has a solution 
for any 0 < p = min< =, has no solution in the Kovalevskaya 
case [92) (p = 1/2). 

1.4. Simplest motions. We begin with permanent rotations (those 
with constant p, q, r, y, y', andy", that is, with fixed orientation of 
the body's axis of rotation and with constant angular velocity). 
Equations (1.1) yield 

(1 - c) QR - sy' = 0, Ry' - Qy" = 0, 

(c- a) RP + sy- sy" = 0, 

(a - 1) PQ + sy' = 0, 

The last three equations yield 

Py"- Ry = 0, 

Qy- Py' = 0. (4.1) 

P=Qy, Q=Qy', R=Qy" (Q= + VP2+Q2+R2), (4.2) 

which states that the permanent axis is always vertical. In order to 
find its position in the body, \Ve multiply the first and third equations 
of (4.1) by sand s, respectively, and add them; by (4.2), we obtain 

y' [s (1 - c) y" + s (a - 1) y) = 0. 

The locus of axes of permanent rotation in the body (the Staude 
cone) is divided, in the case in question, into two planes 

y = 0 and s (1 - c) z + s (a - 1) x = 0. 

Now we consider pendulum oscillations. Such motions are known 
to be possible with respect to the principal axis of inertia (it is 
necessarily horizontal and fixed in space) that is perpendicular to the 
plano containing the centroid. In fact, the statement of the problem 
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was determined by the existence of pendulum oscillations. Hence, 
we set P = R = f' = 0 in equations (1.1) and, returning to the 
variables y and yll, we obtain 

dQ r . \: II dy Q II dy" Q ""d-t=.,y-.,y, ---cz:r=- y, err= y. (4.3) 

From Y 11 = cos{}, where {} is the nutation angle, we derive that 
y = sin{} for y' = 0. In the equilibrium position cos{} = s, so that 
for the pendulum motion we set 

{} = arccos s + e. 
Equations ( 4.3) now yield an equation for the pendulum oscillations 

d29 . 
d't2 +sm e = 0. 

1.5. Transformation of equations of diagonal form. The trivial 
integral (1.5) yields for x1 

x1 =-} (x3 -x4) 2 - ~ (x5 +x6) 2 + (4). (5.1) 

Note that x 2 and k are of the same order of smallness; therefore, 
substituting (5.1) into the kinetic momentum integral (1.6), we 
arrive at 

1 . 1-f... 
x2 = ~ k + ----,---3 (x3x5 + x4x6) 

ac"' ac"' 

1+1.. i (a-c)~~ 
- acf...a (x3x6 + X4X5) + a2c2'A4 k (xs-- x 4) + (3). (5.2) 

Here and henceforth we indicate the order of smallness of the 
omitted terms in the variables x3 , x4, x5, x6, and in the constant k. 
The order of system (1.4) is now lowered by two, and the transformed 
system consisting of two pairs of complex conjugate equations 
(x 3 = x4 and x5 = x6) reduces to 
dx 4 . + (c-a) ~~ k2 (1-f...) (c-a)G~ 2 a:r- = lX4 2a2c2f...4 + 2acf...2 • Xs 

+ (1+'A) (c-a) ~~ x 2 _ _ i _ [ 1 _ !..=!!:.._ ( _!._ £2 _ _!._ r2) J kx 
2acf...2 6 2acf...2 . 'A c a "' 5 

__ i_ [.1 +~ (J.. !:2 _ _!._ r2) J kx - (c-a) ~~ x x 
2acf...2 ')., c "' a "' 6 acf...2 5 6 

+{- i (x3 -x4) (x~-x!)--{-i (x3 +x4) (x5+x6)2 

(c-a) (i+'A) ~~ 
- a2c2f...5 k ( x3x6 + x4x5) 

+ (c-:;~;'A-;-'A)~~ k(x3x5+x4x6)-i 
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+ 2a!'A3 r i (A.+ 1) (xaxs+ x4x5) + i (A.-1) (xax5+ x4x6) 

+ (a-:-c~~~ k(x3-x4)] {[1- c-;:a (+~2-+~2 )Jx5 

+[i + c-;:a ( + ~2-! ~2) ]xs} +(4), 

~~6 = il.x6 + 2a!'A2 [ 1 -A.+ ~ ( ~ ~2 + : ~2 )] kx3 

(a-c) (1-'A) ~~ i r + 2 1..2 xa(x5-xs)+-2 , 2 -1-A. 
ac ac" '-

+ 1(at2 +c1-z)Jk +(a-c)(1+'A)~~ ( ) 
T c "' a "' x4 2ac'A2 x4 Xs- Xs 

+! il.(xa-x4)2(x6-x5)+! il.(x~-x:)(x5 +x6) 

+ 2a!t..a ~ i ( 1-A) (XaXs + X4X5)- i ( 1 +A) (XaX6 + X1,X5) 

+ (c-:c~~~ k(x3-x4)] {[1-A.+ ~ (: ~2 +: ~2 )]x3 

+[ -1-A.+ ~ ( ~ ~2+: ~2 )]x4}+(4). (5.3) 

The remaining first integral is best approached as a sum of the 
energy integral (1. 7) and the trivial integral (1.5). Using (5.1) and 
(5.2), we can write the first integral of system (5.3) as 

1 rk 1--'A < ) 1+'A < 
ac'A2 l +-'A- x3Xs + x,x6 - -'A- x3x6 + x4x5) 

. (a- c)£~ k ( ) -]2 4 I 2 4 [ 12 (4) 2 + ~ ac'A2 X3- X4 J + X4 I + x6 + = fl . 

1.6. Possible generalizations. The system of differential equa
tions analyzed above is three-parametric owing to the number of 
independent parameters involved: a, c, and ~ (we recall that ~ = 
= + lf 1 - ~2 ). The system would be reduced to two-parametric 
if the ellipsoid of inertia with respect to point 0 were an ellipsoid 
of revolution (a = 1 or c = 1 or a = c), or if the centroid were on 
one of the principal axes of an arbitrary ellipsoid of inertia with 
respect to point 0 (~ = 0 or ~ = 1). In the Lagrange-Poisson case 
(a = 1, ~ = 0), system ( 1.1) has a single parameter c. In the case 
of kinetic symmetry (a = c = 1, ~ = 0) and in the Kovalevskaya 

case ( a = 1 , c = ~ , ~ = 1 or a = c = 2, ~ = 1 ) , system ( 1.1) 
has no parameters. The motion of a solid body in the general case 
is described by a system of differential equations with four param-
eters: a, c, t and 11 (~ = + Vi - ~2 - 112). 
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The four-parameter equations are similar to those given above but 
are more cumbersome (simpler equations are obtained with another 
approach outlined in Section 2). The equations of oscillations about 
the equilibrium position in other force fields (such as a central 
Newton force field) are also unwieldy. 

The transformations outlined above enable us to apply methods 
specific to oscillations in essentially nonlinear autonomous systems 
to the motion of a heavy solid body. Some of these methods were 
presented in Chapters I, IV, and VIII. The future will show whether 
these methods are really effective for analyzing oscillations of solids. 
The next subsection discusses a method that appears effective to the 
author. 

1.7. Situation similar to the Kovalevskaya case. Within the assump
tions of the present section, we consider a situation when the cen
troid G of a body is in the equatorial plane of the ellipsoid of inertia 
(for the fixed point 0), which is also the ellipsoid of revolution. 
We thus assume 

A = B =I= C, Ya = Za = 0, Xa = OG =I= 0. 

This situation covers the Kovalevskaya case as well ( C = ; A). 
For a=1, £=1, and ~=0 equations (1.1) become 

~~ = (1-c) QR, ~~ = -y" + (c-1) RP, 
dR 1 I 

a;r:=c-1', 

dy R I Q II Iii= I' - I', 
dy" 
crt=Qy-Py'. (7.1) 

The first three integrals, namely, the trivial, kinetic momentum 
with respect to Oz1, and energy integrals, take the form 

yz+y'z+ y"z= 1, Py + Qy' +cRy"= k ( k= JA Kz,) ,I (7.2) 

P2-f-Q2-f-cR2-2y= ~~2. (7.3) 

In order to investigate oscillations about the lower equilibrium 
position (y = 1, y' = y" = 0), we solve the first two integrals for 
y and P 

I'=+ v 1-y'2-y"2, p = k-Qy'-cRy" 
y1-y'2-y"2 

(7.4) 

The last expressions are analytic functions of the variables if 

y'2 + y"2 < 1, (7.5) 
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that is, until the centroid G reaches the horizontal plane passing 
through 0. We assume that the centroid of the body reaches this 
plane at zero angular velocity, that is, 

P = Q = R = I' = o, 1'12 + v"2 = 1. 

The constant h in integral (7 .3) equals zero for this motion; at the 
initial moment, by (7.3), we have 

P 2 (0) + Q2 (0) + cR 2 (0) - 2v (0) = 0. 

Therefore, the centroid will never reach the horizontal plane in 
question if at the initial moment 

P2 (0) + Q2 (0) + cR2 (0) - 2v (0) < 0. (7 .6). 

In other words, the condition of analyticity (7 .5) is satisfied. 
Substitution of (7.4) into (7.1) yields a fourth-order system 

dQ = _ , -1- (c- 1) R k-Qy' -cRy" dR 1 1 

d-r: I' , l~i-y'2-y"2, l.h=c-v, 
dy 1 

_, k-Qy'-cRy" -RV 1- 1 2 _ "2 
d-r: - 'V • ,r 1 , 2 "2 I' 'V ' r -y -y 

dy" - Q V 1- 12_ "2_ I k-Qy' -cRy" (7 .7) 
d-r: - v I' v y- 1_y12-y"2 

that is analytic if (7 .6) is satisfied. 
The characteristic equation for the linear part of system (7. 7) is 

1.4-J-(1+_!_+k2)/v2-j-_!_-j- 1-c k2=0. 
c c c 

The roots of this equation are pure imaginary and distinct if c < 1. 
Let c > 1; then one positive root appears if 

k2>-1- (7.8) 
c-1 · 

Note that the boundary given by (7.8) for the instability in the large 
of the lower equilibrium position is arbitrarily high for a thick disk 
(c = 1 + e, e > 0) and arbitrarily low for a thin disk (c ~ 1). 

Let us analyze the compatibility of condition (7 .8) (instability in 
the large) and (7.6) (analyticity), taking into account that by (7.2) 

k = P (O) I' (0) + Q (O) "( 1 (0) + cR (0) v" (0). 

Let the motion start from equilibrium, that is, 

'V (0) = 1, ')' 1 (0) = y" (0) = 0. 
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Then k = P (0), and conditions (7.8) and (7.6) can be written as 
the inequalities 

c~ 1 < P 2 (0) < 2- Q2 (0)- fl2 (0), (7 .9) 

which are compatible only when c > ~ . 
1.8. Application of the method of successive approximations. We 

recast system (7. 7) in vector form 

x~U). 
0 (c-1)k 0 -1 

0 0 1 0 dx 
(8.1) --Ax=f(x) A= c 

dT ' ' 0 -1 0 k 

1 0 -k 0 

where f (x) is a vector-function composed of nonlinear terms. We se
lect x0 = x (0) as the zeroth approximation; consequently, in the first 
.approximation 

~~~ - Ax1 = f (x0) 

and in higher approximations 

whence 

dxk+1 A f ( ) ---a:c-- xk+l = xk (k=1,2, ... ), 

't 
xk+l = e"A x (0) + \ eC'r-aJAf (xk (s)) ds. 

0 

(8.2) 

(8.3) 

Let us evaluate the norm of the difference in the standard manner 
't 

xk+dT)-xk('t)= \eC't-•lA[f(xk{s))-f(xk_1 (s))]ds (k=i, 2, ... ). 
·a 

This gives 

I xk+l (,;)- xk (,;)I -<.4312L't I eC<-s)A I I xk (s)- Xk-1 (s) I 
(0-<.s-<.,;; k= 1, 2, •.. ), 

where L is the Lipschitz constant in the closed domain contained in 
·(7.5). Therefore, the mapping (8.3) is contracting and the sequence 
{xk (,;)} is uniformly convergent in the segment 0-<.,;-<. ,;* if 

1 ,; < ,;* = 8L I eC't-•) \ 1-1. 
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Equation (8.2) and formula (8.3) yield 

x1 (·t") = e'tAx (0) +A -i ( e'tA- I~) f (x0) (8.4) 

for the first approximation. In detailed form, formula (8.4) describes 
the "coin effect", that is, the standing of a thin disk spun at a suffi
ciently high angular velocity around a vertical axis. 

1.9. Remarks on the determination of the position of a solid body 
with a fixed point. The approach used above was integration of the 
Euler-Poisson equations. Only five arbitrary constants are obtained, 
however, after p, q, r, y, y', andy" are found for a given time t, since 
at any moment the sum of squared direction cosines equals unity. 
At the same time, the initial data can assume six arbitrary initial 
values, for example, p 0 , q0 , r 0 , q:J 0 , '¢ 0 , and 'l't 0 , where q:J, 'ljl, and 'l't are 
Euler's angles. It can readily be shown (see, for instance, [65b], 
Ch. I, § 5) that in addition to integration of the Euler-Poisson equa
tions, one additional integration is required to obtain the complete 
solution. Indeed, if the formulas for qJ and 'l't are [65b) 

qJ =arctan ..1,-, 'l't =arccos y", 
'Y 

the precession angle 'ljJ is found from 

d'IJ - 1 [ 1 ( dy! , dy' ) 1 Tt-7 r- y'l+y"2 dt y -lit y . 

Kharlamov uses a different method of finding the body's position 
in space, namely, by means of a fixed and a mobile hodographs of 
angular velocity and arc coordinates. By analogy with kinematics 
of a point, we refer to this method ([88), Sec. 1.6) as a natural one. 

§ 2. The General Case 

As Ishlinskii remarks ([79al, Ch. IV, § 1), the system of Euler's 
dynamic and kinematic equations is not very convenient for gyro
scopic analysis. This remark is equally valid for the problem dis
cussed in this chapter. In the general case, if the Euler-Poisson equa
tions are used, there are four independent parameters: two ratios 
of moments of inertia and two ratios of the centroid's coordinates to 
the distance from the fixed point. The number of independent param
eters is less than four if, as in Section 1, the centroid lies in one of 
the principal planes of the ellipsoid of inertia for the fixed point 
(this is always possible if the ellipsoid is one of revolution). The 
assumptions made above reduce the number of independent param
eters to three; in the case described of the ellipsoid of revolution 
the number is not greater than two; it equals unity in the Lagrange
Poisson case; and, finally, no parameters are involved in the Kova
levskaya case. 
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If the Euler-Poisson equations are used, transformations to the 
Jordan form of the linear part of the equations in question are very 
cumbersome, but they contract considerably if the number of the 
parameters is at least one less than in the general case (see Sub
section 1.1). The manipulations are substantially simplified, how
ever, if one uses the special axes of the frame of reference inherent 
in the body, introduced by Kharlamov ([88], Sec. 2.6). 

Both the preceding section and this one are devoted to preliminary 
transformations necessary before applying methods of small param
eter and the method of normal forms. The actual application of 
these methods, however, requires considerable effort. This reflects 
an essential point: in general, the motion of a solid body with a 
fiHd point cannot be reduced to a superimposition of oscillations, 
but has to be described as a slip-free rolling motion of a moving 
axoid over a fixed one (a detailed analysis can be found in [88]). 
As for the method of successive approximations, it appears that 
the results given in Subsection 2.6 (and also 1.8) are sufficiently 
effective. 

2.1. Base reference frame. We assume that the centroid G of a 
body does not coincide with the fixed point 0. We draw the first 

Mg 

PIG. 19 

axis, OX, through the centroid G and choose the axes OY and OZ 
such that the centrifugal moment of inertia Jyz equals zero. The 
reference frame OXYZ inherent in the body is called the base refer
ence frame (Fig. 19). 

The kinetic energy of a body is a quadratic form of the components 
of the angular velocity 

K=; (Jxxffi~+Jyyffi~+Jzzffii+2Jxyffixffiy+21zxWzffix), (1.1) 
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where J xx. Jyy, and lzz are the axial and lxy = Jyx and 
Jzx = J xz (Jyz = lzy = 0) are the centrifugal moments of 
inertia of the body. The formulas for the projections of the kinetic 
momentum k 0 of the body onto the base frame axes, 

kx = J xxffix + J XYffiY + J xzWz, 

ky = ]y xffix + ]yyffiy, 

kz = lzxffix + lzzWz, 

enable us to rewrite ( 1.1) in the form 
1 

K = 2 (kxffix + kywy+ kzWz). 

We solve equations (1.2) with respect to ffix, ffiy, and Wz 

ffix = Qxxkx + Qxyky + Qxzkz, 

ffiy = Qyxkx + Qyyky + fJyzkz, 

ffiz = Qzxkx + Qzyky + Qzzkz, 

where 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

n JyyJzz lzzlxx-J~x 
fJyy= detJ 

lxxlyy-J~y 

Qzz= detJ ~'xx= detJ I 

Q Q Jxzl·>'Y 
xz = zx = - det J , 

Q Q lxyJzx 
YZ = ZY = det J 1 

and, finally, det J is the determinant of the positive-definite quadratic 
form (1.1), that is, of the matrix 

I J XX J XY J ZX 

J= lJXY Jyy 0 (1.5) 
J zx 0 lzz 

Substitution of (1.4) into (1.3) yields an expression for the kinetic 
energy of the body as a quadratic form of the component of the 
kinetic momentum with respect to the fixed point 0 

K = ~ (Qxxk~+Qyyk~+Qzzk~ 
+ 2Qxykxky + 2Qyzkykz + 2Q2 xkzkx:). ( 1.6) 

This completes the transformation from the inertia tensor {J xx 1 ••• 

. . . , lzx} to the gyration tensor {Qxx, ... 1 Qzx} (see [88)1 
Sec. 2.5). 
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In a more compact form, this becomes 
1 1 

k 0 =,Jro, K= 2 (k0 , ro)= 2 (Jro, ro), 

ro = J- 1k0 , K = ~ (k0 , J- 1k0 ). (1.7) 

2.2. Special reference frame. Let us rotate the axes of the base 
reference frame OXYZ about OX by an angle e, moving OY in the 
direction of OZ; the new axes will be denoted by OXX1X 2 (see 
Fig. 19). The new unit vectors are expressed in terms of those of 
the base reference frame by the equations 

ex1 =eycose-t-e2 sine, ex2 = -eysine+e2 cose. 

The matrix R composed of the components of the new base frame 
ex, ex , and ex is given in the base frame ex, ey, and e2 by 

1 2 

1 0 0 

R = 0 cos e -sin e 

0 sine cos e 

This matrix is orthogonal: R -l = R1:. 
The matrix J of the inertia tensor is expressed in the new base 

frame by the formula (see (1.1.27), [80]) 

J =R- 1JR 

J xx J xY cos e+J zx sine J zx cos:g-J xY sine 

J.yycose-t-lzxsine Jyycos2 e+J22 sin2 e; (J22-Jyy)sin2e 

lzxCose-Jxysine ~ (J22 -lyy)sin2e Jyysin2 e+l22 eos2e 

Obviously, det f = det J. For the elements of the inverse matrix 
we derive 

J~~ = J~://z, J~; (e)= de~J [(lxxlyy-J1:y)sin2 e 

+ (J xxl 7z- Jh) cos2 e + J xYJ zx sin 2e], 

.r-1(')--- 1 [(J J J2). 2 
:1:1 e - detJ xx zz- zx Sin -

+ (J xxlyy- J}.y) cos2 e- J xYJ zx sin 2e], 

J~~ (e)= 1;; (e)=- de! J (JyyJ zx sin c+ J zzl xY cos e), 

.T;~(e)=l~; (e)= de!J (Jzzlxysine-JyylzxC05e), 
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.r~~(e)=f;! (e)= de~J r; (JxxJyy-J'5._y-JxxJzz+Jh)sin2e 

+JxyJzxCos2e]. (2.1} 

The special axes introduced by Kharlamov ([88], Sec. 2.6) satisfy 
the condition J~: (e) = 0 imposed on the reference frame fixed to 
the body; therefore, the angle ex by which the base axes OXYZ are 
rotated toward the special axes OX X 1X 2 (the angle is measured 
counterclockwise if observerl from the point G toward the point 0) 
is giYen by 

(2.2) 

Usi11g Kharlamov's notation, we denote the quantities in (2.1) for 
e = ex by 

-- J-1 -- JyyJ zz 
a-- 11 - det J 

(2.3) 

Kote that the parameters a, a1 , and a 2 are automatically positive. 
Formulas (1. 7) express the kinetic energy of the solid body in 

terms of the projections kx, kx1 , and kx2 of the kinetic momentum 
(with respect to the fixed point) onto the special axes oxxlx 2• 
so that 

K = ~ (k0 , .f-1k0 ) = ~ (ak'5._ + a1k'5.. 1 + a 2k'5..2) + (b1kx1 + b2kx2) kx. 

(2.4) 
The projections of the angnlar velocity w onto the special axes are 

ffix = akx + b1kx 1 + b2kx2 , 

(l)_y 1 = b1kx + a1kx 1 , wx 2 = b2kx + a2kx 2 • (2.5) 

2.3. Equations of motion of a heavy solid body in the special r£'f
erence frame. The motion of a heayy solid body with a fixed point 
is giwn by the system of rqnations 

(3.1) 

which possesses the first intrgrals 

(v 0 • v0) =- 1. (k0 • v0) -= koz*· K- (Mgv 0 , lex) = h, (3.2) 
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where k 0 is the kinetic momentum of the solid body with respect 
to the fixed point 0, ex is a unit vector directed toward the centroid 
G, v0 is a unit vector of gravity, and l = OG. As in the preceding 
subsection, we denote the projections of k0 onto the special axes 
OXX1X2 by kx, kx, and kx, and direction COSines of VeCtor V0 

1 2 
in the same reference frame by v, v1 , an.d v 2 , after which equations 
(3.1) and integrals (3.2) can be written (by 2.5) as 

d~~ = (b2kx + a2kx2) k:x 1 - (btkx + atkx1) kx2 , 

dkx 1 
-d-t- = - M glv2 + (akx + b1kx1 + b2kx2) kx1 - (b2kx + a2kx1 ) kx, 

dkx2 --cu- = M glv1 - (akx + b1kx1 + b2kx2) kx1 + (b1kx + a1kx1) kx, 

dv 
dt = (bzkx + a2kx 2 ) V1 - (b1kx + a1kx1) v2 , 

d'\' ---a}-= (akx + b1kx1 + bzkx2) v2 - (b2kx + a2kx2) v, 

d;: = - (akx + b1kxi + b2kx2) V 1 + (b1kx + a 1kx1) v; (3.3) 

v2 +v~ +v~ = 1, kxv+ kx1V1 + kx 2V2 = koz•, 

! (ak~ + a1k~1 + a2k~2) + (b1kx1 + b2kx2) kx- M glv = h ·. (3.4) 

(see [88], equations (2.6.8), (3.2.11), (3.2.12). (3.3.11), (3.3.16), 
and (3.3.18)). 

One solution of system (3.3) is kx = kx = kx = 0, v1 = V 2 = 
1 2 

= 0, v = 1, which corresponds to the lower equilibrium position. 
Now we assume that at every moment during the oscillations 

v = 1 + N, (3.5) 

and introduce the following dimensionless parameters and variables 

T= V Mgla1 t, 

(3.6) 
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System (3.3) and integrals (3.4) become 

dx 
(h = (e2x + d2x2) x1 - (e1x + x1) x2 , 

ddx; = - '\'2 + (d'x + e1x1 + e2x2) x2 - (e2x + d2x2) x, 

dx2 . (d' ) ( ) """"dT = '\·1 - x + e1x1 + e2x2 x1 + e1x + x1 x, 

df\ 
"""(h"= (e2x+ d2x2) Y1 -- (e1x+x1) v2 , 

ddv; = - e2x- d2x2 + (d'x + e1x1 + e2x2) v2 - (e2x + d2x2) I\, 

ddv; =e1x+x1 -(d'x+e1x1 +e2x2)v1 +(e1x+x1)N; (3.7) 

2N + l\2 + v~ + v: = 0, 

x (1 + N) + x1v1 + x2v2 = V- ,;~l koz* = k, 

d'x2 +x~+d2x~+2(e1x1 +e2x2)x-2N=2h'+2 (k'= 1\:gl ). 

(3.8) 

System (3. 7), which describes the general case of oscillations of a 
heavy solid body about the lower equilibrium position, contains 
four dimensionless parameters d', d 2 , e1 , and e 2 , given by formulas 
(3.6), (2.3), (2.2), and (2.1) (see also Subsection 1.1). The eigenvalues 
of the matrix of the linear part of system (3. 7) are 

(3.9) 

where the simple elementary divisors correspond to a zero eigen
value. The matrix S that has as its elements the correspondingly 
arranged eigenvectors of the matrix of the linear part of system (3. 7) 
and reduces this system to the Jordan form (in this case diagonal 
form) and its inverse s-1 are 

0 1 0 0 0 0 

0 -e1 1 1 0 0 

0 e2 0 0 1 1 
S= 

-a; 
1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 -iV~ iV a2 
0 0 -i 0 0 

l5-055g 
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0 0 0 1 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0 1 . 
2e1 2 -2l 

s-1= 1 1 0 0 0 1 . 
2e1 2 2l (3.10) 

1 e2 0 1 0 i 0 2d; 2 2 yd; 
1 ea 0 

1 0 i 0 2d;" T -2yd; 

The transition to the Jordan variables by means of the matrix S 
reduces system (3. 7) to the diagonal form (referring only to the linear 
part of the reduced system). The reduction to diagonal form precedes 
the transformation to normal form. The diagonal form per se will 
not be needed in the analysis to follow, but the matrices S and 
S-1 will be useful for transforming the system to the Lyapunov form. 

2.4. Reduction to the Lyapunov form. The matrix T of the linear 
transformation that reduces the system in diagonal form to the 
skew-symmetric Lyapunov form is 

The matrix L of the resulting transformation of the initial system 
(3. 7) into a Lyapunov-type system is 

L = ST, 

where S is found from (3.10). The matrix and corresponding inverse 
are 

0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 -el 1 0 0 0 

0 e2 0 0 1 0 
L= 

-ri; 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 -Va2 
0 0 0 1 0 0 
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0 0 0 1 0 0 

1 0 0 0 0 0 

el 1 0 0 0 0 

L-1= 0 0 0 0 0 1 
• (4.1) 

ea 0 1 0 0 0 d;-

0 0 0 0 1 0 ---v d2 

We denote by u a vector with the components x, x1 , x 2 , N, v11 

and v 2 and by v a vector with the components v1 , ••• , v6• We write 
system (3. 7) in the form 

du 
d-t =Au+ g (u), 

where A is the matrix of its linear part and g (u) is a vector-function 
composed of the nonlinear terms of system (3. 7). The substitution 

u = Lv 

reduces system (3.7) to the Lyapunov form 

~: =L- 1ALv+L- 1g(Lv). 

In full form, transformation (4.2) and system (4.3) are 

ea + 'X= v2, 'XI= - elv2 + VJ, 'X2 = - d l'2 v5, 
2 

N =v1, v1=-V~v6 , '112=v4, 

v1 =N, v2 ='X, v3 =e1x+x1 , v4 =v2, 

e2 1 
v5 =y x+ "'2• va =-,;- vl; 

2 y d2 

dv v-d~ = -v3v4-d2 d2 v5v6, 

d;~ = ~: v2v 3 -e1d2v2v5+(d2 -1)v3v5, 

dva e2 ( d' + 2 + e~ ) 2 + 2 d1: = - v4 +""it; - et ""it; v2 e2vs 

(4.2) 

(4.3t 

(4.2a) 

+ ( d'- d2 - e~- d2e:- 2 ~! ) V2V5 + e1d2V-JJs, 

d;; =v3+v1v3 + V d2 (d' -e~- ~: )v2v6 + V d2e1VaV6 + V dze2VsV6, 

15* 
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(4.3a) 

The fust two integrals of (3.8) (the trivial one and that of the 
kinetic momentum relatiYe to the vertical axis), expressed in new 
variables, are 

2v1 +v~+v!+d2v!=0, (4.4) 

v2 +v1v2 - ~2 v2v4 +e1 Vd2 v2v6 -Vd2 v3v6 +v4v5 =k. (4.5) 
2 

A linear combination of the energy integral and the trivial integral 
results in the definite-positive integral 

2.5. Resonances. The ratio of frequencies of the linear part of 
system (3.7) or (4.3a) is obtained in a straightforward manner from 
(3. 9). Equating this ratio to min, where m and n are mutually prime 
numbers, we obtain 

(5.1) 

Formula (2.2) yields 

sin2 £x= 2~/t [.J?+(lxxlyy-J~ly)--(lxxlzz-lh)], 

cos"2£x = 2~£ [12-(lxxlyy-J:ry)+(lxxlzz-lh)J, 

. 2 ~2/ xxlyy 
SlD Ex= ,'1t , 

where 

By formulas (2.3) and (2.1). we derive 

d
2 

= !!L =~ lxx (Jyy+J zz)-(l:rv+lh)-8? 
at lxx(lyy+lzz)-(J:u+lh)+Ht · 
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After elementary manipulations, the rescnant equation (5.1) reduces.to 

(n'• + m") Jxx (JxxJyyJ zz- JyyJ~x- J zzJ~u) 
= n2m2 [(JxxJyy- Jh)2 + (J.uJ zz-J~~y)2+ 2J~yJh]. (5.2) 

We assume that the base axes are the principal axes of the ellip
soid of inertia for the point 0, that is, J.YY = J 2x= 0. In this 
case these axes are also the special ones, because formula (2.2) yields 
Ex = 0. As a result, equation (5.2) becomes 

(n4 + m 4 ) JyyJ zz = n2m 2 (Jh + Jh). (5.3) 

Obviously, its solution is 
Jzz m 2 

Jyy -;-;z. (5.4) 

For instance, in the Lagrange-Poisson case we obtain Jxx = C 
(because axis OX is directed to the centroid) and Jyy = J zz .=A, 
which coincides with (5.4) for m = n = 1. 

In the Kovalevskaya case [92], however, Jxx =A and 

J zz 1 
Jyy 2' 

that is, (5.4) is not satisfied. 
2.6. Application of the method of successive approximalions. We 

solve integrals (4.4) and (4.5) with respect to the variables v1 and v2 

If 
v; + v; < 1, -1 < N (6.3) 

and if (4.2a) is taken into account, then expansions (6.1) and (6.2) 
are convergent. 

These conditions are obviously satisfied if the centroid of the oscil
lating body does not reach the horizontal plane passing through the 
fixed point 0. 

The last four equations of (4.3a) can be presented in vector form as 
dw 
a:r=Bw+f(w, vi(w), v2 (w)), 

I 0 -1 0 0 

w~{,e} B~ ~ ~ ~ -OV d, ' (6.4) 

0 0 v d2 0 
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where f is a vector-function composed of the nonlinear terms. As 
the zeroth approximation of system (6.4) we choose a vector composed 
of the initial conditions w 0 = w (0),~ and as the first approxima
tion a solution of the system 

~;.1 = Bw1 + f (w0 , v1 (w0), v2 (wo)). 
l 

With the same initial conditions w1 (0) = w 0 , this solution be-
comes 

w1Kt)=e'Bw0 +B-1 (e<B_J4)f(w0 , v1 (w0), v2 (w0)). 

The expressions for the components of w 1 ('t) are 

u! (T) = V 3 (0) COST- u4 (0) sin T 

+ [ ~: ( - d' + ei + ~: ) v; (0) + e2v: (0) 

+ ( d'- d2 - ei- d2ei- 2 ~: ) v2 (0) v5 (0) + e1d2v3 (0) v5 (0) J sin T 

- 2 [ vi(O) Va (0) + V d2 ( d' - ei- ~: ) V2 (0) v6 (0) 

+ V d2 e1v3 (0) v6 (0) + V d2 e2v5 (0) v6 (0) .J sin2 ~ , 

v! (T) = v3 (0) sin T + v4 (0) cosT 

+ 2 [ ~: ( - d' + e~ + ~: ) v! (0) + e2v: (0) 

+(d'-d2-e;-d2ei-2 ~: )v2 (0)v5 (0) 

+ e1d 2v3 (0) v5 (0) J sin2 ~ 

+ [ v1 (0) v3 (0) + V d2 ( d'- ei- ~: ) v2 (0) P6 (0) 

+ V d2 e1V3 (0) v6 (0) + V d2 e2v5 (0) v6 (0) J sin T, 

v! (T) = v5 (0) cosY d2 T-V d2 v6 (0) sin Y d2 T 

+ V~2 [et (d'-ei- ~:) v~(O)-e1vi(O) 

+ ( 1 - d' + 2ei + ~~ + ~~ ) v2 (0) v3 (0) 
2 2 

+ V2 (0) v5 (0) - ;; v3 (0) v5 (0) J sin V d2 T 

-2 [ V1 (0) v5 (0) + d~ ( - d' + ei + ~: ) v2 (0) v4 (0) 

er e J l/ d2 't - d; v3 (0) v4 (0)- d: u4 (0) v5 (0) sin2 ~2 
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v~ (•) = )f d2 v5 (0) sin V d2 •+ v6 (0) cos V a 2 T 

+ }/d
2 

[ e1 ( d' - e~- ~! ) v; (0)- e1v~ (0) 

+ ( 1-d' + 2e~ + ~~ + ~n v2 (0) v3 (0) 
2 2 

+ v2 (0) v5 (0)- ~: v3 (0) v5 (0) l sin2 v~ 't 

+ [ vdO) v<.(O) + d12 ( - d' + e~ + ~: ) v2 (0) v4(0) 

- T v3 (0) v~ (0)- ~2 v4(0) Vs (0) J sin V d2 T. 
2 2 

Now v~ ('r) and v~ (•) can be found from (6.1) and (6.2). The second 
approximation w2 (<) is then found from the equation 

dd~2 = Bw2 +f (wd<), v~ ('r), v! ('r)), 

whose solution for w 2 (0) = w0 yields 
'( 

w2 ('t) = eTBw0 + eTB J e-sBf (w1 (s), v~ (s), v~ (s)) ds. (6.5) 
0 

This result can be somewhat weakened by setting v~ (s) = 0 and 
v! (s) = k in (6.5). This means that the terms of the third order of 
smallness in the expression for f are neglected in (6.5). 

By formulas (4.2a), integral (4.6) can be recast in the initial 
variables 

( d'- e~- ~:) x2+ (e1x+ x1) 2+ d2 ( ~: ~+x~) 'l +N2 +v~ +v; 
= 2h' + 2. (6.6) 

We assume that the centroid of the body has reached the horizon
tal plane passing through the fixed point 0 (N = -1, v~ + v; = 1) 
with the zero angular velocity (x = x1 = x2 = 0). Substituting 
this into (6.6), we find h' = 0. It was mentioned that this situation 
is a limiting one for the convergence of the suggested version of the 
method of successive approximations. Therefore, taking into ac
count that h' = 0, we see that integral (4.6) defines the surface of a 
six-dimensional ellipsoid containing the allowed initial values of 
the variables v1, ••• , v6 ; in other words, the inequality 

[v~ (0) + ( d'- e; ~- ~: ) v: (0) + v~ (0) + v! (0) + d2v: (0) + d2v: (0) < 2 

must be satisfied. 



BRIEF BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES 

Part One 

Chapter I 

§ 1. A practical method of finding periodic solutions of Lyapunov systems was 
suggested by Malkin [111a]. Sokolov [369] determined periodic solutions of cer
tain types of Lyapunov systems for which the available methods of calculation 
proved unmanageable. 

1.1. These results are taken from [ 371 e-g, j, s ]. 
1.2. This transformation was given in [371j, n, s, t]. 
§ 2. Here we follow§ IV.6 of [SO]. 
The Poincare method for both nonautonomous and autonomous svstems can 

be found in monographs by Andronov, Vitt, Khaikin [5], Blekhrnan [20a], 
Bulgakov [ 31], MacMillan [ 109],and Malkin [ 111a, b]. Periodic solutions by the 
method of small parameter were practically investigated by Proskuryakov 
[348a-n] and Plotnikova [341a-c]. These papers treat quasilinear autonomous 
and nonautonomous systems with one or several degrees of freedom, certain non
linear systems, and some special cases. 

Let us discuss one nontraditional application of the Poincare method: the 
study of the motion of a heavy solid body about a fixed point, including both 
an analysis of the general properties of the equations of motion and the actual 
integration. In 1953 Sretenskii [ 370] suggested applying the method of small 
parameter to analyze the motion of a solid body rotating at a high angular ve
locity about a fixed point. Arkhangelskii [2Hia, c] discussed a method of con
structing periodic solutions of quasilinear autonomous systems that possess first 
integrals; this results in the appearance of degenerate 8ituations. Later these re
sults were used [216b, d, e] to derive new special solutions for a heavy solid bnrl~
rotating at a high angular velocity about a fixed point. 

Chapter II 

Simple, physical, and elastic compounrl pendulums are treated extensi\ely 
in the literature. Papers by Mettler [320a], Struble [376b], Heinbockel and 
Struble [269, 379a, b], and Cheshankov [244a-e] contain an extensive bibliogra
phy. 

§ 1. The results are taken from [371d]. 
1.6. Litvin-Sedoi [304a, b] demonstrated that if a simple plane pendulum of 

variable length is mounted on a suspension undergoing a nonzero acceleration, 
a restoring force due to the inertial force of the rota tiona! acceleration of t hf' 
pendulum is produced even in the absence of external forces. 

§ 2. The results are taken from [371c]. 

Chapter III 

The method of averaging is given in monographs by Bngolyubov ([22], 
vol. I), Mitropolskii [127d], Volosov and 1\lnrgunov [204], and Grebcnikov and 
Ryabov ([66a], Pt. I). 
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The problems of accuracy in the theory of nonlinear oscillations were dis
cussed by Ryabov [355b-e] and Gorbatenko [260a-d]. 

The results presented are taken from [371h] (§ 1), [371k] (§ 2), [371n] (§ 3), 
[372] (§ 4). 

§ 1. The first results dealing with energy transfer in oscillations of elastic 
pendulums were obtained by Vitt and Gorelik [394]. Energy transfer in flexural
torsional oscillations was analyzed by Kononenko [290a]. Energy transfer was 
also analyzed by Struble [376c], Struble and Heinbockel [379a, b], Struble 
and Warmbrod [380], Cheshankov [244a, b], Zelman [398a], and Mercer, Ree~, 
and Fahy [ 319]. 

Chapter IV 

§ 1. Lyapunov systems were investigated by Malkin [111a, b]. Chapter VIII 
of [ 111b] discusses nearly Lyapunov systems, but in a different sense than here, 
namely, nonautonomous systems. 

1.1, 1.2, 1.5. The results are taken from [371m]. 
1.2. A proof of the Poincare theorem on the expansion of integrals of ana

lytic systems of differential equations in powers of a small parameter can also be 
found in a monograph by Golubev ([65a], Ch. III, § 2). 

1.3. The introduction to Subsection 1.3 shows that the discussion goes beyond 

the scope of the equation;+ w2x = ecp (x, ,;,). This equation is extensively treat
ed in the literature both in the scalar and in the vector case; among the publi
cations in the USSR we mention the monographs by Andronov, Vitt, and Khai
kin [5], Bulgakov [31], Malkin [111a, b], Bogolyubov and Mitropolskii [23a], 
Moiseev [129], and Roitenberg [166]. It should be emphasized at the same time 
that Subsection 1.3 is a supplementary analysis of the general case of oscillation~ 

in a system with one degree of freedom described by the equation ,;,·_L f (x) = <q (.;), 
as given by Bulgakov [31], Moiseev [129], and Roitenberg [16G]. 

1.3, 1.4. The results are taken from [371y]. 
§ 2. Nearly Lyapunov systems were investigated by Malkin [111b], who ana

lyzed periodic solutions that reduce to the Lyapunov solutions for fl = 0 and 
periodic solutions in the resonant case. The problems of existence, stahil i ty. 
and practical calculation of periodic solutions were studied by Shimanov [3fi4a, 
c, d] by a method of auxiliary systems that he suggested. 

One special case of Lyapunov-type systems was analyzed by Sokolov [3G!l]; 
Ryabov used a somewhat different approach to similar systems [355a]. 

Part Two 

The reader should be warned about terminology. Here we cmtsider normal 
forms of systems of differential equations and their applications to oscillation 
problems. 

The theory of oscillations also considers normal mode oscillations, which ]'ave 
rectilinear trajectories in the configurational space. Let us brief1y describe the 
literature. The definition of normal mode oscillations can be found in [351a, h]. 
The existence of solutions close to normal mode oscillations was proved by Lya
punov [ 108a] for a wide class of quasi linear systems. 1\'lanevich [308] demonstrat
ed the possibility of interpreting normal mode oscillations in terms of the theo
ry of group-invariant solutions developed by Ovsyannikov [ 142]. Manevich and 
Pinskii [311a, b] found some new classes of systems allowing both rectilinear and 
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curYilinear normal modes of oscillations, since the corresponding systems are 
inYariant with respect to the complementary discrete groups of the transforma
tions. Manevich and Cherevatskii [309a, b] studied degenerate systems that can 
be reduced to singularly perturbed equations. An efficient method was suggested 
for constructing periodic solutions of such systems. A constructive method of 
finding normal mode oscillations of multidimensional conservative systems was 
given in [310] and by Mikhlin in [321a]. The method is based on constructing 
curvilinear trajectories of the solutions to be found, tracing them in the configu
rational space in the vicinity of the rectilinear forms of oscillations. The trajec
tories are constructed as power series, and the relationship to Lyapunov's re
sults [108a] is established. Rosenberg [351a] proved some theorems on the exi
stence of normal mode oscillations. Mikhlin [321b] investigated resonant modes 
and proved that in several special cases they are close to normal mode oscilla
tions. 

Chapter V 

Elementary information on autonomous systems can be found in a monograph 
by 1\Iyskis [135]. For advanced reading we recommend a monograph by Dalet
skii and Krein [47], which a nonmathematician can reinterpret in terms of 
finite-dimensional space. A qualitative theory is given in a monograph by Ne
mytskii and Stepanov [ 139], although normal forms are treated only in the first 
·edition (1947). 

§ 1. The fundamental results were obtained by Brjuno [238j]; this reference 
also contains the relevant bibliography. 

1.2. The fundamental Brjuno theorem [238j] does not assume that the Jordan 
form is diagonal, that is, it treats the case of arbitrary elementary divisors of 
the linear part of the system. The presentation in this subsection is based upon 
the statement of the problem in 1.1. 

1.3. The Poincare theorem (in the case of violation of conditions (2) or (1)) 
was generalized by Siegel [183] and Pliss [340]. 

§ 2. A geometrical interpretation of "truncated systems" (in the space of ex
ponents) and examples of the use of these systems can be found in [238m]. 

2.4. The existence of an analytic transformation in the real case was dis
cussed by Markhashov [315] and Brjuno [238v]. Poincare theorem was generalized 
(in the sense of the existence of a piecewise-smooth transformation of the linear 
system) by Samovol [357] and Brjuno [238v]. 

§ 3. The author agrees with Brjuno's remark [2381] that the method of nor
mal forms is naturally separated into two parts. The first (algebraic) part con
sists in indicating an algorithm for constructing the necessary formal expansions 
[238j]. In this book the algorithms are elaborated to the point of recurrent cal
culation formulas covering the general case. 

The second (analytic) part consists in interpreting the results by means of 
'lnalytic functions (Poincare [149a], Dulac [253], Siegel [183], Pliss [340], and, 
finally, Brjuno f238j]) or smooth functions (Birkhoff [15], and others) and eval
uating the accuracy of approximate integration by this method (Birkhoff [15], 
Siegel [183], and Moser [132]). 

The local method is not restricted to normal forms. For the further study of 
this method (seminormal forms and integral manifolds related to them, etc.) 
we refer the reader to Brjuno's works [238j, p-u], which also contain the rele
vant references. 

The extension of normal forms to nonautonomous systems is outlined in a 
paper by Kostin [294]. 
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Chapter VI 

The results are taken from [371i]. 
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§ 1. The first (after Poincare [ 149a]) to express the general solution of equa
tions (V, 1, 1.1) in terms of the solution of equations (V, 1, 3.2) was Lyapunov 
[ 108a]. 

The relationship of the problems covered in this section to the first Lyapunov 
method, as well as a number of more general topics, will be found by the reader 
in Part II of a review by Erugin [54b]. 

1.2. The general solution in which arbitrary constants are chosen as the 
initial values of variables (and of their derivatives) will be referred to as a so
lution of the Cauchy problem in the general case. 

Chapter VII 

§ 1. The results are taken from [371p]. 
1.4. The problem was formulated by Roitenberg. The effects of play and 

friction on the free and forced oscillations are discussed in [371a]. 
§ 2. The results are taken from [371u]. 

Chapter VIII 

1.4. A more general approach to the investigation of critical cases of stabil
ity (for example, with right-hand sides not necessarily analytic) is outlined in 
a monograph by Krasovskii [100]. 

The transformations of this subsection are a special case of power series de
veloped by Brjuno [238c]. 

1.5. The contents of the Bibikov-Pliss theorem [227] are intentionally cur-
tailed by the author. 

2.1, 2.4-2.7. The results are taken from [3711]. 
§ 4. The section presents the contents of [ 187b, Pt. II, § 6]. 
An analysis of the critical case of three pairs of pure imaginary eigenvalues 

of the matrix of the linear part can be found in a paper by Veretennikov [392b]. 

Chapter IX 

Recent investigations of Kharlamova and Kharlamov and their school on 
the dynamics of a solid body and of systems of bodies are collected in [119]. 
An extensive bibliography of the most recent works (seventy references) is cited 
in a paper by Kharlamov [280]. 

Inte~ral manifolds and bifurcation sets used in the treatment of the motion of 
a solid body with a fixed point are described by Katok [277] on the basis of the 
topology of mechanical systems with symmetry, as introduced by Smale [368]. 

1.4. Concerning problems of the stability of permanent rotations the reader 
is referred to Rumyantsev's work (see bibliography in [171]). 

1.7. Another version of the method of successive approximations is given in 
[371w]. 
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